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Seulement affiché (36,4 %)
Incomplet (0 %)
Complet (63,6 %)

Lien direct (100 %)

<1 min. (0,0 %)
1-2 min. (1,4 %)
2-5 min. (41,4 %)
5-10 min. (36,4 %)
10-30 min. (16,2 %)
30-60 min. (1,9 %)
>60 min. (2,7 %)
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Résultats
1. Are you a...

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Woman

1285

59,5 %

Man

862

39,9 %

X

12

0,6 %

1,285 (59,5%)
862 (39,9%)
12 (0,6%)
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2. How old are you ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

20 - 30 years old

34

1,6 %

31 - 45 years old

757

35,1 %

46 - 55 years old

854

39,6 %

56 - 65 years old

514

23,8 %

34 (1,6%)
757 (35,1%)
854 (39,6%)
514 (23,8%)
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3. For which European Institution / Organisation do you currently work ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse
European Parliament
Council of the European Union

Ré ponse s

Rat io

4

0,2 %

592

27,4 %
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European Court of Justice

2

0,1 %

European Commission

1185

54,9 %

Committee of Regions

1

0,0 %

European Economic and Social Committee

0

0%

European External Action Service

2

0,1 %

European Central Bank

1

0,0 %

Representations

4

0,2 %

165

7,6 %

Eurocontrol

1

0,0 %

European University Institute

0

0%

ACP

1

0,0 %

Council of Europe

2

0,1 %

Office franco-allemand pour la jeunesse

12

0,6 %

European Patent Office

142

6,6 %

European Schools

7

0,3 %

Other, please specify :

38

1,8 %

Agencies

4 (0,2%)
592 (27,4%)
2 (0,1%)
1,185 (54,9%)
1 (0,0%)
0%
2 (0,1%)
1 (0,0%)
4 (0,2%)
165 (7,6%)
1 (0,0%)
0%
1 (0,0%)
2 (0,1%)
12 (0,6%)
142 (6,6%)
7 (0,3%)
38 (1,8%)
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Cedefop
(3x) Executive Agency
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DElegation in Liberia Monrovia
European Medicines Agency
CEDEFOP
European Union Intellectual Property Office
EU-OSHA
European Agency for Safety and Health
(3x) OP
Publications Office
EPO
Publications Office of the EU - did you forget about us?
Publications office
OLAF
(3x) ERCEA
Other
European Asylum Support Office
EASO
(3x) EASME
European Union Intellectuel Property Office
EUIPO
EU Delegation
REA
(3x) EIOPA
ECDC
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority
INTPA
Offices

4. Did you work from home during the Coronavirus crisis ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

2118

98,1 %

No

41

1,9 %

2,118 (98,1%)
41 (1,9%)
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5. What is your current working situation ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Working from home

1910

88,5 %

Working at the office

61

2,8 %

Both : working from home and at the office (weekly or daily shifts)

186

8,6 %

Still unemployed

2

0,1 %

Partially employed

0

0%

1,910 (88,5%)
61 (2,8%)
186 (8,6%)
2 (0,1%)
0%
0%
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6. "If you are still working, have your workload or work hours increased since the
beginning of the Corona crisis ?"

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

94

4,4 %

Same as before

1203

55,7 %

Increased significantly

862

39,9 %

No, I have less work than before

94 (4,4%)
1,203 (55,7%)
862 (39,9%)
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7. "Have your workload or work hours increased since last September?"

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

No

300

13,9 %

Same

986

45,7 %

Increased

873

40,4 %

300 (13,9%)
986 (45,7%)
873 (40,4%)
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8. "Do you feel more work-related stress since the beginning of the Corona crisis?"*

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

1061

49,1 %

Same as before

676

31,3 %

No

422

19,5 %

1,061 (49,1%)
676 (31,3%)
422 (19,5%)
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9. "Do you feel more work-related stress since last September?"

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

964

44,7 %

No

1117

51,7 %

78

3,6 %

More or less. If so, please specify :
964 (44,7%)
1,117 (51,7%)
78 (3,6%)
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More stress not because of the crisis but because of an increased workload/pressure to deliver since the beginning of the crisis.
The same as in the first period
(2x) Same
less than the forst vague
YES as it is assumed that everything can work as in normal situation. Accepted left-overs from "1st COVID" period have been popping up.
I was ill for a month from mid-Nov to mid-Dec mainly due to exhaustion
Yes, but not Covid-related
Less
More or less the same but it is better since I can come to the ofice sometimes
Yes, just because there is more work.
Brexit documents
I don't know why it should be different from September. The work related stress has changed with 100% telework, but not necessarily in the
bad way.
Virtual meetings are very tiring, much more than physical meetings.
It is more related to the workload due to external events (i.e. Brexit, MFF) that would have impacted regardless of teleworking
Same amount, just different type (is the IT tool for online meeting gonna work, am I able to sort out the problem myself? etc
Higher workload means higher stress for me
With people working at different hours, respecting 8h a day is not easy
the closure of the financial year is always stressing
Always heavy workload and irregular working hours. Always staying connected.
I started in October and have always worked from home.
More or less the same since March
it increased after the start of Corona and now it has settled, i.e. more than before corona, but is stable
Connections to the servers can sometimes be bad and make the home PC response slow and freezing
It has significantly increased since the begining of the crisis due to covid-related work coming above usual work
German presidency
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Note: breaks (if one manages to take one at all) are not as efficient as in the office. No possibility to talk to others to take mind off of work.
More stress, but linked to the change of position.
lack of motivation; missing purpose and connections
When the creche is closed, it's a problem
same as before -too much in general
More the idea of feeling alienated
Change to less Paperwork makes overview difficult or impossible, so wasting time for useless actions
Legislative procedures have been accelerated, leaving six months less to prepare
Less, since i dont have to find alternative solutions for my children when they are sick, I eat more healthy, I dont have to spend 30 h/month
driving
just because I changed job. I work now for our new HoU
A bit more, as some of my attributions changed, as I am detached for 6 months in another position.
Stress is rather related to the struggle to balance time between work and supporting children attending home schooloing.
It was a lot more until the end of the year, for the moment it seems to become better, but let's see how the year evolves
More, especially before the Christmas break
Incertainty is weighing on my motivation. About same amount of work, but more irritation.
Part of my work-related additional stress was actually Brexit-related.
increasing
More workload so more work-related stress: this would have occurred regardless of place of work (home or office)
People are tired of teleworking and virtual meetings and that affects our daily work
Lack of social rapport at work
Much more now things get better, through better planning and more switch off time
More or less - higher workload in the 1st semester
Yes because there is much more pressure since September than during the first period of lockdown
Not related to telework. Related to colleagues not doing their job and being constantly absent (or having "technical problems" for days in a
row)
lack of recognition
workload increases heavily between september and december, in addition we now had the covid worries
I have to replace a colleague since months, not really linked to COVID crisis but heavy.
stress was already quite high before.
Organising missions (work related) is very complicated.
Yes, but only when the European Schools shut their service
lots of reporting and work related to the programming
Yes, but for circumstances not linked to the crisis
Same level of pressure, higher pressure since COVID
Mainly due to difficulties to get "informally" check with colleagues an action. All done by email (box exploding)
The extended period of anxiety makes it more difficult to bare, though the workload is equally high.
routine heavily disrupted, mainly because of the limited human interaction (including consultants unable to visit projects)
No empethy from the management. Social contact reduiced to the minimum.
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We had a very big stress at the beginning of the crisis, then again in Oct-Nov. Increasingly difficult to get a break from screens, calls from HoU
etc
More crisis appear and should be treated in emergency
I changed job in September(was already arranged pre-covid) and it's a unit where workload is significantly higher partly due to covid
Sometimes I feel stress related to sudden peaks of work-load due to tight deadlines and organisational dysfunctions
need of real breaks during the day
50% part time medical - 100% work objectives - financial programme December deadline
In charge of 200+ research projects with huge proportion of them asking COVID related assitance, which means huge increase of tasks to deal
with.
yes, as I changed position
Lockdown started in March adding obviously stress and in my case the workload increased too since then
It's been busier since Sept but manageable. Busier but not more stressful
The stress level from September to December was terrible. It's somewhat better now.
Difficult to assess if it's more or less but it's different kind of stress
end of year closure means always additional stress especially if you are understaffed and have to perform the work with less-experienced ad
hoc collea
Partly connected with a reorganisation in DG DEVCO (now INTPA)
more or less, the situation is uncertain, we do not know how the new normal will be

10. Has your organisation implemented a clear policy to reduce or take into
account the overload and or work-related stress on you since the beginning of the
Corona crisis (e.g. reduction in targets, working hours, etc....)?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

423

19,6 %

No

1532

71,0 %

More or less, please specify :

204

9,4 %

423 (19,6%)
1,532 (71,0%)
204 (9,4%)
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trainings on well being. no reduction in targets, working hours have shifted to objectives oriented results
Obviously the monitoring of individual workloads become a challenge when teleworking
in DGT the number of urgent documents to be translated has significantly increased and the deadlines became shorter and shorter.
My Head of Unit has been very accomodating but I would not credit this to teh organisation
I could not tell it
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I was on sick leave for 2 months and work now on medical part time
No reason. For most people I know workloaddecreased.
flexibility
Bein gin a Delegation, the situqation was a bit confused
Some awareness of issues/right to disconnect emphasised
It was made clear that when there are children at home, not the same presence was expected.
Difficult to say, workload difficult to anticipate!
Messages of information about the situation
No change in WP, some psycological aids
They tried to enforce a max working day of 8hours, banned us to work extra hours if we want to
DG SCIC interpreters work fewer hours, but the working conditions have deteriorated badly, making work extremely strenuous. An new
agreement mitigates
Not at all. To the contrary. We seem to have to prove that we are above human limits.
Started accounting for real hours worked
For e.g. Positive: online webinars of the EAS and of COM. Negative: same core hours while our circumstances are different.
No clear policy, but intitatives such as offering mindfullness, increased staff and unit meetings with space to discuss and exchange experiences
etc.
Targets should be reviewed, but they are still set too high so that not meeting them results in threats.
The reduction in targets was discretionary (no clear transparent policy), core hours were suspended, time windows to access systems extended
7-24
More flexiblity in working hours, but more work: targets the same + digital change
one week holidays 4-8 Jan
The organisation has given extra leave from 24-12-2020 to 08-01-2021
The president announced a reduction of targets but the line managers didn't apply it
The pandemic impact is taken into account for targets, however, no clear guidance on how and insofar it will be taken into account is provided.
Some measures taken, revision of targets is yet to come.
On request only and with very little impact
Only in words ... Only in January five days were given. Workload increases
a policy has been implemented but only partially been followed
got 4 additional holidays
introduced (flexible) teleworking but not allowed to reduce targets
More or Less: officially yes, in practice it didn't actively sought that and gave us a week off at the beginning of 2021.
Provision of furniture and IT equipment
it has been announced, but remain to be seen if it is implemented
holiday added at the end of the year, technical solutions for handling files
Kinda, but it does not apply to me.
Efforts are being made but it's not a "clear policy"
I cumulated about 130h of overtime, since I worked during weekends and holidays. In December I changed DG. New DG doesn't want 2
recognise overtime
Oragisation I don't know, our HoU yes.
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I do not know.
Why it should be???? From home or from office the job has to be done, so NO DIFFERENCE
Réduction in targets, but managerial discretion. No measures for staff representatives who are facing massive increase in work due to pandemic
Some ease e.g. of flexible working hours
minimal reduction in targets
some production targets were reduced, for a certain (huge) group of employees
the office has implemented rather generous rules for homeworking and working hours
Extra unpaid parental leave. 1 week of mandatory closure.
Not for 2020. Apparently yes for 2021
Some extra leave days in January 2021; also option for additional unpaid leave days for parents; increased flexibility when taking unpaid leave.
Right to disconnect campaign
There is more flexibility and understanding towards staff needs, but no clear reduction to core activities/objectives was put in place
there is the objective to do so but I do not see any real implementation a part from Articles on the Intraweb
I do not Know
no idea
action to take the workload into account (but not to reduce it). No action to reduce stress, on the contrary (multiple controls, late planning, etc)
there is a policy (right and obligation to disconnect), but it puts a big part of the responsibility on the individual (take regular brakes etc)
this would seem to be the case but I don't know if it's more about communication; it also depends on each service/unit
these are exceptional circumstances (Brexit, MFF) independent of regular targets, but the hierarchy is doing the best they can to balance the
pressure
Same policy as during the pre-corona time. Some people are not stressed some overly. Depending on your job and responsibilites.
Not applicable. There has been no overload or work-related stress since the beginning of the Corona crisis.
overtime hours can be taken as rest time but this is a limited possibility as workload is too heavy for that
they take account of the current difficult situation but without taking into account personal preferences or needs and different capacity to cope
Reduction of working hours but no reduction in targets
There was a message 'humans first' and let's not aim for the same targets. In my area of work it proved
Yes, for the very first months.
I don't know. Not applicable for me.
Yes: managers were told "from above" to not expect a "normal" output, which was important. Also, good practices agreed at unit level worked
positively
organised a half-day training
Allowed to work from outside Belgium
given flexibility
Not that I know of
Request to disconnect and take into account life-work balance
i'm not sure
There are policies but the reality is much different.
If general rules have been communicated by Senior Management, they become pointless if not enforced/implemented by medium
management.
I start to be afraid that I may be unable to simply "get back to normal" when the times comes.
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some procedures were postponed for some months, but now they´re back.
In practice not really. During the lockdown in March, there was less work for 2 weeks, but afterwards it came back to the usual level.
Flexible working hours, but not really clear in terms of objectives
The Council has taken measure but not my direct hierarchy.
Possibility to telework
Possible delays due to situation are taken into account
Flexibility in working place / country, 1 additional week of leave,
Yes in principal, but absences of other colleagues, makes workload huge through certain periods.
shifts starting at different hours till August
(5x) I don't know
not applicable
in theory, yes. in practice, not really. the work still has to be done
no specific indicators were introduced, but measures have been taken.
my head of unit signals that less is ok, but sometimes comes with intense requests.
Understanding and supporting working sphere
Telework from abroad
Don't know, much talking, less acting or at least nothing noticeable
20 workinh hours given
Managers were asked to be lenient to those reporting challenges.
Demand driven task
less bureaucratic parental (unpaid) leave arrangement
Some effective targeted measures: teleworking from abroad, good information policy, increased flexibility, but no reduction of workload.
Workload per translation unit was initially reduced to 70% of the usual, but this didn't work any more in the busy last months of the year
2020 won't be considered as a normal year during the reporting excercise
managers were encouraged to take this into account for the annual evaluation reports
They provide us with IT material.
My hierarchy is very understanding and willing to help (but was already before); I cannot complain at all.
Targets weren't reduced shift to paperless took everyone as guinee pig, so more "mouse only" computer actions to be done.
if yes, no informationm
not clear policy but individual solving of the problem if this happens
Head of unit is more realistic and not too pushy, takes personal situations into account
Not in all aspects,i.e. telework from abroad is not allowed.
I do not think there is any policy, but I do not have extra stress
Uncertain as two what steps if any have been taken.
The question is not correctly designed. Working hours and targets could not be reduced, as the crisis demanded a fast and efficient action
I have an empathic boss.
more flexibility on when the work is done in terms of hours
Lots of communication on burn-out, etc.
The idea floats that we need to cut, especilly on meetings with externals. Even the DG mentioned a need to choose wiser and refuse.
reduce complexe tasks
15
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My hierarchy is trying to ensure we remain "together" . It is a confused situation and sadly could become worse :(
There are guidlines, however, each "manager" does what he wants
no clear cut decisions, just directives at unit level
pas la possibilité d'imprimer, ce qui fait fatiguer les yeux
I am an interpreter. We have a provisional agreement for the use of interpreting platforms
Trying to hire new human ressource
Don't know - Not necessary to my concern
No, the policy is more like "Business as usual" and "Thank you for the constant resilience and productivity".
everyone trying to cope
i started in June, so I don't know
(3x) More or less
no meetings during 12-14
No idea.
yes on the paper but not really when it is about the tasks
In a limited way ( psychological support, home office )
There is significant flexibility on working hours to take into account the personal situation
More work expected from me. Increased home care (homeschooling, less help), becomes very tiring at the end. No time to do sport, go out or
self-care.
on an ad-hoc basis not structurally
Some measures were taken, some recommendations ...no significant results felt so far
EUSA lunchtime webinars. Reimbursement of chair and screen for home.
my head of unit is very aware of that and supports us
yes, some actions exists. But there is always a difference between theory and practice
The ship moves forward without knowing where it is going ....
don't know
Management is supportive and protective against overload.
flexibility on the core time (e.g. no need to be online during core time)
team work
My organisation is very understanding and flexibel. It is the lack of work ethics of several people in our team (was already going on before
corona)
yes for time flexibility to adapt work hours with family life. Absolutely not when dealing with 48h, sometimes less, deadlines.
People know what to do
In principle but not possible to put in practise considering the workload
It has shown some understanding about taking care of children when attending school on-line
end year targets have to be met
not really. I was in charge of 2 older persons till the summer at home while working, which was as heavy in my opinion as children. this was not
tak.
no CLEAR policy
In my case, the institution doen't need to reduce targets or anything similar because teleworking is just fine. I am able to accomplish even
more!
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Just in terms of not being expected to reply to emails 24/7, it has been discussed in the unit.
Not really, I would appreciate an initiative to help parents
my sector was redeployd 3 times so as a consequence I started out in a new job
The Commission as a whole, yes, the DG not (did their own thing).
A new colleague was added in the team in September but another one is leaving end of January so we are back to square one.
there were some efforts made, at least on paper. I do not think that there was enough done to cater for working parents struggling with homeschooling
the EC does not guarantee the right to school and childcare,which is an essential service for the staff and a right for our children
yes some kind of vigilance and support to the staff
Not a clear policy, but Head of Unit very attentive to that
some guidance on use of email, reaction times, duration of onm-line meetings
Worload stay the same, but we have more autonomy about working hours
i don't know
Greater flexibility as to the hours but also it causes greater problems to disconnect
No, my DG assumes work can continue as usual 100% remotely
I was provided with support but s/he needs to be trained so no release of pressure will occur in the mid term
constant info, care for colleagues, reimbursement of (some) costs of telework
not really transparent, even if visible effort to have a more flexible attitude...yet no accountability and let to each individual case
My manager has lended a comprehensive ear; which helped ease some work related pressure.
I am not aware
There have been some discussions, but nothing worth mentioning.
HoU forbids to record more hours
After a lot of insisting, it was agreed only at my unit level to plan 1hour lunch break during which internal meetings.
n/a no overload
Absolutely not, business as usual
my stress is related to working from home, not to targets or woking hours
in theory yes in practice no
more flexibility regarding the working hours and more consideration for the personal situation of every staff member
not quite sure, as it does not concern me
training and Psychological support
Great support and communication in general however no reduction of targets nor workload
We have flexibility during the day to also take care of kids in between
To some extent but there is a lot of work
I dont know
Top management communicates on measures like reduction on targets, however middle management does not translate this down. Thus
nothing has changed.
for people without children; same number of hours and everithing online; tools have improved but contacts with colleagues are poor
I can't say that making a full reorganisation of DG GROW since October 2020 is having a clear policy to reduce overlaod and stress in this
context
N.A.
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Overload is mainly because of the poor quality of sound. Special rules for interpreters , different ones according to the place we are working.
Targets have not been adapted
I'm an interpreter in DG SCIC. Our Covid-adapted working arrangement mean more strenuous conditions when working in the booth AND some
blank days
There are political constraints that make it difficult to reduce them but the organisation is aware of these and does what it can.
More flexibility regarding working hours
YES by not authorizing to do overtime NO because nothing done to reduce the stress due to the workload and the rules changing constantly
Only partially. Targets have been only marginally and unsufficiently reduced. Slow reaction to crisis situation.

11. Have you had to care for your children while working from home ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

953

44,1 %

No
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12. If yes, was/is your manager comprehensive about it ? If you answered "does not
apply" or "no" to the previous question, in general, is/was your manager
comprehensive during the coronavirus crisis ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse
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Extremely comprehensive
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Relatively comprehensive
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13. Do/did you feel connected to your colleagues while you are/were working from
home ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes, totally

425

19,7 %

More or less
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65,2 %

No, I feel/felt disconnected. Please specify :
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15,1 %
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Over time it becomes increasingly difficult to keep contact you don't meet people unless it is planned beforehand
Connected only to few colleagues. The overall feeling of belonging and connection wasnot there
I feel disconected, even more so because I changed job and had to integrate in the new team using only online tools. Learning from colleagues
is diffi
No, I started in a new position at the end of 2019 and did not have much chance to get to know my colleagues.
Zéro contact
it not possible to meet people face to face and it is very difficult to mentor new colleagues
We are dosconnected, in a bad mood and the connection in between the team is lost to a big extend and collaboration spirit is very low.
Lack of personal encounters
I feel connected and the good point is to be able to focus on specific task when I decide it (by isolating myself)
I need personal contact, video is better than nothing but not enough
Moved jobs in August. Next to no explanations from the new colleagues.
all communication goes via email and WA: in emails not always the right people are put in copy, WA messages are too short to be helpful
I change unit mid April and have never met my nex colleagues, it's harder to feel being a part of the team
no team spirit anymore, no personal calls from hierarchy to check on us, etc.
A lot is lost with teleworking, meetings are not as productive. Face to face meetings need to resume ASAP. COVID was a sad criminal joke from
DAY ONE
Yes I felt connected but not totally of course
only with colleagues from my sector / 4 people
Informal exchanges are totally missing, every decision has to be formally arranged, also on personal level i miss exchange with colleagues.
I changed unit, and it was impossible to get to know new colleagues
I have started a new job and explanations or integration in a team are not the same way online, without body language
isolation
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Though the many online meeting tools and video calls can partially replace meeting colleagues, the disconnection and isolation sets in over
time.
More or less, but it is difficult to maintain good team spirit and exchange for several months.
It is obviously not possible to be connected in the same way when working from home
highly reduced contact
You don't just call up a colleague, for fear of disturbing, informal spontaneous chats are very difficult
I feel disconnected. I miss the daily casual exchange of views, meeting in the corridors, combining small talk about life with professional topics.
I felt disconnected, I feel like I'm a freelancer and that I dpn't belong to the organisation anymore
No, hard to reach on short notice
Only contacts per phone / few videoconferencing meetings per week. Didn't feel like being connected...
No - Except some calls with Teams, it does not replace a real contact and exchange. No informal meetings anymore (coffee, in the corridors)
much less contact - only by video conference - impact on the quality of the exchangee
Contacts almost only via videoconference, no usual chats by coffee, lunch, on the corridor etc. I haven't seen many colleagues since months
virtual contacts (SKYPE, MSTEAMS, telephone) cannot make up for face to face meetings
I don't meet a lot of colleagues . Only through zoom meetings.
It was already a very individual job, now it is a lonely job
hardly any contact
communication has been replaced via email. Videoconference meetings do not provide the chance to interact or take our opinions, feedback
into account.
many misunderstanding due to not personal communication. No interest of some colleagues to talk personally to me. Much less talk about how
we do thing
disconnected
Connected to colleagues with direct working relationship but completely disconnected to all the other ones
I felt just very few colleagues were conntected with me.
No really. I have only two short video conferences per week with my team, and the phone does not ring often...
cannot easily reach them for a file consulation during office hours. Quality of work I have to cross-check after colleagues has deteriorated.
I'm working in the office but the contacts to people are in general "reduced" ... social distancing ..
contacts via screen is extremely disturbing
A patent examiner is a solitary work. Less connection than before: yes. Not that before was huge.
I miss the social small talk as well as the potential brain storming - thinking discussion in person.
There is much less interaction with the colleagues.
As much as no contact with my colleagues
No direct contact
It's more difficult to engage with colleagues
I dont see them, so I cant be as connected
I felt connected to my unit, but greatly disconnected from the colleague with whom I share an office and with staff outside my unit.
No meetings, no common coffe, no face-to.face discussions about the work to be done.
Virtual meetings/contacts are not the same as real meetings/contacts.
No regular personal contacts anymore
Totally disconnected from colleagues, with whom I do not have joint projects.
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No. There is a lack of cyber-coffees or something... only work meetings...
we try to connect regularly but it is very difficult to do so virtually
I feel very disconnected from most of my colleagues. Some are keeping in touch.
I have only contact by mail
I do not speak to anybody for weeks. It is getting tougher and tougher.
virtually connected yes, but not feeling really connected
Communication is very difficult
I have regular contacts, but some social aspects are missing including the accidental meeting in the corridor.
on a professional level connected, but on a personal level I miss them
I've had no contactwith them since March
No. We've clearly grown apart and this means more conflicts.
If I wanted to I could be more connected, but to be honest I don't mind.
Connection with colleagues is more difficult and not on a regular basis
Middle management did not ask our team how we are doing or saying we are coping greatly by reinventing how to do the job
Feel totally disconnected not being in the office with my colleagues
It is clear to be disconnected if you hardly meet anyone in the office
Lack of informal interaction with colleagues is becoming hardly bearable.
No, I have never met most of my colleagues
Little contact overall but with very few
Not really
No, only work-related voice calls with them, no small talk or anything like that.
Somewhat less connected, also depends on the specific colleague
We communicated just for meetings and urgencies.
I feel like there is no connection between colleagues, just work related cold meetings sometimes, not very supportive colleagues, very
distanced.
the disconnection from colleagues came very quickly after the first teleworking in March 2020. All social contact was lost as well work contact
se
I've never even met most of them.
Loss of personal contacts
It is very hard to live without the daily face-to-face interaction with colleagues.
Very difficult to stay connected and not at all the same to only communicate on phone or badly functioning avaya.
We communicate much less
As a newcomer, I feel a bit disconnected from my unit which is relatively new to me.
Everybody was home except me
I do not feel connected to my colleagues, since some I have never even met.
no more unit meetings as videconference tools are not practica for large groups
No personal chat and no informal exchanges
Only partially connected, much less than before the crisis, or even than in March-May
The crisis duration is too long
This is not the same to be at home or meet people on the screen
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There is no spontaneous connection anymore
I felt connected with some colleagues, but completely disconnected with others. Due to the fact that my manager doesnt master the
collaboration tools
i feel disconnected
No, I joined new working place during COVID-19 so it was very difficult to build social interaction and proper connection.
Bad team
scype, teams video do not replace personal contacts
loin des yeux loin du coeur...
There is vary little contact with collagues, exchange of information is very much reduced
I miss the spontaineity of contacts, the sense of belonging to an organisation, the work environment
Very disconnected.
We are all teleworking, how can we remain connected
No visual contact, no public relations, written conversations...
I started in May, so I barely know my colleagues and sometimes feel disconnected
There are colleagues in my unit whom I haven't seen or heard anymore during this confinement.
I felt like a robot made to fulfill tasks. Very little (if any) time for real connection with colleagues in the team
Virtual cooperation is alienating in the long run
Not connected, very hard to keep up the social part
Contacts outside working conversations are rather rare, we use emails a lot, missing direct contact.
Yes, lack of interaction
less informal meetings, less coordination, more emails instead of direct clarifying calls
Calls and emails can not substitute operational personal consultations.
As a newcomer (started in October) I haven't even met most of my colleagues
No, we do not really talk as we used to
We have an excellent working relationship but I miss meeting them
It was difficult to keep contact with my team despite all efforts.
Screens are not real people, only useful tools. No one to share a translation problem with or when there is a problem (I'm not really ITliterate).
The spontaneous communications disapeared with an effective impact on the work and the human relations.
i rarely hear my colleagues, except for work related issues. no more quick coffee or chitchat in the corridor
Too long time without physical contact
I don't talk to them anymore and I am very happy about it.
first lockdown we had more contact through zoom coffee mornings but many of my colleagues do not join in conn
much less personal contacts
No, I feel completely disconnected. I work alone on my file and do not have many occasions to speak with my colleagues
I started in the Unit just before the lockdown and I dont know my colleagues at all.
I am connected enough to do my work properly (as a translator), but disconnected regarding rumors and gossip. Perfect ratio.
Distance communication is frustrating and time-consuming.
There is more communication via e-mail and this is not the same as in person.
completely disconneted
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I miss this contact very much and would prefer working with them at the office
It's been a very isolating and lonely experience. There's a reluctance, I feel, on colelagues to stay in touch as there's so much individual stress
impossible to deliberate in person on important work related decisions
I felt alone
I feel that the connection is getting weaker.
disconnet.
Plus de relations humaines. Tout via écran. Drôle de communication...
no need to connect with colleagues
Teams, skype, telephone, email does not replace personal contacts at all
I no longer feel 'part of' and therefore am no longer enthusiatic about anything
I miss contacts with colleagues, I feel isolated. Besides I started a new job on the first day of lockdown. It is becoming very difficult.
Completely disconnected. We have on-lline coffe breaks once a week but always without camera, don´t know why. Haven´t seen my colleagues
´faces since.
No, contacts between colleagues are much less and meaningful now.
I felt disconnected.
I haven't seen most people for 10 months. Of course I feel disconnected.
I integrated a new team, with new tasks, but without handover and coaching
The lack of contacts with my colleagues, reduced to work meetings only has resulted in a big feeling and loneliness and helplessness
lack of visual contact
It's taken a lot of personal effort to make me feel less disconnected (I have organised virtual meet-ups + a Teams group and provided IT
support)
lack of contact with colleagues. Meetings with cameras turned off, no video calls, only work related meetings
Contacts are relatively rare, and totally virtual.
No hardly contact with people
No, but I did not feel connected with my colleagues before either. Very little team spirit compared to my previous jobs (private sector).
(3x) no
Not only I am disconnected, but I do not want to see anyone anymore.
Isolation, less social interaction, less means to find out how colleagues are actually coping.
I do not see them any more
I started to work for the EC 1st of November, I have never seen my colleagues in 'real'
absence of real contacts with them
I am used to different interpersonal dynamics than emails only and a random on-line meeting in a digital form
there are skype unit meetings every week, but it is not the same as informal social contact between colleagues
I feel as If I don't belong to any team
I enjoy this disconnection from colleagues. I work better from home
Absolutely disconnected
It is difficult to maintain informal contacts while teleworking.
Not informated
Totally disconnected. No one cares about the others.
I do not feel "being connectec" through screens is real connection
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alone, far
no contacts beyond the necessary
I could not meet any of my colleagues. This is against collegiality
less connection with colleagues
Difficult to integrate a new DG and team during teleworking
I feel rather disconnected.
No real social contact. Zoom etc. doesn't work for me
no contact at all
My work is partially depending on what I hear from the exchange of colleagues. So I feel very frustrated now
in general less connected and in particular very connected to a few of them
No contacts apart from the Zoom unit meeting
Lack of social contact has a great impact on the way to work.
too much on-line impersonal meetings
no team spirit
i started mid nov 2020 and my direct colleague never available when I need her
I feel partially disconnected and less team-spirit
we have just formal meetings; the informal discussions are really scarce
Less and less personal contacts, greater distance, less complicity in work, each for himself etc..
NO
I feel disconnected. Virtual work seems to reinforce sensitivity and conflicts
Much less connected than before Covid crisis
as i do not have a smartphone, i am excluded from (not only) informal exchanges
too few face to face contact, no way of knowing new colleagues correctly
almost a year without seeing anyone
It is very difficult to maintain a team spirit and confront ideas when working from home. Occasional social interaction is a big part of working
life.
Yes and No. A lot of contacts with the colleagues with whom I'm working directly but I've lost all contacts with other colleagues, even from
same uni
Not easy to keep virtual contacts over the long term ....
I don't know them
No. I feel totally disconnected
Apart from work related matters, there is absolutely no initiative to ensure social connection/interaction/team building from the management.
working online and even with all the efforts of online socialising does not bring to being connected.
No more informal flow of information, no idea what some people are working on...asking questions and getting replies takes ages...and many
emails...
I barely saw anyone
Engagement and connection with colleagues is clearly lower. Newcomers struggle.
Disconnected, we just talk business, not much professional courtesy either
Very difficult to connect with the colleagues that teleworked from Europe while I was working at the office
No connection to them
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Happy to be out of the Open Space (better concentration) But I miss the colleagues from other teams
The social and human dimension is missing. I feel isolated on the working side which has a direct consequence on my personal life
(2x) No, I feel disconnected
Less connected
No, I feel socially and professionally disconnected
Only contact by email
since we had to prepare a Council in Dec there was not much time for social contact
Not the same in telework than before. A lot of personal contacts lost.
No I feel disconnected. I joined in September and only met a few of them once physically
no longer full information available
lack of cohesion for the team and the level of "intimacy" of one to one conversations has decreased
there are colleague whom I didn't hear or read from in all those months
no spontaneous dicussion anymore, less contacts
Doing an administrative job, I have only 1 meeting per week, so I don't see my colleagues
it is obvious. . .
Bad internet connection. People leave/move, new ones arrive, but you don't get to know them for real.
We are human beings, of course we can not connect remotely to the same extent as we connect live. No way to transmit energy digitally.
Team cohesion and connection have been seriously damaged. I hve collegues I haven't been in contact since 10 monts. These factors impact my
motivation
As I work for a director, my daily contact is she. I have been proactive to contact the other colleagues asking how they are doing.
As I ahd to work from the office... My children had to be taken care of by other people. I had to buy my diesel for my car. I had to see that my
child
There was a sense of unity at the begining, until the summer. Now everyone is just fed-up.
I feel isolated for some type of infomations and collaboration.
No there is clearly a loss of connection with the colleagues. Interactions are reduced to the minimum for fear to interrupt.
I have talked to a few colleagues during these months, I have lost contact with a lot of colleagues. I have not seen or heard some of them for
months.
No I do not feel connected at all.
Feeling of being a part of the structure/unit/team/DG was diluted.
I feel disconnected
I work from the office but the building is next to empty, I go weeks with zero real life human interaction except checkout staff at supermarket.
I feel disconnected and miss the office and the colleagues.
I didn't feel connected. Just some meetings or Skype calls.
Overload by emails, and bosses and colleagues busy with video-conferences... No time to talk even throuhg a screen
joined two different units in teleworking mode and I feel totally excluded
There was of course much less personal contact with colleagues and so yes I felt less connected.
less
Disconnected from my team which is overal a cold bunch, connected with colleagues outside the team
The virtual meetings and phone calls are not the same as the direct contact. While in the office people are more available to check with them
issues.
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no personal/professional interaction
we've lost direct contacts, random encounters, possibility to catch that someone needs support. We've lost the collective thinking and
creativity.
No, I don't feel connected.
no unit spirit, no regular meetings
I started a new job in September and I have only met some colleagues.
I feel relatively connected. However I changed unit last July, so it is a bit more challenging to create new working relationships in these
conditions
No physical meetings
I terribly miss team work, cooperation and socialising in general.
Radio-couloir is dead. Much of the work camewith discussion, by chance, by exchanging ideas...
in the short term, there is no porblem. in the medium-long term, injust: rediscusisng how to ensure merithocracy
On n'a aucun contact avec nos collègues sauf si on leur téléphone, chacun travaille dans son coin seul devant son écran, très peu de réunion
d'unité
I feel totally alienated, as if in a videogame
No opportunity to meet new colleagues properly
I started to work in the unit before the crisis and did not really get to know the colleagues. Despite my efforts to be in contact I feel isolated.
No time dedicated to informal conversion from the higher management. They understand as lons as the work is done anyway.
Connection lost completely. No social contact. Only virtually during unit meetings.
there are activities organised by HoU/S to stay connected but no time to go
The lack of personal contact leads automatically to less real connection.
No, I feel disconnected. Only in contact with colleagues for work related issues.
No
only email exchange on stories of the day does not make me feel connected with all the colleagues. Less contact
no social interaction, only Unit/Sector meeting, but no social events organised. Only a Christmas breakfast
Difficult to connect when you have joined a new position during the crisis
also at work we process files individually, now from home the contacts are near zero.
colleagues are not connected or in sick leave
I changed posts during this period and not had any direct contact with new colleagues.coordination, trust building etc are very challenging
I very much miss informal contacts, brainstorming opportunities, problem solving-exchanges of thoughts on work etc
I changed unit in June 2020 and I have still never met most of my new colleagues in person
completely disconected
very little interaction required to carry out tasks
Lack of informal contacts taking a toll in the long term
Some colleagues were hard to reach by Skype or other means, during working hours
No real close contact, Im in a new team and I have not met the other team members
This crisis has a severe impact on teams cohesion
less coordination, no informal meeting, coffee breaks to avoid misunderstanding
No, the contacts with colleagues decreased significantly.
My core activity demands physical presence and cooperation with colleagues. Currently at least half of my work is of a different nature.
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I was feeling progressively disconnected.
It is definitely more difficult to feel connected to colleagues via Teams when everyone is trying not to 'drown' in managing online teaching!
the team work doesn't work, the time we had for a chat doesn't exist anymore and this unformal meeting made our work easier and more
profitable
We are disconnected from the office spirit, the exchanges of views, teh office chats, communications between collegues is completely missing
now.
not enough feedback, no care of my workload by my hierarchy
Even if you sometimes meet online, you need to persons IRL to feel a good connection.
My work is quite individual, during office times you can exchange with colleague informally (coffee/lunch break..). This not happen now.
I feel much less connected to them than I did before.
Comoletly disconnected :(
more or less with my direct colleague; sense of belonging to the organisation much looser
I am not in regular contact with most of my unit, only my direct hierarchy
Difficult communication with colleagues managing their time according to their familiy duties
Depends of the colleagues, some are difficult to join, but in a whole it's ok
Difficult to "manage" people (read help when they also have kids locked up at home and can only work after they sleep) under heavy stress via
Webex
My colleagues are afraid to use shared spaces eg staff rooms
I started in May, so I don't really know any of them, and I therefore don't give them a casual call now and then.
At the start I felt totally disconnected. Now it is better. I use Teams more to write to colleagues and have an increasing number of meetings.
Totally disconnected
Everybody is stressed out. No empathy
exchange of views with colleagues was not easy
Telework simply cannot replace face-to-face contact.
I arrived 3 month ago and I find it quite difficult to connect with my new colleageus
There was little opportunity to interact with colleagues
I have contacts with much less colleagues as before, hardly none from other units.
Difficult to keep in touch with colleagues
i want to meet my colleagues for social interaction
Reduction of contact time and contact quality
I feel quite disconnected. There are some rare informal videocalls.
I feel not so connected to colleagues, not in the same way as in the office.
I find it next to impossible to work as a team from home
We have no Team meetings, no Representation staff meetings (equivalent of unit meetings). We receivere no minutes from the Rep
management meetings
As a newcomer it is difficult to make new connections during these times. I feel isolated and lonely.
I started a new job during lockdown and it's impossible to integrate into the team without physically meeting colleagues
no do not feel connected, it's difficult to share info or reach people
Communication only be email or phone does not really replace human contact. I feel all esprit de corps is lost.
no other contact except email exchanges
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the only interaction was limited on work related matters, the workload has been increasing so we limit our interaction online only on work
matters
Although we have some weekly ViCo meetings, it is not the same as meeting in person.
Due to lack of contact, it is hard to know what we are entitled to in reality in my unit despite the Council's mantra of 'system of trust'.
In the first semester of 2020, I felt isolated and disconnected from colleagues as working horizontally at the secretariat. Then we reorganised.
We normally work 4 people in one office, and we really 'work together' and follow each other’s work. Sometimes we even manage phonecalls
joijntly

14. Do you have your own office space at home ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
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15. Does/did your employer provide the necessary equipment for teleworking ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 2159x, sans réponse 0x
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Yes in the first lockdown, no in the second lockdown
We have received a laptop. I also need a printer and a scanner and I had to buy it myself.
some of it - screen and chair, but far too late. No table, keyboard, mouse, costs for wifi, electricity, water
EC introduced reimbursement for a screen and an office chair.
no, but paid a compensation for the new chair and the big screen I bought
ok pour le PC mais il manque un clavier, un écran plus grand et une imprimante scanner
Laptop but no screen nor chair
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we had to buy screens and ergoonomic equipment. The decision to reimburse a maximum amount spent on the purchase of ergonomic
furniture is recent.
laptop/ screen / seat
(2x) some
Just 350 EUR for byung a screen and an office chair. They are not enough for settign up at home a decent working station
I need a real office table to work correctly but it is not yet planned to have some + cables + Dedicated GSM/wifi fee as my bills have increased
the Commission reimbursed my screen
they started taking measures late November
only in November... too late.
A laptop - no wifi, no phone, no other facility
Provides the notebook but none of the other equipment
Partial : computer. I provided printer scanner and chair.
Partially. Lapt top is provided and extra screen and chair partially reimboursed but printer is not.
the laptop since the begining, but only recently with a bigger screen and office chair
only upon request of the employee, with partial reimbursement
Partial funding against receipts.
Only the laptop. I bought the screen and keyboard, chair and desk to be more confortable.
financial participation to buy an office chair (200 €) and a large screen (150 €)
Only the laptop, now we can take the computer screen from the office, but only a limited number of people.
Commission's scheme, funding only partially my expenditures for screen and chair
yes, a laptop, which has many problems (and might just crash one of these days)
laptop
I had to buy a keyboard, a lamp, a mousepad, a pad for the chair
I am an interpreter at SCIC. We don't telework.
I would need a printer at home as I have large documents to read and not very practical to read all online
Screen and Chair, still missing a printer and a webcam
only the laptop
Well, there was this late allowance for a screen or a chair, after 9 months of forced teleworking, with unused equipment in the office.
On demand, desks and furniture were available - which I didn't need; IT equipment is available
Yes for chair and screen
Screens, keyboards, seats were missing during months. Now things have become reasonable but not optimal.
I have the laptop, however, the chair and the monitor I had to buy myself.
To some extent. Belatedly, they have offered to reimburse the cost of chairs and monitors.
(2x) Partly
Laptop and headset provided. Then we could claim partial reimbursement for other teleworking equipment purchased
I already had the necessary equipment as I was already teleworking 50%
Equipement, yes. However, I think internet and energy fees (heating, lighting) should be remembered/considered.
only laptop
we were allowed to buy chair and screen, but still have no possibility to print or scan, for example
But some equipment is still missing, some equipment has been taken from my office..
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after several months, partially only
Just the basic laptop, screen, mouse, keyboard and camera
Still in progress
My WLAN bandwidth is not sufficient at home
only very late
Partially, some equipment is still missing
Yes, but I did work with my own equipment.
could buy ascreen and chair but did not do so
laptop provided by employer
To some extend hardware, but electricity and large bandwidth connections are my private
no request made so colleagues tell me that it works if you need teleworking equipment
Only part of it. I had to buy the rest myself.
a screen and a ergonomic chair
only screen and chair but to be reimbursed if one leaves the Commission
PC, Chair, Screen on demand
(2x) partly
only the laptop plus the reimbursement for screen and chair
Reimbursment of chair and screen but I also bought extra docking station, webcam and keyboard
A table, a monitor, a headset, no compensation for home network administration, inceased energy cost or the like
more or less, the "less part" being the fact that we can not connect a printer to our system. For the rest all is fine.
Since the employer did not want to provide equipment, I bought business screens, cables etc. myself.
6 months too late, after I bought my own
Yes, after some months
Not immediately. They did though after a while.
they would, but I don't have a spare room, so I would have nowhere to put the equipment. That's why I'm not teleworking.
some, really lacking
in the beginning nothing was provided but later on yes
Yes, but I never asked for it because I prefer to use my personal computer.
I could have requested to be given with Council equipment but I opted not to ied without the
Yes, partially and of bad quality. I had to buy others.
I was already a teleworker.
There was the possibility, but I already had a screen at home. Therefore i did not require the additional material proposed to GSC staff.
Hardware, but not ADSL costs
yes but we waited until November to get the necessary equipment. From March to November we would work on a small laptop
Still waiting for headset/micro
In the beginning it was only possible to take home screens and office chairs. Only in September a complete "home office package" was available
Not until September, and only IT equipment, although an additional chair or intervention for extra costs should have been provided I think
Most of the necessary equipment except for headphones
yes but not from the beggining, rather months after it started. and was not able to compensate for the increased costs of internet and
electricity
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Yes, but some new equipments (docking station) do not work properly.
Only in the last 2 months I could receive a bigger monitor. For Internet connection, modem, ergonomic chair, light etc. I had to use my own
resources.
The Council did offer a telework package, but much too late, I had already bought everything I needed long before it was offered...
More or less as I don't have all the equipment I need (i.e. headphones)
It took months before getting a screen and nothing for the real costs of full teleworking (heating, Internet connection, additional costs)
It was possible to order a Home Office Package, but I did not take advantage of this
Printer and scanner not provided.
Yes, as much as technical equipment is concerned, but I do not have a proper desk and chair, nor the space to accomodate such things.
As a teleworker prior to crisis, I already had the necessary equipment.
not for classified work
Employer provided a bigger screen and keyboard.
Not from the beginning: only a laptop. Could take home equipment from May. Home Office Package since 08/12.
IT material yes, I had to invest in an ergonimic chair
I have bought 2 screens, special cables for those and a desk.
No need, I was well equiped prior to the crisis.
Yes, you could take your office equipment home. Including chair, keyboard, screen...
Yes, partially.
We could pick-up a package but for me who works from abroad it is not possible. I had to buy myself.
Yes, but first after 9 months. I had bought an extra screen and a keybord to connect to my laptop myself already
I was already teleworking and had the equipement
On IT side: totally. An office chair would be needed to work long hours properly.
it takes some time but yes since November
The laptop was too small to work comfortably
Yes the elementary, but the quality is not the best (e.g. the keyboard)
Relatively. I had to buy equipment for several hundres of Euros in order to be able to work properly
bit by bit, after several months
In spring 2020, not. But I was well prepared by myself.
only very recently, I still do not have a headset
Only partly
late, but yes
I would need a printer because I have to read voluminous documents
Some equipment has been provided but there are a lot of problems derived from the videoconference systems used that have not been solved
Screen, mouse, docking station and keyboard. We could take home the office chair, but then I wouldn't have it at the office when I go.
Yes, apart from desk
They did provide certain equipment (screen, docking station, keyboard and mouse) after several months, but I had to buy a desk, a screen and a
chair.
Yes for the IT tools. No for the chairs, the adapted desktop or lighting.
i only received the equipment in december, which is rather late. until then my only equipment was a small hybrid laptop
I didn't take them up on the offer but equipment could be picked up at the office.
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I had only the laptop. Some of the equipment (screen, keyboard,mouse, docking station) was only provided much later
After 6 months they did and still waiting for some equipment
I have my laptop from office but I have bought some material (screen, keyboard)
No, but we received information about the possible reimbursement by the EC for chairs/screen (which I chose not to use even if I bought a
screen)
Partly screen and computer. Ergomic chair and desk mine as well as phone and electricity
after 6months part of the equipment was available. but things like headset for teh endless video conferences not for the little people.
home package screen keyboard mouse
Getting better with screens provided etc. Lots of technical problems with the Council laptop, so I am working on my private computer at home.
No additional equipment for teleworking is necessary for me.
equipment is OK, but some issues (e.g. entering 10 passwords a day, even if the laptop is always used within 1 network) have become
extremely annoying
partly. I have got a screen, but the keyboard, mouse, docking station and printer are mine
Partially. Laptop, screen and chair. No keyboard, mouse, internet, printer, etc.
Je dois me servir de mon scanner et de mon imprimante personnels.
We may buy ourselves chair and monitor ... no compensation for electricity or heating or printing at home
No. Eventually they decided to reimburse a chair and a screen
ergonomic chair, one additional screen
We were reimbursed for a chair and a screen. What about a desk, printer, mouse, heat and electricity bill.
Just the laptop.
screen, laptop for use; reimbrusement of an office chair. not for the table, printer etc (as a workstation)
only the chair and screen, the rest I had to buy it myself
Large screen reimbursed
(2x) Chair
Not really. The EC gives some reimbursement for items purchased, but I would not know where to put it.
Laptop and Headset but use my private monitor. Only 1 monitor instead of 2 in office. No proper printer at home.
Only JSIS reimbursment for a screen
LAPTOP
Financial contribution offered, but only after about 8 months telework
Very limited options were available.
Not during the first months of the crisis
only after 9 months and only limited to chair and screen
office laptop yes, but private second bigger screen
only laptop (14inch screen). No printer, no second screen.
Com will pay max 200 and 150 € for chair and monitor. Not sufficient, ordered also mouse and keyboard
Partly (chair and computer screen)
I bought a screen + ergonomic chair but would need a printer + ink, etc
Only the PC and speakerphone, no screen, chair or keyboard
Only computer is provided
after a few months yes
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yes I have bought a chair and a monitor but I would need a printer
Only provvided chair and screen but nothing about connection or heating
more or less
depends what you consider necessary
I bougth it myself.
A small monthly forfeit towards heating, etc. is preferable over a subvention for the purchase of furniture or IT equipment I don't need.
they provided chair and screen (and laptop as well) but they didn't provide a dockstation so I can't use 2 big screens as in the office :/
partly with a screen and chair in CDecember 2020
Reimbursement is provided if we buy a new screen or office chair.
Yes, reimbursement of screen and chair
I do not work from home. The Office would have provided me with some equipment
only a laptop
Recently the Commission put in place a scheme to reimburse (up to a limit) the costs of buying an offcie chair and/or screen.
I'm waiting for the pack that EC will provide
We received a laptop only and a keybord with headphones. Option for partial reimboursement of office chairs and monitors was proposed after
8 or 9 mo
Yes, but late
Partly - only laptop, chair and screen since December 2020
corporate laptop
YES, it reimburses
Screen and chair, but not enough as I don't have space + single mother with 3 children
Very belatedly the Commission offered the possibility of buying a second screen.
Not at the beginning but at the end of the year
(2x) partially
After 8 months of working from home, they launched a reimbursement scheme for those who would buy office equipment (chair and screen) on
their own.
I benefited from a chair and a screen! Much aprreciated. My husband could not. But we managed and we both have a decent ergonomic set-up.
after I bought, I received the reimbursement. But when I bought e.g. the screen it was not agreed.
(2x) screen and chair
low reimbursement for office equipment, but not for extra costs (electricity, water, etc)
I still need to ask for the reimbursement for my chair. Idk if I will buy a screen.
I would need a printer
computer yes - I could buy screen but have no place to instal it
I bought the chair and the screen before the lockdown - therefore, not eligible for any reimbursement
not since the beginning (chair and screen)
the printer/scanner is the problem for me
Printer not provided. Scheme introduced for reimbursing screen and chair.
Only in December we got the possibility to buy 1 office chair and a screen and to be reimbursed
JUSTE UN ECRANT ET SIEGE
I did not request any. I hae no separate working room.
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Yes, but only partially. Very good measure: screen and chair to be reimbursed
screen and chair, but no desk, other material (cahier, pen, toner, paper, electricity, water, heating)
only pc
I am a CA - they want me to return 50% of the value for leaving the EC after my contract ends. Why? I do not need it for personal use!
I was reimbursed for a computer screen I bought
I already was a teleworker, so I had all that I needed at home.
I bought the equipment and will get reimbursed
more or less; more furnitures will be welcome
Yes but after 8 long months working on a tiny screen !!
The intervention of the EU to buy a bigger screen came far too late
Corporate laptop provided and partial financial compensation for screen and chair (late decision). I feel a bit disappointed.
Laptop
He reimburse the cost of the chair.
I already had the necessary equipment, apart from a printer
A chair, the laptop and the screen, but I bought a printer myself
Pc, chair and screen are now OK. But a printer would be necessary as well as a participation in fees for electricity and heating
late in december only
partially provided and/or compensated for buying equipement.
not really, I had to buy a screen and a stoel ... reimbursed later by the institution
yes but late
I did not apply for that.
The portable PC was provided - chair and screen patially reimbursed
Only labtop provided. Missing big screen, docking station (to not depend on wifi), printer and ergonomic chair
to a limited extent: still, I pay extra bills for electricty, fast internet connection, cables, equipement other than a screen and a chair (keyboard)
I need access to a printer
only recently a chair and a screen...nothing else
I'm working in my living room on a dining table, and nurseries are closing earlier, so when my son is back I need to deal with noise dea
i created an office in the meantime as house allows for it
Remboursement chaise de bureau et écran prévus. Mais, contrat avec WebEx se termine et solutions prévues insuffisantes. Stress.
j'avais ce qu'il fallait
screen and chair yes but would need a docking station and quite expensive
screen/chair. But not desk nor camera nor keyboard
Most of the equipment is provided. I have no printer and I am still hoping to get the monitor from the office.
Only the chair. No space in my hose for additional screen. Would need another house...
We had to buy screen and chair to reimbursed under specific criteria and ceiling. Keyboard and mouse are still missing
screen
The screen was refunded, but not the printer, nor the chair
PC + matériel audio ramené du bureau à la maison. J'ai acheté rapidement grand écran + chaise ergonomique, partiellement remboursés
récemment par C.E.
I had the opportunity to buy a screen but I would have liked more (chair, typeboard)
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I received a screen
The EC provided a compensation of € 350 for the purchase of a chair and a monitor. That was good, but not enough and not quite responsive
Partially. I had to buy camera, mouse and keyboard myself.
Yes, but the equipment (screens) are too big for my home workspace.
I bought equipment myself, which was partly reimbursed later. I have to pay for my internet connection.
partly: got a screen and office chair. no printer, supplies, internet connection...
Commission scheme for one monitor and one chair late last year
What do you mean? chair and screen were the things, and relatively recently, that we were able to buy after the autorisation of the
Commission. No pap
I have the laptop provided by COM but we are facing so many IT problems, it has be
I've decided to not apply for the equipment because I think we have enough salary to cover small expenses
Partly, only screen and chair. Not a proper desk or keyboard.
reimbursment possible
reimboursement for screen and chair but did not manage to find proper chair and had to buy a new mouse. Organised stocks would have been
useful
It happened after 8 months of telework. Too late and with blundering rules
Yes but only recenlty and the with a limited budget which did not allow to cover the costs for all the necessary equipment
I bought a chair and a screen in december
A monitor was financed + I have a company laptop
My employer provided for the chair and for the screen, however my needs were more in having proper desk (so I could not get reimbursed for
that).
More or less. Ibought a screen and a chair. woudl need to have an additional room in my apprtement...
only at the end of the year though telework started in March.
Equipment yes but not for services such as internet. I have to use my mobile for data
Monitor and chair only
Only in September, and only a partial contribution (350eur) for office chair and monitor (need to topup for proper equipment)
EASME provided us with laptop and screen, we had the possibility to request a reimbursement for office chair but a lot of material is missing.
EC scheme arrived too late, at the end of 2020
screen and chair after almost a year
yes, but too late
(2x) only screen and chair
Screen / chair covered by HR
laptop, phone
office laptop, no screens were allowed, chair bought only last month!
I bought a chair and a monitor which will be reimbursed by the Commission. That's all.
yes but still to be reiumbursed
Screen and chair, but need to go to the office to print long documents. Cost for internet connection, heating, etc. are covered by myself.
a printer would be necessary, our fees will explode because of the TW but nothing is foreseen to overcome this
More or less...
ONLY lAPTOP AND SCREEN _NO PRINTER
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That reimbursement scheme for chairs and screens, in late December (!)
Office did provide equipment but my personal equipment (monitors, docks are better quality)
Yes, but only at the end of the year (screen, ergonomic chair)
For those who need it, partially yes (I did not ask for it).
I got PC, keyboard, mouse, headphone and phone and a reimbursement for a screen and a chair
More or less, after months the Commission has decided to reimburse the purchase of specific chair and screen
Commission has provided a chair and a screen - the minimum.
Only a laptop
But very late (september) and I could buy only oine screen onstead of te two I usually have in the office.
only chair and large screen, no printer
The screen and the chair yes in December 2020 but not a printer and a new office mobile phone
more kit needed: ergonomic mouse, camera, etc.
un écran et une chaise, mais pas de participation aux factures énergie et internet
I bought a special step for my feet and a special office lamp
We could have a screen reimbursed and chair as well I believe, but I did not take advantage of this (not needed)
A chair and a bigger screen.
My employer reimbursed for costs incurred for home office equipment (computer screen and/or office chair)
only partially, we have a screen and portable but no docking station or other to combine both
Not worthy because I'm CA with 2 years to go; so I would have to pay money back. Hope that they could help with a complement to pay
heating/electricit
Only corporate PC, NOTHING else
As I was teleworking before I had already the equipment installed
Yes, chair and screen, but no printer and no financial support for electricity, internet etc.
yes a laptop, I bought a screen and an office chair partially reimboursed
Only in november screen and january chair
No, I bought my own screen and chair as soon as we went into lockdown
Yes for office chair & screen. Still need help for Wifi booster (+/-200 euros !) or I will become crazy with connections
In progress
I got a laptop and in addition I use a privat big screen
contributed to buying it partly
I worked in the office!!!!!
only screen
had to buy a desk
In the beginning, only laptop with a small screen was provided. The possibilty to get refund for screen or office chair was introduced only in
Decembe
partially: a PC, a screen and chair
No, no, just a laptop already used in the office and that I have to carry every time I move around .
I deplore the fact that despite the provided equipment my employer does not contribute to my increased invoices amount for heat, water or
electricity
Should not be the employers role to provide it
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not at the beginning but now we can be reimbursed for specific equipement like chairs and screens
partial: chair and screen. bought keyboard, mouse, table. No contribution on internet fees
no printer
Laptop and partially screen and chair (reimbursement)
Possibility to get a chair and a screen but I have no room for an extra chair and I already had a screen.
only at the end of year 2020
The extra electrivity, Internet, etc. cost has not been taken into account at all
Yes, but IT and connections were a pain
provided the corporate laptop but no specific chair or desk of copy machine of data
Per answer 14 - there is no room to convert, I live in a studio apartment hence office work.
A screen and a the laptop.
partially, I got a laptop, but had to buy a screen, keyborad and mouse. The keyborad was reimbursed later by the EC.
(2x) Partially
Very late (only in December)
Only in December the EC said we could have chair and screen reimbursed, so I bought them. I had to buy also table and printer (without
reimbursement).
A screen and a chair, the rest is purchased by us as a printer, a keyboard, a mouse, a second screen as the laptop from work is very little.
the pc that's all
Only PC
Partially (laptop) + possibility to buy an office chair and screen
Chair and screen
only at the end of the years
I was able to take home my laptop, screen, mouse and keyboard.
only screen and chair. I would need printer and scanner
Partial reimbursement of costs
Yes a chair and screen. However I had to buy a printer/scanner.
only a chair and a screen, after several month ! I buy it in January 2021
Offer to participate in 60% of costs with a celing and only valid until 31.07.20
reimbursement schedule approved after months of teleworking
At the end of the year and in a rushed and very bureaucratic way, yes
Only the corporate laptop
ONLY CHAIR AND SCREEN. I WOULD NEED A DESK,KEYBOARD AND A MOUSE WITH BLUETOOTH CONNECTION, INTERNET CONNECTION
WITH HIGH SPEED BANDWIDTH.
Partially, a screen loan which was great. I laso bought an office chair and will ask for reimbursement.
Yes, my addtional screen was reimbursed. But I have to use my own printer and cartridges (costly)
IT yes, furniture no but not needed
paid part of desk chair and big screen to connect to laptop
some: screen and chair reimbursed
Screen and chair.
Commission rules are implemented, but I did not apply
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Only partially (computer screen and office chair)
printing is not possible with the equipment of the organisation - docs have to be sent to private computer per email unsecured.
Provided reimbursement of chair and screen which we had to buy
Not all. I had to purchase a printer because I still need to print the occasional doc.
after 7 months, a headset and micro, and after 9 months, office chair reimbursment.
Supported 60 % of the purchase up to a threshold
Screen and chair
no, need for docking station for my hybrid at home (no appropriate solution found)
I would like to have access to a Commission room equiped with a printer and scanner by online booking when needed for my work (long
documents to work
Partial refund of the costs for acquiring a chair and a large screen
Partly: possibility to buy a chair and a pc screen. But nothing about a printer, ink, paper, folders, binders, internet connection...
no clear policy supporting purchase of screens etc in EUDs
Laptop, and very recently proposed screen/keyboards to the staff in the delegation. I had already bought my personal equipments in
September
juste le pc portable mais pas de grand écran,ni de clavier,ni d'imprimante
Just my laptop
Yes, but the IT is unreliable which is more stressful when isolated, compared to in the office
Ergonomic keyboard, compensated a lump sum for the purchases of the office chair and screen.
Late (December 2020) and only screen and chair - no other compensation
with several months of delay
Reimbursement for screen/chair, and I borrowed the keyboard from the office
Partly reimbursement
I have to buy and would be reimboursed
+*Partly.I received a laptop and an additional screen for which I am thankful. A pity that we cannot connect to private printers from the laptop.
Partly, I got notebook and one screen - the post requires two screens so I bought the 2nd one
only a chair and a pc screen were reimbursed
Partially. The employer put 350 eur and I put 850
only recently
A corporate laptop is provided but some key essential elements are missing: big screen, facilities to print long documents and clear support
scheme
I had asked to have at home as at the office an ergonomic table do to serious back problems but it was ref
printer and better wi fi would be needed
I received a screen. I would like a printer. I do not want desk or office chair in my private flat.
recently, reimbursement of a screen has been organised; more options to come
remboursement partiel écran et chaise de bureau
Adaptabel desk would be appreciated
only laptop, headphones and webcam
I was reimbursed for a chair and a screen so now I can work as if I were at work in my DG premises.
MISSING PRINTER/SCANNER AND A BIGGER SCREEN
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Partly reimbursed equipment purchases, made during a limited period of time.
partially (late, + no desk, storage space, ...)
Yes, chair and computer. I believe that contribution of internet and electritcity should be considered
Financial contribution
Not really, I have a laptop, but I encounter often problems when connecting to the Commission network
laptop, screen
Reimbursement of 1 time costs capped to 200 EUR for a chair and 150 EUR for a screen
only screen and chair, I have to provide for a desk, keyboard, mouse, cables, webcam, docking station, ...
Partially; i got reimbursed for a monitor and keyboard
Screen and chair reimbursement only which is a very small part of the costs for teleworking
The only things we got were a screen for 150 euro (which does not cover a screen with camera) and an office chair for 200 euro (which is not
suff.).
No all the equipment, I bought a mouse, a keyboard adaptator usb
After months and months, some basic equipment was provided. It is inadequate
Not really
Partically: only after 9 months of teleworking we got right to have a new screen and office chaire. Yet my laptop is too obsolet but won't be
changed.
yes laptop and no for the rest of the equipment: chair, big screen and keyboard
no printer, no participation costs (use of internet, etc..)
On the side of the computer equipment very good but it would lack compensation for the internet and heating
I had to fight for a laptop. Working with mine was horrible, it was regularly dropped by the server as device not belonging to the EC. Now it is
OK.
The EC has offered reimbursements for a desk chair and computer screen
Yes for the big screen and chair but not for the rest e.g. printer, headset for conference calls, etc
Except for a printer, which would be very useful for some tasks, i benefited from the reimbursment of a chair & a screen
contribution à l'achat de la chaise et écran
a printer is missing !
Apart from the corporate laptop, I had to buy the screens, docking staion, webcam and keyboard. I also used pre-existing table and chair
yes but I do not have space at my place, I could not take advantage.
not needed, I had all
in the office I have two big screens. At home I have only bought one.
In general, yes but it would be great to have some office furniture: paper for printer, ink for printer, folders, paper clips,...
no need
after many months, and only partially reimbursed and only some things
I purchased a screen before the reimbursment had been announced. I had to purchase a printer and a desk. The toner is really expensive.
I only got the small-screen laptop, but not the external screen. Something I will have to look into.
Only a screen, a docking station, a keyboard and a mouse. No chair, no provision for internet and heating bills...
Reimbursement provided for chair and screen. A docking station and keyboard would still be useful.
laptop but nothing else
He provided screens and Laptop, Ergonomic chairs and tables were not provided until June
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partially, a screen and a chair, but I had to by a keyboard and USB key additional device. I also had to increase my internet equipment
Screen and chair yes, but very late. We should get a compensation to cover extra costs (internet, heating, electricity)
Only recently.
no intervention in the costs of internet connection, heating, electricity, water, which have increased.
I need a Scanner/printer
being able to order same ergonomic seat than office one would be great. Having flexibe standing working station too (spending too much time
sitting)
yes just a laptop
The employer provided some financial support to buy equipment for teleworking.
Partially: a chair was reimbursed
Some but not all the equipment I need.
Yes but about 9 months later
An office chair and a screen, ONE year after the pandemic breakout
EC reimbursement of chair and 1 screen – but really not as working in the office.
I may get a reimbursement for a computer screen and office chair, but I have no where to put them. There is no printer/scanner either.

16. Do you feel you can/could easily disconnect outside working hours ?
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Computer is watching me all the time ;-)
It requires a bit of learning to set limits - decide that the working day has finished, even though the laptop is within reach
I try to, but it is really a challenge since office line is turn back to mobile phone for instance
Difficult as working hours increased a lot this year
I took some leave because I had days to use but coud not disconnect. In teh 1st lock down I would disconnect completely at lunchtime but then
stopped
The combination telework/confinement and lots of work makes it difficult to disconnect. It tends towards 24/7.
Au début du confinement, non. Mais après, je suis restée connectée 9h maximum, de 8h30 à 17h30
Still concerns, PC on dining table, no space for office chair, wrist pain...
It depends on what is happening at work and how managers are behaving . This is no different to before the pandemic.
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In my private life, as single, I am isolated: 1-2 persons contact per week is unproportionate to families. Cinema closed, quarantaine/borders;
Heavy!
More and more we have a work app in our private cell phone, which makes us receive alerts at any time, this makes it difficult to disconnect
from work
I never really disconnect even when I am not teleworking
More difficult as there is no space separation between home and work
I founfd myself answering to Emails even after dinner.... borederline is indeed a mooving one
I can disconnect in the sense that my hierarchy is not expecting me to work at any time of the evening, however, deadlines still apply ...
It depends on the week and on the work rhythm and the pressure, sometimes yes; sometimes not. Thinking about the Covid-19 situation
helped disconnect
If I don’t disconnect it is my choice, because I am interested in seeing some project through to the end
I try but it is not easy due to my 'conscience professionnelle'
I can choose working hours more freely
I received requests late while I normally started working early. I was forced to complete the urgen late tasks anyway, after completing 8h
already.. T
Not always easy to do it...
Je ne fais aucune attention aux mails professionels après 18h
Sometimes, I work late
Le Covid s'immisce dans toute notre vie et vient s'ajouter aux devoirs et soucis permanents.
(2x) More or less
In any case disconnecting from work has always been a problem for me. Since working from home I feel tempted to connect myself at odd
hours.
More or less, but it is difficult to seperate private and professional life
Once I disconnect, I do not connect again; but when connected I work longer hours.
I work in the DGT and since March 2020 we have got emergencies non stop at all times of the day
sometimes it is difficult to disconnect but not always
not always, there is always something that can be done, an email to be sent, etc. etc.
I often have to, because of the kids, but sometimes keep thinking about work later
You can work whenever you want or can, which is a good thing. This also implies a blurring between private and professional life.
Difficult to find a balance between working and private hours
Same problem as before the Corona pandemic
the working hours are completely 'flexible' so the notion of 'outside working hours' has become vague
Working and schooling children forced to extend working hours...not easy to stop working at the end of a day full of interruptions
Not so much as there's nothing to do (all musea, shops, social places are closed).
depends, very variable over workweek
SOMETIMES
the woking day is extended from March onwards
no because I like to finish what I start and at home I am tempted to work all the time
Sometime no
It's harder to disconnect - the time office/home becomes vague; when opening the mail box in the evening or the weekends, one automatically
works.
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Working hours are spread throughout the day in small increments due to child caring duties
actually right now I'm on leave, but I took my laptop home to do a few things that can't wait. Without decent teleworking equipment...
I CAN ORGANIZE MY TIME
Having the laptop and working files continuously at home is a kind of intrusion of work in my private life.
I work more in the evening, so less personal time at the end of the day
Many messaging on MSTeams/Whatsapp arriving outside working hour
There's been a greater expecation of connectivity outside normal working hours and/or on weekends/public holidays
Still difficult to disconnect when you work+live in the same place and the chances for doing something different "outside" are close to zero
personally I manage mostly but I know from many colleagues that they can't
Not really, but it was already the case before the crisis - due to nature of function
Computers and phones are always connected.
Seems like most days I end up working a little bit of extra.
I have a problem with the fact that people I work with have a different schedule and it is not always easy to answer their questions next day
Sometimes it is harder, when pressing issues keep coming. For me it is the same as in the office.
Not easily but it is due to my work as such and my own preference, not the teleworking/pandemic
More or less: I stay often longer at the screen, to monitor incoming emails and other requests. Beside, I have a tendency to start earlier.li
(2x) Difficult
work/leisure boundaries have blurred
I try to be disciplined as much as possible. Disconnection is not especially more complicated in teleworking.
depending on the circumstances
Everything seem to be the same, difficult to feel a difference since one is at home all the time.
I'm connected more hours (no commuting time)
Depends on the workload of the policy work
When you work from home, you are often tempted to work later.
Some urgent issues need to be followed outside working hours
Emails and calls come in at all hours. This makes it more difficult to disconnect.
have to follow the covid situation, as HR worker
difficulty in stopping to think about work
The workdays day becomes much more scattered. Often I'm not working more than 8 hours, but it is pread out much more throughout the day
due to restrai
When I am expecting some feedback on the file, I feel difficult to disconnect
Not always. There are some people who send messages at any time.
We are urged to do it, but not always easy
Not really as I have a family to take care of outside of working hours and I cannot always work during the night or very very early in the morning
When children are at home, it is difficult to disconnect, because I often work late in the evening when they are in bed.
I should! (but personal decision to finish tasks)
After the first months, it became increasingly clear that disconnecting outside working hours was a ncessity in order to have a sustainable life ;-)
DIFFICILE CAR ON SE SENT TOUJOURS SUR LA GARDE DE RECEVOIR UN EMAIL OU AUTRE
less than working in the office
I had to push myself to disconnect
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More or less. Frequent overtime.
The traditional "disconnection" that were materializing when leaving the office does not exist anymore, leading easier to extra-hours.
working hours get more fluid with kids at home (quarantine) working 8 hours can take up 10 to 12 hours
Not that easy. At the office, I am obliged to stop and go to the railway station; no such limit at home.
As much as possible, but if new tasks arrive late and the deadlines are not set, I think about it until I know how much time I have for completion.
I can but I have a tendency to check my mails and reply outside working hours
I hid the computer in a corner outside working hours.
It's more difficult to disconnect when the environment doesn't change.
From the office you just go home. In my home office I often continue until a task is done and find myself not having much time for mysel
sometimes extra workload and access to computer translate into working at night
Mostly, it goes OK but the mere fact that my home is my office means that it doesn't work 100%
easy to loose time control in the evening when the worklaod is heavy.
Working hours have completely changed - working early and late, but less in the afternoon if children home
For going where?? we stay home for cooking, dinner, tv and sleeping
More or less. It is tempting to work in the evening.
More or less, but not easy
The fact that I sometimes think about work outside working hours is not related to working from home.
Depending of the workload during the day, it is not an issue to work more than the core time, it is even a pleasure because people begin also
later..
Spending working hours and out of working hours time in the same room doesn't help to disconnect.
It is difficult to stop working in the evening and to disconnect completely
Sometimes problems/misunderstandings may arise from communication limited to remote meetings or emails.
It depends on the nature of work. If there is a work that should be done, then it should be done. Otherwise, i don't stay unnecessarily
connected.
It depends. You need leisure, sport and social contacts in-between working hours. These have been largely limited during the pandemic.
Not during the day, lunch break is a problem. But Ok at the end of the day
I had a huge legislative file in 2020. I worked very long hours, impossible to disconnect. But in normal times, I can easily disconnect.
More or less, but also by own choice
Depends...not a huge separation between working time and free time, as we mainly have to stay home
No, not easily
Disconnect from the laptop/phone, yes, but can be quite stressed mentally as nobody to share with
Partly
If there are urgent things, I remain available. If not finished, I reconnect late in the evening.
It is up to me to disconnect. My boss or colleagues do not expect me to react to messages outside standard working hours.
I simply switched my PC off and went offline with my Smart phone (BYOD). Difficult to not think about it.
Same as before COVID
The limits between professional and private life are blurred.
at the end of the fiscal year (oct-dec) it was very difficult, now the situation is better
oui, mais ça me pose le problème personnel car mon laptop reste au living ouù je passe le reste de la journée et je le vois toujours
there is no distinction between home and work, especially the kids being at home
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Quite difficult. Kids are home as well sometimes so...you will do later what you cannot do when they are around you!
I try to keep regular working hours (more so than before the crisis) to maintain the work/home distinction but it nevertheless remains blurred.
Generally yes, but less than when working in the office
You can always connect to check just your mail and than why not continue working...
More or less, as I am reminded of work every time I enter the room where I have installed my desk
It happens that I continue working during the night.
It is harder to disconnect as the 'work place' is at home and I noticed that a lot of colleagues work outside the working hours.
It depends on the Council calendar, it’s been very busy recently with all the extra summits and video summits, so not easy to find time to
disconnect
Usually, yes. But sometimes, it is difficult to disconnect when the task is not finished.
Having to take care of my child, I had to adapt my working times and therefore was more busy (but this is not my employer's fault)
It depends on the workload and whether I have scheduled other activities or not.
It is not a personal choice to bring the office home and it affects my work/life balance
with children doing DL there were many a time when I felt I had to make up for time "lost" or decreased productivity
Since you are home, sometimes you extend your work to finish what you are doing
Some days yes, other no
Depending on the workload (unpredictability)
It is not easy to disconnect but it is possible with personal discipline. There should be clear guidelines for management encouraging
disconnection
tempted to check the emails
Sentiment de surveillance généralisé via les icônes de Skype. Nécessité de se forger une discipline pour éteindre le laptop à heure précise.
Work and life is more mixed.
We were working day-, evening- and night shifts during the first wawe.
It's not always easy to disconnect.
Not easy. I have to make up for time spent with kids during day, in view of no baby-sitting allowed.
due to the increasing demands, stress level is higher and more difficultto disconnect mentally
I've always worked in the evenings, so not very different.....
Very busy period around change of year, therefore not easy to disconnect. But that's the same in office.
colleagues and hierachy keep sending emails beyond working hours and during the weekend.
It depends on the workload and the deadlines. Difficult because no many possibilities to do something else.
There i no clear limit between working and family time. It's an
Sometimes
Same as before. I am used to checking my mail outside working hours but I do not fell it as a burden.
it depends if you are dealing with hot files or not.
More or less, depending the stress level
I make longer hours, the division between work and home is thinner.
Atipical working hours do to family obligations
my new job requires woking long hours but it is because I need to get used to it
My superior doesn't watch the clock or approved leaves (medical, annual) and expects the same of us.
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There are more requests than usual to follow files outside working hours and very tight deadlines which can only be respected while working
weekends.
I try to not connect during the weekend.
Depends on the day; in days of high stress, it is more difficult to disconnect.
I have to stay disciplined and turn off my computer
Often have to work overhours, so if you mean working hours in the sense of 8 hrs/day, then the answer is no. Many messages outside working
hours
There were troubles in connection to Commission servers/kids at home. To get anything done, we needed to log in at different times.
depends on the urgencies
Yes, is I deliberately turn off all PC and phone applications where colleagues can reach me.
Often, after shutting down the computer, I think about what I could or should have done to really end the day, this also happens to me at the
weekend
outside peak workload yes, during peak workload work at evenings and weekends
As before
depends on stress level
My choice to adapt my hours (early morning and late at night) to be able to take care of the children
Sometimes I simply can't stop thinking about work.
Emails/ notifications circulate at odd hours and in the weekend.
There is now expectation that I will read e-mails sent over week-end
I have one box for my office work and everything dispaers in it every evening to clear my private space.
I often reconnect during the week end or at the end of the day
I could spend time on home schooling during the day and had to compensate later.
Sometimes I receive work phone calls outside the working hours
I stay connected longer than before
many emails outside of working hours
last year I worked 75 h/week and more, now it's getting better
When I am continuously stuck in Brussels without the right to travel or visit my home country, it is impossible to disconnect.
I could disconnect after 19.30 - 20.00 At the same time lunch breaks do not exist any longer.
Sometimes I check some e-mails or do some drafting outside working hours, but I don't mind.
There is too much work, too many and too long meetings
I cannot avoid checking my e-mail box in the evening or on Saturday.
Sometimes I had to delay the disconnection waiting for contribution by colleagues
Depends very much. On some days it is difficult to 'switch off'.
at stress moments, it is difficult to really disconnect mentally
there are times where it is easy to log out. However, quite often I find myself checking emails late at night
sometimes (eg when waiting for important decisions) difficult to disconnect as work is physically so close from home
sometimes
I am in burnout after 4th week
not every day, depending on urgent procedures, have a tendency to leave computer on till 20.00 just in case. don't take proper lunch breaks.
More or less. However, during busier periods, I have a habit of checking my emails also in the evenings.
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I impose on myself not checking mails during week-ends. It works. During the week, some times urgent requests come in the evening or during
lunch
The answer is "Yes, I have no choice", in the sense that to survive the increased stress, I decided to focus on myself and shut off work at 17.30.
tendency to always look at incoming emails and phone calls
"as long as the work is done, ok... but when there is too much work?"
depending when there is a lot to do the computer is always appealing
Since I have a laptop at home I check my emails in the weekend
Intrusion of the professional life in the private with APPs to download on private GSM, meetings or conferences during lunchtime...
It is harder to disconnect at the end of the day.
this is not so easy since the work is always 'within reach' but it has good sides as well - more flexibility on what to do when
Sometimes yes sometimes not
I work much longer hours at home - the workload never decreases
To disconnect it requires a strong discipline and support from managers
since time is allocated to kids during the day, it is necessary to work late in the evenings
I oblige myself to disconnect, but it is still sometimes hard
We are sometimes contacted outside of the working hours - several applications with notifications needed to be installed on our personal
smartphones
Not so easy, you may receive requests at any given time.
I want to react when my boss needs something
It is usually ok, my manager has been attentive to families with children. However, the lack of measures for working parents is
incomprehensible
The restrictions do not allow to have holidays, even walk freely in the park or street. Imprisonment.
more or less, but workload and pressure make it difficult sometimes
the fact of having installed app in the phone, for obvious reason (e.g in case of connectivity problems) makes it difficult to fully disconnect.
it depends on the days. it is purely my own responsibility as managers or colleagues do not contact me outside core hours.
not really
I don't disconnect. I don't have anything else to do. My family lives in another country
It is hard to disconnect, but it is more due to covid restriction than to EU work practices
Still bringing my work with me at home but the difference is that I am already at home so I have more the feeling of having it all the time
I am always at work, thinking about the task all the time
I try to disconnect outside working hours, but it is not always possible.
with Skype i feel a certain stress; I would like to be given some time to be able to walk in the nature and disconnect without writing the hours.
Not always
you have more the tendency to stay connected longer. And to stay in front your screen all the time.
Increasingly difficult to maintain work-life balance and separation with the endless avalanche of emails.
more or less. It is more difficult than when I was working in the office because now, I do not have separated spaces.
Not always; with children at home it is necessary to adapt working hours... you can end up working very late at nights...
I now have a dedicated area to work and close the system and the door as of 18.30
Most of the time yes, but depends on the work/tasks situation as in my job occasional outside normal hours work is necessary.
not always as we get lost in time and also work is there, so more difficult to let go.
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easrier to remain connected and feel you will advance some work (at any suitable time)
Most of the times yes. But not always.
pas toujours facilement, mon coin bureau est dans mon salon, je n'ai pas de pièce séparée
If I want to, it's up to one self to control, although I have been asked to work at weekends (rarely but it has happened)
More or less. It depends of the work that comes and on the workload.
I make sure to disconnect - not always easy
some colleagues send whatsapp messages to all outside working hours and at weekends
not always , as I'm in online training so I need to be present when my trrainer finds time for me amitst all other tasks confind to this person
difficult to set a real limit between work and home
I see my screen every single day since March because I work in my dining table in the living room
Our DG was constantly insisting on making us come back to work when we were in Phase 1, and I was not ready to . This made me stress out a
lot,.
work stays on top of my mind
Depends on the intensity of the working day
cel reste toujours délicat de se déconnecter en dehors des heures c'est pour cela que je ne le fais pas très souvent
At the beginning I had a very high workload and I worked until very late in the evening. Now the workload is normal again and I can disconnect
OK.
Partially
Yes, but lunch time became eating quickly in front of the screen, working days becoming undiscontinued
always in the same environment
In general yes, but some days it is difficult to finish the work day
I am setting the limits - after which I don't answer or reply, except for real urgencies
more or less but check email and generally late meeting
I feel obliged to read my emails until 7 pm, which was not the case before. This "green" light in skype is felt as an obligation to be connected.
Flexibilty is working in both senses...
Sometimes yes, sometimes no.
I check my emails until very late, later than when I worked at the office. In any case the workload is much higher.
yes and no as you are tempted to log in late in the evening and check incoming e-mails/requests
Somtimes, there are meetings organised out of usual "office hours"
the fact of using whatsapp, signal & sms makes it more difficult to disconnect since these messages are coming in on the same channel as
private ones
working much longer hours, connecting already before the breakfast and before going to bed as the laptop is close by
E-mails can come at every hours
It's difficult to cut off. Home is a continuation of the office and vice versa
Not in the busy period, while before yes (because of child care)
there are meetings outside of working hours
Since August I reorganised my working environment to be easily disconnect outside working hours.
I made a choice to force myself to disconnect, otherwise it would have been a non-stop connection
It's sometimes difficult to make the separation between work and home (you leave the PC on to await and reply to an urgentish email), etc.
is depends of the urgent working
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I can of course but not so easily
Usually, the workload increases end afternoon
Sometimes the connection to the remote work is done with difficulty and the laptop works very slowly.
Working hours are extended (meetings till 18.30 etc) far beyond core time
Some meetings still overlap on lunchtime hours
switch off the laptop
I'm lucky in a way because I have to take cre of my children but at the same time, I sometimes have to start working earlier or working later
after th
it depens on the workload
Not easy to diconnect: meetings during lunch time, emails during evenings/week-end
I can do it but more and more meetings are organised during lunchbreak
yes in general I do decide freely when to disconnect. I get no pressure from my Head of Unit. the workload does not always allow to disconnect.
My kids oblige me to disconnect. The actually interrupt me.
difficult
same as before, no difference
Now more or less, yes. Not from March to July 2020 when I was working in a different unit
Regular messages received from colleagues working outside the place of posting and thus involving time difference with the country of posting
Sometimes period outside working hours was used to catch up the time I could not be in front of the screen because I was homeschooling
more or less, but it's not a problem
That depends on the behavioure of other colleagues more than teleworking situation
Non car plus vraiment d'horaire de travail et comme je suis à la maison je reste connectée.
sometimes difficult to create proper work/home separation while teleworking
Only after some crazy months, I learned to completly detached.
As the workload increased, it's rather difficult. Of course my line manager is not pressing me to the contrary. He is very kind and competent.
Same as before
Sometimes yes, but when there is an important task pending no
it depends on the days
not at the beginning but ok in the longer term
difficult to log off. but nobody bothers me if not connected.
More or less I try to do a digital detox, whenever possible
I apply to myself a disconnection self-displine but sometimes this is challeging due to insufficient awareness about its value in our organisation
If there are pressing matters, I check the laptop often...
Even if not required by my hierarchy, I often check my emails even outside the working hours
sometimes, late afternoon, I go out to walk and when I am back I continue to check the files, just because home/office has become the same
I sometimes receive phone calls outside of my working hours (working 75%)
Some colleagues work outside hours and week-end and put pressure on others
I can plan my work differently and then can work in the evening which I do not mind
Emails after 17:00 pm sometimes
In general yes, but at the begging I had to create my rutine for this
Yes, but the pressure/temptation to work at odd yours is there...
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DUE TO EXTRA MEETINGS FOR OUR MANAGERS, THEIR TIME TO ANALYSE/VISA/SIGN DOCUMENTS WERE DONE AFTER AND THUS WHEN
URGENT ISCs I HAD TO WAIT SMT TILL 23H
technically yes; but colleagues attitudes seem to have changed
I overthink about the task list after work
difficult...
Checking my emails or working sometimes late in the night, I would not have done it before the crisis, it is difficult to disconnect in fact.
Easy to disconnect however also easier to have access to computer, carry on duties on a free schedule counting much above 8hrs a day!!
I have to work evening shifts due to the short opening hours of crèches and the repeated closing of European Schools.
I still have to keep an eye on a specific FMB late at night for the cabinets
Officially yes, but as i'm working half-time my mangager told me I have to flexible and check work also outside my "normal" working hours"
Yes, but woking hours are longer than before the covid
I receive good morning messages already right before 8 am. It should stop.
I can disconnect remotely but my brain does not. The situation is so focussed on work that I have nightmares and I'm always thinking of the
tasks to d
Depends on periods at work
Not really I feel the days blend together and that it's difficult to determine when work starts and ends.
Working in the evenings sometimes
It is difficult to shut down in the evening
I get a lot of emails in the evening, so when I log on early at 8am there is always a backlog, some sometimes I feel need to connect in the
evening
it is more difficult since I work in the living room as I would be totally isolated in the office upstairs.
I made a conscious effort to limit working hours
It's difficult to disconnect from work as all the activities are prohibited and everything is closed in the country
I've had to do some work on myself to find out what would work best for me.
I can disconnect, but I have to take away laptop, cables, etc.
Sometimes but not always since there were always urgent requests coming in.
it depends which manager is in charge
More dificult to disconnect because of the very stressful management style of hierarchy. It affects you personally and makes it hard to disregard
it
more difficult, depends on the amount of work
sometimes its not possible to disconnect at the end of business hours and I stay connected until much later
huge charge of work, due to the replacement of a colleague who left the section.
Sometimes I'm asked to answer calls and mails outside the working hours
As you are working from home it is not easy to disconnect at the same hours at you would do if you were working in the office.
I had to work also in the evenings, after the kids go to sleep, to meet deadlines. Disconnecting when working late is not always doable.
no because my job does not allow it
The laptop is still at home, it is not like before when I didn't take it home.
Not always, depends on the urgency of the work and on the work load.
It's very easy to "just" work another half hour or forget breaks when you are in front of your computer at home.
Generally yes, but work hours blend too easily into non-work hours so I often work later than usual or at the weekend.
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I may not check/answer emails.

17. Would you consider teleworking as a regular advantage afterwards ?
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I don't know, however, I consider it as an option. But I am not sure about my social life.
Yes, partially
On a voluntary basis, as an alternance with the office.
Part-time teleworking may be a good option
It is a mixed blessing as it makes it very hard to switch off and regularly, working hours are extened well into the late evening.
No, as long as we are not provided internet data (4G USB stick) and a compensation for extra cost (heating, electricity, water).
oui c'est plus ou moins un avantage au niveau du trajet aller/retour de la maison au travail on gagne du temps car on ne doit pas se déplacer
Three days per week
A mix between telework and presential work in the office would the best from my point of view
useful when there is an emergency at home or when the weather is very bad
Teleworking could be an advantage if the normal working hours and the right to disconnect were respected and if we had an acceptable
workload.
for routine tasks yes, for collaborative it is more risky
if it is connected to less worl in the office
Yes, but it should be only partial (not exceeding 50% of working days on aweekly average
I have enough and will retire in a couple of months
I would consider it if they allow us to work from our country of origin for longer periods
Partial teleworking, partial work at the office,
Si le teleworking devait etre imposé à 100%, cela ne serait pas positif à long term
It should be an option but nothing replaces social interaction in the office
1 or 2 days a week
up to two days TW is very good, more is rather disturbing
I might telework ocassionally but not continuously
up to three days a week
Yes, combined with office presence
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Only occasionally
1-2 days per week yes but not more than this.
Partially yes like one or two days a week
Teleworking with some students/classes MIGHT work and it reduces the stress of commuting to/from school.
Partly, yes, and partly not.
Yes, because it can sometimes help for a better work life balance. However, as soon as most colleagues are back to the office, not ideal to be
home.
I save much traveling time, working from home
Yes, when needed.
Sometimes teleworking can be more effective, but working from the office also has advantages, for the employee and employer. I'd like a
mixed model.
It would depend on certain factors, extent of "normalcy" after the pandemic, the kind of work that should be done, etc.
yes and no. I can see some advantages of teleworking some days but surely not on a permanent term. This is cutting almost all contacts with
colleague
Half of the time
Only, partially. Regular physical contacts with colleagues remain essential.hysContacts with coll
As a science teacher, I need to be in Lab for around a third of my teaching
Yes, as it takes me 3 hours per day to commute with public transports and car
See above.
more or less
It is a good advantange but 50 % working from home and 50% at the office
I would consider regular teleworking, but in combination with regular attendance in the office
Flexibly, maybe 1-2 days per week from home, but mainly at the office - if this would be allowed by the employer.
Yes provided not full telework and kids at school
At present my assignments are difficult to carry out from home
I do like working from home, but not every day.
Yes, but only for 2-3 days a week
Not more than 50%.
It is good to have it, but not such an advantage.
Yes, a great pleasure. No, it cannot be the rule as informal communication is also enssential for well-being and for good work brainstorming.
a day or two a week
When appropriate but as a general rule I think it would spell the death of the European civil service and of the European project
Only teleworking has disadvantages, the best option is a combination of presential work / telework
Only if it is optional and limited to a few days per week, otherwise it is difficult to stay in contact with colleagues
Saves time, allows doing orivate tasks "in between", but the informal talk on the corridor is missing, work and private life are no more separate.
For a very limited amount of time, like 2-3 days in a month to increase flexibility when needed
Benefit: no commuting. Disadvantage: less contact with colleagues.
For some days per month, yes but not on a permanent basis.
Yes, but mixed with working on premises.
yes, on a occasional basis
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A degree of flexibility is fine. But not full teleworking.
not on a regular basis
Yes, at times
It's a nice-to-have alternative to daily commuting to work to balance work and life.
The flexibility of homeworking is a plus, however, the difficulty to switch off will keep me mostly in the office when circumstances permit.
While it has certain advantages, the exchange is in various aspects easier when done in presence, particularly in complicated issues.
A couple of days per week teleworking
In a limited time basis
More flexibility. On the other hand social relationships with colleagues have disappeared - No professional developpment (through exchanges
at work)
Several days per month could be advantageous.
only one to two days/week
a mix of 2-3 days at the office would be good
Spontaneous social interaction with colleagues would be missing
Socail contacts are missing a mix of office and home office is good
Working is more efficient from the office, a few days of teleworking per day might be an advantage
saving commuting hours
(direct) human contact is missing in teleworking
it will dpend on the duties/tasks
Yes and no.
Yes, but not 5 days a week
1-2 DAYS/WEEK IS'T OK!
better time management, no time lost for transfers, but isolation, too many meetings online, few conatcts with colleagues of the same team.
Only max. 2 days a week
yes, but not all the time
Yes, but with a maximum of two days per week in the future because I would feel too disconnected otherwise
In circumstances where my presence is indispensable at home, yes. If not, no
In my opinion there should be a felxible arrangements for the possibility to chose mix work pattern - telework and on-site.
not without a proper network environment. We work with a domestic network and it is not perfect.
Partially. I used to telework two days a week since a long time and I would like to continue. But every day is too much except from our own
country!
Manque de socialisation, TMS, travail statique, etc. Avantages: on évite temps perdu en trafic, un meilleur équilibre vie privée-vie
professionnelle
Would be good for some tasks if not too complicated to request
I see benefits for my family life but see that management is going to try to avoid compensating for my extra costs( space, heat, Internet, etc...)
I already teleworked 1 day/week before the crisis. A 2nd day per week would be nice but not more.
Disadvantage is thar you are more or less always available
With homeschooling is killing us right now. Without homeschooling it is an interesting option. It depends on the individual.
yes, teleworking advantageous for 2-3 days per week
Yes if I have considerable influence to distribute my time between home/office hours; yes if it means I could work from elsewhere
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I liked the flexibility, but it's also a risk. Mail severs/boxes should be disabled during the night....
Yes, maybe twice a week.
Yes, but I expect to work at the office the majority of the time
for some people certainly, but not for me. Don't have a spare room at home.
80% office, 20% home maybe.
It's an advantage but we want to keep our jobs as civil officers and the expatriation allowance
Mainly yes, but I am afraid that contacts with colleagues will be reduced to a purely functional purpose.
in particular situations only
Depends on the work, good to be also in the office for contacts.
Occasionally only
It can provide some additional - positive - flexibility. It cannot be 100%, that is alienating and a joke in terms of team work
to a certain extent
from time to time yes (once a week max) but not every day
One or two days a week could be envisaged
Occasional teleworking would be advantageous, but standard teleworking definitely not.
not full time teleworking - maybe once a week
Cutting commuting time is a huge adventage, but many of my tasks require teamwork and personal interactions where teleworking is a
negative factor.
One or two days per week.
I would consider it an advantage if I had control over it
From time to time is an advantage. If we can choose the time.
definitely yes, but not every day
Yes and no: the social contact with colleagues is missing and the cooperation with them is more complicated now.
Partial teleworking, yes
It adds to personal costs (heating, electricity, and even daily km by car to drive children to school and back home instead of on my way to office)
too long to explain/specific
Yes, as in the future we will work in an open space office and I am more comfortable at home. No because I miss the contact with colleagues.
Yes, provided extra costs are covered (chair, heating, download volumes, mobile phone, ...)
Despite the additional stress, I see many many advantages to telework (as long as the schoolsa are open and I do not have to take care of
children)
Occasional and flexible teleworking has clear advantages for overall wellbeing, but physical presence in an office is also essential for certain
tasks
Physical meetings are important, but teleworking should remain easy.
yes, provided right to disconnect is respected and access to the office possible when needed
I also have teleworked before, but only 1-2 days a week, which I would like to continue
Only if it is a chosen possibility, and no more than 1 day a week, in my case.
For some tasks and for reconciling family needs it could be an advantage, for other tasks not
I already have teleworked before and I would like to continue as before, more telework but 1 or 2 regular office days every week
Yes, but not entirely.
yes for practical reasons, no for the fact that it's more difficult to disconnect
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Maybe one day a week
I'm a permanent teleworker, so for me it didn't change a lot.
Yes but only if working hours are strictly respected
yes, it is flexible and brings benefits on time management, but being full time remote also brings challenge in terms of team coordination and
contact
full TW is awful
Some flexibility could be beneficial
Yes, but definitely not more than one day per week.
On limited occasions it is clearly useful and a good tool.
Maximum 2 days per week
not full time but definitely on a permanent basis for some days during the week could be very useful
I already teleworked 3 out of 5 days before the crisis
Maybe more than before the crisis, but not as a main way of working
Occasionally, 2 or 3 times a week
Alternate teleworking would definitively be a good option for the future
I would prefer to be always in the office, but to have the possibility to telework occasionally when needed without being obliged to telework.
the cost of energy spent is substantially higher
Not full time. Perhaps one day a week.
From time to time, yes. Not regularly.
I would prefer 50% office, 50% teleworking.
Teleworking is an advantage, but I would benefit most from it by alternating it with work from the office.
yes, but not 100% of the time. A balance between work at the office and telework would suit everyone, under some rules.
It is very tiring to have the office space in my living room because I have no other space for it.
Occasionally. But I need to feel a clear distinction between the workplace and home. And it is much easier to disconnect after leaving the office.
Alternating work from office/from home
(2x) some days per week
it shoudl be normal that we can mix it with office work
Yes, but now we went to another extreme from 100% office to 100% telework
I consider as an advantage but with some weekly social interaction
Occasional teleworking is a clear advantage. But I would NEVER consider regular/systematic teleworking as beneficial
I can get more done via teleworking. No need to commute. Downside: less contact with people. This is also an upside.
Pros: no commuting to work Cons: overload
It has advantages, but not as a regular basis
Only under the right conditions
I used to telework occasionally (on a regular basis) before Corona and in normal circumstances I like teleworking.I will telework 1 day a week.
Yes but at some point in time, a discussion should start about the compensation for extra financial costs linked to telework (internet, heating,
elec)
It should be, I need to learn to set lmits more clearly
If covid-19 is still there, yes.
To a limited extent - not full time.
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Occasional teleworking, based on needs at home and at work, is enough.
Not on full basis.
Teleworking is a very good tool if used as alternative to the office where need be.
I would like a hybrid model of most days in the office but a regular day or two from home. Best of both worlds.
part time
I would go back to using it occasionally but no fiexed day(s) - at my discretion
yes : no train/metro daily journey, comfort to be at home no : "physical" meeting is often better than video, need to be consult paper document
I would consider teleworking one day per week
It has pros and cons. If there were rules to disconnection, I would favour it, in concertation with the hierarchy, to establish a mix: possibility to
Yes, but I would still like to go to the office regularly, for at least half the time.
Yes, if possible from MS.
It is not a question of being advantageous/disadvantegous. Well managed teleworking is beneficial for the employer and the employee alike
It is an advantage for both the instituion and the person. Teleworking fulltime is however not the best: 2-3 days should be enough
Already a standard teleworker before the Corona crisis
Telework 1-2* a week: perfect! Telework more often: not needed.
No, no advantage, on the contrary, it costs ME more money (invoices are +/- doubled like heating, electricity, water, ink cartridges printer, ...etc)
sometimes is good sometimes is not
Yes, but not as an exclusive way to work.
Considering partial teleworking, maybe 2-3 days per week
Yes, if personal expenses would be supported by the Institution, also related to the heating of the house.
(3x) occasionally
a few days a week
It is an advantage, for sure. It it is really disadvantage when speaking about paper, ink, electricity consumption that is not reimbursed
Telework for some time is OK. In the long run I am missin teh social contacts, cooperation goes down, identification with employer goes down,
....
Yes, but with 1 or 2 days per week of on site work.
Yes but not on a fulltime basis: more like 1 or 2 days per week
Many advantages that should be kept after the sanitary crisis, but need for regular physical meetings is strong. Teleworking possible, but not
mandat
2-3 days of teleworking weekly would be the right balance.
More flexibility
Part-time teleworking is perfect for me. "forced" full-time teleworking does me no good.
Not absolutely. A combination of the modes would be the best.
max 3 days per week
yes, if it is chosen rather than imposed
I could consider teleworking 1-2 days per week afterwards.
yes, if voluntary and limited to my needs
I'm retiring, fortunately I'll be free soon
(2x) partially
I would like to telework one or two days a week, that is all.
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Yes, but just one or two days a week
Yes, but not every day
Not only TW but a combination of TW and presence in the office (for instance for meetings)
Yes, but maybe once or twice a week, no more than that
Yes, I would continue occasional telework for 1-2 days per week.
Can save time but links with colleagues are not the same, and technical issues frequently happen
I'm leaving near the office so teleworking is not useful for me but I'm in favor of more teleworking for others
one or two days a week, occasionally. I believe that large-scale teleworking is detrimental to team cohesion, information flow, creativity,
productivi
Yes, 50%, but it is not ergonomic at home and difficult to disconnect.
Yes and no. Yes - it is very environmental friendly. No human contact is necessary for society.
I was teleworking two halfs days before. That was good. More than two days per week is detrimental for the working together.
Combine occasional teleworking and work presence
would be happy to telework one/two days per week.
Occasional teleworking could be useful
Yes, limited and flexible teleworking
occasionally, yes
Yes: less stress with commuting; No: less coordination and clarifying conversations.
Yes in that it cuts out the commuting. However, the additional workload is a downside.
difficult to separate professional and personal life
1-2 days per week
Only occasionally, which I already did before.
Yes but not on a permanent basis as now.
Only in special circumstances (strikes, snow ...).
One or two days a week
gut: freie Arbeitseinteilung, konzentrierteres Arbeiten möchlich (wenn Kinder in der Schule) - schlecht: kein Ende der Arbeit, sondern Arbeit
bestimmt
2 days per week
(2x) Yes, but not every day.
No in case the manager keeps imposing unreasonable deadlines (as if there was no corona crisis)
Yes if presence at work should be well organised. Mainly, with mandatory days of presence for having exchanges opportunities.
On s'est mis d'accord que 1-2 jours par semaine de TT serait apprécié par tous les collègues.
I miss the social life I had when I worked at the Council building, I miss my office, the restaurant etc
I miss social contacts with colleagues, team spirit gets lost with teleworking
not with family staying at home
Yes, but not for 100 % of working time (40-60 % would probably be best).
According to my terms and needs and with equipment being provided. I still want the office to be sapareted from my home.
Yes, but it depends on what is "regular" - I would prefer it occasionally and not as a constant way of working
You don't have to commute you are suppose to gain time but not all the workload can be done at home
Yes and no. Only on a very occasional basis, e.g. if I need to be present at home for one or a couple of day(s) for a specific home-related reason
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Yes, avoiding the traffic is fantastic, but direct contact with colleagues is also essential for cohesion other s
maybe 1 or 2 days per week
Yes but limited to one or max two days a week
I would go for 2-3 days per week, depending on the Council agenda
I was a standard teleworker before the Coronavirus crisis.
Partially.
occassionaly
It depends on the reasons why, e.g.: not easy when kid at home, but less travelling and less "disturbed" by colleagues (or by kid if at creche).
Only occasionally, when needed for practical reasons. But then it would be good to have the opportunity.
not 100% teleworking but even befre the pandemic I used to work 3 days from home and it was a good compromise
Good if applied flexibly (at staff member´s convenience) and clear conditions are set (not to be obliged to do more just because you work from
home)
yes, 1 day a week, not more
I would prefer a combination of teleworking and going to the office
not necessarily..... depends on availabiltiy of personal advantages
if only 2 days a week ok
A mix of teleworking (1-2 days per week) and presence at the office would be beneficial.
two days work and 3 days at home would be nice
1 day a week
Not on regular basis. Occasionally yes
Yes, if the rules on teleworking from abroad are relaxed or eliminated. Otherwise, no.
2 or max 3 days a week or 1 week after or before holidays to adapt to school holidays
For some days of the week, yes, not 100% of the time
Yes if it is limited to maximum 2 days per week
there are advantages and notably efficiency from telework; but also burdens and a difficulty to disconnect
3 days a week teleworking
I think 2 days teleworking is good (no time spend in public transport) more would be too much. Contact with colleagues is important for team
spirit
Not something that can replace office space.
TW is great when mixed with office presence. 100% TW is a nightmare
could envisage 2 or 3 days a week
partial telework yes; full time no
It depends on arrangements
If necessary, I would like 3 days office presence , 2 telework
Yes, but need to ensure meetings are all held in hybrid or won't be possible once some people go back to the office
Yes and no. Yes if I would have the possibility to a room only dedicated to the office/work. Currently I am working from the kitchen.
'A regular advantage' is not English. I don't know what it means.
Only for 1 maximum 2 days a week.
If limited to a couple of days per week, yes
Only once a week would be sufficient for me.
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50 %
Part-time teleworking would be the ideal solution
I guess that a mix of teleworking and working in the office would be the best compromise.
one day a week
yes as avoid traffic jam, can start earlier or work late , no as difficult to disconnect , not the same social contacts with colleagues
I would like to telework part of the time in the future. Previously, I was considering 1 day per week, now I think 2 days per week would be
better.
2, max. 3 days telework would be OK, no more !
Depends on the work hours and possibility to have a work-life balance, but overall yes.
Once a week at the office would seem a good idea (printing, shredding, exchanging personally)
A couple of days a week max
Yes, partial telework
Only partial as long as internet volume is not provided (specific bills not reimbursed as "note de frais" are refused)
A structural limited TW of 2 days could be a very good alternative but never in full time. Need strict control for some colleagues whi did not
perfor
less commuting time but in general the social interaction and the possiblity to ask quick question are lost, 2-3 teleworking 2-3 in office would
be fi
Yes, but only provided the right to disconnect is seriously enforced and the employer provides logistical support (equipment and infrastructure)
for t
Yes, but in combination with the office
yes and no
The problem is the massive workload, constant video-conferences and non respect of working hours. Teleworking is now an excuse to work
more
If allowed to telework from my Member State of origin, where my wife works: yes
It is good to be able to telework one day per week in which we can concentrate on certain files and keep meetings and everything else in the
office.
Partly, with week working TRy to be resilientdays at home and office.
It can be, but it is about finding a balance between ability to disconnect and ability to meet colleagues for human contact and get out of the
house.
Yes, if the workload is not higher and there is a right to disconnection
For 1 or 2 days per week
Once it's all over, I plan to return to the office. BUT I would like to have the option to telework from the country of origin on a limited basis.
I totally consider it as an advantage, but rules should be put in palce on meetings (i.e. no outside of core times)
Depends on how it is apply
but not the whole week (2-3 days a week). Need to establish clear rules enabling total disconnection when not working.
...
We should be entitled to choose to work at least 2 or 3 days from home when the situation gets back to "normal"
It depends on how many days per week
Teleworking allows me to manage my time in a more flexible manner, but at the same time I miss walking to the office from time to time
On a very limited basis (Once a week for instance)
1-3 days per week with consideration of workloads and meetings
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yes if that were to be from my place of origin
partially; miss human contact when fulltime teleworking
some advantages in terms of working time but not every day
In my case ok for a short time and without children. But to work from the office is better , I have a good place, easier to communicate with
colleague
Mixed feelings
still need to have contact with colleagues, difficult to learn new tasks, get integrated and get to know new colleagues if new post
There are advandages (you are back home quickly), but disadvantages with no social contacts
50/50 would be a good balance
It is an advantage for the employer; it has advantages for the employee - however, it also means increased costs
I would like to TW partially but also to have the possibility to spend part of my working days in the office.
I feel more and more disconnected when full time teleworking. I start feeling to be in a surrealistic world.
Yes, I totally consider teleworking an advantage and I would like to do it regularly, but our hierarchy would need to adapt and update our
procedures
no interruptions all the time by colleagues, more focus, no commuting to Brussels
Only not more than 50 percent
teleworking sufficient for 2 days/week
could be if minimum rules are agreed (lunch breaks, short break between meetings, etc)
Yes, if hybrid of office work and telework.
Yes, but not on a dialy basis. Twice a week is OK
I would like to continue working from home 1-2 days per week
Yes in a balanced split way between home/office (social interaction is important)
No commuting time lost, more flexibility, but working hours significantly expanded
Yes to a limited extend. Like 1-2 days per week.
should be only several days a week ( max 2)
yes but only for some days per week
Yes, but not 100%, a mix. And I would expect more material support from my employer.
1or 2 days max a week
once a week would be perfect
I was teleworking two days a veek before and I would like to continue doing it, but not more.
if hot desks are the future, then YES. otherwise with traditional offices definitely working from the office!
I would like to be allowed to telework from elsewhere for at least a few weeks per year (including whole weeks)
To lesser extent. My work cannot be fully done from home
What I miss most is the live interaction with colleagues. On the other hand, I wouldn't mind working from home a few days a week.
Advantage no, another way to work yes
less boundaries, less group belonging
No real contacts with colleagues
maybe one or two days but I live in the city and prefer going to work
Telework is great. It should be mainstreamed with hot desks.
not 100%
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only on certain days not as a rule
It depends, I prefer to work in my office but if we will have to work on hot desks, I prefer to stay at home
yes but not when starting, eventually 2 days a week
Partially
yes but I need to discipline myself more to disconnect when I should
partial telework ok, NOT FULL TELEWORK
Telework a few days a week is good. I have no office or room with wifi at home to isolate (loft)
Just for 1 or 2 days per week, maybe more during the school holidays
partial teleworking 2 days a week will be OK
More support is needed by the Commission. (extra costs: bills, unlimited internet, equipment). There is space for more focused work.But
burnout risks
only in emergencies f.e. very bad weather, technical problems at home
Depends on many factors...
Limited days of teleworking/week or teleworking from abroad for limited periods would be ok
no more than 2-2.5 days per week
Yes, if not constant.
Yes, provided there are clear limits regarding availability and core hours
Yes, but not to that extent and not under the current general conditions (full or partial lockdown)
Partly, if for 2 or 3 days a week, but no more.
Not full-time
I might consider teleworking some days
Some days of week
2 days a week but not more
5 days a week is too much /should be balanced
Yes because I don't have to drive 2.5 hours each day to come to Brussels
I would be happy with a mixed system: 3 days in the office, 2 at home.
Provided it is not imposed I would see no problem in teleworking 50% of my working time
Yes, a few days a week but not all the time. I specify that I'm against new open space offices. Not efficient at all
teleworking for some days but not for everyday
Yes, provided it is not 100% as I feel that I'm losing connection, and sense of belonging, and hence focus.
Yes 3 days a week - 2 days at work to keep team spirit, social exchanges, and movement
It has advantages and disadvantages: I would prefer a mix of homa and office work.
Lower interactions with colleagues, more difficult to balance work/life
It has pros and cons.
I would like to have the possibility to telework from time to time.
I would like to telework only one or two days per week
if workload is manageable yes, but for this management has to reduce significantly objectives or increase staff.
Some days of the week, but not 100%.
It would be interesting to keep it as an option. I work in an EU Delegation, so it seems this will not be possible for us past COVID
Yes, for around 30% of my working time
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Yes if flexibility and stress/workload carefully managed by management. No, as not easy to disconnect from work and real contacts are
essential
When I want it not forced like this
Easier integration of professional and private life; physical distance makes the stress less "real" (can be forgotten more easily).
Yes, totally, if I have the right conditions
Yes, but no more than two days a week, I miss the social interaction with colleagues at the office
yes, maximum two days per week
2 times a week probably an advantage, but not every day
maybe 2 or 3 days a week
No in Brussels, but yes if from abroad, as much as possible. Family is living abroad.
Meetings and discussion with colleagues and stakeholders need to be physical from time to time to build trust and feel human.
One or two days teleworking in a week could be an advantage
for some tasks TW can be useful (need to draft or to work on important documents) but the contact with colleagues is also important
Sometimes
Not on an everyday basis...
yes but in my particular case only if I can continue to come to the office at least 3 or 4 days a week.
Yes, only if we were allowed to also work from abroad, if I don't go to the office at all, there is no need for me to live in Brussels.
if they let me work for longer periods from my home country yes. If I have to work and leave alone in Brussels separated from my family,
definitely no
Yes, if framed by rules about disconnecting and open air breaks if teleworking is mandated for an extended period of time, as is currently the
case.
Up to a certain degree, but not more than a few days per week.
A combination of telework and phyiscal presence at work on some days would be best and help maintain work contacts
It can be done but I would nor choose it permanently as there are certain advantages working from the office.
Yes as one can concentrate better. But not full tim as one feels disconnected and isolated.
not more than 2 half days or 1 full day per week, otherwise we will again have no physical meetings
main advantage: no time lost in commuting every day to the office. main inconvenient: loss of real life contact with colleagues and as a
consequence
Not 100% telework - a mix of telework and office presence preferable
yes but no more than one day a week
I prefer being in the office together with the colleagues!
well not an 'advantage' just a normal way of working. If institution was happy to have us in teleworking in Covid, we should be able to do it any
If it is well implemented and my choice it could be an advantage. But if I prefer to telework because I am in a open space it is not.
partial teleworking (50% time) could be a good mix sometime
Yes provided I can also go to the office occasionally/regularly (i.e. a couple of days a week).
1, 2 days a week. Keeping my office.
Yes for the gain in communiting time but no for the social cohesion and communication
with a little coordination, it would be nice to be able to occasionally telework on an ad hoc basis
It depends, but tend to prefer office work.
A mix of telework and physican presence would be the best.
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yes if not more than 2 days a week
a mix of teleworking and working in the office
Yes, partially, in comabination with classical office work
I was, before covid, teleworker, but for 40 % only, and without my wife and childrens working at home
Stress before coming to work has decreased whereas the workload is too high
Yes, But also need to share in presential with colleagues some days a week
Teleworking should be not more than 2 or 3 days per week to be able to stay connected to colleagues and to keep up the team spirit
Yes, 3-4 days a week, but it is useful to be at the office once a week or 1 every 2nd weeks for meetings, informal talks and training new
colleagues
only some days
yes for transport, no for social life with colleagues and no clear interruption from office to home
Yes, but not the entire week, 1-2 days of teleworking per week maximum.
I enjoy the time gained through not commuting but to telework permanently, never seeing my colleagues is horribleI
Yes because you loose less time in transfer, no because you loose a lot socially speaking
Up to the point where I can choose the days and amount of teleworking, yes
Yes and no, a certain combination of both can be positive, but it is like a "poisoned gift"
Missing colleagues and bigger bills /heat, electricity etc
I feel supervised by higher authorities at home (my wife)
Occasional teleworking can be a plus
But only if 1 or max 2 days per week.
yes but with some adaptation especially with job/life
Yes - but certainly not on a full time mode
only if voluntary. It must remain a right, not an obligation
Most probably on a part-time basis.
Only up to 2 days per week. More than that, it would become unsuitable to my type of work
OK for 1 or 2 days per week but not every day as we loose social work and team work
yes, if it is clear that you are not expected to be online all the time, 24/7
Yes as it lets a bigger flexibility of working but it is difficult to separate work of home tasks.
Teleworking cannot work along with home schooling
Only on limitted scale - 2 days per week
limited teleworking and office on regular basis
Yes, only one o two days a week maximum
yes becasue accomodate more flexibility but also necessary to combine with time in the office to connect with colleagues and have a normalcy
Part time - 2 maybe 3 days per week.
Flexible arrangement with no need of prior approval
I am totally in favour of partial (structural) teleworking but not to full teleworking.
Yes, if I can telework from wherever I want (in Belgium or abroad). And if I can choose how often. No if it just means working alone in my flat in
Bxl
Yes, but would be difficult to put a line between work and office as during these months of confinement
Yes, but not when more than 3 days TW
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partial telework yes (1 or 2 days per week)
partial teleworking yes, full time would imply too much disconnection from colleagues
Yes if from abroad, giving up the 16% expatriation
Yes, if the working hours can be respected.
conciliation family work life
a balance between the two could be a good somution: document reading, writing and similar things via teleworking, but face-to-face
interactions should
not every day
yes but it depend where
On an occasional basis.
both, depends of charachter of work and pressure
Yes but only for 2-3 days a week. I would not like to telework every day.
There are advantages, but the workload is higher !!!
I could in a normal working environment /colleagues
Partial TW, but with at least 2 days in th office, with the team.
Right balance for each person/position to be found
Yes, if it comes with the right to disconnect and meeting hours are reasonable again
I would consider to continue teleworking part of my working hours, but find it also important to be in the office every now and then
Yes, as a half-a-week option.
Possibly
Yes, max 2-3 days per week
Would adapt to needs in the service
we need a good balance
Regular but not constant and definitely not full time. We need to be together to connect and create.
Part of the week teleworking makes total sense but not as the only way of work, like now
partial teleworking.
Only occasionally and if possible from abroad
Yes, but still 2/3 days per week at the office should be kept. I am concerned about the HR approach to remove individual offices though.
no, I do not think so. Maybe occasionally.
Not every day, not without weighting its disadvantages.
Teleworking does not justify structurally over-working staff
with a degree of proportion
more flexibility, possibility to work from other locations
yes but not 100%
Only if it iz not too long . Our homes are not fully suitable for a long term teleworking
It depends on the conditions
Yes if staff can choose at least when and how much to telework. No, if teleworking conditions are imposed from above.
Provided hours can be controlled
Not every day
It is definitely a plus to be able to TW, but limited to max 25% of working hours
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Yes, but with a regular presence at the office for meetings/issues to discuss face to face/connectivity problems especially to the server
occassional or structural given that I do not have a dedicated space/office at home and leading a team face to face meeting would be good at
times
The nature of my work (legal), contrary to common belief, is not back office. It is all about interactions and gathering points of view.
oui si c'est seulement un ou deux jours par semaine mais pas toute la semaine
At least some regular direct contact with colleagues in the office is necessary
No doubt, teleworking could not be the norm!! No doubt! It helps for some days during the year, but if it became the norm, it would be really
bad!
Partly. Going to the office is a question of balance. I would love to telework 2 days a week but definitely go to the office the other days.
on a free choice basis yes, if it is a strict framework=always the same days no
I prefer a mixture, 3 days at the office 2 teleworking and the possibility to telework from abroad even if I lose the expat allowance for these
days
Yes, if it comes with flexibility. If it is part of a rigid scheme it might be worse. You should be free to choose each day with a 1 office day minimu
Days of teleworking depending on needs and possibilities, individually considered
Staff should be allowed to telework a few days per month, when the work does not require physical presence in the office.
Yes, but not only partial teleworking, from 2 to 3 days maximum
Yes if the right conditions for it are ensured and it is coupled with a minimum of inter-action on the work-place (meetings, office facilities, etc).
yes but it can be a problem for some specific tasks (eg training a new colleague)
just 2 days a week
I think it could be partial, i.e. one or two days in the office and the rest at home
more than before
balance between teleworking and presence is necessary
teleworking de 1 ou 2 jours max par semaine. Plus, c'est trop.
Telework shoud be a norm
More flexibility in teleworking would be a plus, systematic teleworking a no day/week, not.
Yes, 1 day/week, max 2 days, not more
Definite advantages to TW but absolute need for regular "real life"contacts
I would like teleworking 2-3 per week but not in 100 %.
Not for every day
Yes, but certainly only as a possibility for a limited number of days
It could be a temporary flexible solution in specific periods of time, allowing me to work from home while attending to private affairs.
DEFINITELY YES BUT NEEDS CORRECT AND AGREED TIMING ARRANGEMENTS. A BRIEFING TAKES MORE TIME TO PREPARE THAN TO READ.
yes, but not on a permanent basis (several days a week, e.g.); meeting colleagues face-to-face from time to time would be nice
I suppose the combination of both would be ideal for me. For example two days a week in the office.
at certain times of the year
Only if it is limited to maximum 1-2 days/week
easier to organise myself, and to be more present for my teenager
Yes, but not all days of the week.
yes and no, depending on the conditions and not exclusively - 'mandatory' time in the office would be needed to avoid detrimental impact on
the team
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miss my colleagues. Social
Maybe a few days per week
If LIMITED hours and CLEARLY STATED GOALS together with an overall change of policy.
Generally titally yes but I miss human direct contact which I consider very important
Yes, but only if my workload reduces significantly. We need more staff!
I still find useful the personal connection with colleagues but would be useful a to have flexibility to 2 days per week teleworking, in the future.
Yes, to some extent
Yes, but not more than 3 days/week.
yes but only 1 or 2 days a week
it is good to telework, but not every day. Two days per week would be enough. We need to meet phisically our colleagues at least twice a
week.
Partially (for example 2-3 days / week)
Occasionally, but not on a regular basis.
Yes to reduce commuting but I feel disconnected when twkg
Proper working environment is needed
Yes, if policy is clear.
I would consider doing it occasionally, but not on a regular basis and not for multiple days a week.
Some days a week
for 2 days per week it is OK;more not because of feeling disconnected
TW 100% is very bad as professional and private lives are mixed
The price is to move to hotdesking. Openspace is already a punishment but hotdesking is more than too much.
Yes but I believe that clear rules must be adopted and choices given to the amount of teleworking staff can choose from
Yes totally. I hope the situation we are facing will improve in a safer way. Teleworking without social interactions is not ideal for me.
I can't do my core tasks via teleworking (interpreting). However I've been able to do lots of training and interpreting-related activities from
home.
In normal conditions YES, in COVID19 conditions NO
Yes if it's not more than 4 days a week. I would even say than 3 days a week is already a great advantage.
It allowed me to work from my own country. There are advantages to a certain flexibility.
I think regualr teleworking works; however, it is also good to meet the colleagues
would be good to have a mixture between the two
Maximim 2 days. I want towork regularly from the office, have face to face meetings and I woudl at all cost avoid open space
Perhaps one maximum 2 days per week, because I prefer physical meetings.
Teleworking does only make real sense to me, if I was allowed to work from another member state.
50% teleworking would be a good solution
3 days per week maximum of telework I need social contact
Yes if chosen and not imposed
Yes, if I am given more/better equipment, and a small economic contribution.
Generally yes, a couoke of days per week, unless absolute presence in the office is necessary at times.
I could once a week, no more.
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On the one hand, we are spared the hassle of rushing hours, traffic jams, dirty metro; on the other hand, working hours have extremely
extended and no
Yes, provided we have specific chore working hours; else the days are too long
yes in a normal context of life
Yes, but interaction is very important too between colleagues in an office workwise and socially
I don't understand the question.
Ideally, there would be one day per week at least where all colleagues could meet in the office.
on a voluntary basis once or twice a week teleworking is good, not more than that
Yes but 3 days max per week, I need to scan/print docs and meet my colleagues (not only by skype)
Yes, I would to keep on teleworking afterwards but not every day, only once or twice per week.
Yes, if I had a fully equipped and separated working space and if Wirkung houres were counted.
not for our sector
I have been teleworking for about 8 years. I would like to continue for some more years, but not on 100 % telework.
Yes, however there are tasks that need executing at the office
there must be a balance though to avoid isolation and negative impact on mental health
Only part of the time.
Yes but not at 100%. A max of 4 days teleworking per week seems a better solution.
Only in a very limited manner. I don't move enough, I miss the social interaction with the colleagues and I've followed a lot less trainings.
WILL INCREASE TELEWORKING TO 3-4 DAYS PER WEEK IF ALLOWED, BUT WILL KEEP GOING TO OFFICE AT LEAST 1 TIME PER WEEK
Yes, for a couple of working days. It was the case before the lockdown. And no- home equipment is not intended for work- no office, no
printer/scanner

18. How did/do you cope with your current working situation ?

Réponses textuelles, Nombre de répondants 2152x, sans réponse 7x
more pauses, more gym, more flexible hours
More or less. I feel very often lonely.
(3x) Badly

I can cope quite well but it is more exhausting to handle everything virtually, without paper at all. The lag due to VPN connection is also
distracting and make one lose his focus during waiting times.
Life is about adapting oneself to new situations.
extremely well. More work- life balanced. I can organise myself and meet my work targets while having a family life
In general fine. But I guess it depends a lot on whether one lives alone, have small children, have a separate place to work etc
(28x) Well
Overall, it's been a positive experience in an unprecedented situation
Flexibility at work was a key to efficient adaptation
I paid for my own coaching and self-care courses to be able to manage.
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We manage to maintain the same level of productivity but due to the fact that we are home, we need to perform more actions to maintain this
level of productivity. It is more easy to reach people via Teams so you face a lot of disruption. But meetings online are shorter and more
effective I have to say. The most difficult part of all is to have to deal with the children who are also educated online now. So the level of
disruption is higher than ever.
Not really coping well I am afraid as pressure, requests, deadlines don't stop, even on a 18th December
tired fed up adn it's not over yet
I have more stress. I am connected all the time.
very well. Working remotely doesn't make great difference for me
Teleworking brings some flexibility, you can do some home tasks more easily but you tend not to disconnect as much as when working from
office.
I am coping well
make clear separation between workplace and personal space, include short breaks, go walking 30' before work and do a short session of
stretching / yoga after work
I try to take care of closing hour, not to extend too long the end of the working day
soso-habe we were allowed to work from our home country 2 weeks before Christmas
(11x) good
Missing social contacts, sometimes I struggle with teleworking and taking care of kids/home.
Trying to stay positive
I don't feel that critical staff that had to commute DAILY, finding solutions for the children, food and etc... are compensated in comparison to
people who could work from home!!!
extra hours, after home schooling and at the weekend
saved a lot of commuting time, but office tools missing (printing and intenet connection at my charge)
rather well but still a lot to do to adjust to the new "normal"
I find it depressing, isolating and uninspiring. I miss spontaneous contacts and beign physically active (I used to walk to the office on a daily
basis).
I managed
Trying to discipline myself. Counting hours and limiting the extra hours, regardless of whether it means that there is still work left to be done.
stress was coming from the health crisis, not from my working environment. Work was smooth and colleagues adapted right away.
J'ai gardé un horaire strict, commencer tous les jours à 8h30 et terminer à 17h30
After initial awkward feeling, I have ajdjusted really well. I love teleworking
As best as possible under the circumstances
in general quite well - would have liked to have better equipment. Also miss seeing colleagues in real life.
Fed up when seeing the Commission forces us to disrespect our private internet contract conditions and seeing difference of treatment among
Institutions
Exercise. Strict agendas.specific goals
It is very difficult to concentrate on work at home (home should not be a sweatshop, in particular with children around).
more or less well. I am waiting the end
High workload; increased by colleagues working outside office hours (from 20h00 to 3h00)
Exceptionally increased overload, especially for next year!!!!!
je ne sais pas
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Quite well. I am happy to be able to spend more time with my family. On the issue of childcare, I said that my managers were relatively
comprehensive-I would like to clarify. Managers may say that they understand that it is difficult to work and look after a child and that it is ok if
you are not available to pick up the phone all of the time but I have never been told that I don't have to meet a deadline or reply to an email. If
I work in the evening or at the weekend it is seen as normal.
Deadlines should be handled flexible in Executive Agencies. I have with internat. partnership and closed borders difficulties: I take
substantially more drugs due to my PRIVATE situation abroad.
positive
i am getting early in the morning and start working. I can stop sometime for small exercise which i miss and i continue to work until 17:30 18:00 daily.
Videoconferences are not a good solution. I miss the physical meetings / trainings / workshops with MS.just
(10x) Good
Far less stress due to no travelling to and from the office. Love it.
Organisation per day and lot of work tonight and early morning
I have tried to do the same work hours that I did in the office
It's been more and more difficult
(20x) well
There are things I cannot do at home such as sending letters by normal mail or work with restricted documents
In the beginning I coped rather wel with the situation, but it became difficult to manage especially the last months.
I enjoy working fully from home. I actually prefer it.
(2x) Perfectly well
C'est pas facile, mais nous pouvons nous estimer heureux de pouvoir travailler à la maison et de ne pas perdre notre emploi comme certains.
Trying to follow the regular cases
At the start of the crisis the teams knew each other, but doing startup remotely is a real nightmare!
more or less ok
I do not wish to continue working from home. I wish to return back to office
I am very happy as I live outside of Brussels and do not have the stress of commuting
I consider - independently from the impact of COVID - my Unit chronically understaffed compared to the workload. Consequently, working
extra hours is the 'norm' for most of the desk officers and administrative assistants. it is even more true for the Heas of Unit.s
comfortable as long as the kids go to school
(2x) ok - but it has been difficult to manage the lack of boundaries between the office and home - and sometimes managers do not respect this
either
With support from my family
I'm currently on sick leave since November due to a frozen shoulder and a burn-out due to excessive work-load and since 2 years (replacing 2
sick colleagues since then)
quite well without saying about the working environment described above
I fell sick
I'm happy working from home, the level of stress has decreased a lot since september.
At the moment there are no problem at all. Only psychologically I've been a bit affected
I coped very well. I can go on like this until Inretire.
Managing quite will in terms of work related issues but I have additonal issues regarding home schoolig, family in my home country.
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difficult. I leave alone and I suffered isolation. This would be mitigated if the institutions would allow us to work from our country of origin for
longer periods. Now, with the pandemic and travel restrictions I was isolated and separated from family and from social life.
Some days well, on others not. Make the best of it since my work is related to the outside of COM who is also struggling with home office and
Covid.
I had to shorten my lunch break and to lengthen my working day till late in the night and very often during the weekend.
all considered .... quite well
(3x) difficult
Well mainly although less well later this year
Many tasks take more time than at the office (double screens, printers, more working space) and luck of direct professional contacts
C'est une pause bienvenu de l'organisation précédent, cela m'a permis de mieux conscilier la vie professionnelle et privé, de m'émanciper
mieux par rapport aux autre collègues qui auparavent avait une mauvaise influance dans mon travail. Je saurait mieux gérer ma place au travail
et la consciliation prof/privé après la crise, avec le retour au bureau.
Quite difficult to be 6 hours per day in conference call without a dedicated office rooms and when 2 peoples are in teleworking and 3 students
in "teleschooling" !
I just do my hours and try to work around difficult people and learn the new job.
not easy
Relatively well but stressful and demotivating at times
I had never teleworked before, but key colleagues have been very helpful in overcoming any computer problems.
Apart from the workload I am working well at home
This is much better than having to go to the office, as I don't have to commute and don't get distracted by collegues roaming the corridors
having nothing better to do
fine, thanks to being able to live & work in my home country in the Benelux & on a farm the countryside, i.e. more fresh air with more scope
for exercise in & outdoors, whilst able to care for elderly parent in care home; my commune with lower Corona incidence than elsewhere.
mentally difficult
It was a shock at the beginning but I am getting used to it
It is difficult to work in isolation
Rather well but for conflict mgmt, onboarding of newcomers, and brainstorming. These activities could not be done remotely.
Good if there is childcare. But since the European school opt for homeschooling whenever possible, it is notfeasible to telework when
nomeschooling. it is unhealthy and this is making staff sick
Irregular motivation
less stress from transport, but missing human interaction and informal knowledge that you adquire by being close to your colleagues
(21x) Very well
Teleworing and trying to find a balance between family and work
Emmotionally difficult to upload the necessary energy to get my job done.
very well, we work per objectives and results
Teleworking requires more flexibility in terms of working time (for a higher number of hours in total) but has also som advantages (no time lost
in transport)
at the e dge of being overwhelmed, working very long hours mostly every day and difficult to cope with family/children. Hierarchy says to be
understanding however, no change in deadlines and workload. I wont be able to continue this rythm until the summer.
Really loaded but ok for a period of time not for too long ...
Hardly
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Very well; I can do everything from home, more, better and more efficient.
Iwas more stressed but could also take some time out
I just wait for it to be over
Reasonably well due to support from family
I did my best and adjusted to the situation. I have now a screen and am awaiting a chair. Physically speaking, it's been hard (lumbago).
More or less ok. Working in home country for Christmas is very nice. Working at home in Bxl in isolation (I live alone there) could start
impacting on my mental health
Bypassed COVID nonsensical restrictions at every turn and resumed work as normal not caring ONE bit about this sinister viral joke
reasonably well.
Avec beaucoup de peur
Xxx
I've been able to rely on my training and experience in dealing with 'difficult' situations in order to implement suitable cooping strategies and
tools.
More or less ok. Advantage is the reduced commuting. Challenge is the combination child care - telework as well as the longer hours spent
behind my PC.
virtual meeting; telecon
Very well - but I lack some sports as I am not cycling to the office any more. Difficult to get to know newcomers.
Quite well. More time with family, which is good.
Skype or zoom meetings
Too much work, if this continues I would be surprised with a burnout.
I had to cppe,, but still it was better than commuting 2h/day. My kids were part of the time at school. Then it was easier.
I had to change a lot the way to work, in particular to plan wisely the time to concentrate (when the kids were at school) and leave the less
intense tasks for when they were in the house (like reply to the email).
Adapting the workload to my family requirements.
fairly well but it was easiest during the Spring crisis
Pacience...
Ok but it’s tough sometimes.
First it was okay but after a few months it became very tiring.
difficulty to separate work and private life / loss of the feeling of belonging to a group
anxiety
Business as usual.
practical, time-saving
lot of stress, overwhelmed with information from Belgium, work and place of origin, stress for not being able to see parents, to travel to place
of origin, especialy during holidays
it was ok, but i have difficulties to disconnect, get very tired.
Daily running for 30 minutes
(2x) I HANDLED IT THE SAME WAY AS IF I WAS GOING TO THE OFFICE
Take drugs
Fluctating mood and efficency - had to adapt with completely new set of tasks than before.
Good, but sometimes difficult to disconnect
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I regret changing unit during the pandemic/teleworking. In retrospect, I should not have done it.
Just working to ensure results with my team
trying to cope given connectivity issues, lack of interaction with key counterparts, etc.
more or less well. The lack of contacts is having a huge impact on the mood as well as the lack of exercises and movement due to the constant
teleworking
Stressed and lost since September
I go to work every day with a lump in my stomach the health rules are not always applied. sick or waiting staff come to work. I am shocked at
the attitude of some.
I managed, but it affected my family, since I have less time to be with them.
(4x) Relatively well.
Sélection drastique des tâches, moins d'info et d'échanges possibles alors qu'on en aurait besoin pour réfléchir à la programmation 2021-2027.
Difficulty
Absolutely necessary to be able to telework from country of origin. Management resists, discriminating all other MS staff than those within the
vinicinity.
(2x) Well, but follow up to online teaching workload was high
In my family we all had to do adjustements, install new rules at home and be patient. It wasn't easy.
Je travaille à 50% dans le cadre de ma préretraite. J'attends la retraite comme une libération.
One manages as good as one can - has to keep thinking postive and focus that a vaccine will come soon.
just about coped
very well as teleworking avoid me to spend 2 hours commuting to Brussels
It was hard some times
Beeing positive and having regular contacts with colleagues
Brilliantly
Increased working hours, leading to periodic office-family time conflicts.
Quite well, but I got sick more often.
calmly
(2x) I like it
No
Thanks to my mental strength and certainly not thanks to the management only focused on control and windowdressing.
I cope well, have enough contacts with other people and not too much preasure from the management to keep the target dates
Though much of the work itself can be carried out reasonable well from home, the interaction with colleagues, spontaneous meetings &
discussions are sorely missed. Especially for colleagues that are single - or have small children to care for - having to work confined from home
is taking an increasing toll on their mental well-being.
Trying to work outside working hours for better focus
(2x) gain of time (transport)
The Corona Pandemic is affecting my profession adversely. I have handed in my notice.
i am ok, but the workload has been high. my nearest management has been helpfull and suporting but the higher management is totally
absent....
Generally I enjoyed the greater flexibility of work hours.
Teleworking arrangements are fine as long as schools, maternelles and creches are open.
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Although the IT team did a great job, I had connection problems. Difficult to concentrate, communicate with colleagues, find right balance
between work and private life, stress related to the confinement
Je me suis imposée un horaire afin d etre strcuturée. Tous est ok
Totally overloaded. But this is not necessarily related to the COVID situation. It was the case before. COVID only adds additional difficulties and
slows down the pace. Means working more hours.
Trying to do my best with the means I have
OK but tired
Had to invest more time in some tasks. But did not implement other.
Difficult arrangements in difficult times...
I did not...very stressed, irrascible and....the management pushed even for more...
OK. I lack sport and activities.
(18x) very well
it is ok, but being all the time on the computor for work and social contacts and all activities (shopping, hobbies etc) is starting to be rather
boring
Pretty well. There have been occasional bouts of cabin fever/demotiviation, but only from time to time.
I feel it is important to return to the office absolutely as soon as possible
.......
I could count on support and understanding from manager and colleagues and also with family
Teleworking is fine for me. The problem has been the work load that has been enormous in 2020.
SIngle person in a foreign country... What else can I say?!
(2x) Going one day at a time: it is impossible to plan a working day because of the high amount of meetings and the ridiculous amount of email.
I suppose I am coping rather well however sometimes working alone is difficult.
I am coping, but I miss the social contacts at the office
Rules on teleworking are not faire. Targets were not reduced. It is a shame. clearly define by the Office
Ensuring clear working time boundaries. Frequent telecalls with colleagues.
I am managing ok and I am happy I do not have to commute to the office.
I am doing all possible to compensate with healthy and enjoyable out of work activities, plus avoiding as much as possible being overloaded
discussing with HoU
(12x) Quite well
Fine as long as I am still allowed to come to the office premises
Difficult not to meet colleagues to have some real social interaction. But we have to go through this crisis first !
(2x) badly, loss of sleep, overtime to compensate being a teacher for my children, disturbances from kids,...
I tried to stay calm and carry on, make the best of it.
It's a big strain mentally due to concerns for at risk family members and relatives
Ok, but taking care of children at home while working is not feasible
Difficult to say how, probably by postponing some private tasks and by neglecting the contact to friends and family.
Thinking this is temporary helps me cope with the present situation
As it comes
(4x) ...
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extra effort and adapting to situation as it develops
working from home is fine but in the current context, work is definitely not the main source of stress
Working longer hours
I got ill from exhaustion and took over a month to recover
I am able to work at home, have a place and I am able to concentrate ans carry out my work.
I let go and do not care. After 2 days of work in 2021, I already know that my targets will not be achievable
I hang in there
(4x) With difficulty
Taken the circumstances, it is the best possible way of coming through the pandemia, and this outweighs the inconveniences of the work
situation.
I am coping very well, I would say, in comparison to people I am discussing with in the outside world.
As well as I can. However, demotivation, anxiety and depression are just around the corner...
Increasing hours, working at night
Manage
Try to cope with the insufficient electronic tools and the ever changing procedures provided/demanded by the Office.
Overwhelmed, disconnected from colleagues, not supported very much
Since the Covid+teleworking, I am less effective and work much more
Improvising as I could on the tip of my private office desk.
I try to do my best. Difficult
They do whatever they want, we do whatever we can ...
too few informal contacts with colleagues, less feeling of belonging
Better than expected, but it was because I luckly didn't have issues
I am rather OK
Do my best!
Help of family
I coped well but teleworking and paperless work is more difficult and induces a higher risk of RSI
It is difficult to cope because of the isolation - teamworking very difficult
NN
I just work doing my best. There are so many things which I can't influence.
(3x) very good
bad, currently suffering from physical and psychological problems
It's OK
had to adapt quickly and be flexible
OK, slow computer at home (network issues)
I'm doing well . I'm working 8 hours a day. Not more.
by working more
self-study e.g. on-line courses; exercising (e.g. started Pilates) ...
Currently it is difficult because the schools are closed again. So I am less productive. Once the schools reopen, I am working as efficiently as in
the office while having more flexibility for private appointments. However, I would prefer to see my colleagues more often to feel more
connected.
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Try to set priorities right, try not to stress if I cannot get the work done, try to be understanding and patient towards everyone, me included
managing to hang on
Fine, but it is much more tiring for eyes and bones to sit in front of a screen all day long
Very well thanks to the excellent provision of technical equipment and personal support from the Office
Better than expected. I got the flexibility to sport or receive parcels.
I cope.
Very well. I have space, children are old enough to take care of themselves. The IT support could be better, but let's be realistic.
I have no problems with working from home
I am alright, just bored for the lack of social life and very demotivated
the increas in amount of work is so big I fear to go back to work as it consummes working time to commute
maximum flexibility
many overhours
we manage as we can
Under stress, the production goals remain the same, the pressure has even increased and the expectations from management of work
performance is higher due to digitisation. Time spent on learning new tools, procedures and teaching our children is not taken into account.
Doing my tasks I were at the office and hoping to be considered more from my manager and have communication moments with my team.
(3x) surviving
I adjusted
high level of prolonged and sustained stress
Despite increased workload and significantly less contact with colleagues, I am fine.
I try to keep certain routines, and to connect with few colleagues to be able to remian up to date.
This second wave is worst psychologically as it seems endless. I'm getting mad. The vaccine is too slow to come and I'm in the lowest priority
category group, so I have the impression that it will take ages before I could come back to my organisation to see again my colleagues.
drink in evening/night to disconnect from work, sleep long over weekend despite I'd love dedicating the weekend time to my daughter
informal work related discussions are missing and it is difficult to relax after working hours
... trying to do my best but it's difficult in these times ....
More or less, special difficulties have to be solved.
(2x) It's hell.
Walks and electronic socializing
fine, but would appreciate possibility to telework from abroad , as Belgium is too restrictive
Psychological help
With backache
trying to be positiv!
The best ever.
I had no problems adapting. However I can imagine if new projects shoudl start the on-site presence could be beneficial.
Trying to cope and make our best
Being alone all day long is difficult. I feel too isolated. I would have appreciated being authorised to telework from abroad.
(2x) ....
I manage to cope
Relatively well, but did much more extra hours and difficulties to switch off the PC after the working hours.
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I need more time for tasks to make up for lack of support staff especially in lockdown (cafeteria, canteen, office cleaning, heating control etc.)
which I previously used for commuting
much better than before, more quiet and focused, better organise my time
Totally fine, I only see adantages in the way we work now ! In March and April it was very difficult (due to workload) but now i would love to
work like this until i retire :)
Well enough, but we need more staff
PERFECTLY
OK but I feel that the EPO is working against me when it comes to my staff representation role
now I feel I finally adapted to working from home getting used to technology, skype calls etc..
Trying to have regular short breaks and keep the working hour at a more or less reasonable level
tried my best, work whenever possible
Absolutely fine
I cope well. My hierarchy gives clear objectives and as long as they are fulfilled in the agreed deadline, I can arrange my task as I want.
more or less good but more work than before
Direct contact is definitely missing
running after targets imposed by a management totally disconnected from reality
same as before, a little more distracted at home
thinking it is just temporarily
I simply do not cope. I do my best trying to manage homeschooling, office, limit dates, family. I am exhausted and I just come from Christmas
holidays.
Difficult,stressful
I am feeling emotionally separated from work, without motivation, and lost alone, especially as my employer is also continuously changing the
goals, restructuring etc.
I'm coping well with my current working situation, but less so with the epidemic
Reasonably well, but I miss the collegues, one loses feeling.
I am coping reasonably well thanks to the support of my wife, who takes care of the children while they do distance learning.
Relatively good. I miss the social life.
not good, feeling depressed
The production targets were already far too high for normal working conditions. They were not lowered during the crisis.
(5x) Ok
Workflow is more cumbersome. Lifestyle is less healthy: less movement, no sport at work
Reasonably ok
The pandemic situation makes connecting with the colleagues more difficult but I am glad the team spirit in my team has remained high
Less and less well. Fatigue and stress from combining home schooling, child care and work under one roof is taking its toll more and more.
Especially since the schools are closed again in NL.
the actual arrangement is better than the situation pre Covid-19
Poorly. I worked more hours (from 8hrs before to 10-12hrs now) and didint manage to set fixed working hours
I have a better work-life balance. Sometimes tricky to keep a structure in the day. Much more difficult when kids are homeschooling.
took a lot of getting used to, especially with everybody else in the house at the same time resulted in challenging times.
It's awful. Not meeting people, feeling disconnected. Video calls are no proper replacement for actual physical contact.
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It is practical but isolating
Maintain a strict hourly schedule
Sometimes too frequent VPN disruptions till october/november plus software / access to DB's is not always as stable as one would like
I did a lot of efforts to adapt to the situation and now I managed to get the job done.
I think I cope very well being able to work as if I was at the office. The only issue being that at home I take much less breaks during the day
(much less meeting, no chat with colleagues). This makes long working days in front of the screen which is a factor of tiredness and back pains.
More or less OK.
through personal effort mainly
on the it needs to work basis
I have no choice so have to get on with it
More or less satisfactory
Had to learn to slow down after an accident clearly linked to overwork/stress
breaks, exercise
flexibility in the timetable
I'm OK with it
Live by the day
Keep boundaries between work and personal life.
It is ok but the whole situation is not easy, not only at work
hoping the vaccins
Stressed when I had to implement new ways of working for the first time, but eventually got a rythm.
(3x) relatively well
moving situation
I have ups and downs, but I enjoy the flexibility given by teleworking a lot.
Bit more stressed, back pain, lack of physical activity
Just fine
My wife and I arranged to work at different times to enable us to also look after our 1-year-old daughter.
Very well. Already used to teleworking.
(2x) ups and downs
difficult for work-life balance - kid at home while working
very well as my hierarchy is very comprehensive
mostly fine, in fact better
I have always had a good discipline, that helps. Still, some months were extremely charged due to political priorities and very difficult to bear.
It is difficult for everyone. I am gratefull for a very human and understanding approach of my managers and very happy to have a job in general
in current situation.
OK at the beginning, but with time passing and still in lockdown, it's demoralising
the work situation is OK and the heavy workload is not linked to the working situation but to Brexit and MFF
Missing social part of work, but rest is about ok.
(3x) fairly well
love it
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Kind of OK. 100% efficient when kids are at school, less when kids are not. Post-school activities were cancelled, or postponed so kids are at
home sooner. Other point, 1 office at home 2 teleworker. Not easy for meetings
Exceptional situation, exceptional measures, this is the way. We will get through this together.
taking pauses, develop hobbies
KEEP ON GOING
(2x) i manage
Having kids at school now(january) is a huge help.
I quite like except I would like to work a day per week in the office
I think I manage to work as usual in an environment that I like and feel comfortable in.
In waves, I have good and bad days, depending on the workload and my family situation (digital education for small kids = working very early
and late))
I used to telework long before the Corona situation, so it is not something new to me.
I can cope fairly well and I appreciate the huge advantage we have compared to people with no possibility of shifting to home office.
perfectly well
Teleworking makes my life much easier (no commuting so gain of time) and more productive (less interaction)
(3x) Pretty well
Fine - we're very spoilt - we still have a job, a salary - we're well looked after
I am already used to it and uneasy to think of returning to office while the health crises is going on.
Best way to handle the crisis
Satisfied
Teleworking has let to a huge increase in videoconferences and mails, accompanied with the expectancy that you are always available and can
deal with mails/phone calls while in videoconference.
(3x) Well.
difficult to keep contact
I enjoyed the extra time I got to spend at home with my family
better than expected
It was hard, especially with children at home. School closure was extremely burdensome, as we had to become teachers on top of our work and
find ways to entertain them indoors
I learned to be more in control of my time, create a dedicated work space and otherwise treat it as being in the office.
ok, but the communication already fragile has become almost inexistent
I am trying to adapt but I would prefer to return to work.
I am getting more and more lonely and irritated
Some aspects were easier (no commute, some time saved), others - more difficult - staying connected with colleagues
(19x) ok
(3x) Fine
Keeping in touch with my colleagues as much as possible.
I do my best to disconnect after working hours. I have ergonomic equipment in my home office. At work, when possible, I choose (volunteer for)
tasks with flexible timing (no tight deadlines).
I tried to adapt to it, without compormising the quality of the daily work.
(8x) quite well
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Great reduction of waste time. No commuting and more efficient working culture. Finally TW better suites professianal and private life. I can do
sport. I will continue TW after end of pandemic.
I addapted
I have no other choice, in all cases my job can be done from anywhere
I manage it quite well, but I miss the coffee breaks
I have no choice
Fine, but it was better when children were also confined. The current mixed situation makes it harder due to my obligation to taxy the
children.
depressing!
I keep hope in an improvement
satisfactorily
Positive mindframe and keeping focused on the work, whilst keeping an eye out on the new opportunities that the crisis has created
Getting easier, but still struggling with internal procedures/ lack of acceptance for electronic signatures, unclear instructions for paperless
validation, etc...
I enjoy teleworking
I cope well, although there are too many video meetings, this is not sustainable in the long run
More or less ok, but I lack personal contacts with colleagues.
Right now it's very difficult
While children were at home and I had to work, it was very stressful and I worked a lot at night.
Coping to manageble extent
I like working from home. Of course, not a fan of the situation that lead to it...
I'm doing okay, I guess, it's a strange time for everybody. At least I don't have to worry about losing my job, and work has been terrific with
equipment so I cannot complain.
More or less just fine (and that's because of the workload and not the Corona situation)
Generally ok but with ups and downs
Ok, but some frustration when only virtual meetings are possible
working 12-14h in September-December, Jauary is better
Telework from abroad to be close to (and care for) my family.
In the beginning it was not easy but gradually got better. The Home Office Package helped a lot to improve the conditions of teleworking
(2x) Quite well.
There is nothing to cope with. No worrying issues. Everything is fine.
psychologic tireness, demotivation
I meditade a lot and long walks whenever is possible.
Good, I am resilient
I think I am doing quite well professionally (deadlines are respected, work is done!) but it is hard psychologiccally to be separated from the
colleagues and the usual working atmosphere.
I think I found a balance
Pretty fine but the workload has been considerable since a few months, even during holidays and now in January, which is not normally the case
Well in general
I appreciate the mixture of telework and on site activity. Appart from minor anxiety that is obviously related to any corona time.
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On sick leave since March due to burnout
I have great working conditions at home and I it has no influence in my work. I am able to perform the same tasks, and I am equally productive
when working from home.
As long as i have silence and schools are open i cope well. When i have to also perform my parents duty for 2 small kids under 6 is not easy.
Generally teleworking works, but regular (weekly) meetings face to face are needed. It is understood, of course, that this is not possible at the
moment, but going forward this would be the optimal arrangement.
Looking forward for a break
Getting more and more diffilcut by the day, bring me closer to a burn-out, but don't want to go back to the office until it's safe.
i adapted well
I cope well. I feel priviledged to have the possibility to keep on working from home, having my full salary
Well, as I have undergone extensive personal work to be able to disconnect, switch off and overcome burnout
This way I don't lose time by travelling to the office. But when kids are home it's quite challenging.
It would be nice to meet my colleagues occasionally. Also, the day-in-day-out routine of work from home everyday without anything much else
is too... regular and tedious.
Continuous adaptation of the changing times
I adapted myself. I still would prefer working in the office.
x
no team work and no communication plus no interest from middle management made hard to feel motivated
walks, byke tours in the weekend, frequent contacts with colleagues, healthy diet
Ok but some tasks are a lot more time-consuming and there are many mistakes made due to a lack of communication with my colleagues
causes by the working environment.
rather OK, am resilient. As HR we have to support staff, this is where we take the enrgy from
I have no real problems working from home
Still a lot of work but being able to work from my country of origin was a massive improvement, as I have elder parents
No clear distinction between work and free time. No understanding for extensive necessity to organise private life under Corona restrictions
(masks, cleaning, traveling etc.)
Coping well
Share my feelings with others and keep up with a daily routine.
Hard to manage in parallel home schooling, reduced kindergarten opening hours, working with children around
I'm really struggling with it. I feel tired and have concentration issues.
OK.
Relatively well, not much has changed for me
Enjoying
I miss my colleagues, otherwise I like working from home.
(3x) I manage
spreading my working hours, frequent breaks
Relatively OK but the monotony of the teleworking environment is taking its tool
I find the situation boring and repetitive and I am having back pain and other health probblems because of the poor ergonomy at home
(4x) Rather well
I try to be flexible and adapt to the new situation.
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I try to liasie regulary with my colleagues, online, but we all have way to much work to spend time in coffee break
teleworking is ok (I am a regular teleworker) but teleworking and having small kids home on "e-school" it is crazy for everybody and not
sustainable in a long term
I try to adapt to the circumstances... But it is getting long and not seeing people starts having an impact in my mood
I can manage well the work
Since I live far from Brussels, I was happy not to take sanitary risks when taking the train/metro, I gained a lot of time because there was no
travelling since I have 2 children and I take care of my elderly mother, especially that my dad died at the beginning of the confinement
I am very tired of not seeing colleagues physically, submerged in e-mails, starting to hate VTCs...
Trying to organize as much as possible private and professional life which are now intertwined.
I cope but I don't like it
It is difficult and stressful: no dedicated working space at home, low quality of Belgian internet, it takes more time and effort to do the same
amount of work than in the office, considerably more back/shoulder/neck pain; feeling blue because of the isolation
Quite successfully, I guess.
No choice. I had to cope.
I do not cope well with current situation.
It is terrible. Let's put an end to this situation and restore to normal ASAP.
At first, very disoriented, then got used to teleworking and appreciate it very much, but miss social (in person) contact with my colleagues.
Online meetings with many people can be very stressful
Very difficult not seeing colleagues at all
Résilience
Being always aware of finding a balance between professional requirements and taking care of myself.
I keep in contact with my colleagues (by myself or thanks to weekly informal coffees organised by HoU and QC) and I respect my timetable
without doing extra time unless necessary because of workload or stand by duty.
day after day
It is OK.
I'm a standard teleworker (3 days home, 2 days office) since 2010, the current situation is almost the same for me than the last 10 years. For
me, it is a huge advantage to work from home each and every day.
The type of work I do does not entail extensive contacts, but I do miss informal contacts with colleagues
Even though I have less work than in normal circumstances, it feels difficult to disconnect.
(2x) isolated
I am still not sure.
(3x) I survive
(2x) Not so well
Well. Teleworking has proved really helpful
(3x) Manageable
Perfect !
Very well, we've been quickly involved in the Ms 365 Pilot and this provided us all the tools needed. We were already used to deliver services
remotely, even when we were working on premise. Our team communicates well and has been very efficient during this period (projects
delivered on time and budget). Even if the workload increased a bit, it is on my side compensated by the fact that I don't need to commute to
Brussels. It gives me a better work/life balance.
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better than during the first lockdown
Difficult to separate personal and working life.
This is a very open question. Not sure how to answer this. Please do not make open questions a condition for being able to submit the survey in
the future.
When children are at school, I cope very well with work. When they are at home, it is very complicated.
No time spent on traffic, easier for me
All in all I managed to cope, I had my husband and son close and we helped each other.
Through support from team and closest managment, by keeping structured (and sound) routines and living healthier
Im coping quite well, given the circumstances, even though I'm eagerly awaiting the possibility to go back to the office from time to time, and
meet colleagues. I hope that after the crisis, we will find a new balance between working in the office and in telework, with enough flexibility
and the possibility to choose between the available options.
Great to decide on your own work time. Missing social contacts with work colleagues. School is a problem; they don't really take into
consideration the challenges with online school so I need to put in time to help.
I got used to it, but I wouldn't say that it's ideal.
PAS DE CHOIX MAIS JE REALISE QU UN JOUR OU DEUX DE TELETRAVAIL EN TEMPS NORMAL SERAIT APPRECIABLE
As a relatively new comer I didn't have time to make connections, I felt somehow that my colleagues did not offer a lot of support (work
related) and I also had to adjust my working schedule and meetings time to their personal and/or family situations, which is not normally
happening in normal conditions. I feel more and more distancing from the team, which gives me a sentiment of loneliness and unconfident on
my work delivered.
Very tired, weakly motivated having to cope with a negative, uninterested and unfair attitude from my Head of Unit.
Need to learn to strike a good balance btw work and life. For the rest, telework offers only advantages :)
I persevere and will see where it ends... But I can say I have lost almost all my leisure time activities, they are almost impossible to do in the
current situation. And many times I do not have enough energy to do anything after work.
Other than the lack of spontaneous social contact, I am ok with it
Have coped, but getting more tired....
I coped quite ok, there were times/days that I felt very snowed under the whole situation, but also days that I could see the light at the end of
the tunnel.
problems with noise at home cause stress and lack of concetration
quite well, but hard to disconnect mentally if not possible to figuratively close the office door behind you
I am happy to work remotely. That's the best way to reduce the expenses for the Council and the employee. Everything is nearly digitalized
and all the technologies are in place to support the work so keep working remotely!
it's very tiring
I tried to do focus on the important matters of my job
(7x) fine
lack of space
Otherwise ok but no social contacts at all
I cope but it is not easy and teh lck of conenction gets more and more as we have had new colleagues that some of us have never seen for real
since thezy arrived.
I am okay but I am getting fedup with everything virtual
I have no complaint
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I felt more productive (not losing time on the road, going to meeting rooms etc.). I could also follow some meetings and presentations while
still being able to react to my email requests. I tried my best to increase my flexibility during the day so that I reacted to work when it came,
even at odd hours, and use the (relatively limited) slow hours during the day to compensate and handle my personal life.
Very difficult to cope with different working hours on a big team - difficult to coordinate action and to predict when disconnection is possible
Sports and music. Walks in the park.
One day at the time.
as before the pandemic
I find teleworking requires more time for the same tasks, makes interaction within the team difficult and does not allow for sufficient separation
between work and private life.
Teleworking 100%. Work is done diligently. Feels isolated socially. Lack of personal contacts. Like a robot in a virtual space. Miss the human
factor.
It became a routine, the advantage is the gain of time on the road
Tired
Would like to see the end of a 100% telework situation to a more hybrid system (60% telework - 40% office)
As the workload has significantly increased, I had to work more hours and renounce to holidays or even working during holidays
My contract is running into an end on 31/03 and I work in a limited team due to long term absences. It's stressful as I want to deliver results and
look for a job at the same time.
(11x) OK
very well, I adapted
The situation is unsustainable.
I don't... I just take every day as it comes, a bit "fatalistic"
I'm coping ok but lacking motivation
By taking care of myself and by hoping for a better future.
Family organization, flexibility, late shifts.
ok but lack of cohesion within the team
No other option than going through.
Due to reorganisation of our unit (very bad idea during confinement/telework) I had an exeptional workload from June to December
Adapted, sometimes feeling isolated
Was already teleworking before, but crisis added a little stress
I accepted the new situation and its disadvantages because in return, I no longer have to commute by rail (3h30 per day from door to door).
It's too much and I try to work extra. I can't really relax during the weekend.
I can manage. Difficult when the workload requires extra hours, as family duties are there
I manage OK. I am in regular contact with most colleagues. I think living in a house with a garden helps considerably, I have no young children
around so can concentrate on my work and I am not cooped up in a small flat feeling claustrophobic so I consider myself to be very lucky.
Can't wait for it to be over
Worked well, loved not having to commute every day.
Accepted lower performance of myself.
Backpain, neckpain, sore eyes
Relatively well, excpet for the overload
I love full time telework, so much less office drama and so much more real work done!
Regarding work, OK. Regarding health, not so well.
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I had to adapt. My job is very autonomous and I have no back up.
Since I am now working in my office again, it is much better.
Relatively ok
It's not easy, but managable.
I adapted. But not without cost: depressed phases, home sick and longing for my family abroad; considering earlier retirement
we can get high value consultation with internal coach or the organisational
Physical problems more or less solved when I took the seat from my office.
I consider my current working situation as very comfortable: I have a job I like and I can rely on a regular income. Let us not forget other people
are in more difficult situations (lost their job, worry about the situation of their children, etc).
It has been difficult, I feel more anxious than before and less certain of how I am doing
Extremely satisfactory
Very bad
If my boss hadnt been so understanding when our kids were at home at the beginning of the pandemic, I would have lost my mind. Now all is
better, but just the disconnection from your colleagues is creating anxiety.
Teleworking is definitely a solution regarding the time, the energy and the money usually wasted while travelling to go onsite.
I put more efoorts in the first few months while getting used of this.
I take breaks more frequently; I am seeing a psychotherapist
imagination, reduce expectations
routine; take breaks;
accumulation of fatigue, sometimes difficult to concentrate
OK!
Fed up...
OK but I am starting to feel resignated and tired, also due to my personal situation where I can't visit family and friends in my home country
Very well, on the whole
I speak with my manager and my colleagues, it helps that they fee more or less the same. I am also using my family a lot.
very well, but I do miss my colleagues
I cope fine. Miss my colleagues
Zz
(2x) Very well.
As a mother of 2, and not living in the Brussels area, there were big advantages of working from home, namely the time normally spent on
cummuting is now spent on family, household. To squeeze leasure time in the days is still difficult and I spend less time outside which is not
good.
I felt very isolated in the beginning (living alone and not at all going to the office). Once I was able to go the office once or twice a week, I felt
better. My team also organised a short daily "catch-up" meeting (15-20 minutes) which makes me feel part of a team again
Well - missing human interactions, difficult to integrate a new team
It helps me balance better personal and professional life especially in this difficult situation.
Not too bad but would like the adoption, and implementation, of disconnection rules by the SGC
It's not always easy to disconnect from work and my workload increased a lot. I struggle to be able to say no to tasks or to distribute them to
others in the team. In general stress level is extremely high and recuperation time too little.
I adapted. It is not easy, but it would have been impossible for me to work at all without the possibility to work from home.
I save 1,5 hours a day of commuting thanks to telewor which I really appreciate but I miss the social interaction in the office.
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I miss the social contact with colleagues, yet count my blessings.
Improved work/life balance due to no commute. I miss the interaction with colleagies at a personal level.5
Exhausting, missing a clear strategy on organisational level and in general
overally good, but feeling very stressed by the increased workload
Lot of work to do, many projects, not easy to managed them remotely
I am lucky that I have a good relationship with my direct colleagues.
Following a routine helps a lot
Remote work was the best fit for me.
(2x) Reasonably well
No problems.
Day by day otherwise it's overwhelming + importantly changed working hours to afternoon/evening when kids homeschooling
lack of social interactions with colleague
With a lot of oranization in the family and sometimes paying less attention to the needs of my family :-( work and life balance ceased to exist
We try to remain happy ...
Not too much to say..we have to stay home.
discipline in reading mails (not so much out of working hours), trying to limit number of meetings,jogging, meditation
Trying to prioritize, not always successfully
Okay, still managing.
we try to make the best of it
with patience and by altering schedules to manage home schooling
I don't have to commute anymore! I save 3-4 hours on every day travelling! Telework is a perfect mean in this case.
had huge amount of stress at the beginning (with kids at home), then kind of adapted to the load, worked a lot over weekends to compensate
Nothing has changed with regard to the past. Working from home without having to commute is much more comfortable.
It required some adaptation in the beginning, but once I found the right balance the current working situation suits me very well
I had a lot of online meetings with colleagues from my department but also from other departments, more than before the pandemic
Normally
Trying to set up a schedule and stick to it. Trying to detach during the weekends, even if it's very difficult in this situation, as you can barely go
out.
I do my best to cope between work & children
ca va
Stressfully
Still going strong
I do cope well.
I did cope as well as I do cope with my usual extremely busy periods at work, i.e. I come close to being sick. This is not a new or exceptional
situation for me.
Living with my partner without children, I can work in a calm environment. I miss physical contacts with my colleagues. On-line meetings
cannot replace these contacts.
well, but it has represented a cost
Things are fine as long as schools and nurseries operate. When something goes wrong there, it's a disaster.
It took me many months to adjust. I can say I only feel at easy now, in January.
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Quite well. Telework lets me do my job from home to the same standard as on-site, in an environment that perfectly suits my needs, without
wasting time on commute or being forced to get up very early to catch the train in the morning. I have more time and energy for my family.
Sufficiently well
difficult work/home management
I bought furnitures, but a bit late, my back is aching because of very bad installation, we should propose to the agents therapies for this issue
Do my best
Fine. It's some preparation for my retirement which is due in a couple of months
i feel good
Difficult at the begining, growling improved
Great
Relatively well, just some stress.
I manage, but it is challinging exercise on a daily basis ...
More or less ok, but contact with people, in part. colleagues is difficult
(3x) Reasonably well.
I tell myself that it is not forever.
Staying calm and being as resilient as I can
Hoping that it is provisional
Hard. Burnout symptoms. I am considering part time.
Quit well. As I also have experience of teleworking from abroad, i think that it is a good idea to allow telework also after CORONA time to time,
especially if your family are abroad or parents are older than 80 years.
I prefer not to say
spend as much time as possible in nature
It was difficult in the beginning but I am fully used to the working arrangements by now.
--by nurturing relationships with colleagues, family and friends; by taking time to walk in the nature
certain amount of flexibility that the telework offers is offset by the longer hours one is expected to be available
Positivity and a lot of meditation in my spare time.
for the ti,e being I work in the office at LEX, I may be alone but I do not mind. I prefer to work as previous, taking of course aii the necessary
measures
can't complain but impatient to go back to the office and meet colleagues
I used to teleworh 3 times a week before so for me it was not a drastic change
The most difficult part is that there is little "recuperation" or "de-stressing" during one day and the next given that leisure, social contacts and
sport are severely limited.
Very bad at the beginning due to technical problems and lack of help from colleagues or help line. Then better, but it is lonesome and boring
as good as it gets
Sometimes difficult, especially meetings and workshops
It went great. I notice I'm a lot more productiove (meetings are shorter, no more people stopping by in my office to just talk, ...)
I cope well
Besides the inconvenient to feel more isolated and to miss contacts, teleworking allows to save time (2 hours of transport/day). The advantage
is a better balance between private and professional life.
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I am overloaded
I am more flexible. It is convenient to work from home. The increase in workload (Q6 and Q7) is not due to corona. As long as schools are open,
I see only advantages of being able to work from home when possible. The real constraint was when kids were left on their own (while my wife
and I were working) during the peak of the crisis.
I miss the environment:((
I try to be positive and enjoy more family time than before. I try to do some elearning. I look forward to changes in the future.
I've been a teleworker for 10 years so...
(2x) Perfectly
(4x) Very good
One day at a time
With a lot or organising especially when have two small kids and Homeschooling and the same time you have deadlines
I am a standard teleworker from previous arrangements 2 years before the corona crisis, I was used to working from home. When my husband
and children stayed at home we had to take turns to take care of the children. It was more difficult with online studying, more work for parents
with also teaching, lots of projects from school to help with and not simple at all, most of times we finished at 20.00h in the evening due to
helping with homework after finishing our own working.
It was extremely difficult when I had to care for my children. Now it is difficult because I cannot see my colleagues and because working from
home means there are no canteens, cleaning services, etc, so that also adds to workload
After some very difficult weeks in the beginning, I finally managed to strike a good WLB
Trying to survive...
More or less coping. Stress is more difficult to deal with
I'm fine with the current situation.
I am getting used to it, but I look forward to the return to normal office life some day.
I try and hang to the fact that it is difficult for many people and that I have to adapt and do with the situation
I can do most of my work from home and I go to work from time to time when necessary , I'm frustrated by Belgian governement that
"punishes" people going to home country for Christmas, I want this crisis to finish soon.
struggling.
I find the increased teleworking a god-sent. It has allowed me to create a better work-life balance. I seriously do not want to go back to the
office (or at the very maximum 2 days per week). This has been possible because my boss is comprehensive, managed to keep things organised
and also because our workload stayed the same.
I can manage it without any problem.
I spend a huge amount of money on an ergonomic desk and chair (we could have brought our office chairs home, but it is too heavy for me). I
had to rearrange my living room to make space for the screens and equipment.
Very diferent, miss being with the collegues
I gained weight but, generally speaking I'm coping well. Miss seeing my collegues though.
I like to be my own master of time. I miss team working. On line meetings are not the place to exchange views. Interventions are very limited.
And meetings succede eachother almost directly and sometimes overlapping. This should not happen. We need guidelines on how to organise
meetings which must include this aspect.
With difficulty. I try to get some exercise at weekends and to get out of the house, which isn't easy as there are house tasks too. I try to avoid
working outside office hours, also not easy
I am quite satisfied. I am not alone at home, my husband, my dauhter and my pets are there. I live outside Brussels. I have a house with a
garden so I have a lot of space. Thanks to the technology in my Institution, I have access to all tools I need. My work is done in the time. I have
less stress related to the daily commuting to work.
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I have changed job during the Corona crisis and I have focused to my new tasks with some problems of getting information and getting to know
my new colleauges
I try to be conscious of the need to separate work and home life. I try to disconnect at lunchtime (weather permitting) by getting out of the
house for a walk/run. I try to follow all IT tools so that I can keep up and try not to get disillusioned when dealing with the GSC HELPLINE.
i prefer teleworking.
Not only work related, I am getting tired of the situation as such, during last weeks it started to feel like detention
I'm almost not able to cope with it
(2x) pretty well
It's fine. I wouldn't want to do it forever.
Quite well, but I prefer working in the office and miss my colleagues and face-to-face meetings..
Fine, except for struggling to maintain a proper work-life balance
I get by, but when the kids have home school it's very hard!
talk to people, limit screen time,
PATIENCE AND DEDICATION
Better now than in the beginning, due to better organisation of homeschooling. But I am longing to go back to work at least one day a week to
see colleagues.
I am fine, just more tired than usually.
Getting frustrated
Bearable, but not desirable in long term.
Trying to keep a positive mindset and thinking of it as only a temporary, although lengthy, situation.
with difficulty
I coped very well and the increase in my working time was related to the fact that I changed positions rather than Covid. I am very happy and
motivated to work for my insitution, and I feel that management has taken good care of staff. I also invested in my mental and physical health
by doing sports, sleeping and eating well and doing activities I really enjoy.
Not always easy because I work on my diner table, no office in my small rented apartment not designed for telework
I am coping well, yet I would very strongly support teleworking from abroad!
I'm glad to stay and work at home, because I live outside of Brussels
Quite well. I've been a regular teleworker for several years (3 days/week). My children could relatively independently follow the online
lessons. However, I very much miss the contact with my colleagues and the social aspect of the workplace.
When I don't have to take care of my family it's quite relaxing working from home
Grateful for technical means to telework. Feeling of increasing unease since I have to come every week to the office for meetings with 27 MS
and the COM and there is no prospect of getting the vaccination since EU meetings are not part of the Belgium criteria of prioritising people nor
is there a prospect be regularly tested
Fine, am used to teleworking, kids are adults to appreciate workwise I am in a good situation compared to others , am also used to teleworking
more work, more expences (electricity, fuel...), but a bit more time (less traffic)
Discipline, trust, motivation, team spirit, understanding, appreciation, gratitude, flexibility, kindness.
In my humble opinion, I have coped well
I try to do sport and stay active
I think I have coped relatively well, but the last weeks are being harder, I guess the accumulated effect of the isolation and the general
situation is beginning to take its toll.
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I have more flexibility in terms of organising myself but at the same time, I have the impression that I never stop. The amount of emails has
increased dramatically and attending VTCs
I enjoy working from home very much.
Difficult
We are well paid, here to work, so I coped....
I was used to working independently before. Often from home. Luckily my boss is always available.
I work efficiently but feel very tired, emotionally
OK, by making constant efforts and adjustments.
As a standard teleworker, I was used to coping with the situation, also thanks to appropriate equipment.
Psychologist
FED UP!
I have adapted...
It is a real challenge, but I try to live with but my power and energy dwindle.
Combining workload and childcare is very difficult, exhausting and stressful for all persons involved
I had no choice.
viel Stress, da alles neu, grosse Challanges / Herausforderungen, doch 2021 ist nach wie vor schwierig und ich bin mir nicht sicher, all die Ziele
erreichen zu können
The amount of work in principle did not increase, however, the rhythm and the ever-connected way of working had a huge influence on making
our work more intense, more deadlines driven more and sometimes it all get to a rocket speed tasks to be performed. I felt huge pressure to
reply and to act immediately every time I received an email. I was under incredible pressure to be available at all times. Even lunch time was at
the PC.
Long hours, long days
With patience, resignation, resilience, creativity...
I am extremely tired. I work during the evenings and the weekend to meet the deadlines (several projects running in parallel).
Try to find a balance betwen work and family life
Due to the more and more long period, it becomes more difficult. Too much time facing the screen in a small area and missing the easy way onf
communications as it is at work.
(3x) Perfectly fine
Put in place specific arrangements including individual furniture; extended working hours; further prioritized work; reduced time for other
activities
try to think positive
Until now, I'm able to cope with my workload
good - take regular breaks
I cope well. Generally things are good and the Council even allows people work from their home country. I am really grateful for this because
my family did not move to Brussels with me. Without this possibility I would really feel isolated alone in Brussels.
I have a well-equiped office at home and was content not having to commute every day. I'd say I did just fine.
Même si je comprends la situation sanitaire, je voudrais passer plus de temps au bureau avec mes collègues. Pour ce moment j'y passe 1x par
semaine mais j'y suis toute seule.
Accepting
It's less stressful and more comfortable (no traffic jam ...)
although it is lonely after a while, I try to stay positive
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It's difficult do disconnect and I some days I feel depressed as I miss the social life. I go to a walk or to swim.
With the appropriate equipment, I am doing OK
At first very bad (no own office, noise in the building), now even better than in the office.
not very well, I am "vulnerable" so teleworking is better but my children are away in University, UK and Berlin so I am alone
The pandemic demonstrated that teleworking simply works! The new way to go!
got a burnout
overall was ok as schools were open....Amen to that!!!! However, during March - June when kids were home and I was super mega overloaded
with work....it was terrible !!! Now it's decent. Kids are in school and during the day I can focus on my work...until of course they are back home.
Then, I need to pause for 2- 3 hours and re-start later. But, overall IT'S OK, it's no longer a rush in the morning, as school is 5 minutes away
from home and I can immediately start my work day :)
I'm OK with full teleworking
As I was mostly teleworking before the crises, it was ok for me, byt it was difficult to reconcile with childcare and distance learning when the
schools were closed.
It was more difficult at the beginning, now it is less stressful.
I feel ok and it works well.
(1) trying to maintain an overall discipline; (2) reminding myself that this is a temporary state of affairs; (3) remembering that my parents and
grandparents had to go through much worse predicaments in the past; (4) enjoying the small pleasures of everyday life (a walk, music, a book, a
beer...)
Getting used to the situation was difficult in the beginning (with kids at home, having to do homeschooling), but as they are small they could go
back to school, so since then I have only gained with teleworking. (NB: I am a standard teleworker anyway, so I had all the equipment I needed)
No issues, everything runs smooth
I would like to distinguish a) The telework and b) The special measures due to the Corona crisis. Under "normal" circumstances telework would
have been a very good experience. But there was no possibiltiy to really relax during free time like for example to meet friends, to travel etc.
In general I made a very positive experience when teleworking, it is the crisis restrictions that forced into isolation and thus added stress
It was complicated because I had to support the workload coming from colleagues that were less IT proficient. Now it gets more complicated
mentally because the isolation is starting to wear me down.
I manage. I got use to and noow it's ok
OK, but need social communication. Talks on screen are not real.
it's hard, there a good and bad days
I am coping, but not enjoying it - interaction with colleagues is time-consuming
Our team adapted smoothly to every change.
well, but sometimes more tired
No problem,
I am tired of the situation and want to come back to the office
More or less, some days are better than others.
Great. I would prefer if teleworking from abroad was an option for people who do not have to attend meetings and be physically present in the
office to do their work properly.
Very well. I am used to work remotely and I have done so vene before the Corona's measures.
Quite good
I've got used to it more or less. We organise virtual coffees with colleagues.
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I try to get it all organised. We got 1 room using for 2 because my wife is working at home aswell. I bring and get the kids from school so they
don't have to stay in daycare and so they are not more exposed to the risks than is necessairy. And still do my 8 hours/day. But when those are
done I disconnect compleetly. I read no more mail and don't take any calls regarding work.
Very well. I occasionally worked from home already before the Corona crisis and would like to continue at least 3 days per week in the future.
I work in a translation unit, and I already was used to working from home at least 3 days a week. It was not a bigh change, and my Head of Unit
organised everything very well. Amongst colleagues, we set up an informal Whatsapp "coffee break" group since March 2020, in which we share
photos and jokes. I only had difficulties coping with the dishonesty in the balance of work, purely because I work in a unit that was already very
much accostumed to working from home (see question 18 for more info).
Relatively ok. I have a very comprehensive boss and colleagues.
it is difficult, especially with reduced crèche opening hours, and when my small kid was/is at home
resilience
ok if schools remain open.
I manage.
It was very difficult when the schools were closed (I have two small kids), when they went back in September, I’ve managed to organize my
work space at home and it’s manageable. I have good equipment provided by the GSC, and a very understanding manager, however the
workload has increased enormously, and it has an impact on my daily life and level of stress.
I muddle through
I feel very well working from home with zero stress and better results.
I try to disconnect whenever possible.
I am extremely happy and privileged to telework in my MS
I like it better
Boring but what can we do.
Geht so
I had to convert a private space into a working space. To be improved..
I did my utmost. Had a considerable workload, more than ever, but I think that was just a coincidence (let's say my work has up and downs due
to its nature, and the biggest up occured during the crisis, bad luck). Luckily after 2 months the creche was open again and it helped as I was
close to burnout. Concerning colleagues, I did not have much more time for discussing when in the office so to me not much difference, just at
home less disturbed but constant IT issues.
Try to keep mental space, walk, stretch.
I changed to a less busy job.
there is little that is different from working in the office, so not much to cope with
well, how some feels after having all hobbies forbidden and gets socially isolated. not confortable, but it could be worse.
hard to cope, pre-covid projects remain unchanged in scope and plans, having little children in pre-school and school ages is difficult.
try to make the impossible possible: work at home with 3 Kids... It means less sleep, no hobbies, less time for myself, much more stress!
(3x) very badly
I try to have a balance between my private life and my work. I telework twice a week. My boss asks me to be present more time at the office ....
!!! even if the work could be done by teleworking.
Very well at the beginning, but now I miss my colleagues and I miss physical social contacts, but that is related more to the pandemic
restrictions than to the teleworking.
I was afraid of the technical part which, however, works extremely well. I miss my colleagues and feel a bit cut off.
I keep going...and i try to organize as much as possible
I try to stay positive and I try to communicate with colleagues whenever I can, also for coffee on zoom etc
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I do my best
prioritising, concentrating on the positive aspects, working long hours, using a flewible schedule (starting very early or working late in the
evening to free some time during the day) etc.
Diifficult in the begining, then gradually accustomed to it. More relaxed environment, but easier to get distracted
With an increased workload and the restrictive conditions of movement, I do feel isolated and loosing control over my life.
Better than I thought I would!
Try to follow a precise and strict daily schedule.
I'm completely exhausted and overstressed. Corona takes its toll, but the heavy workload in the second half of 2020 is more to blame.
It's managable
With enormous difficulty in the beginning of the crisis as we weren't initially provided with the relevant equipment to telework comfortably.
I've adapted a bedroom into an office space and received proper equipment from work, large monitors, keyboard, office chair, which has been a
huge help.
only follow new measures from management if there is a concrete personal benefit .... otherwise I kindly ignore the alleged urgently needed
new measures/changes
We should be allowed to work from a member state.
There were hectic periods but now it is more quiet so all in all I manage
i am not motivated whatsoever
OK, getting more fed up at personal level
I did my best to deliver high workload at a personnal cost
Worked hard, paid even more personal attention to individuals in my team
Difficult, feeling of isolation, missing the interactions with colleagues, more work, feeling of never be able to disconnect.
It depresses and stresses me.
I survive. The problem is that this situation seems unlikely to change significantly. 'New normal'
Fine but sometimes lack of motivation due to lack of social life
It is convenient. I do not think the current workload is necessarily linked to teleworking.
with a lot of perspective
hoping for a new normal to come soon - being patient
Fine. There are other people outcide the European Institutions' bubblewho are much worse off.
Difficult to concentrate. Not at all as productive as in the office.
Balancing child care while keeping up with the rest of the team is extremely stressful and difficult
we keep working hard but I feel the u-hurge to come back to the "normal" situation.
Too strict conditions. Going to the office in an orderly manner is necessary.
(2x) not well
Very well, more general teleworking is clearly a step forward!
Déprimé, isolé, sans perspective.
Quite well, but less and less well month after month
excellent
I hope that teleworking will become the normal situation in the future
Unreasonable deadlines due to the fact one knows we are at home and can work at night
Less stress, better work-life balance, no commuting, more quality time, feeling much safer in private small bubble
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Extremely well, very happy with the current working situation
The best I could. Important to get movement outside. As we are now almost 11 months in telework, I really start to miss the work
environment. Monotony is hard to bear. I has very bad influence on motivation in all senses.
I try to reach out but it's difficult
Daily walk.
no commuting and more time for family is great but higher workload is stressful
I have fortunate to have a space to work at home. But I work too much (basically 9 to 20 plus evening after dinner plus weekend) and it is not
healthy in the long run.
I am very tired and I miss the social contacts in person with my colleagues.
A bit lonely but generally ok
DIFFICULT UNSOCIAL EXPERIENCE, ALIENATING PSYCHOLOGICALLY
more or less OK
Able to work completely remotely during the crisis is a privilege. However, the working setting causes a gradually increasing feeling of being
isolated.
Do not cope. But time passes anyway, even if I feel like shit.
I am working more but I have more time as I don't spend 2h per day in the busses. I can do Yoga before working, walk my dog during my lunch
time. I am really happy to work from home !
Trying to resist to pressure by disconnecting outside working hours and by reducing the meetings to be attended.
Yoga, walking, trying to accept that i cannot do it all.
we have so much work and so many emergencies to deal with, we never never have a low workload and kids are partially at home
I actually enjoyed teleworking as it gave me more opportunities to balance work and life; this made me overall more satisfied so i think i
performed even better than before
would like a back to normal situation asap
(2x) no problem
improved
I managed but working hours have become unclear.
Telework is ok, but the general situation is very stressful
a
It is extremely difficult to cope with a continuously high workload while coping with homeschooling and juggling (virtually non-existent)
personal life.
lack of social contact is hard
I am managing, but difficult to deliver quality outputs due ot the high multiple tasks and urgencies (e.g. immediate reaction to emails is
"required")
Keeping in mind that the health is of utmost importance.
Difficult and tiring
with patience, understanding and lately with a bit of sadness
Work situation fine (life more complicated this year with the pandemic)
Physical and mental problems.
Not the virus is the problem but the destruction of democracy.
I am feeling more and more tired
more productive, better work -life balance, less stress. very much enjoy this working mode.
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With difficulties ,extra hours of work modifying schedule
I have established clear rules about working hours, and separate personal and professional life.
ok but social contact is missing
It takes too long in the meanwhile. Noticed that I get fast angry in case something is not working as usual.
I do not feel as part of this new team; I've never met my new colleagues.
FINE... I JUST WORK LONG HOURS....
Now OK. Very energy-consuming at first.
a lot of phisical exercise
I am trying to keep personal contacts with colleagues whenever possible, by phone or email
I cope perfectly.
I love it.
lot of pain...not confortable, everything takes much longer
I know i am priviledged, i have a job, i am healthy. I just feel terribly disconnected from the world and miss social contact.
I definitely need to go back to the office, even one or two days a week
(2x) bad
I hope it will end soon.
discipline is key (to disconnect / trying to keep fixed time schedule)
Plus beaucoup de possibilité de bouger. Jeme suis forcée à aller marcher le plus possible durant le temps de midi en automne et en hiver
routine, well-adapted, but missing my family
difficult to disconnect; pressure to always respond asap
loosing interest
Relatively well after the initial adjustments.
try to disconnect at a decent hour
quite well, difficulties with new tasks as I was relatively new in the unit when the crisis started
Perfect. I had already 2 tleworking days per week, so I am used to it.
Don't know
missing social contacts and private is a burden for family
rather well despite the fact I miss social contact and direct discusion of particular files with colleagues, hierarchy by another means than Skype
or Teams . being all day on screen is demotivating me. I have a big house, a garden, my own work place, adequate office equipment ( my own
2nd screen), I was used to one day/week teleworking .
Very well, I feel less stressed, am more flexible, get more time with family
I have done a lot to get some kind of non-project related virtual communication happen within the unit, but it's more important for me to look
for connection beyond my unit now. I try my best to take breaks and to not finish my working day too late.
I see more advantages than disadvantages.
more and more difficult. Some days I do not go out of the house and am getting scared to do so.
I cope . But because of extreme high workload, i often do days of more than 10 hours, sometimes 12. I also work during weekend. I don't
register this time because hierarchy doesn't understand why we can be so busy
The biggest challenge is to stay connected with the atmosphere of the Institution, its concern and issues.
Just continue
Not so good but i don't know what the Institutions could do to improve the situation
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It is stressful sometimes.
Teleworking is really ok. I do not want to return to the office as long as we are not treated as human beings: no masks, no temperature checks,
no (future of hidden) vaccine obligation, no distance rules, no childish stickers to indicate where we are allowed to sit or stand; LET US LIVE in a
REAL ("old") NORMAL WAY! Please stop spreading this absurd anxiety, this disease is only dangerous for old people and they are usually not at
the workplace as they are retired.
Disconnecting after 18.00, having a real lunch break
solitude, démotivation, manque de contacts sociaux, manque de perspective
c'est de plus en plus difficile de se concentrer, c'est fatigant, démotivant
Even better than in the office- less time lost in travelling, meeting people unecesarily, less stress
I wish I could telework from abroad; this would greatly enchance my work-life balance and strengthen my committment.
Not 100%
With disciplines and organisation
Gain of time (public transport)
surviving at first (lockdown with youg kids) okish now
(6x) rather well
lost facing unethical behaviour by the employer !
I always cope with everything. But it is tough
sometimes well sometime not so well; I miss social interaction
I cope, sometimes difficult to get hold of colleagues, everybody in telecons so not always easy; sometimes a bit frustrated due to this situation.
I am getting tired
with huge difficulty, essentially undermining my physical and mental health, as the increased workload "ate further into" private life
obligations, sleep and rest, etc
no problem, easy
good, tiring, worried for future
It depends on the day
complicated as long as schools do not operate normally
very well. I am more flexible in terms of working hours as I avoid 2 hours/day commuting
Rather well. Productivity is the same, if not higher. Telework allows to concentrate on the subject(s) of work and avoids unnecessary meetings.
badly...alone in belgium...
Acceptable enough due to my home condition. Having a garden and enough space.
Independtly of the corona-situation I have experienced an increasing workload over the last few years, the lockdown situation has just added to
this. Unfortunately, this situation is not sustainable.
it is difficult, because it is too long and noone can say when this will be over, when we can finaly spend time with our families!
Very badly, especially since when the travels abroad have been forbiden. It was my only illusion in the current life.
I have difficulties now to stay focused and concentrated. I started psychotherapy because I realised I was on the verge of falling ill. And I try to
swim nearly everyday for 1/2 hour.
Bonne gestion des tâches de travail, bonne gestion mentale
workload is ok, but other conditions not.
Less stress related to transport, etc. However, too many virtual meetings/events in which I'm expected to participate but have no added value
for me at all.
Stressed in general. glad when allowed to telework from my country of origin
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The lack of a social connection is becoming more and more difficult. On line meeting fatigue is high. Overall in the organisation productivity has
gone up as well as tighter deadlines which puts more pressure on everyone. A lack of corporate "standardised" rules on the right to disconnect
is felt. Also a lack of corporate opportunities to socialize, even virtual is also felt.
Telework is perfect. It's all the lockdowns etc that are not so great.
I manage more or less
It is ok.
Very well up until about 10 days ago. I am now feeling somewhat down and cannot understand why.
Trying to be resilient
OK - sometimes it's not easy to stay home all day and not having physical contact, but overall OK, there are worst situations.
Acceptable level. However quite difficult to have the ideally ergonomic office arrangement at home.
Not great, but I managed to cope.
The only possible distraction is eating, so I eat a lot
regularly
I try to remain healthy, both physically and psychically. Corona is above all a mental sickness.
More or less: i am missing the human interaction
Difficultly due to increasing working hours.
sadness, desperation, distance with the colleagues, lack of interaction and feedback
I try to exercise in the open air as often as possible.
ok in general
-I never telework before and now I love it. I don't feel more stress than before and it's easier to find people. But on the other hand organize
meeting it's too easy that people take advantage of it
I go with the flow, thereis nothing I can do but go forward
Perfect. Teleworking is the perfect way for work and life balance.
Getting more and more difficult mainly due to increasing work load and family obligations (young children)
patience, resilience, you have to take the pain patiently
used to new way of work, but frustrated due to impossibility to visit family in home country and no telework from abroad is allowed
I cope very well. I have more time to devote to my family
with a good organisation
(7x) badly
It was especially difficult because my partner and I had to homeschool 3 kids. This meant a lot of burden-sharing and late-night work ... No
family to help us.
We are all in the same situation, I don't feel alone.
I feel alone and I started to consume more alcohol.
Fine by me
Comme d'habitude avec profesionnalisme
Working harder and much more than standard working hours
RAS
As before, we the salaries we get we cannot complain. Would not be understood by EU citizens
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Difficult to cope with the situation which is a bit demotivating : no working hours, isolation (far from family since there is no telework from
abroad authorized), unclear objectives, incredible increase of the number of meetings (virtual of course), no time left between meetings...
very badly.
i like it better than being at the office. less useless meetings. more time to work on substance
Perfectly well. All tasks can be completed successfully online with no need to be physically in the office.
The best I can
ok, as I recognise the necessity of the measures
Overall well, except during period of homeschooling with little kids at home
rather fine but isolation is too long
Not having to comute daily has reduced the stress, I can have a better work-life balance and focus better on my daily tasks.
Burn-out when schools were closed... But much more flexible timetable
I already teleworked, the only difference now being that it is 100%
Being safe and secure in my own home is more important to me than enjoying the comfort at the office
Quite easily but working in front of a computer with a cat and a teenage is not easy everyday
It is possible to cope if necessary but I would like to go back to 100% work at the office.
I can manage without any problem
no choice
I do some yoga when I can, and I'll look for a different job soon probably.
Adapted , learned, readjusted. Worked. Reached-out. Worked. Laughed and cried when needed. Worked. Vented out, helped others to vent
out. Worked. Listened a lot to colleagues. Worked. Missed terribly the parents and mended the relationship online (also with their grandchild) we are law abiding citizens, who chose not to travel. Worked. Biked over the weekends. Played with our son - made life as normal as possible
for him. Worked. Took each day at a time.
very badly, close to burnout, my doctor advised me to change job...!
Some people have desperate need to show that they are productive and force others to do meaningless jobs.
Completely isolated and home alone with no consideration by the management about the significant increase that rejoining my family ( not
being married so meaning the parental family) would have to my overall wellbeing
time to change
I like teleworking, I avoid long traffic hours to go to the office, the only problem is that I am not 100% nicely settled at home, I had to buy an
expensive chair because of heavy back issues since December (working now on medical half-time). EUSA organises interesting lunchtime
conferences, very open atmosphere sometimes
I talk with my colleagues and I try to delegate if is possible
Still OK
I am very self sufficient and I appreciate the extra private time. But I understand this may not be a general situation.
Missing social contacts
stress management
Demotivation. Lack of contact with colleagues. My home is not fit for teleworking. Complicated to deal with the children when the European
schools are closed.
Very well, no problems at all
Very well. I win a lot of commute time (1h30) and can focus much better
fine but not great
I adapted quite quickly to this new situation of permanent telework due to the COVID-pandemic. I try to take a step back and to be 'resilient'....
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Groovy, baby.
Rather bad, feeling stressed and disconnected
tiring
More work, more mental and physical stress!
busy
I am depressed
reasonably well all things considered.
rather good but working extra hours due to differet working hours of team colleagues
Adapted really well. Hope to continue at least part-time teleworking in the future.
very tired and eexhausted if the EEschools close again it will be burn out
resilience, adaptability, felt privileged to work for EU
(2x) WELL
Feeling isolated from colleagues, feeling imprisoned far from my family
ESCAPE TO A BAD WORKSPIRIT IN MY UNIT AT THE OFFICE
Try to rezist and to do the best possible, under the curent circumstances..
It would be nice coming to the office at least twice a week.
on a pas le choix
hard, social deconnexion
Everyday struggle.
je m'adapte
More and more difficult
Currently waiting for restoration of office work. Teleworking damages creativity, human connections and a steady work-life balance.
(2x) Patience
quite well!
Through a well organised schedule.
More or less ok, the biggest challenge by far has been to juggle work and home schooling.
Stress, incertitude
generally very well.
Très bien gérer et plus facile à gérer pour les taches familiales
Overall reasonable but some problems. Blurring of boundaries between professional and private life. Excessive connection.
In the beginning OK but now I start feeling disconnected fro everything.
Very well, but we would need clearer instructions from hierarchy and better procedures adapted to this situation.
That's great ! less time lost in travelling
Resist until we are back to normal again
I was happy to discover the advantages of telework for after the crisis, in normal conditions. Working and home schooling at the same time
meant 16 hours day, weekends including.
Locked at home
very good, no stress due to transports connexion to go to my office
it's ok, I'm safe this is important
perfectly adapted, less stress linked to traffic jam and time on the road
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The work itself is ok, the whole situation preventing us from living a normal life lasts too long.
The situation has become more difficult with time passing. The lack of interaction with colleagues is impacting more and more heavily as by
nature I like to interact physically to solve issues.
more work than before. Too much time lost in endless meetings
No real solution because we have to do with the COVID :-(
Working from home is more agreeable and productive than working in the office: fewer distractions, distance from the toxic atmosphere. On
the other hand, the working day has become with one without end. The hierarchy expects work to be done late at night and during weekends.
(2x) tired
Bether teleworking than not working
Perfectly well, on top of this I save a lot of time since I do not travel to the office, very efficient way of working
good,I find time to meditate and workout
being goal oriented
Much smoother mix of life and work, besides the fact that I feel I free the streets/roads (by commuting less and sparing the travel expenses) for
those whose work is essential to live and survive (health, food, education,...all about the care). I feel less stress as the technology is quite
reliable, and it is ok for me, from time to time, to work on weekends if necessary/for convenience. I never understood productivity assessment
by office time presence.
Horaire strict 8h30 - 17h30
It's not easy...
I'm very tired, the workload is very high, and the expectations even higher since the start of the corona crisis, since I work in an essential
service. No understanding or adjustment of targets happened, only more and more demands with less and less personnel (quitting, burnouts...)
Getting more anxious, bad sleep
very well balance pprofessional and family lives
Très bien
Too much at home, difficult to concentrate
badly (high workload, high pressure, new environment, kids to manage)
I am bored and I do not see comprehensive decisions and actions. I am still relying on some solution; however, we have just stricker and more
limitative measures. Feel like a slowly boiled rabbit.
The pressure has substantially increased. More work and more multi-tasking required
I cope well. Less stress because of no commute to work.
Very well, I have my work objectives and can fully concentrate on them
telework abroad should be more readliy available in these extraordinary circs. same staff regulations are interpreted differently by Comm,
Council, Court of Auditors.
My DG is heavily understaffed and the current crisis added to already exixting problems.
Too many subjects to do simultaneously
Higher workload and mentally difficult not to have any physical meetings.
There are good days, but also bad ones. Stress level is high.
Rather well.
The question is so generic that I don't know what to answer....
less stress despite the workload
more exercise when i could; your question is biased. It implies I'm coping when maybe I'm not
It is psychologically tough. I live alone and miss human cintact and socializing.
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Well enough
Perfectly well, we are privileged compared to others, no need to complain
Quite difficult sometimes due to the need to manage everything ( private and prof life at the same time)
I'm fed up
I cope well because I'm not overloaded with work, I have good contacts with my management and I'm use to self management
I tried to take it with kind fatalism. It is important to disconnect and have some private life (walks, books, talking to my husband, garden, dog ...).
I would prefer to go to work at least 3d days per week, but it's overall OK
Despite thesanitary situation, telework is an ideal way of working when you have kids and want to reconcile professional and private life.
in general: OK, but too heavy workload
it has been tough, but I adapted. I still feel that we should get proper equipement and a work environment like at the office (ie 2 screens) to
work efficiently.
Just fine. It is better to work close to my own infrastructure.
I wish it was possible to return to the office 1-2days/week. I also would like to be able to have some office stationary reimbursed: printing
cartridges, printing paper, writing pads, etc. ...
Bad
very well, I miss only the social contact with my colleagues
very well, concerning the work itself, there is no difference whether it is done from home or at the office
I combined days shift with teleworking, I bought office material but I am really missing sport activity which is weighting on my health
The amount of work seems to continually increase, as do the hours and stress.
rather fine
Very well apart from a bit more stress due to the feeling that I'm on my own to solve problems
difficult to separate working time and private time, extending working hours late at night and doing some sport on a regular basis
extra hours at night, after the home schooling
the same achievments done in more comfortable situation (home food v cafeteria food, no transport, less meeting, light house v dark office,
safer with respect to covid risk...)
I'm coping very well because my workload is less and our administration is flexible with arrangements both in office and in telework.
adapted to the new situation
It’s becoming difficult especially now that we can not travel anymore
I have no choice, I have to deliver on my (increasing number) of tasks and I have to respect the deadlines
As time goes by it's becoming more difficult to cope. I feel more distant from the work environment and tired of the situation. Before I had a
working life and a private life. Now it's all the same...
Better than expected
Great, do not ever want to go back again
Fed-up.
I love working from home. Before I was in a shared office and the many interruptions drained my energy and let to substantial loss of
productivity.
totally
it's different, but I like it as well
I'm coping relatively well, but I don't understand why we are forced to telework from our place of employment. TW can be done from
anywhere: our wellbeing would improve a lot, we wouldn't feel alone in a foreign country, worried about our family and friends, and withouth
the family support we would receive in our country of origin.
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Well, because I am good at being allone. However I am angry that the commissions insits on keeping me isolated instead of with loved ones
(telework only from place of employment)
moins de stress,pas de perte de temps en transport,
Ok - most difficult has been departure of a colleague and to guarantee critical function alone until a new colleague arrived. To train newcomer
due to security constraints has been challenging.
i made the best out of it
high volume, 3 children + home schooling, no time to walk outside at all, no fresh air
ΟΚ more or less
Perfectly well, no problem at all
I think I'm working at the limit of my capacity.
Muddling through...
Ideal.
I try to balance as much as possible my professional and personal life. I make short breaks and workout 30 min every day. this was not the case
before. At least with teleworking I have more flexibility.
until we all have the vaccine it's stressful and we need more social contacts outside work.
Generally well, but I miss the social interaction with colleagues.
with a mix of anxiety, stress and sleep disturbance
very good, all my tasks can be done by teleworking and I no longer waste time in transport
(2x) Fine.
very difficult to organise worklod during small kids sleep mainly (not at daycare - understanding management but still work has not reduced)
difficult being in apartment all the time
as long as the school remain open, very fine
Quite good. I work better. When I am in front of my computer it is only for work.
Stressful
i am coping very well except for the lack of physical contact with colleagues.
Like a fish in the water. This suits me very well, as I don't get distracted by colleagues roaming the corridors having nothing to do
OK but high workload (even if not directly linked to Covid) is taking its toll
More or less... I miss contact with colleagues
Strong support from my spouse cho luckily works halftime only
The best I could
Quite well, but mostly thanks to my Head of Unit who has been very understanindg. However, I don't understand why we cannot work from
aborad in this context.
Fine, but would like flexibility to telework from abroad
IT is OK problem is increasing workload and need to work outside regular hours (also for child care reasons)
i am trying to do my best
except the face to face meetings, the coffee breaks and the colleagues are missing, otherwise my work (secretary) can be done from home
day to day
I managed well in general, but it is not comfortable to work at home on long term
I think that I cope rather well even if I suffer from lack of work
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badly as I started december when allbudgets had to be closed, everyone stressed to go on holidays or telework from abroad, permanence and
the uncertainty of covid rules changing
I cope very well. There is no more any stress from commuting and being late for children in the evening. I feel relaxed, no longer suffer anxiety
and insomnia and deliver better results.
I love 100% telework. I am more productive and more free
OK revoir les collègues de temps en temps fera le plus grand bien.
Groundhog Day feeling, it's tiring and depressing.
plutôt bien, avec résilience, le télétravailme convient en fait
Hope for better days
It is getting tiresome and difficult at times to keep the motivation up
I started working atypical hours, in order to accommodate the home-schooling stages (3.5 months in 2020) and the disappearance of any
support (garderie, baby-sitter, cleaning, option to have family members fly in to help with childcare). As a single parent, this has been very, very
difficult.
I would like to have again the possibility to telework from abroad
very well generally but some urgent procedures are stressful and have to work some days from 08.30 to 21.00
hard to manage work life balance - missing contacts
Surviving this terrible period!
getting long now, with no clear perspective as no vaccination as hoped...no we know we will not return to the office before september at the
earliest....moral eis decreasing rapidly among th ecolleague slately no because of work but because of the overall situation and the ban of
travel, etc...
Well, I mix "telework" and come to the office in order to remain connected to reality
I work outside core hours and regulated hours.
Fairly well. I like working from home and would like to continue 3-4 times a week even in the future.
Globally I cope well. On the long run, it is very tiring to do so much office and homecar work non -stop.
Good. Flexible arrangement, missing physical contacts
Given that the Commission doesn't really care about mental health, I put myself at the center and decided to care more about myself.
very good except for when my children did school at home - this was very difficult and stressful
Pretty well provided that kids are at school and the latter are not closed. I am much more efficient because I am not regularly interrupted
during my work. Meetings are very much on time and people are disciplined during them. No need to waste time in changing rooms or waiting
for people. I have time to focus on documents and increase thier quality.
if our IT systems function properly then I can work productively
Relatively well - but motivation decreases in the absence of face to face interaction with the colleagues, for the kind of job I am doing.
I feel really exhausted; I usually have dificulties to go through the winter time with short days; but now it was even more difficult
Very well!
had to adopt but are fine now, control better my working hours
manage to cope but very tired at the end of each week
By adapting easily to teleworking. By saving time lost during the day on the way to and from work
patiently
I love it
keeping motivation is complicated, continue to prepare things for the near future in which you do not believe due to the covid pandemic still
present and risky for our healths
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Relatively well, but not thanks to the institution.
Very well. The only problem is the workload and the working hours much higher than the 8h/day or 40 h/week.
It is a bit depressing
Je me suis tout de suite habituée, sans énormément de mérite car mes tâches étaient déjà de nature très bien adapté au télétravail... Je
travaille dans une équipe très soudée et les moyens audio et vidéo mis à notre disposition nous ont permis de garder facilement le contact
entre collègues, et avec tous nos interlocuteurs habituels.
I spent more money, mor eenergies. But I survived. i still feel that the flexibility is only shown on our side and that the burden is only on the
staff.
tired, exhausted due to constant tension. Additional work due to being home, no "lost" time
The best I have ever had.
trying to balance between personal life and professional obligations
It's ok, but it's a bit long; I find teleworking very effective, but I miss the socila contacts with colleagues, and unfortunatelly some people
understand teleworking as a situation where people should be constantly contated and in on-line meetings (which leaves little time to actually
do the work)
Better work life balance and equipment at home
Fairly good
I miss meeting my colleagues. I am submerged with e-mails as almost nobody picks up a phone to ask a question instead everybody sends an email. In addition, there is too much information I have to digest.
AS A SLAVE
Exhausted
Relatively ok. Larger workload deriving from covid-19/teleworking arrangements is affecting negatively the well-being and work-life balance.
I am fed up with telework
il est difficile de faire la part des choses entre vie privée et vie professionnelle. De plus, ma charge de travail a considérablement augmenté
depuis que je suis en télétravail.
Not well
It has caused me exhaustion and anxiety
professionally ok, mentally/phychologically not very ok
I miss my friends
resisting
I'm completely disconnected from real life and I feel like I was dying
Laboriously.
Teleworking is actually a benefit for me though I miss being in contact with my collegues. I would defintely prefer to work 4 days/week after
the crisis. However, due to the pandemic situation, I have no access to activities that I usually use to reduce my stress levels and uplift my mood
(friends, culture, travel, etc), thus the increased workload and related stress is kind of pushing me at the verge of burn out. Some colleagues
are also more irritated currently that is an extra stress factor.
hate staying at home. prefer a return to the office ... at least partly
Resigned.
I appreciate being more focus at home but I feel the situation is not sustainable, due to workload, combining work and family obligations, very
long hours and increasing disconnection with colleagues
All good except the lack of contact with colleaugues, and the fact that if I would not pay for the material I could not do my work. I mentionned
this several times, No one cares, keep on paying
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I have tried my very best, colleague are leaving the unit and are not replace so it will be very difficult tht going back to work... I 'm already
stressing about it.. you don't feel connected to your colleagues ... you feel all the time alone ...
virtual coffees with colleages
Rough
I adapt myself as well as possible
(2x) Surviving
The problem is that today there seems to be no end in the tunnel. I would like to come sometime to the office to see my colleagus and discuss
with them. I really miss this today.
very well, there is a good combination of family and work
with flexibilitiy and also being aware of the opportunities to be more in contact with the houshold issues
I am coping relatively well, but feel often stressed because of the high workload and inability to disconnect. Emails arrive until very late at
night and reaction is still expected.
je me sens moralement très bien, je suis plus heureuse en travaillant de chez moi, je suis moins stressée, je dors mieux, ...
all is going well
I wish I could keep the 9-18 instead of having to adapt to everyone else's ad hoc hours. And wish there was more flexibility for those having to
homeschool
(2x) perfectly
difficult: 3 young children, one multihandicapped - even if other parent cares, they are too small to understand that Mum 'is not available' right
now
It s getting long the telework and confinement
all ok
Walking, trying to keep in touch with family and friends, and colleagues. Dreaming of home and listening to music.
get away from home when i can, as my home has become my office
long days behind the screen with pain everywhere at the end of the day
In general quite well. Work life balance has improved
All the tasks get done but there seems to be increasing bureaucracy and stages for every procedure
want to go back to the office asap
not too bad
(2x) exhausted
Difficult. Big discrepancies between what is advertised...and the reality on the ground ...
quite good
it was very difficult
With difficulty; Councilling for stress and might need to be signed off work if situation continues.
In terms of the function and processes we have to follow this is continuing with little disruption. I could cope easily as I do not have young
children at home.Much more difficult to cope if kids are not in school.
It is getting more and more complicated. The lockdown and the recent news about other kind of viruses are clearly affecting the idea of an end
to the pandemic thanks to the vaccins. The social contact and interactions with people are missing a lot with the problems of moving freely in
Europe and around the world.
I miss going to the office, to a proper work dedicated space, that I can then leave, the sense of connection to the outside world. I find that I lose
focus and concentration much more easily being at home all the time.
Teleworking in itself is great, but teleworking with kids at home and a working spouse is a nightmare.
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I can fufill my tasks with more difficulties (no printing, etc) but I miss socialisation ad informal chats with colleagues, which often helps to solve
issues more quickly.
First not well then relatively well.The work situation got better however overall the situation is depressing especially due to lack of social
interactions and for the children
Fine. I was already teleworking before the pandemic so the transfer to full time teleworking was seamless
I love it and do not ever want to go back to the office.
Very well, all in all. I see, however, that your main concern is about parents. I would like to see more attention being given to the experience
of single people with no family in Brussels but with elderly parents in other countries. Of course, it's a lifestyle choice, but so is having a family
and I see no reason for more compassion towards different groups.
By "imposing" a frame on myself and it becomes complicated - motivation
I struggle to meet deadlines.
Psychological assistance
What is difficult is lack of movement and close contact with other people. try not eat too much.
I had to change house, to get proper working space
I've experienced longer working hours, also due to the new MFF (not only due to teleworking) and difficulties to manage home-schooling and
teleworking in parallell
Yes, although I am confronted to a higher workload, work from home reduces stress (no trafic jamp, quit working environment)
I have found a good balance
Not really well
Well but I am blue and tired
Ok as long as the kids keep going to the school. I am father of 3 under 10.
I love the new work life balance.
relatively well. In October I was in a kind of depression when situation did not improve
stressful
I'm glad I have the possibility to telework during this crisis, but I miss going to the office. It's important to meet our colleagues.
Quite OK, more freedom, less time waisted in traffic
Well, time management is much better and it improved time efficiency and a better balance between private and working life
Neutral
We should not only look at productivity, as staff feel responsible for their work in general. We have a huge lack of social interactions. The
institution only takes care of staff's morale/mental health via offers of online trainings. But there are so many other creative ways of enhancing
interactions whithin a team, that I do not understand how nothing is being done. A simple google search provides various lists of positive
actions management can take to ensure team spirit/morale is high.
Well, with extra efforts - cooking for and teaching kids after work
Well except workload, which is unbearable. Cuts to HR but bigger ambitions of the new commission.
Stressed
In general I feel lack of focus and motivation.
WIth ups and down
technically no problem, but my manager was not supportive at all
extremely well
Find it difficult.
I am overloaded stressed and anxious to finish targets in tight deadlines
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Teleworking is ok for routine jobs, but I miss the creative exchange with colleagues, new ideas, interesting discussions - not the same in zoom
meetings, people tend to say less, discuss less
It is ok as long as schools are open. When kids are at home (which has happened frequently over the past 10 months), the situation becomes
unbearable. The lack of any supportive measures for working parents basically says one thing: de facto the Commission does not consider
childcare as work, as it expects parents to full time work simulatneously with distance learning and caring for toddlers.
(2x) Not happy
working out, closing down devices, asking colleagues not to expect me to answer work text messages and phone calls in weekends and after
8:00pm, re-started therapy
It's not just our employer's, but also our own responsibility, to set clear limits to protect our LIFE-work balance. I turn off pulse secure when I
finish work, close the door, start the "life" part of my day. I set an out of office message for weekends. I see messages at night / weekends but
I do not answer (and if I do, only to those who need an answer). To set an example to others. Walking before or after work, and sometimes
with colleagues at lunchtime.
The overall hysteria and fearmongering in the country has a short and long-term impact on health.
Exercise every morning before work begins
Overwhlemed by emails and urgent requests
Very well. Full teleworking should remain an option in the future!
Just lucky to work in the weekly shift system, apart from that i do miss some of my colleagues.
Not always easy to cope all the time. There are low days and high days. For workload, I try to switch off the computer at a certain time at night.
For relations with colleagues, I call at least one colleague each day.
I totally managed the situation. I am a quite resilient person
quite ok, excpet when I also had to take care of the kids due to the school being closed or in distance learning mode.
stressed and demotivated
OK. trust and good cooperation within the team and hierarchy.
Overall very well
stress
very happy with teleworking but do miss social contact with colleagues as well
I feel stressed as there is no clear plan for us in Delegation about vaccinations. Moreover, to travel back home on holidays is very painfull due to
all the restrictions and difficulties linked ot the international flights.
Taking it one day at a time, trying to focus only on the positive things
Bad given the COVID crisis.
Rather work from homr than in the Open Space Office (hope they will not go to flexidesk as that would be horrible). I miss informal meetings
with my colleagues.
By holding out and using my own resources in terms of connectivity, office space and equipement, and increasing working time.
Quite well as I had little else to do than working in my free evenings
rather well but looking forward to new normal
Very well and plan to regularly telework in the future.
very happy
By working in the office as often as possible
Totally Exhausted
Perfectly!
missing decent printing/scanning facilities; different IT issues;...
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I tend to spread my working hours on the whole day. Pro: I've some time to strecht or nap Cons: i'm not really able to do much outside word
and home chores
The situation is becoming difficult, but I realise that comparing to other in society, my position is much better
I try to adapt, I do not have depression, but feel tireness
I found a good balance between work and family
As there is no alternative, I try to cope with but I feel exausted
We ahve a great team and team leader with regular meetings (2x per week) and it helps a lot.
Very well, apart from when we're required to work with young children because schools move to online teaching.
a lot of uncertsinity that is magnifient by the HR lack of comprehensiveapproach
I work very well in TW. I perform all my tasks well, I am less tired and I also think I am more productive. The contact with colleagues is
continuous via Teams. I hope that TW will also be confirmed in the future and, above all, that it will be permitted from the Country of origin
too!
I don't know
I am OK now after a very difficult period (when having a severe COVID)
More or less ok. Job related, social contacts missing.
it is the stress of managing homeschooling and teleworking that is difficult, not the teleworking per se
insomnia, difficult to disconnect and to stop the PC
My life greatly improved. I enjoy teleworking and do not wish to return to working in the office. I can focus on my work without constant
interuptions. This improves the quality of my work and reduces stress levels to the minimum
With difficulties...
I had to cope for several months; then I got fed up and looked for a new job where I have the assurance that the hierarchy does care about its
staff.
less motivated
Well, all things considered, but I do feel isolated.
As long as school remain open, teleworking is generally fine.
Huge workload, but it has not been different before corona crisis.
I leave alone. The refusal of the Commission to let us work from the country of origin combined with the restrictions and difficulties to travel
has isolated me from my family. leaving alone with very reduced social life due to the pandemic and separated from your family is really hard
and has a negative impact in my personal life and in work.
until chrismas ok, since then more badly as perspective of change missing. Workload at the same time going up
mix all work/private togheter without any problem
I had difficulties getting exercise and fresh air. I got a tendinitis on my right arm by the end of the first month (March 2020) and it has not
completely disappeared.
It lowered the need of having face to face low productivity and efficiency meetings. The could be run in parallel with other tasks. Example
meetig with 25 people round table and tasks my input is needed 15 min. 45 min talk is not related to me in any way that time was hard to
recuperate in live meeting.
The main difficulty is the lack of human contact between colleagues. The work is done, but this is not the only parameter to take into account
when designing the future HR policy. Teleworking for a long period is the end of teamwork and collegiality.
Getting very lonely; little support from the immediate hierarchy.
Initially well but less so as time drags on and the isolation and repetition of the same procedure each day drags on
I just try to be patient thinking of all the thousands of people out there who are much worst off than me
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I manage but I miss the physical presence of my colleagues in the office and the possibility to get up from my desk and speak with some of
them so I can just switch off my head from the e-mails...
Not so good, being at home is not good for the flow of information and the social contacts
Trying to see my close friends, focus on domestic tasks and leisures outside working hours and keeping social audio contact with colleagues.
(3x) more or less
I cope well with my teleworking.
I cope very well. The main problem is related to the unsuitable home I lived so far (it was not important before COVID19 started, but
teleworking made a difference). If flexible teleworking would be allowed (e.g. 4 days at work and 1 day in office, or an adjustable monthly
quota be allowed), I would move outside Bruxelles (staying in Belgium) to a better house.
very badly, loneliness
I LOVE IT !
A lot of stress and frustration with having to deal with work and children
it enables me to feel useful and not think of the covid crisis, I enjoy my work very much
think that this is only temporary
Doing my best and complying with objectives and goals if possible
It requires a lot of organisation
OK. sometimes stressful because of IT difficulties. Problems also for sensitive / long documents difficult to read / assess / comment / modify
only on screen.
surprisingly very well
I cope very well but would also ne nice to see and interact colleagues in a normal working environment
Not well. Stress is piling up.
feeling useless depressed and stressed, can't sleep well
I suffer from the lack of guidance and efficiency of our authorities (national).
ok but is is becoming more and lre difficult as the situation drags on
It is very difficult to be isolated at home.
bien
It was not easy to learn everything as I joined on 01/02/2020. Somehow I mangaged but it was difficult.
I am not coping very well because the EC does not allow to telework from abroad. Meanwhile, my family is strugging to take care of my mother
which is 90 years old.
Just fine. I wish I could have teleworked from my place of origine. I would have been just as efficient and it would have allowed me to be closer
to my family.
Quite well, even if sometimes difficult to disconnect the truth is that it is easier to do overtime because you are at home with your family, so
less demanding family wise...
in general rather coping well
I am finding it difficult
Workload increaeed and llow interaction with direct colleagues.
It is impossible to work and care for a toddler at the same time. I have never felt so stressed in my whole working life with no access to
childcare and trying to do a full time job. Extra holidays for parents would be a compensation. We are EXHAUSTED , especially the w2nd time
round (n Germany since mid-December).
the lack of social contacts is becoming difficult but I prefer the environment at home.
the team spirit is lost
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Perfect! Much happier than before! I have now full control over my work life, personal life, family life, my time, health, etc.
GOOD NOT PROBLEM
Very well. The difficulties are: printing, organising missions and to access to dossers in my office
I am fine, except the workload
As I can
We need special measures for parents during school closures and homeschooling. Leaving it up for each HoU to discuss the situation, means
business as usual and parents are on the verge of burnout.
Tired because not enough break time during the day
Initially not so well. In between managed to build some defense mechanisms. Physical exercise helped a lot.
assez bien, même très bien quand les enfants sont à la maison, plus difficilement les premiers mois quand les écoles étaient fermées
The first part was quite bad, when my kids' nursery and maternelle school were closed, and we had to juggle telework, with home schooling for
the eldest kid and taking care of a 20 month old baby, all at the same time. I often had to work during the nights when the children slept, and
managers did not really make a difference in giving out tasks between colleagues with or without children. The situation now is better, but
with very long hours and little respect for private life in the evenings.
(2x) Resilience
Worst than at the begining of the pandemic. The move of DG HR and the hot desks make me very worried
better balance between remote work and work at the office.
I feel good and I appreciate working from home at my own pace
Very well. A lot of work stress but not Covid related, it was stressful already before. Time saving not to have to commute and more flexibility
in regards to work hours.
Coping, but the workload has increased significantly. Or at least it feels like that.
horrible situation
I coped well, except for the high workload and difficulties to disconnect.
Now while the schools are open, it is better :)
Very good and efficiently. It spares me stress and tiredness.
not so well
No boundaries between work time and free time.
ok - it took some time to have good new working balance
relatively well, regular exercising helps and keeping the regular working hours
I'm not sure as I only started out on the new job
tired of the situation, demotivated, i would like to go back to the office
15 hours of work a day plus work related requests every week-end...
Not very well, I would like to go to the office as we did in June/July (of course being responsible with sanitary measures)
Quite well, I think telework is a good option - I can concentrate better at work, avoid commuting and spend more time with my family
It's difficult - no real contact - difficult to pay again for more internet connection
Telework = perfect solution for all my tasks (including a broad interinstitutional communication flow), even much better than before.
Additionally, I live with a seriously ill partner and the telework-mode is the only one which still allows me to work in these delicate
circomstances.
I am not so motivated as before, and I don't think that I will be any more, at least in the same level as before
In general it is ok, but I hope that this crisis will be over soon
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Working from home has its advantage: we don't have to lose time on commuting, take public transport, etc; but the other big disadvantages
are the long working hours, way beyond standard working hours. This is not due to a specific request from the hierarchy to work longer hours,
but is due to the high VOLUME of work which, many times, cannot be handled within standard working hours.
Well, but not so well withe the restrictions due to covid.
great
regular meals, going out for walks during lunch break
OK, but I sorelly miss the human relationship side. At the same time it is great not having micro-managing managers behind ur back all the
time.
It depends whether borders remain open, and occasional possibiity to go to the office for printin/scanning
I keep going but it is very intense
je travaille comme si j'étais au bureau en respectant un horaire et une pause lunch. Je ne vois pas pourquoi il faudrait prester plus d'heures
pour la simple et bonne raison que je travaille de la maison. Il faut une discipline et s'y tenir
I really like teleworking - no commuting and can enjoy the benefits of being at home (cooking, going to the forest, etc.). I miss contact with
colleagues though.
we have no choice...indeed !
Quite well, in family. My husband is Covid unemployed (Horeca), my 2 children half time at school and half time on Teams at home
I coped with it very good. By the way, your questions are too much asked in a subjective, negative way.
First confinement was ok, the second one during winter time is more complicated
Due to constant teleworking regime and complete lack of social interactions I feel less motivated and less connected to my institution each
day. I have difficultes to learn new things as it is very difficult to reach senior staff. I lost most of my work-related contact during the last 10
months and I feel stressed if these circumstances remain the new normal. I also have difficulties to find a balance between work and private
life, since I live in the same room where I do my work.
Very good, no problems at all.
More or less ok. Missing very much contacts in person as it is not the same behind the screen.
with patience.
I'm a translator, we tend to adapt well to working from home
(2x) At first easily but now very difficult to manage
What was difficult was when Children were on home-office education. I cope owing to a good balance in the family. The most difficult is not to
have the sport activities of the commission in the EU quarter which allowed to meet colleagues, network and make a break at lunch time during
the day and disconnect from work
crazy to work while kids at home
AS I work from the office every day, 7/7, who's compensates my burdens?
comme je peux
Very easily. I work very efficiently and feel safe. I would not feel safe having to work from the office.
90% of my work must be done in the office, even if the load is lighter in teleworking it becomes very heavy in the office. In addition, we have
had two colleagues removed.
I feel overloaded with tasks and meetings
complex issues, health, noises in the appartment, heating
work extra hours
I am more concerned about going back to the office (open space, flexi desking...) than by the current crisis and the telework.
It is getting more and more difficult to cope and to disconnect from work.
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I feel isolated, cut off from the world. And the Belgian Government's idea to keep hairdressrs closed ofr months on end is pathetic. I feel my
hair is like rats' tails.
It's perfect. I can perfectly manage my professional and private life. No stress due to traffic. Economy of gas for the car
the remote approach made the work more difficult and thus the same target is much more time consuming
No problem whatsoever.
J'arrive très difficilement à faire face à la surcharge de travail et au manque de contact avec les collègues
Fairly good even though I prefer to go to the office
Resilience and patience. I am loosing it now...
Extremely tired by the lack of social interaction at the office due to the lockdown
In the hope that it will soon be back to normal
I feel isolated
Normally, as usual, even with the stress of Covid 19.
I try to go calmly through it
Telework is excellent opportunity, it gives the possibility to find a balance between private and work life.No useless small talk with collegues,
no one is interromping my work. Better conditions to concentrate at my job despite being a single mother with aa child. Perfect opportunity to
be with my son. t
Effectively
no problems at all
Everything is fine when childcare is available, but during the recurrent closures of the European Schools the situation becomes unbereable.
teleworking is not compatible with homeschooling and this is putting staff and their families under an unacceptable strain. It is simply unealthy
Not always easily. There was a high increase in requests, and very few connections. Felt often very lonely. Feel that Commission DG HR was
helpless and could not understand at all the needs of the staff
Overall pretty well, but there is an urgent need to come back to a normal situation to limit the negative consequences of the loss of human
interactions
it'sx like this so I do my best
not that good...I work too much, outside core hours, easy to fall into work addiction with already work addicted and very demanding managers.
Work - life balance absolutely not respected
not easy at all!
I try to organize my work the best I can
help from colleagues, talking to others and realising we are all suffering so you don't feel so alone. some stress or anxiety moments are
difficult, very tiring
Complicated... try to work more efficiently, learning to ask for some support, learning to say no to no prior tasks
part-time 70%
I am really tired, difficulty in concentrating, loss of motivation.
Cooping well
Best possible considering the exceptional situation of the pandemic, telework etc
easily, I used to telework 1 per week before the Covid
.
je m'adapte facilement, je pratiquais déjà le teleworking avant cette siruation, je n'ai pas eu de difficultés,
It is important to have the right social/work balance, I do not want to beleive that I am sleeping close to my desk.
High expectations for a year ahead. Already feeling under pressure and stressed, and it is only January.
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I cope because I have no choice, but it is very stressful
I am worried about the distance and my family.
Not much, too much stress
I try not to change my habits that I used to have at work
OK in the beginning but the social aspects of the work and the necessity to talk to colleagues and the management when needed is a necessity
for the international administration
The only reason why I can cope with the extremely high wrkooad is teleworking. No commuting, no stress!
Excessive workload but better at home than in the office
mental stretch
It's getting worse.
Quite well. Improved since I got a screen and an office chair
Less stressfull - happy to work from my house
I cope perfectly with teleworking, but I want to be free to decide the place from where I have to telework, without being forced to remain in the
place of employment. As a general rule in the future (not only linked to Covid), all staff should have the possibility to choose between working
from the office (only in a safe environment) or telework; if compatible specific job requirement, each colleague should be able to telework
structurally up to 100% and telework also from abroad.
more of less ok but it is getting more and more difficult.
well but not easy with / when kids home
thanks to family and some sports
struggling
I cope very well with working situation. The private situation is big problem.
too much behind a screen and in conference calls, 2/3 of time at least
cette situation me convient, car elle m'évite des temps de transports très important.
reasonably well. Miss social contact, not esp. work related
Work has been done, even better, but senior management not taking into account additional workload for middle managers
fine more or less but it is tiring and stressful the whole situation
Very high workload (overloaded, overwhelmed) but I think I cope (I have a high degree of resilience)
coped relatively well but workload increase was massive. No proper sitting arrangement ended up with very h eavy back aches and migraines
I work from the office, it is that or not work.
Sometimes it goes well but other days seem long; always behind your screen; no contact with anyone.
Have kept my effectiveness but with increased stress
The main issue is the lack of unformal contacts with colleagues, not related to work it self.
doing sports
taking one day at a time
I find it difficult since I miss the interactions with colleagues
with patience
astonishing
Like everybody else I have to !
Missing the close social contact with my colleagues
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I have a correct access to the server and to all the necessary applications, programmes and software. I am just keeping doing all the tasks that I
am allocated with.
Could be worse, but could also better!
Work is fine (although alienating without meeting people). But I feel very lonely and stressed, living totally alone since March in a foreign
country, with my family far.
I'm happy to have a way better balance between professional and family life
Overall doing well. Hours are long. But I'm very appreciative of management support
yes, for me it is the same work that I did to the office.
As good as can be. Periods of being tired are more frequent and longer. I try to take the school holidays rythm to recover but than also child
care is needed.
I can do 100% of my work remotely. I created my own office, better office than the EC office.
now the situation is becoming even more difficult: no social relationship and stuck at home
More effort is required and the work has increased.
I cope very well. Although I miss my colleagues very much, I do not miss the waste of time whilst commuting to Brussels.
More or less ok but fear for the future
Feeling alone
Very well. I feel very productive.
by putting insane hours and really managing a lot
From time to time difficulties to disconnect but for the moment manageble.
quite well, I think
working a lot, with a lot of stress,
In fact better than I thought
boring, difficult with kids
a sense of perspective with greater problems and thinking of people who lost their jobs.
not well. Spending most days at home doing the same stuff so it is a heavy routine
I tried to see the positive aspects of it, then I gave myself time frameworks to respect, also for disconnection
ok so far
Relatively well on the whole
In the autumn my organisation considered the trial period being over so we went to normal targets. At the same time schools closed. My kids
need a lot of help with the school and I'm a single parent and cannot afford part time or parental leave. I worked every evening until late, woke
up at 6, to bed at 01. I started to feel so unwell that I ended up on sick leave. I told management several times that it's impossible to manage
the workload as normal + homeschooling, cooking.. They did nothing.
rather well under the circumstances
hard to get used to, work for 45 years without teleworking, Corona and health sent me home to work. I feel isolated
Now I cope very well with it. I found a balance between working hours and private life.
It improved significantly since working from home. I feel much more productive and can focus much better. Only negative side, it is hard for me
to disconnect in the end of the day.
I had to cope but it wasn't easy. I worked too much. Arguments with my partner over working hours. Arguments about work space. I can't sleep
because of worrying about work even though I am working more hours, more seems to be expected.
Due to reorganisation in the DGs, we undergo the bad anticipation of lacking of resources. Thus the tasks are to be performed by fewer people,
with few handover
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More or less surviving day by day
to be on the safe side I had to work outside the working hours (but in my opinion, this is NOT a scandal!)
I do my best under the circumstances!
Wife, friends, family
Badly, since single parent (no I understanding from the team at all!). My mental and physical health are compromised
Well enough, but mentally it becomes hard to bear
too tired, losing motivatioon
I cope by adapting to the new situation. I have already worked with structural telework.
Relatively well but I wish I could work from my home country in order to support my aged parents
I survive.
I addapted to the new situation and I have found advantages and disadvantages. Overall, working from home is fine.
quite well, just missing the "real" contacts with colleagues
I’m working more efficiently in teleworking:I’m more focused,with no interruptions, I can better organise my time, I have a better work-family
balance, no time wasted in commuting and I deliver more. However, I’d like to telework from abroad.In the future all staff should have the
chance to choose between working from the office (only in a safe environment) or telework; if compatible specific job requirement, one should
be able to telework structurally up to 100% and telework also from abroad.
There were ups and downs as in every moment in life. Most critical times are when the 3 children are in homeschooling and mum has 8 hours of
work, 4 or 5 of being a teacher, 2 or 3 preparing meals and housekeeping, and little time for scretching, sports or sleeping. HOWEVER, I do not
complaint. We ARE clearly priviledged of having kept in good health that this is what counts most.
Besides the longer hours, and required increased agility, i appreciate not to have to commute which takes me in total 2h per day
During the first lockdown when the schools were closed and we had to home-school the children in parallel to our extremely high workload, it
was very difficult. At the moment it is better, but the workload stays high and it is difficult to disconnect from work completely.
VERY GOOD
rather well because I'm an optimistic person and enjoy good time with my family and doing sports, however I find teleworking absurd and
disagree for not having the right to work from the office,
It's getting really long.
Try to stay positive and motivate despite the heavy workload, extremely long working days and very few social relations (only in videomeetings)
I miss colleagues very much but I can do my job at least as well as before.The lack of mobility and the constant light of screens has had a bad
influence on my general health (pain in the shoulders, neck, headache, loss of sight...)
significant investment in IT and office equipment
Suffering the lock down. Difficult to continue for so many months and still many others to comed.
rather well, miss social contact with colleagues. Less informal information. Difficult is the arrival of new colleagues and the mentorship of a
trainee at distance
try to keep the work within reasonable limits and not get stressed of what not reasonably can be done.
It's sometimes very difficult to keep the motivation as I kept ontact only with few colleagues.
mny colleagues left and I have even more work and less support
Cope more or less as a bit of time at the office would be welcome. The most difficult is to cumulate 100% telework and corona virus daily
restrictions
ok when the schools are open, but very badly when in distance learning periods. I am an isolated parent with no family support at all and with a
small child in primary who has tons of work. Working, teaching and running a home alone for almost a year is exhausting and depressing.
Isolated parents of children under 12 should have an automatic special leave during home school periods.
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Very well. I have a better work life balance. I have substantially reduced commuting/travelling delays.
Struggling along, with ups and down of motivation but lack of connectivity or technical problems usually mean disaster, I am not able to work at
all if I do not have phone or PC connection to the systems!
Prevented from going to the office although needed and prevented from teleworking from abroad where partner is living and needs support,
the situation is under control but not sustainable
My biggest challenge is the shortened opening hours of the creche. That means I need to interrupt my work to pick up my kids, and then
continue working during the evening. It is also complicated for the meetings in late afternoon. It would be easier if the creche would close at
6pm instead of 5pm.
Overall I coped well; it was more difficult from September 2020 onwards.
More work, lot of exigencies in cleaning, disinfection, more stress, working on a closed room, no place to rest or pause, difficult to wear the
mask all day and talk with it, more effort to provide.
better family-work relation
ok although looking forward to being back in the office with everybody
I work on very interesting files and am geniunely involved. I also had the opportunity to work on other files of the unit (which added to the
workload but broadened my knowledge)
Some tasks require more time to be implemented. This is not considered by management that intend to execute the same WP pre-COVID
I don't appreciate the fact that my employer doesn't participate in the material cost of telework (IT equipment, ergonomic furniture and
charges).
mostly good. Not having to commute, less interruption...
I cope well. No major problems but miss the "human touch"
relatively well allthough changing units as a floater and a starting TA is more difficult than working for one unit
I am extremely well organised yet it is heavy, to change tasks with no transition (work- kids...)
I cope rather well but it's also depressing.
Pretty well, thanks to strong family support. Many colleagues are alone and unable to visit family or friends.
it's challenging
Improved work/life balance and also much better quality in the deliverables and much more concentration in certain tasks that require it
I work in a team based enviroment and the mostly developing IT system, team work is very important for me therefore social interaction makes
team work easy.
Relatively well
sufficiently well given the circumstances
More or less ok.
Resignation
It's ok
I'm struggling to cope with it.
Fine but looking forward to normal working conditions
It is mentally difficult as I have to work 24/7
Relatively fine now. It was a nightmare in my previous unit.
So and so
coped well, but it has been stressful not being allowed to telework from abroad where my family resides. This restriction is absurd an has had a
great effect on my well-being!
(2x) With resilience
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tired but hanging in there
I dont really
I try to do my best.
Heavy; long miss colleagues
Teleworking on a long run is not fine with me.
I do not have enough space in my home office.
As I always did
one step at a time...
Improving and discovering the positive aspects months after months
It was a challenge. Too many people in such a reduced space and with no separation between work and family life
ok but challenging when home schooling applies with a child in primary and as a single parent
diffulct / stressfull with partial lockdown in the country and school closed practically since one year
I would much rather be in the office than at home.
it would be ok if we were not in a massive reorganisation process and if we felt our contribution in its design mattered.
pas simple de séparer sa vie professionnelle de sa vie privée
Teleworking on a 100% basis is really perfect for me
I appreciate the opportunity to adapt the work hours better to my needs. On the other, I have the work in my living room at all times, the
separation between work and private is somewhat lesser.
Excellent, much more productive than in the office.
Teleworking finally becoming the standard way of working is VERY appreciated (even if it needed this push to the administration); allows me to
combine better private/professional work + no long commuting times.
Fine: better balance work/life and less commuting time.
Already in a burno out, which means not coping at all
Je la gère très bien et mon travail aussi. Il ne me manque que le contact physique.
Improved work-private life balance
must accept, and find within the advantages
I struggle with the IT because I have to
rester en contact avec mes collègues
Currently the work could be done from the home country where my wellbeing would be much better than being isoloated in the flat in BXL.
Long term effects of this to mental health remains to be seen.
I would like to keep a certain amount of telework after the crisis, but not sistematically as now, when we miss personal contact with colleagues
I enjoy working from home
Teleworking is not the issue. Rather an advantage if you have the material and the space. It is more about the attitude of the management that
makes everyhting more complicated. At the begining, we have to register the taks we had accomplished during the day, hour by hour...
i wish to work like this until i retire in many years !
I'm coping. I spoke to my line manager. We found some solutions to decrease workload. I miss my office and personal contact with colleagues.
Also the commuting. Now I am 24h at home. Due to workload, not time for outdoor activities during week. Only weekends. I'm trying.
Increasingly fed up of 100% teleworking and not seeing the end of it. I believe risks of contagion could be well managed and we should be
allowed to go to the office by shifts, limited numbers etc, but still GO.
I cope excellent. The problem is NOT working from home as many trade unions want to make us believe, the problem is the ridiculous and
obviously not efficient measures to lock us donw, to close the restaurants and shops and to forbid meeting with friends.
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more or less fine. what choice do I have?
fed up
OK but missing missions and contact with colleagues and fed up of my kitchen where i work
Just do it
It is what it is - but it's getting long. the working situation is not a problem, but no contacts is
The second confinent is hard to cope with
Trying to survive with the high workload by prioritising and delegating, but it's getting out of hands.
depression
it depends on the days
STRUGGGLING FOR PRINTING
Teleworking is more efficient than in the office. In particular, the meetings are incredibly more efficient.
I cope well because I have been a standard teleworker since 2011.
now that I'm working in the office, well
Personally not too bad. More stress, more difficult working conditions, but we shouldn't complain, there are people way worse off than Europen
Instiutions staff.
I'm trying to do my best.
I am mentally suffering from the situation and the only relief for me is to aknowledge the huge collective effort we are all doing. Telework is
practical on an occasional base but cannot replace onsite work, meetings with colleagues, brainstorming, eye contact and the routine of "going
to work" in its social and intellectual dimension.
being patient
It is very difficult as my workload (high) is not adapted to my working time (80%)
quite difficulet sometimes to not have social contact with colleagues
il est très difficile de concilier le travail à la maison avec les devoirs et la garde des enfants.
it is ok, but as 100% teleworking continues it si getting a bit boring, and IT connection problems have reappeared creating lots of frustration
I am increasingly anxious that teleworking or open-space offices will remain the norm in the future. That would be a huge disadvantage to
teams and will have a devastating impact on the team spirit.
I'm ok
quite good, it is clear what my tsks are and the amount is manageable during ''normal working hours"
Very stressful. Need more support.
workload is too high, but at least we have teleworking and save the time in the traffic
I am facing a lack of motivation. I feel that I only work during the week
I am adapting but not happy
difficult to be disconnected from a family
By getting on with it
I cope well, as long as they do not change too much the tasks in the sector.
it is more and more difficult
Badly. I felt the isolation because I was allowed ti telzwork from a flat in Brussels but not from my home at my country of origin
I am used to it now and I worked hard on it to organize. Of course they are several months we you have to rearrange due to more workload
I manage to cope relatively well even if sometimes I experience a sense of fatigue due to the prolongation of the situation and as regards the
work activity the constraint of having to do everything in front of a screen.
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Reducing working time
I had to adapt, having young children but then it is definitely much better to telework and have a one day if needed in the office
Try to have clear boundaries between work and private life by establishing certain routines, i.e. fixing a clear cut-off time to finish work, going
for a regular walk, etc.
on average, it was OK
I have no printer at home and would like to have the possibility to obtain one from the Agency. Working continuously on a computer and
staring at a screen is not ideal for the eyesight.
continue working to get all objectives; becomes harder now, because even shifts are not allowed. I miss normal commuting and communication
with colleagues
pretty well but I would have liked to be allowed to work from my own MS when schools were closed in Brussels. I would have been more
efficient with the help of my family.
Difficult to be alone
excess workload due to nature of job, cope ok
trying to get used to
Quite well. I can do 100% of my work at home, but I think the exchange with the colleagues "in presence" is very important
lots of work; accomplishing work - 100 % fulfilled objectives
I would like to come back to work or, if not possible, decide where I want to live-work
getting more and more fed up of the situation, but not linked to my working conditions (exclusively linked to the COVID situation)
quite chalanging and demanding
Difficile de se déconnecter mentalement. J'essaye de marcher.
I really consider telworking as a real opportunity worth considering for the Comission and I would like to encourage it also to allow teleworking
from the country of origin on temporary basis to avoid multiple travelling for private reasons.
difficult, inhuman, unsocial
Work performed even better than in the office
partially, there is a huge reorganisation on the top of the COVID, that doesnt make it easy
I work more to achieve less.
very close to burnout... little recognition or support from hierarchy
OK but VERY difficult to disconnect
I tried to manage as well as possible
It is difficult being in my apartment alone almost all the time. My consumption of alcohol tobacco etc has increased a lot during this period.
on every day basis
feel well
really bad, the confinement is getting to me
teleworking fully compatible with current tasks, but complications come from homeschooling & care
Fine, I feel that I can organise my work more independently and I am less interrupted. But I miss my colleague that I meet remotely.
Teleworking is very difficult 5 days per week, I am very tired.
the only difficulty which I find is related to teh fact that I work with a new team whish I do not knoe sufficiently well.
I worked well but it is sad to work alone from home without possibility to meet colleagues in person
I had to dedicate a space in my apartment for office needs. I also had to teach myself to create some routines for start the working day and for
closing it. I had to learn how to communicate with my line manager and colleagues. I am now managing quite well.
Not too well, feeling disconnected not so much from my team/unit, but from my DG/the Commission at large
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Not easy, no social contact, isolated more or less
The work has not changed, but the interpersonal relations are much more difficult to maintain. Younger colleagues seem to satisfy themselves
better with just written messages (mails, sms) while I prefer calling and talking to people. I was also lucky to have a family around.
I work once or twice a week in the office. This suits to me very well.
AFTER HAVING ADMINISTRATIVELY SUPPORTED MY UNIT STAFF ON MY OWN FOR SEVERAL MONTHS, I COLLAPSED AND FELL IN
DEPRESSION EARLY OCTOBER. SICK LEAVE TILL JANUARY. NOW BACK 50% MEDICAL. SO I'D SAY I COPED TO A CERTAIN EXTEND BUT WAS
NOT HEARD SOON ENOUGH WHEN SEEING THE ISSUE ARISING.
I have more free time outside of working hours (no commute), but I feel socially disconnected from most colleagues
I cope with my current working situation pretty well. Especially because my children are at school which was not the case in the spring.
However, I miss the presence in the office and the physical interaction with my colleagues. It has been too long already. Almost a year.
It took some time to adapt, and became an advantage after all. Especially when school are open.
The biggest difficulties are related to the home schooling and the high expectations towards parents. Taking care of a child at this time and
doing the schooling while working is almost impossible and not durable in long run
trying to have a new hobby
acceptable, but a bit lonely
Bad, stressed, not disconnecting from work
It is too long and I am tired of it
Walks
Take pone day at a time. Appreciate the generosity of the organisation- at home everyone is getting pay cuts or losing job.
Works fine still csn be more
I like my job so it helps!
I got used to it, but I can't wait to get back to the office and see my colleagues in person.
well organised, structured, equiped but more sollicitation/ more webinars...
Easier to take distance from contemptuous colleague
xxx
Not well, overwhelmed by multi tasking, working all day but at the same time losing my professional identity, disappointed and isolated
socially and psychologically, compltely stressed out.
I liked my job and now I have to do other tasks than more often than my main activity, I find it a pity and frankly I am losing hope that the
situation would revert back to pre-crisis normal.
Prioritising, optimising, adopting a more flexible approach to working hours. Working early in the morning to be able to finish tasks.
Flexibly
Trying to schedule work and family time
fair enough
strange situation, side-effects will probably show later
I adapt and try not to make to many plans for the future
Surviving mode
Living alone, I feel quite isolated, but I can cope with all the work
starting to be hard
Acknowledging that everyone is in similar situation and staying positive!
Reasonably well thanks to support from family and friends
so and so, missing colleagues and slowed down my learning (joined in July 2019)
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I have a very specific job that I can manage very autonomously.
Extremely busy in the area of HR, sometimes I feel tensions at home because "mom" is working too much and very late.
We improved communication with the team by using Zoom, Avaya, Team, etc. I had to learn how not to use printers nor paper, there's always a
way, I organise new archives/files. The difficulty is not teleworking in itself but workload presented to my team, which is not always related to
the telework-in-practice itself but to the activity itself (training changed totally to online modalities)
I am extremely tired, I am stressed all the time and fear for a burn-out. My family members suffer from my bad mood.
I connect early in the morning, stop when kid is home from creche and continue after 8pm when he is asleep
Love it
More or less
Good but with stress not dependent from where I work. It would be even worse in the office.
The same way I did before the crisis
With patient but is quite tough
Ok, but school closings and short crèche opening hours add a lot of stress.
dismotivated but I do it
it depends on the days. it soi ok overall, but sometimes it's too much and feel bored and demotovated to work from home.
bad as the workload has been really to heavy
Rather well, but I don't like telework to this extent.
I'm fortunate that we had just moved into a new house with sufficient space so I can have my own office. Otherwise the situation would have
been much worse.
flexible
with some difficulty but now I tried to do my best
Its variable sometimes I am very productive sometimes less, its difficult as we don't have "oxygen": not possibility to see friends, family to do
sport
I am really suffering. Exhausted, cannot concentrate. I am worried what state I will be in when this is all over
Very hard, especially balancing with children that sometimes are homeschooling, no more attending garderie, activities, occasions when they
are in quarantine while the workload has significantly increased and still all to be done. Using every hour a day to complete everything leads to
burn-out, that unfortunately puts even more pressure on the colleagues.
I do work less, thus not meeting my targets. My house is not big enough for having a room for working, thus this is one of the main problems.
Home schooling is not helping to work from home. I am looking to move to a bigger house as it seems that home working will be the standard
from now on.
Fairly well. I don't especially like it but I don't feel I am not coping.
I am adapting to the situation
I don't mind teleworking at all but I miss my colleagues. In the future, a mix of working from home and in the office might be the best mix.
Increasingly badly: I feel isolated, alone, prone to depression
Not bad considering extra stress
need more time for communication to clarify/coordinate work
relativelly well
As ususal we have to use private GSM and network connections. There is little understanding of the need to permit staff to telework from ariad
or their place of origin which leads to goal conflicts; We are not supposed to be in office, we need to attend to family aroad and we cannot
travel freely. Yet teleworking from aroad is prohiited. This is unfair and unjust and discriminatory, particular for staff comming from countries
outside the immediate vincinity of the workplace
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Very well, as my high workload is not linked to teleworking per se, but would have been the case in the office as well. Teleworking therefore
offers the possibility to better balance work and private life, even with the fact that work consumes most of my time.
Fairly well, although what's missing is a printing + distrubution service for heavy documents.
badly; feeling isolated and disconnected
pas de problèmes particuliers, sauf pour obtenir les fournitures de bureau. Celles-ci devraient être expédiées à domicile
more concentration but more stress
Yes, but the complete reorganisation of DG GROW is a complete mess during this pandemic period
I try to be positive
I definitely miss friends at work. Otherwise I am OK with teleworking. However moving to hotdesking is an extreme price. On the top, not all
managers will allow maximum teleworking when we return after the pandemic. And there are jobs that need physical presence so those
colleagues will be obliged to work in hotdesking in openspace. In an alienated, unhealthy, unhuman setting where we can feel like machines or
chess figures without human values.
It is alienating and not easy to regularly work in a room with little to no interaction with others
coped very well. increase since Sept is standard for my job in finance (end of year in fincance...)
I manage... I would prefer to have one or two days together with the colleagues in the office
Try to keep the computer on only during the working hours
I'm self motivated so can handle work and ensure business continuity but ergonomics, lockdown and lack of possiblity to work from place of
interest (such as country of origin where family is) has a tremendously negaitve impact
Very well because of my family, friends and hobbys I can practice even alone.
Personal organisation runs well; the balance personal-professional life is well respected; travelling to/from Bxl takes me +/-3 hours a day, now
this spared time permits me to organise my day in a different and better way (kids at/from school, no train to catch or transport stress...)
Je me suis déjà habitué mais je prefere pouvoir passer au bureau au moins 1-2 par semaine
Heavy Stress with long working hours,
it is getting to long socially speaking but I enjoy working from home as I gain a huge amount of time by not comuting
I liked it a lot to work from home. I focus only on work and I do not have any interruptios from colleagues. It allowed me to replace work where
it should be: as a means allowing me to look after my family and not as a goal in itself.
Ok, I think
Conditions are more difficult than when working on the premises. Everything happens on screen, also things which normally are not done one
screen. My workplace at home is much less ergonomic.
Apart from lack of social contacts, I am very happy with teleworking
The start was really hard especially with my 3yo at home. It has improved, and I even have new tasks and responsibilities that wouldn't have
happened if not for the crisis. I want to get back to normal work though. It has been hard on my mental health, I've experienced some
depression and exhaustion. It seems to be better now. Work actually helps me with this by giving me a focus.
Struggling
The beginning needed adjustment to develop new ways of communicating with colleagues, now it works better.
I suffer from headaches, extreme tiredness, anxiety and I fear fir my hearing
I try to adapt
quite well.
After a period of adaptation it went well.
It was a new thing at the begining, new experience, but I've adapted to this new work style quite well. Productivity was still positive,
sometimes better than before, and the best thing is that after work I feel more relaxed, rested. Telework is Great !
Moreorlees OK, but miss closer interaction with colleagues. Thee is more work since teleworking
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Taken together, the sources of stress had become unmanageable. I've had to find ways of reducing my workload.
makes the most of it, grateful to have a good employer and be healthy
Working and taking care of children (who are homeschooling) has been the most difficult.
continuous lockdown with less motivation due to insufficient work/private life and rare social contacts
I'm used to new situation and trying to see it as an opportunity
Very good.
Getting used - not necessarily positive.
Quite well in general. But separating working life and personal life is difficult and not always possible. This increases a lot stress and fatigue.
It is stressful especially leaving far away from your country and your familiy.
struggling due to work-life imbalance
OK, except the issue of changing jobs which made it a little more difficult
compared to people who lost their jobs, I feel very lucky - but in general I'm working more and always
I have asked for early retirement because of the prospects for my profession
It was exhausting. Combining work with the kids around, cooking because there is no cantine neither at school nor at work ( obviously),
Badly. I am exhausted because I have to combine work with taking care of the kids. Homeschooling requires a lot of time from parents. The
absence of the cantine means additional cooking. What I can't do during daytime,I try to catch up late in the evening
In the current circumstances, telework is the best option also to reconcile work with life (i.e. bringing and picking up kids from creche and
school etc.)
I cope fairly well. I have a wonderful family that I love spending more time with. At the same time, I think (and my hierarchy apparently agrees)
that my Unit's productivity is the same or better (DG LING at the Council), so why not go all the way at allow us to work from our "real" home in
the member states?
Teleworking actually helped to keep up a good work-life-balane and to cope with the distance learning of our teenage children.
i was already teleworking but doing it 100% is much more difficult.
I cope well provided I can stay with my family abroad where they reside
I am happy with teleworking, better conditions to concentrate, less noice and disturbances, colleagues more focused and better to reach once
at home
Trying not to work extra hours
So and so. It is fine when there is no lockdown, but much much worse when there is, as taking over school duties is horrendous.
100% of the time at home, a part of it working when children were homeschooling, was challenging. All the virtual trainings and meetings are
awfully tiring, even more so than IRL trainings and meetings. I also feel that I sit now even more than on office days, which is not really healthy.
difficul I need human contact
Survival mode
we all need to adapt ourself to this situation, but I guess telework works !
One manages as good as one can - looking forward to the vaccine!
I try to connect with colleagues, and remember this is temporary.
Difficult to be disconnected from colleagues and family, difficult to be disconnected from screen time and separate working and private life.
Very difficult
Worked many more hours, but managed to do everything. If needed, reconnected when children were in bed.
I realise I'm in a priviledged situation (my kids are grown-up, I have a house with a garden, I live with my husband who is also teleworking) and
that helps a lot. Setting up some healthy or entertaining routines also helps.
Stress, pressure
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Je peux continuer à travailler de la maison et suis régulièrement en contact avec les collègues via Skype for Business
I do my job from home even if some minor tasks require presence at the office
walking every day for 1 and 1/2 hours
Better than expected. The perfect scenario will be when we all are able to go outside safely. The current pandemic makes me stay at home on
a constant basis.
Extremely well
Very badly
I am surprised how much I like working from home and how much more effectively I am able to work. I miss socialising a bit but even that has
been tollerable
Focussing on the positive: I have a home, I can be 'there' for my child, I can still do my work very well, I can organise domestic issues better
Being very flexible, creating my working space and adjusting to changing daily schedules
The absence of clear boundaries between work and private life are difficult to handle. There is a high flux of emails in evenings and during the
week-ends. The number of meetings has also significantly increased. Many things that could easily be solved by face to face discussions take
much more time to be addressed by email, phone or virtual meetings.
Starting everyday
Très bien.
I cope by working overtime
I am very happy working from home. It saves me a lot of time ( I can jump from one meeting to another in 5 s), it is paperless, all of us learned
more efficient way of doing things. I have all necessary tools and the workload is fine
i don't like it
With difficulty. Because of improper management/ hierarchy without Any managerial skills
Extremely well. Never teleworked before. More time for private life as no traveling and less preparations in the mornings
The underlying stress caused by the corona crises together with lack of distractions (no holiday trips, no outdoor entertainment, no sports) does
affect me.
Simultaneously trying to keep the feeling of being unwell at bay and to perform work "normally".
brilliantly
I feel like I'm at the verge of mental collapse under the workload, combined with childcare for a 4-year old and the overall lockdown stress
I cope, but it is stressful.
I am more flexible with working time, I can take my breaks, I can easily step in the job for urgent matters
challenging, but in general ok!
I felt and still feel more stressed than before
I have 4 small children and I have the impression that I can take better care of them because I am more present but on the other hand the work
has remained the same so I have to work in the evening, which increases the pressure and stress.
It would be OK, if I didn't have to replace a colleague since September
Ok but I must say thati solation cuts the social links
In the beginning I did not have a dedicated place, where I was teleworking, this I sat up only after 3-4 months of teleworking when I realised it
would last for longer. I try to talk to one or two colleagues every day to feel that you are connected with your colleagues - this was/is very
important in order not to feel lonely.
It is difficult to work at home while other people/children are more at home
getting used to it
I take it as it is and expect nothing.
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All in all quite well. Teleworking reduces the stress and tireness of commuting. Ideal situation in the "new normal" would be 1-2 days in the
office, 3-4 days per week teleworking
Leaving the city and working from a family members home for an estented period
with understanding, attention, taking the necessary measures. Which is not the case for all
I have no corporate laptop which limits the technical possibilities.
Very well. It has not been a big change.
As a long distance commuter (1 1/2 hour one way) and due to my personal life (no small children, home with much space and a garden), my life
actually improved du to work at home.
Struggled when juggling with teleworking and distance learning (kids at home and no family to support)
Mal! Je n'arrive pas à gérer la masse de travail. Mais ça c'est plutôt lié au nombre disproportioné de tâches qui nous est attribué
continued suffering ...
ok.
very well so far
I have a big working load because of going into Congé maternité et parce que je dois préparer la passation
i had to work during w/e and late hours during the week. It has been a very stressful period and particularly busy because of our core business. I
tried to organise and plan very well but it has not been enough as everything was urgent. I started working during w/e to be able to meet DDLs
since during working hours there were too many meetings. at personal level, I left the big city and moved back to smaller size hometown with
family,also bought an elyptic machine at home and adopted a dog
I's OK for me.
I find it much easier to manage. I find full-time teleworking is very conducive to work-life balance. A lot of time and energy and expense is
wasted on travelling to and from the office. Less travelling contributes to the fight against pollution. I personally appreciate not having to
travel to a very busy area each day thereby avoiding traffic, air and noise pollution. Instead I enjoy being in quieter, calmer and healthier
surroundings.
all is well in homeoffice
OK, but disconnect is a big disadvantage.
I simply could not reach my targets in 2020, and am still struggling a lot. By chance my manager is understanding, which is not always the case
in our office. I am just trying to do my best.
I encounter no specific problem
Running. Walking. Whatsapp group with a few other colleagues.
Relatively ok. It's not like we have a choice, we have to make the best of it. My HoU does his best to maintain social contact with the unit, we
have whatsapp threads with the colleagues, it's just sometimes difficult to work from your living room when there are 3 other people in the
house, who sometimes use the living room while I work (or don't dare turn on the tv or talk, so also a negative influence for the family)
I tried to focus on the positive aspects of my work and not on the negative. Covid pandemic is already super stresful.
It was hard because we don't have the same material as in the office but for the rest is just excellent time management wise
very well - better concentration because home alone and no struggle anymore in traffic jam!
Difficulties to reconcile telework with teleschool
It's difficult but we have no choice.
FINE
Difficult when kids are around-otherwise fine
I can't take that much. I can't wait to get back to the office. I am locked in my living room from morning to night ...
Tried to keep a cool/strong mind
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Working more. My team colleagues have insisted on working from home despite being responsible for work where office presence is needed. I
have had to take over their work or organise with other colleagues for their help.
Very difficultly. I feel isolation. I cannot talk to colleagues and friends in person. I cannot work in the office because I'm not a critical staff. My
eyes suffer from staring at a small laptop screen

19. What do you think your organisation could/should have done better in the
management of the Corona crisis?

Réponses textuelles, Nombre de répondants 1899x, sans réponse 260x
it was fine the way it was
Make possible for us to work from our member states.
I don't see what could have been done better
Focus more on our core business, communication.
wonderfully well managed!

Given the unplanned nature of the whole situation, the organisation has done a lot things well. Over time, however, it becomes obvious that a
long time with remote working arrangements requires organisational measures to ensure the integration and fluid communication.
More comprenhensive towards goals and deadlines
I have never been more proud of my colleagues and my organisation than I have been in 2020.
(15x) Nothing
Since June, there has been far too much emphasis on working in the office if at all possible - and pressure is being applied to that end. As a
member of the high-risk group, it has added a lot of stress and anxiety to my life that I was forced to work in the office (even just for 4 weeks)
this summer. I felt very vulnerable because may colleagues, cleaners, ambassadors, etc. were not following the sanitary rules in place, so I felt
unsafe. I also fear being discriminated against.
I think my organisation reacted quite well to the Corona crisis in general. But we are expected to work normally when the situation we are
leaving is extraordinary, delivering our milestones as if nothing happen. I thnk my organisation should show more flexibility in terms of
deadlines. This would reduce the stress level we are all facing.
Lower tehir expectations because we had to fully deliver the planned 2020 Work programme plus all the many extra-tasks we were requested
todeliver because of the Covid-crisis.
nothing as they are idiots
Training on how to disconnect. Impose disconnecion. Lower expectations and objectives
it has done it quite well, actually.
Not expect staff to carry out all task so quickly
I consider their reaction and follow up has been quite good
I think nothing could have been better - ergo equipment, working time flexibility, training re. telework, mindfulness and stretching sessions...
More resources should have been dedicated to the Resource and Service Centre (Administration) so that staff should not have to cope with
such an amount of overload of work
Pay 50 euro extra for costs per month; pay screen, chair and table immediately
provide necessary working equipments
The EC should have tackled the issue of teleworking from home for parents of small children sooner that it did. More measure should have
been taken sooner, not left to "managers need to be flexible"
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COMPENSATE accordingly people who used their vehicles, who had to pay for gaz, who had to risk getting sick coming to work, who had to find
solutions for family members/kids/pets whilst being in the office whilst others were almost always at home.
difficult to say
provide decent tools or financial support from the very beginning
They did it well - hard to manage
I don't know what to suggest, I believe that in general EC is doing quite well during these difficult circumstances. The reimbursement
conditions for office equipment could have come earlier.
Be realistic, be more humane and more pragmatic - the back to the office exercise in September was really a case-study of ignoring facts and
pushing a dogmatic approach, also showing a lack of trust in the professionalism of colleagues
I think the EC has done its utmost. Considering the challenges, it has worked much better than one could have expected.
Allow more time to work from country of origin in order to be able to take care of family in need.
Rien
Come up with a plan earlier. Take into account the differences between Delegations
1) better recognition of the work provided - 2) give or allow to fetch material such as screens or simply mouse at the office
more flexibility on working from country of origin. Access to more equipment
Do what this organisation advises/implement the outside world to do.
Clear policy earlier to deal with crisis
manage and regulate the flow and amount of work
Limit working period to 8h a day instead of 11h a day.
Better managed the External Audit Firms the speed up the tender to choose them!!!
je ne sais pas
Been more cautious in September/October. I never understood why people were being encouraged to return to the office when the virus was
not under control.
COM should give us a diplomatic status to recognise that we are NOT "holiday/party animals abroad", but workers in home office. I would prefer
the COM to be PCR and Antigen-Test center to liberate me for my international relationships. The COM is to better take into account the
situation of singles/non-married persons; Currently, the COM has a "parent's perspective" (like Member States) - We are A PLURALISTIC
SOCIETY and STAFF! I suffer, really! I wish EU-wide, PLANNED AHEAD log-downs: COM act!
They did their best
i think they are doing the best they can
More contact with my manager
Given access to office chairs much earlier in the year.
Humans relationships, taken into account specific situation, a true management ! Not an administrative issue of human situation !
Best distribution of the work among the staff. Due to the pandemic the workload has been reduced in some activities but in others it has
increased without there having been an equitable distribution among the staff
Allow us extra work material sooner
They should have found a solution for the electronic distribution of restricted documents
I appreciate the good HR communication about the Corona situation, but at DGT level, very little has been done to ease the work related stress
(caused by short deadlines, increased number of IT tools and little time to integrate them in our work and use them regularly) and to adapt the
workload accordingly.
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I would appreciate if the organisation though more about the timing - we are informed only for 2 weeks in advance if we go physically to work
or not. In other EU places the timing is more longer. I would appreciate more consideration for the ergonomic home-office space. Financial
contribution to buy ergonomic equipment would be appreciated. I would also invite the employers to allow teleworking from abroad. We have
seen that this is possible and there should be encouragments, not complications.
je trouve qu'on devrait avoir plus de reconnaissance de certains.
Better communication; avoid outdoor meeting proposal (feel inconfortable choosing not to attend as regard to the situation)
in terms of infrastructure, IT access, there has been enormous progress, a real performance. long-term teleworking is still very problematic and
difficult.
reduced some targets, provide vaccins to delegations, be more fortcoming about medical evacuations
they are doing their best I believe
I think office equipement should have been provided/paid for earlier. My eyesight has suffered with a laptop screen.
I find it unfair to reply to this question retroactively. This crisis in unprecedented and I think the COM has tried its best. It might have offered
earlier the office materials or more generous ceiling for reimbursement, increase the capacity of IT HELDESK, but still, I think the COM did far
better on COVID than on adaptation of resources of specific DG's to their resective workload.
not so restrictive policy on teleworking from Europe for staff in Delegation
(2x) respected boundaries of staff when on leave on in the evenings and weekends
Shown more flexibility from the top, e.g. teleworking from other EU countries. Office equipment issue should ahe been addressed sooner.
Commissioner Hahn to be praised for his videos.
Clear communication, more telework from abroad (country of origin)
give special corona fee to ba able to face additional costs, like in other institutions
I guess that they have done their best ...
I think that my organization has reacted and organized everything very well
At the beginning a bit slow. After perfectly !
I think the ordganisation did relatively well, given the circumstances.
be more flexible when letting people work from the country of origin.
Ensure we have access to IT hardware, at least screens. I have for medical reasons a height-adjustable desk and working from a table at home
has significantly worsened orthopedic problems. Not allowing us to work during COVID from a safer environment in our home countries is not
acceptable. Brussels is the last place one wants to be right now, COM does not even ensure we can have COVID tests.
Officially recognize and allow the right to disconnection - forbid emails between 6:30 p.m. and 7:30 a.m.
provide us with a good screen earlier... still waiting fore a good pc...
complete closure of office, office equipment, high speed wifi and a telephone to contact people for office purposes.
React more quickly to propose equipement
Les choses qui pourrait être mieux n'aont aucun rapport avec la crise sanitaire.
Let more people to go working with special mesures at the entrance of eacy building (temperature / COVID 19 salivary test)
Should manage the people who hide behind teleworking
provide the necessary equipment and a bonus for the additional costs that we have, the fact of reimbursing a part for a chair and a screen is not
enough (a good ergonomic chair costs more than 350 €) in addition we have many other costs (purchase office, you cannot work on a table,
modify a room in the house for office, electricity, heating ...)
Better understanding of impact in Delegations
I don't know; the crisis is so unprecedented.
They are doing a great job
I think they have managed beyond what could be expected and what we are used to
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From my perspective it is fine as it is; I am working in a team with a close bond, supportive & weekly team & coffee meetings via Teams. Also
thanks to Teams DG Xmas party success.
more specific and general guidelines to be respected by all DGs: for instance not allow that on line meetings take place without even 5 minutes
between each other; no meetings after 17h; guidelines for the good use of mail sending in order not to pollute people's intray; currently mails
replace physical contacts in the corridor and these mails are often not well reflected and very often cause thousands of mails thereafter putting
thousands of people in copy
I think we did very well. The management was very comprehensive and they provided a lot of support (psychological, resources, flexibility)
managers should have been more interested in understanding difficulties faced by their staff members
Not much. Let us collect our extra screens?
Provide childcare whenever this is allowed by the Belgian sanitary authorities
(9x) no idea
Speack with one voice only
Reduce working hours or tasks
(2x) .
More communication directly fromthe hierarchy. The year-end speach of Ursulla was however very warming.
allow teleworking from abroad extensively
My delegation did ma,age it well actually.
1)Personal contact from hierarchy with each staff 2)provide appropriate working equipment (200 eur for an ergonomic chair?? where is such a
chair to be found?). No clear anticipatory messages provided but work still expected.
Be quicker in proposing material solution, including printers (the weakest point). Also consider all collaterail costs as electricity, heating, etc
which became really important in 9 months !!!!
Indeed, especially the HR
Related to question 10: equal application of rules (teleworking (abroad), hours,... ) the same for everyone; home office equipment scheme
(laptop, screen, keyboard, mouse, chair, allowance for extra electricity/internet) and this from much earlier on
Help with better equipment like two screens or a better chair
to be less controlling
Put measures in place for teleworking instead of relying on magic happening overnight at home! Put financial measures in place instead of
expecting staff to pay themselves for office equipment. Put measures in place at school like e.g. free tea/coffee instead of continuing to charge
PLUS moving the drinks to an impractical location!
I believe my organisation has helped a lot, sustained us a lot, every week, and so my hierarchy has, every week too, in very unit meeting. The
support for the screen and the chair should in my opinion have arrived earlier and not during the second lockdown. Good logistics conditions are
fundamental if the organisation wants us to telework in healthy conditions. Secondly, the IT platforms for video-conferences are not yet in my
opinion sufficiently performant and user-friendly. This is key!
It absolutely has to let officials who live alone work from their home countries at this time or many of them will crack up
NOT FALL FOR IT!!! CORONA IS A SINISTER COMMUNIST PLOT!! COMMISSION SHOULD HAVE PAUSED, ANALYSED, REASSURED STAFF AND
OVERCOME THE PROBLEM NOT AGGRAVATING IT BY FALLING FOR THIS PROPAGANDA-PSYOPS WHICH IS CLEARLY AN ASSAULT AGAINST
EUROPEAN DEMOCRACIES
Contributed to the cost : Electrcity, heat, broadband etc.
No comment
Teleworking from abroad
They should have involved experienced staff with a background in duty of care and even crisis management - at a much ealier stage
Teleworking abroad was not always handled consistently
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Force head of unit to meet us more often
Simplify the procedures so there is less work. Less virtual meetings/drinks - waist of time. Let people work from the choosen country (taking
away the 16% expatriation - no problem for me).
It's impossible to home school and work full time. I think there should have been more understanding that you just cannot work full time. As
single mother I cannot take eg parental leave. I just cannot afford it.
Probably contribute a bit more on the cost of the TW.
Nothing to add actually!
L'equipement pour le travail a été NUL jusqu'en novembre
Take into consideration that people have families and children to take care of and home schooling.
Perhaps communication. But it has got better over time.
- adapt restrictions to the situation of each DG/ each building; - provide material (chair, screen) in time;
i have no idea.
I am satisfied by the current arrangements.
provide better support and training for teleworking
provide a compensation for increased costs related to teleworking
For Delegations it was tough to organise, i guess. There were some good efforts, but still we felt somehow a bit left alone.
Set up clear rules on working time so that people know they are not only allowed to disconnect, but are clearly invited to do so. In other words,
set up the rules on not disturbing people outside of working hours with emails. Those who want sending them, as they e.g. use flexibility in
arranging their time, may use the "delay delivery" function.
(2x) I BELIEVE THAT THE MANAGEMENT AND THE HUMAN RESOURCES HAD WELL HANDLED THE SITUATION ESPECIALLY IT WAS A TOTALLY
UNKNOWN SITUATION AND NEW FOR EVERYBODY
openness to work from abroad
check on staff well-being individually
Not use the Covid to maintain teleworking when it was not needed because of a removal, not taking care of maintaining the quality of our work
better IT support in light of the problems with laptop, which apparently is a common experience of colleagues in the office
it is difficult to say because if there would be a good recepee, there would not be any problem. And it is not the case. nowhere in the world we
have seen super efficient measures to better control the virus (except maybe in China but with a high cost)
Apply the same rules to EVERY Unit , and force managers to communicate more
enforce the distances, obligation to disinfect hands before entering the building to avoid rush hour.
It should follow and in case of avoiding, activate the permanent staff to do thier tasks.
Improve working conditions at home by offering material earlier than it was done.
Moins de télétravail, plus de bureau autorisé.
As far as the teleworking becomes a compulsory way of working, this affects the engagement terms: if it not an option, the employer has to
provide the necessary resources, internet, office furniture, etc
Allow telework per default as a right minimum 50% without the institution asking where we are and supply teleworking equipement such as
GSMs, Wifi and laptops
(2x) Share good practice better, ask if we need anything technical or other support and provide it
They could have reimburse more, earlier, give a lump sump every months like in other institutions, and show support earlier, with more than
words.
En tant qu'interprète fonctionnaire je travaille pour plusieurs institutions; elles devraient mieux se concerter.
(2x) Make sure all colleagues are computer savy..
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provide at least ergonomics for working from home
I do not think anything else could be done
I think that my organisation has done well
Not rush us to go back to the office.
1) Establish clear teleworking guidelines and in general terms avoiding considering teleworking as leisure time ; 2) Providing office equipments
(in-kind or through financial support) to facilitate teleworking.
Made contact with individual staff members one to one.
computer equipment, and others (chairs)
At least one phone call (not work related, just to check how I was doing) from my HoU would have been nice
Hit the brake pedal. Business continuity has actually meant more work.
I'm satisfied the way the Commission and my DG has managed the Corona crisis
The administration's actions were all too focused on "business as usual", even towards increasing pressure on staff. Rather they should have
acted clearly towards "best effort", and release the production pressure on their staff, which they did not want to do. This heavily contributed to
a strongly deteriorating sense of engagement and connectedness with the organisation, and alienated an unfortunately high number of
colleagues.
(2x) ok
DG SCIC did not have a preparedness plan, in spite of the Eyafjallajökull warning
In my DG, due to the high workload, a stricter priority should have been implemented for not so urgent tasks and more support to middle
management.
During the summer I felt confused by the different adivce messages from HR about travel.
I am aware of single parents who had to take care of their children and were expected to carry out high-concentration tasks (like financial
auditing) at the same time. That is unrealistic, of course, and a quality management risk - during the period when schools were closed, parents
with kids below 12 should have been taken off sensitive tasks - not only for their sake, but also for safeguarding the quality of the institutions'
output.
Allow more easily access to the office during lockdown
Tout est ok, rien de plus n'est necessaire
Organise more coordination meetings. Learn to listen.
Revise the objectives and targets of the year taking into account the pandemic crisis
They did as well as they could but could have made more effort to stop the breifing overload
Re-invented new Business Continuity rules when we had existing ones that might have been adapted.
(4x) Have a human approach.
continue teleworking
I think all in all the Commission has managed suprising well
Been more flexible at the outset about providing office equipment for the home environment
From the administrative point of view I think we have done well
I think in general the situation has been well managed
The Corona crisis itself created a lot of extra work on top of an already heavy work load because of all the measures that needed to be taken.
On top of that came Brexit. People of my DG are exhausted as it seemed impossible to postpone any of the otherwise planned work. I think it
could have been possible to prioritise a bit more.
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More holiday transfers to next year. More flexibility to recuperation hours with the increased workload. Be more understanding instead of
being even more "directive". Provide relevant information regarding teleworking from abroad or holiday days transfers in due time rather than
at the last minute. Same is true for equipment reimbursement. Everything was done clumsily at the last minute.
(2x) Trust us more. I have the feeling the organisation does not trust us or simply does not like that we telework. In my Agency they are
limiting themselves to follow whatever the government of the hosting member state says. There has not been a clear policy saying "OK, we
work fine in teleworking, so let's stay like this for the foreseable future." This means that even planning holidays has become difficult.
First of all provide adequate equipment such as keyboard, screen, mouse etc that were left behind in the office. Secondly I am waiting an
unpleasant surprise when the levelling of electricity and heating bill arrives as this will be increased. EP receives a contribution to that. Also I
am missing clearer instructions as to contracts/original document signatures etc and how to file/keep them.
organise business continuity in a clear way with fair rules and communicate better (keep it short and simple)
Reduce significantly the target and postpone the appraisals
Allow working from the country of origin for longer time. Providing telework equipment earlier.
I think they have done their best and I am grateful to them for ensuring that we have the best working conditions in these unusual
circumstances.
I am quite happy with the way my organisation managed and is handlying the situation
Not force people into homeworking using their private equipment (especially in the begingin they put a lot of pressure on people). Allow
employees that do not have an adquate homeworking arrangement or do not feel psycologically comfortable with homeworking to work at the
office.
Fix clear working hours
(2x) They actually did astonishingly well, considering the circumstances. But keeping the working rpessure and targets just doesn't work.
Get the staff reps in the loop rather than shutting them out preparing every decision taken. Earlier abolishment of the possible intrusion into
private homes for checking sick leave.
Provide more attention/resources to employees in difficult private situations
Better support in the digital change (all the learning of new tools was on top of the unchanged targets); better support of parents with children
(grant more leave, even if unpaid leave)
Recognising the difficulty of the situation not only by words but also by a significant target reduction.
better supporting parents; direct managers not putting pressure as usual
Clear unconditional reduction of targets
Provided equipment, adjusted targets
fair compensation in terms of workload but also in terms of increased cost in providing home office
the situation is/was so uncertain that it is too early to say if/how things could have been better
Be more comprehensible about the situation and assume that the expected objectives for 2020 were unachievable.
Reduce the insane targets, not sabotage employees by constantly refusing reimbursement of sickness costs, not reducing our salaries and
pensions at the same time, taking advantage of the fact that staff cannot defend itself right now
My organisation took advantage of the crisis by moving all the processes to digital, even though the corresponding software was not ready. The
result was chaos and a lot of ergonomic issues (e. g. RSI) for the employees.
Convince the Dutch government either to accept kids to creche or pay back the money for childcare
The measures implemented to support family with kinds aged below 12 are insignificant. Reduction of workloads would have been welcome.
Exceptional allocation of free hours per week would also be a nice measure.
All things considered I think the EPO has done a good job of dealing with the pandemic. The burden of homeschooled kids lays of course mostly
with the employees, however, the office has offered more flexibility and extra parental leave.
not much, the measures protecting staff have always been remarkably ahead of the national or local authorities.
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The organisation should have focused on improving ergonomics of IT tools we are constantly using. They have delivered minimum viable
products, but it is far from enough. And if not improved, this will lead to repetitive strain injuries symptoms due to anti-ergonomic tools.
Should have drastically reduced targets, give additional days of leave to parent with kids responsibility
Provide legally sound (e.g. with regard to authentications), ergonomic & functioning procedures & tools, that at least do not hinder work.
Clear communication on taking care of oneself and family, clear lowering of targets, not profit from the crisis to further and drastically lower
employment conditions (salary adjustment destroyed)
(3x) No idea.
To allow more people to work in the office
Reduce the pressure ...
drastically reduce production pressure
Reduce production pressure and/or targets
Reaction sometime realy slow...
More help for parents of young children
There was a lot of talk about social dialogue but not much has happened. The situation has been used by management to reduce benefits
Reduce production and productivity targets - reduce objectifs and working programme - just focus on the esentials - avoid trying to take
adavntage of the situation by attemps to reduce staff benefits (education and expatriation allowance)reduc r
Should consider not only the impact on the working environment but also the psychological/social/emotional impact
Better restrictions and measures planing, earlier announcements.
The organisation made a big effort in March 2020 to allow working from home, including investments in hardware and software. Of course ,
especially at the beginning they were a lot of problems, but I don't think the organisation could have done better.
More communication
nothing, the EPO is providing everything necessary under these circumstances
Support parents better during the first school closure. The information from management that targets could be adapted and that everyone
should work adapted to their current circumstances came AFTER the first lockdown.
Reduce work load; reduce/adapt/remove official target and remove, as far as possible,deadlines as to when the work is to be done
should have reduced production pressure
The corona crisis has been misused as pretext to push through all kind of detrimental reforms under the label "new normal"
A more proactive attitude in the beginning.
Better communication.
Consider the individual circumstances of employees, in particular small kids and/or room issues. Provide top down reduction of targets/working
hours. Concise instructions on new workflows. Reconsider existing workflows, not just replicating paper workflows in a paperless way. In a
nutshell, the EPO management does not use the potential of the situation.
Make clear with actions and not only with words that health is more important than production
be honest and act immediately on some aspects which they don't do
regular dialogue with managers on how staff is coping
lower the absurdly unrealistic targets
That is the question !
Avoid work pressure and reduce production goals. Keep more effective communication strategies and support staff with their stress, enabling
the system to stop working when more than certain hours working with the tools.
Take care of the psichological aspects of this crisis and not only suggest a medical support
reduce workload
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reduce the targets when working from home
give more attention to individual cases, all staff have different needs
They were mainly supportive; possible improvements could have been in being more reactive to the social aspects and reducing the number of
meetings. Since the Corona started I have meetings all day long => can only "work" early morning and late afternoon. On the top we were also
obliged to follow a significant number of online courses (mandatory) => was mainly during the weekend.
To set the systems (emails, messages) to work only Mon-Fri from 8.00 to 19.00 hrs, to have the right to disconnect. MOst importasnt to have a
clear policy on working outside normal working hours (recognition of overtime work).
I don't know... May be give more psychological support.
reduce the workload and/or if not possible to guarantee in-house corona-proof office space, rent it temporarily elsewhere
At the beginning the guidelines were not clear which caused me a lot of stress
... difficult to say as the management has to follow the regional regulations but it seems to me that after the Pandemie they will try to have a
lot of staff working at home even abroad and this will certainly reduce internal regulations as for home leave, allowances etc.
To provide masks and to provide the equipment that I need for work.
It's a new situation for everyone. I really don't know...
possibility to work abroad. Better IT service
Employ competent Director generals with a clear vision on how to manage such crisis
Recognise those who worked more and achieved all the objectives
to rule end of meetings at 5pm, and beginning after 9.30
THe problem is not to judge them, only one questio 'are prepared for this?', I'm pretty sure not.
The organization could have taken earlier decissions on telework from abroad. The EIB leaves the impression to be a model for the flexibility
they offer to their employees. It leaves the feeling we are somehow second level institution.
provide a corona bonus (like EP) so as to be able to easily change operator without too many costs. Allow staff to go to office once a week in
order to be able to "breathe" a little bit.
Commission should have been corageous and authorise teleworking outside our workplace.
.....
More flexibility about working from abroad, like the frontaliers do
Provide more equipment, provide special leave for parents with children.
allowing a monthly allowance for extra expenses for electricity, Internet etc, more flexibility related to teleworking from abroad
Give us more time to turn things into online things at the beginning, rather than the rush it was / They need also to disconnect on evenings and
week ends / Within the Commission, I'm surprised they dealt with the situation so well : health first !
Ajust tasks to the staff available
The crisis has been well handled. Maybe more flexibility on working in our home country
More human management, reduce business Continuity narrative, stop taking advantage of pandemic to push far reaching reforms, give staff
representation mass emails and extra resources for communicating with staff
Let people who prefer coming to the office at least once/week
I'm sure there are things that could have been done better but having members of my family working in horrible conditions in other sectors and
member states, makes me feel lucky and thus I cannot have an impartial view. I'm rather grateful for our working conditions.
Our Salary adjustment procedure was discontinued, so I do not feel respected with all the work that I have done
The organisation did its best to protect staff with the knowledge on Corona they had at that time.
to allow overtime during home office
Reduce working expectations
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ask the parents if they needed target reduction not wait for them to ask
review 2020 targets significantly (e.g. not reducing 1% as was done)
a clear!!!! statement with respect to targets, not such a wishy washy "we will take it into account" one
Be prepared for online processing of files, provide the logistic for the dtill pending paper dossiers
Follow the lead of Germany and allocate real paid leave for homeschooling (we got up to 10 days of unpaid leave). Too little, not paid..
reducing the pressure explicitly
To consider more the situations we are in, and support us to cope with the current goals and not always change direction.
they're doing quite fine; but I think the employees should be involved early and be heard in the specification of the "new normal" package
Allow us to connect the homeprinter/scanner to the system. Sometimes we get too much Corona news... filtering and reducing the blabla... ?
It should have reduced the production targets for all employees.
very little information on the corona crisis here in Luxembourg
Nothing particular.
give a choice to work from the office, provide equipement, reduce targets
stop worsening working conditions
They should have lowered the already inflated production targets. They should have made it a top priority to provide the necessary
teleworking equipment.
Target reduction
Reduce targets, allow the use of paper files at home, provide masks for those at the premises, provide home-working equipment quicker
Consider the impact of change by reducing targets
My organisation has provided new hardware equipments to help working remotely from the Office but the software side still needs a lot of
improvements, especially when working paperless
Offer the possibility to reduce working hours and targets proactively from mid 2020 already. Instead of closing one week, offer the extra paid
days off to be used freely (e.g. half days spraead over twoo weeks). Not perform important reforms of internal social security (childcare,
education, salary adjustemnt method) during such a critical time.
(2x) N/A
Reduced production pressure. Instead they increased the production targets despite the pandemic
The management shouldn't have waited so long before contacting each unit (to keep in touch). More info from the management (it's getting
better though, management is showing much more empathy than before teleworking).
There should have been a complete freeze on meeting of targets, which would have reduced a lot of the pressure to perform under such
challenging circumstances.
actually I think they did okay, I wouldn't know what I would have done differently if I were in charge. I guess limiting the number of people
allowed to be on the premises at the same time and introducing the face mask obligation when leaving one's own desk were useful measures.
The enforcement of financial measures reducing staff's purchasing power in a time where personal expense increase due to working from home
(food, utilities) are not welcomed at all.
They're doing very well. The only downside is some single-sided decisions (salary adjustment plan), but that is nothing new. It appears difficult
to mobilise staff.
ease pressure in general during 2020
My insttution does its best to manage the situation and copes with it rather well. I had to wait almost 3 months to get a laptop. I would like to
get a bigger sreen, and the possibility to print. It is very painful not to be allowed to print since I can't imagine a paperless job.
My DG did its best to inform us about the situation, our DG communicated quite regularly with all of us.
It should not have abused the opportunity to install at the same time a worse salary adjustment scheme.
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change current career system to avoid competitiveness between colleagues and to reduce the pressure that the employees put upon
themselves. Not attentive enough to several cases of psychological disorder due not only to work, but work + personal issues that are hard to
cope with under the pandemics.
take some pressure of the workload stress, to accept that the tools they have are not optimal in the current situation and take it into account,
give some financial help for the costs incurred by the employees
I think the Council quite well with providing information about the crisis
I do not know.
Be more flexible as to allowing us to go to the office
(3x) Don't know
to allow teleworking from abroad (not just at the place of the organisation)
Reduce the number of work meetings and increase coffee-meetings between Unit , inter-Units etc.
all fine
equal treatment for all colleagues
(3x) n/a
All ok
Take more into account the working conditions in situ
Recruit more staff, reduce targets.
Nothing I can think of
anticipation. At the beginning, we were all surprised. y organization reacted well but did not always anticipate enough new local rules / laws
I think the Council handled it very well. I especially liked the total transparency on the situation regarding the pandemics in our institution and
the IT home package.
More clarity on policies and upcoming planning
Satisfied with the efforts of management. No further requirements
I think it was a mistake to think that everything would be back to normal in September. Long-term vision would be appreciated.
I think it was surprisingly good
Creating more space to have connecting events/groupes de parole to share feelings with one another.
I'm statisfied
No opinion
no suggestions
Devote even more resources to IT and/or cut some tasks that are not necessarily core during a crisis
I am proud to work for the Council which has demonstrated greatest understanding and prioritized wellbeing of its employees during this crisis.
Work in shifts during the first wave with children at home and possibility to work from abroad during the summer were the most precious help I
could expect from my employer. I felt no pressure at all despite a very difficult general and family situation.
I think they've tried their best. In future when buying laptop they should have better cameras and better sound
insist and verify that people do not work to much, be even more open to innovative solutions as regards place and time of work
Not much more, given the nature of the Council's work. All in all they did a pretty good job, mainly in adapting the IT infrastructure to adapt
the situation
(15x) nothing
A stricter limitation of the physical/hybrid meetings would have been welcome
Bigger offices for big teams (external and internal staff).
Better IT tools, particularly for meetings
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Financial support, additional leave days, free FFP2 masks
organise that staff can come to the office from time to time
NO ANSWER
be more fair - some people can go and work i n their country but depends on your kind of work. This does not work for everybody.
for example: allowing to move more than 12 days of unused leave to 2021
I can´t really say.
Social interactions could have been better supported, like regular meetings virtually or some fun teambuilding, to keep our touch and trust in
each other better. There should be a better communicated and applied policy on the "available/offline" status, and if people are trying to reach
me, I feel guilty not to react instantaneously and fear it would cast a bad light on my work-performance.
I think my organisation did a wonderful job in this respect.
The organisation managed this new type of crisis quite well and we received official weekly updates on the situation.
all was handled well
I think they managed very well
Coordination in general, who should do what, who is working at a particular time and so on
Nothing - they did a tremendous job, especially with IT equipment, teleworking, high-level meetings by videoconference
Can't tell
The manager(s) should have regularly contacted their team members to check on the workload/ state of play of files to keep an overview of
their workload and well being.
keep allowing unlimited telework from abroad after the crisis
They have done quite a lot. I can't think of anithing extra to add
Better work with the creche in support of staff
I wish we had small financial compensation for added expenses of working from home: I bought a printer, office chair, toner, extra headset with
microphone - it adds up, on top of extra expenses of being at home at all times. Otherwise, communication was very clear during the time, so
there can be no complains. My org handled the situation appropriately, timely, really well.
Provide better quality IT material, better and more diverse software for conferencing or at least ensuring that at minimum all EU institutions
use the same conferencing software to ensure good connectivity.
just to be more present to the colleagues, listen to their needs and act accordingly with facts and not only nice words
I dont know.
encourage more interpersonal contacts
I think it was handled exceptionally well
(2x) it was ok
I think they handled it really well. Very regular information updates by e-mail. That was very useful.
Develop a clear and fair (to everyone) strategy to cope with the obligation of child care / child minding of certain employees. The managers
were expected to be comprehensive and often they were, but some of them were not and the staff had no possibilites to do anything about it.
No clear rules, no entitlements. Also it might have seemed unfair to those who do not have kids. Clear rules would have been much better.
To pay more attention and to be more comprehensive when problems related to the workload due to the requests from the Presidency were
raised.
quicker reaction
Provide better equipment for home office
It did and is doing all the best
That location you work doesn't matter if you're teleworking.
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Allow a few more people to come back to the office
On the short term nothing. But since the situation is turning into long term, it should participate to the induced costs
n oidea
let us go to the office on a voluntary basis
Better coordination of work at manager level, put less pressure
from my point of view it has been well managed, the service has quickly responded and adapted. some food for thought however would be a
teleworking allowance.
Rapidly adopt a general policy concerning electronic validation, paperless working etc.
No, it managed the crisis perfectly. Updates on coronavirus are sent regularly to all staff.
I think they did their best.
Provide for ergonomic chair, intervention in costs and policy regarding video meetings
Its reaction was appropriate.
we need better computers
Allow to telework from abroad
Clearer rules on working from MS during the first lockdown. The interpretation of the conditions for working from MS was quite different in
different units.
They've been absolutely brilliant, I've got nothing to complain about in regards to that. I feel so lucky! The issue is being locked up at home and
having to wear a mask, which work is not responsible for.
I believe they've done the best they could under the circumstances
Being more flexible on working from abroad and reducing even more the requirement to go to the office during pick periods
Managers should better manage people who do less when no reasons (no family/kids to take care of) to do so.
protect us from working long hours, simplify the feedback/comments (digital signataire in the Council is absolutely needed), give us more
flexibility in terms of access to the office if work from home not possible, avoid expecting multitasking.
I'm quite happy
More flexibility on telework from abroad.
Actually, I think that we got a lot of support on all aspects from our organisation
(3x) /
Nothing to add.
To adjust workload and make a distinguish between what is urgent and what's not.
(5x) No idea
I think that they did what they could and I am not sure that they had much room to manoeuvre.
Increase IT service
I cannot think of anything, there is a lot of information and they gave us masks too
Nothing. GSC dealt with the situation perfectly well. I would only make distinction between colleagues working from their own countries and us
who had to stay and provide support here.
(2x) No
I do not consider I was directly affected by Corona as regards my working conditions. Heavy workload was also a problem before the Corona
crisis. I enjoy teleworking and I do appreciate the flexibility shown by my organisation in organising work during the Corona
The Council has surprsingly responded quite well giving priority to its care of duty towads its staff. Workload and expectications have not been
managed appropriately, though.
give us allocations for the increased costs of working from home
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According to me the communication was excellent at the GSC
Human Resources should give better career perspectives to non-permanent staff and treat them with respect. This is a huge problem in the
Council of the EU.
IT-capacity should have improved better. Connection is still way to slow in peak hours. Decisions should habe been taken much faster and more
flexible. (working from abroad)
We're doing admirably well, in my opinion.
I think the GSC has done a great job in the Corona crisis.
Give some kind of economical compensation for the increased expenses that I had working from home.
x
Middle management to use more people and performance management skills! And give sometimes feedback! I lost so most motivation for my
job and willingness to invest into the team because of that. I coped well how to do my job independently and developed many new ways of
working, teaching online, etc. So I coped technically but very frustrated about my team and bosses.
Reduced our workload.
Council does its best. Financial help for TW shoudl be granted (for heatring, aditional Wifi costs etc...)
I'm not sure. Probably make more timely decisions regarding teleworking from abroad. Although I do understand that is not an easy thing to do.
Managers could have tried to lighten the workload, but the general HR approach was quite good
Allow office work more regularly
Nothing to add
Pass the message to Presidencies that we cannot offer the same quality of service as in normal times and don't expect to work at the same
rhythm. .
Difficult to say... Be in contact with European Schools directors and try to keep schools open, re-establish kindergarten opening hours
Human relation at the level of the Unit, not just CP's
It doesn't completely depend from my organisation... Telework is imposed on everyone... But being able to go to work from time to time would
be a relief.
My organisation did a really good job ! Communication/information/support has been given.
Issue more precise instruction as to when people must and must not come to office or premises
Situation has been dealt quite efficiently
Experience was good
Push forward the vaccination of staff.
Not much. The situation is dire
they have done a good job. Perhaps providing more predictable possibilities of teleworking from abroad.
Put in place the right teleworking tools faster and make sure all colleagues could be operational as soon as possible
Provide some IT tools at the beginning of the 100% teleworking period, give compensation (as the European Parliament does but not the
Council). The medical support is very poor. I could not even do my annual medical visit as a newcomer (because I have been transferred from
another institution). The medical support and service is null in the Council and excellent in the Parliament. I really do not understand those
differences between institutions. And it's gonna be the same for the vaccination...
Teleworking should migrate to WFA: work from anywhere to correspond modern and dynamic work and working life. The future is now.
Work better with managers on how they should approach such a long-term telework, so that they actively create opportunities for interaction
among colleagues rather than being a bidirectional filter, concentrating all contacts and information.
Corona leave for parents of primary school kids, or kindergarend and creche kids
Provide more "cleaning stations" in situ
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While my Institution official supports teleworking from the abroad, while it comes to obtaining the real authorisation one could think managers
have been instructed to prevent it by all means. Excuses to refuse are astonishing
avoid presences in the office
I am happy about the way things were handled and I hope that teleworking will still be recommended when we return to a normal situation
I think it has mostly managed it very well
no comments
they have done what they could, they have managed as well as possible
They should have deployed much more quickly solutions for video conferencing and virtual training.
Did a very good job.
A lot of understanding was shown at he level of the Council, but the immediate superiors could have been more responsive to employees'
needs and requests.
It was relatively OK.
(2x) I don't know.
To manage the situation independantly of Belgian authorities which are slow, unflexible and extremely incompetent to manage the crisis. I
don't wnat to be a teleworker for ever and will consider changing of my job.
Reduce/adapt workload to the difficult conditions. Some people worked long hours, while also caring for kids' homeschooling and sharing work
space with partners. In the meantime expectations seemed to be increasing, on top of learning new IT tools
I think they reply as best they can to an unexpected situation
I dont now
I think the GSC has found a good balance.
Faster alignment with the rules in the various Member States, especially at the beginning of the crisis (the rules applied for quarantine after
coming back from a specific country didn't always make sense if you also knew the rules applied in that country)
It is ok nothing to say
Very good and flexible technical support is fundamental.
The GSC of the Council did a great job: clear communication of the situation and the rules, outrol of teleworking for almost all the staff, a good
technical support
Making telework sacrosanct is misguided
I think they have coped very well and being very flexible.
I think they did their best. But there should be an acknowledgement that people with small children whose schools are covid closed cannot be
expected to work. There is no way to fit in 8 hours of work e.g. when the child is asleep! I also need rest.
Nothing special. But now it is time to go back to a normal life
Basic setup. Extra payment for the WFH costs. Less intensity. More online social events.
Contribute financially to the extra charges spend at home (heating, electricity , water, printer cartriges, etc..)
Nothing to add, management was great.
Authorize working from abroad is a good thing. Authorize personal car parking on premise to everybody, in case we need to come (avoid public
transport).
all preventive actions have been made for the staff except in the conference area
I think they did as much as they could and the management was very supportive.
Nothing special
I think they have done fine in this uncertainty.
Giving us extra money for everything used at home during that time (electricity, heating, phone, private printer, etc)
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The main problem I saw these months was that, because everybody teleworked, working hours have changed for a lot of people, having effect
also on others involved in a work process, even if the other person started working early in the morning. Thus the prolongation of the working
hours.
All in all, I think they handled it about as well as one could expect ... it was a bit of a learning experience for all. Should it happen again, I would
expect that the "good practices" etcetera now established would be rolled out quicker
My organisation has dealt well with the crisis.
Pressure the European schools to consider te pupils more!
I consider my organization has done all that was humanly possible to manage the Corona crisis. I can't think of anything that could have been
done better in the current context.
AVOIR LE COURAGE DE VERIFIER COMMENT CHAQUE SERVICE EST GERE PENDANT LE COVID. EN EFFET JE RESTE CONVAINCU QUE TOUS LES
SERVICES N ONT PAS ETE TRAITES DE LA MEME FACON AVEC CERTAINS CHEFS PLUS HUMAINS ET COMPREHENSIFS QUE D AUTRES AVEC
MALHEUREUSEMENT DES CHEFS QUI SE FOUTAIENT ROYALEMENT DU COVID ET QUI FAISAIT COMME SI CA N EXISGTAIT PAS EN FAISANT
PASSER COMME MESSAGE QUE SI LA PERSONNE NE REVIENT PAS AU BUREAU CES JOURS SERAIENT ENLEVES DE SES JOURS DE CONGES. LA
DG ORG A ETE INEFFICACE
Set clearer rules, communicate better and be fair to all.
Propose clear solutions to parents whose children had to stay and follow school online at home, with, for exemple, introducing a special extra
parental leave, like Belgien authorities did for their employees, and this leave was partially paid. Letting more work from office for those
employees whose come conditions are not adapted for teleworking. Having more control on Heads of Unit if they adapt their working methods
and pressure on their staff during the period of crisis.
I honestly think not much. Maybe postpone some non-essential tasks, but the efforts were there, too, and I think the organisation is people,
too, who also had their own struggle, so, in general, I would not complain.
it's ok
No particular complaints
To check how individuals are coping, to care a bit more, especially colleagues who live alone or in otherwise challenging situations
I think that the GSC have been very responsible and informative in all the CORONA related matters. Even sometimes too much, but I think that
is always a better option than too little.
issue a bit clearer instructions on teleworking
Give extra money to cover extra expenses (heating, electricity, internet...)
secure and stable videoconference tools both for officials and delegates and ministers right from the start
Faster reaction at the beginning of the crisis.
it's OK
There should be a clear policy for working parents when schools are closed. Even if the manager shows comprehension that does not solve the
problem. Parents cannot work and take care of their kids (especially when they are small and not autonomous) at the same time. It is inhuman
to ask someone to stay focused on work when there is also a need to take care of the kids. Flexibility is not a solution because it implies taking
care of the kids during the day and then working during the night.
decrease meetings to let us do the job
make quicker decisions about telework
I have been teleworking already before the crisis, so no considerable change except going to the office is not allowed at all. I don't see how all
this could be managed differently in these conditions.
a clear dicision much earilier on, better IT equipement and connectivity,
I think they did very well, but it is just too much for everybody.
In my case I think it has been a quite good management considering the situation.
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We never actually stopped working, my service was responsible for handling the crisis and the number of meetings and workload increased
significally. At first we had to quickly learn to handle the virtual environment and applications and support our managers so that they can
perform their duties to the Cabinets. Also, many (high level) physical meetings remained, making it difficult to stay away from the office and
respect the lockdown.
Reduce the parallel activities and better identify the real priorities
To be honest, I have no idea.
I think we shall all do better next time.
give better support to parents with kids at home!
I don't think we could have expected more.
Should have reacted much quicker for the technical/IT/ergonomic needs of colleagues who started to telework 100% from 100% office work
from one day to the other. I felt a disadvantage compared to colleagues who were already teleworking.
A small financial advantage (electricity power and water used at home all day)
digital signature process, get some procedure lighter.
No comment. I am satisfied with what was done.
Ensure long term contract
(3x) They did well
offer a home office package that includes furniture
Relocation of resources to where they are needed most! More empathy from middle/senior management
lowered the amount of work and not kept pretending it's business as usual (because it's not), especially for people with children or having to
care for family members.
more focus on psychological factors
More possibilities for interaction.
Reduce pressure and working hours.
Offer legitimate compensation for extra financial costs linked to telework (internet, heating, electricity))
IT support
Eg Avaya is a problem for translators because they need to work on vdi, whereas Avaya must be used with Pulse, so that if you want to use it
and share documents etc you need to switch between the two systems, which is inconvenient...
Some "nice to have" topics and some almost useless recurring exercises should have been abandoned, instead of trying to deliver as usual in a
very unusual situation.
It's a very difficult situation and I try to help the hospitals and medical services.
Although I recognise they have been rather liberal with TW from abroad, announce it more in advance (to limit anxiety for the future) and
possibly extend it even more, as the global situation has been clearly showing that there wouldn't be a significant improvement which would
allow to move as before (flights cancelled, delayed, swab obligations, quarantine...)
I believe my organisation have been extremely good in their management of the Corona pandemic. We have regular updates and are kept
aware of what is going on. I cannot fault them.
Setup different groups in the collaboration tools like Teams and Avaya. A group per phyiscal office, a group per team, etc...
Reduce non-essential political activity in Brussels
I think that what was possible was done
Cover transportation costs of furniture and materials.
Understand that there are boundaries at asking to cope with more and more activities/responsabilities
The Council haa been very good in the management of crisis. Way forward should be to allow teleworking from any member states full time. I
could move back home and still have my job.
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No idea. They did rather well, I think.
Better IT infrastructure.
My immediate managers have been very passive and superficial.
Concentrating in the core business and forgetting additional projects
Noyhing.
I am ok with the efforts they undertook.
I think the organisation has done very well, but we can do more: the introduction of electronic signatures might be useful
Take into account different working situations: I believe for example translators who usually work in a private office, should be allowed to come
to the GSC buildings to work (not all at the same time but at least few a day), since there's plenty of space and not much risk of infection thanks
to ample space and (nearly) private offices.
Adopt the use of a better teleconferencing tool
Should have developed an efficient IT infrastructure to allow teleworking much sooner. It is regrettable that we had to wait for a sanitary crisis
to finally step into the 21st century.
Providing the who;e necessary equipment for teleworking; reimbursing part of the costs for fast internet, heating and electricity.
Stop demanding that we go to the office
extra Corona salary bonus to cope with gas/light/internet costs at home. Corona part-time or leave that does not count for other leaves time.
Reduce worktime for all people.
provide better technical solution for teleconferencing
Nothing. I think they've done the best the could in the circumstances.
Supplied computer equipment faster than sept/oct. 2020
Reduce workload
I think they did OK. I would wish the could do something to slow down the tempo of activities but circmstances of virtual work does rather the
opposite - not really within their control..
let people work from home if they want it
(7x) I don't know
hard to say
I think they have done what has been necessary
Allowing regular telework from abroad
more and more quickly implement measures in the building (sanitisers)
Organisation of summit stand-bys for translators could be improved.
I find that the organization communicated sufficiently, provided equipment and office chair for teleworking. My manager is also very
understanding and handling the situation in a good way. I suppose you can always find something that can be done better, but I cannot really
complain. If they can make it possible that vaccination can take place at the workplace that would be great.
Creche hours - manage expectations of external stakeholders - prioritise better - give more certainties (on teleworking for instance, until the
summer, expectations, plan to get back to the office, etc)
First and foremost, targets and goals should have been better adjusted. We kept doing all we were doing before and 1000 more things. The
team was under a lot of pressure. The policy for recuperation of extra hours was not adjusted (2 days a month, plus personal leave). That's not
enough when you work 12h a day. Better support on equipment (e.g. ergonomic chair) would have been helpful.
They did very well. I would have liked more certainty to plan ahead, but I understand this was not possible, globally.
Teleworking should have started earlier so, people would have been already prepared.
I'm very pleased the way my organisation has dealt with the crisis
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Better social / well-being follow-up after the summer (it was great in the spring, then the novelty of the situation wore off).
My immediate superior should have organised more online departmental meetings to keep up the sense of unity and keep in touch with
colleagues better.
Allow more individual decisions, highlight the special circumstances of staff in EU organisations to the host country (separation from families,...)
Put in practice what they preach. The Council acknowledges formally that the work-life balance is important, but if we are constantly asked to
do more with less resources, it is just not possible (not only during the Corona crisis).
Reduce the amount of workload
It is now taken for granted that we are flexible and accomodating as employees, and this is being taken advantage of to erode the work/life
distinction. How many emails have I recieved this year from mgmt prefacing an unreasonable request mentioning our resilience and
professionalism. I am approaching burnout. Small eg, using different platforms for different meetings with no seeming logic causes tech
problems and time wasting.
The situation is as it is, I don't see a solution
communicate more on the status of activities, tasks, remotework rules
(2x) Not much
Nothing. I am very happy with their response.
I am quite happy with the way the Council has managed the Corona crisis, I felt understood and supported
Crisis managed pretty well with obvious difficulties at the beginning
Let us work together with all social distances and masks and hydro-alcoolic liquid
Allow more office work, take into account the care of children who stay home (adapt the work-flow). Review the deadline of the project (more
flexibility).
pass more clearly message that we do less
Under the circumstances I am happy with the way the GSC is managing the crises
Can't think of anything. I am in my country of recruitment, which makes things easier.
provide a monthly realistic allowance for the additional costs incurred due to the teleworking
Online meetings create additional fatigue and some are superfluous, stressful and coincide with children's activities at home.
They did very well. Many information, good measures and support.
Pay greater attention at the beginning of the crisis.
I think the organisation managed the crisis rather well from an administrative point of view. The institutions might need to launch campagnes
and raise awareness on how grateful we should be with the job and security that we have.
all ok
i don't know
Alow smalls teams to work from the office on a voluntary and rotational basis.
Nothing, they did the best that they could. The situation was new for them as well.
The organisation had a very serious approach to the management of the Corona crisis: the communication was constant, to the point and clear.
IT support, including HOP was deployed very efficiently. All managers have been and constantly are sensitized to the importance of
understanding the particular context created by Covid, to adjust expectations, to show the care and interest in colleagues as human beings.
Teleworking from abroad for a longer period of time was made possible.
No idea. I think management showed great flexibility in allowing working from abroad - which could be considered as an option for the future,
did invest more into IT, which was badly necessary, and my immediate superior is supergreat and this is the most important factor - the human
factor
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The management has dealt well with the consequences of the Corona crisis. The Council is a safe environment to work. I work in a department
where, in turn, we have to go to the office (2-3 days per month). I have never had the feeling that we encounter a risk of being contaminated. A
pity that management has not discussed this properly with one of our colleagues who does not want to come to the office. Management should
have encouraged that person to show solidarity towards the colleagues.
No one from the hierarchy really asked directly if we are ok. We received email addresses and the Head of Sector has fortunately showed his
availability. But no real direct contact or question from the hierarchy to see if we cope, especially in the peark periods (summits, for ex).
Ergonomic chair
it was nearly perfectly handled, fast and efficient decisions were taken. Just pitty to have to by our ink and office supplies. Just the
reimbursement of the furniture, ink and
Stop believing people slagg off while on telework
Our Administration have taken, on every new situation, the good decisions during this crisis
Reduce working time for those who have childeren at home instead of at school
Nothing to be changed
To reduce the work load a bit because the current work circumstances at home are not as optimal as in the office (kids being around; sharing
wifi, work space and meetings/trainings at the same time,...)
quicker provision of IT equipment
Increase participation of the staff representatives/union to the decision making processes, mere consultation is not sufficient. See the
document signed by more than 5000 researchers from more than 700 universities (T. Piketty and others)"democratizingwork.org"
Not abusing the situation for rushing further reforms to the detriment of staff without proper consultation of staff.
support financially people with lower salaries (eg. up to AST3) for extra costs they incurred
yes by reducing the expectation.
less work, reasonable deadlines. It was the opposite.
To take decision faster according to the situation and needs (for example, with Home Package).
To monitor better unnecessary presences in the office. To provide voucher for office chairs like other institutions.
organize rotation for the office presence
Maybe provide the IT equipment faster/introduce rotation for colleagues who are working in an open space and working from the office.
----not expecting policy staff to carry out from the office work which could have been carried out from home, for the sake of "serving" the
Presidency better - even when this implied clear risks
the IT equipment (screens, mouse, hub, headset) should have been offered more quickly, or at least they should have let us take the
equipment from the office
provide much better equipment
could improve burn out prevention and really help ensure right to disconnect
could have gone for full telework earlier
Take a preventive rather than a reactive approach. Allow increased telework from abroad / country of origin, not dependant on direct managers'
approval.
they did pretty well
Reduce the work to compensate the stressfull situtaion
It's OK.
Think it did a good job
Nothing in mind
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(2x) ?
I think that my organisation dealt very well with the crisis, given the circumstances.
I am content....
Allow people (very few per unit) to come to the office if they guarantee they work alone and have no contact with anyone.
They managed in general very well.
NA
Rethink priorities of some workloads.
Encourage people to wear masks indoors, even when the distances are respected
Unfortunately, I work at the department with hourly deadlines, there was not a possibility to divide my work throughout the day which would
have suited me the best.
My direct manager should have been more understanding at the time of lockdown. There could be more flexibility regarding working from the
office.
My institutions handled the whole situation putting the security of staff first
Allow us to come to the office more frequently!
Giving us the equipment to work correctly earlier
Invest in IT infrastructure like servers to provide a stable connection.
Not very much. I think the GSC has been more flexible and forthcoming than other institutions, in particular as regards telework from abroad.
I think it was sometimes unclear when it was possible or not to go to the office (mainly during summer)
I'm quite satisfied by the management of the crisis, the only point that could improve is the alignment with the Belgian government decisions
because we are a majority of expatriates and we have our parents and/or children leaving abroad. Some specific measures are needed to help
the situation for expatriates and they should be discussed with the BE government.
more focus on disconnecting after working hours, keep the number of tasks at a reasonable scale
As we are now almost one year in telework I would appreciate some reimbursements of heating costs. As an AST 1 I am very worried about the
heating bill after the winter.
Create meetings that are just for having a virtual coffee. Try the best to maintain and create bounding with collegues.
I miss up to date information on Corona development in Belgium. This is the country in which we live and we should be well informed, not so
general as COM does. More practical information on the vaccinations should be on the intranet. COM should have developed Guidelines on
how to best organise on line meetings (eg leave at least 30 min between meetings, do not invite at 18h for a meeting at 9or 10h the next day)
Each unit should be required to reduce workload to essential tasks, and (in cases of childminding, which is not my case) redistribute tasks
according to individual situations. This has been set out as a general policy, but has not been applied at unit level
The electronic signature. My organisation is doing a lot and is very comprehensive and listening. I work in the finance and budget. For more
important operations we need always the original signature of the authorising officer with blue ink. I expect, in the near future, the electronic
signature will be allowed. I hope so.
I think the Council has mananged very well, and adapted quickly to the new situation
Some GSC mgt have performed v well (regular communication from William Shapcott). Other DGs seem to have disappeared and are not
communicating much with staff.
provide more it equipment
The problem of the excessive workload is not only in Corona times, so it's difficult to see how specific measures in Corona times could have
solved anything
at the beginning, when we started working from home, there seemed to be the perception that we had nothing much to do when, in fact, we
had the same amount of work to do but in less favourable conditions
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I think certain work should have been prohibited in the buildings. Some colleagues have been asked to work in the office on tasks which could
have been done through telework.
Reacted more quickly re teleworking abroad rules to reduce uncertainty around the holiday period
I feel they have mainly done well, no complaints about them, just teh pandemic and slow and uncoordinated European governments
more stable procedures, better access to sharing and comm IT tools, reset and clarify expectations
too much time to find solutions
Nothing, I think my organisation has done an excellent job.
I am happy with the way they managed it
Make really sure that people are fine, check in more frequently, possibly provide an office chair or a contribution towards buying one.
less overreacting
My organization could manage its own vaccination plan as per its operational priorities,and it could assume its own responsibility for
implementing this plan. Submitting to Beligian national system would seem not quite systemic.
I think the organisation I work for did the best they could. Unfortunately, sometimes the workload is also influenced by external factors or
political developments.
I honestly don't know
I think my institution did things right - they communicated clearly about the situation, managers were attentive and flexible, so I feel that we
have managed very well as an organisation.
Allow teleworking from abroad earlier. For the rest, the management was very good.
Allow longer periods of teleworking from abroad; not requesting people to return to Brussels in September
I don't see
Taking more care of maintaining social contacts, and equip the buildings with coronaproof door handles and hand sanitizers.
It was good, we had everything we needed
For staff who have to cover meetings with 27 delegation and the COM: provide for regular testing and add the to the list of staff to be
vaccinated as a priority
Quite happy with Councils approach overall
Earlier involvement/participations of hierarchy in MS Teams/Zoom-meetings. Use Zoom instead of MS Teams.
It should provide help with to cover some additional expenses (e.g. office chair, high-speed internet connection, utilities e.g.). The Council has
saved a fortune on heating / lighting and surely some of these savings could help offset the burden for those colleagues on lower salaries.
Those people who objected to this in March did so in order to "virtue signal" - but they are invariably those colleagues on much higher salaries
who can afford the extra expense.
They could have reduced unnecessary work and better planned necessary work (huge workload since October, sometimes totally unexpected)
Maybe put in place a system for leasing good quality desk chairs.
The rules for organising VTC instead of working party meetings have been made very complex
clearer rules, better IT software, better equipment, quicker reactions
Giving more concrete information, not just regular bla-bla
Better move resources to tasks. Re-train some people. Because some had nothing to do, and some of us got even more work from before. Also,
set clear working hours and close if business. Our clients (membe states, EEAS) got used to us always being available, even at 10 pm
No comments
officially decreased targets
Allow, when not explicity forbidden by the Belgian authorities, of limited people to attend the office
I am happy with my organisation.
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The institution could have been insisting that only essential work should be performed from the office.
I don't think there is much more they could do.
No idea, what is done is done.
Taking better care of parents with childen and homeschooling
Be aware of how much extra work is involved in the home office and act accordingly
Reduce the workload and pressure
try to keep a higher number of people at work, as single offices and garage- commute by car possible. Support with Oral Porceeings.
I think the organisation did everything just fine. I am grateful for all the derogations which were very helpful. I appreciate attention and care
which I felt from ORG.
They did what they could, it was not that bad. It is the situation that is bad, and this is not in the hands of the organization
I give a 10 out of 10 to my institutions for managing the Corona crisis
Apply the mobility to my boss.
to be patient
They should have to more define the restrictions for being at work. A lot of colleagues were present without real reasons. But, also for reasons
like: unable to work at home (noise, space, ...).
Be more flexible with working time & holidays
provide some extra time for daily organisation to cope with Corona constraints; where possible, reduce non essential work; set up a fully
Corono-proof working environment with increased safety at work
provide sooner equipment and do more to keep the good spirit alive and not to loose the motiviation in these dark times
React earlier in respect of providing the necessary equipment for homeworking
They did pretty well.
Long term perspective
organise less physical meetings
The Council keeps us informed, has provided its staff "home office package" with bigger screens etc. and it is handling the crisis very well at
least from my point of view.
Collaboration tools like teams and avaya could have received pre-build groups for people you share an office with and the department you
work in to stay connected better.
C'est bien géré, j'ai rien à ajouter.
Organising regular physical meetings in a safe way
reduce working pressure
decrease the weekly hours - since there is no more social interaction during the working hours I believe that the 40 hrs a week is too long.
They shoud give one day off, one day a week, in order to make some exercises, to walk, to meditade, to swim, to really disconnect
My organisation has been very comprehensive and helpful since the beginning of the crisis. Given the circumstances, I do not think that much
more could have been done.
Offering equipment earlier. Being less disconnected from the reality earlier.
I think they are doing all they can, there were problems with people going in and not keeping enough distance
reduce production targets
Push for vaccinations asap
They were quite reasonable with us...not much to complain on this
Be more flexible with deadlines
I think that the situation has been handled well.
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I'm completely satisfied. I was even allowed a HOP, and before, to take furniture, headphones etc. home, if necessary and, of cours, after having
informed the hierarchy. We were very well cared for in the GSC.
I think, in general, it has handled the crisis admirably. Maybe the capacity planning for some extraordinary events (like the European summits)
could have been better (it was too optimistic), but this is not really a Corona issue.
I think my organisation handled the situation well, with lots of information, and we could get some IT equipment from our office quite soon to
make TW easier
Some regular informative sessions on various topics (health, prevention, work subjects and tasks, management decisions, etc) would help us
feel "connected"
for different types of jobs there are different requirements and this was not really taken into account - everyone is measured by the same
vision of what an "office worker" is.
-/redistribue workload differently not only to the same people
Partly contribute electricity bill
Take their own decisions instead of following Belgium. Better measures are taken in different MS, how can the institutions guide Europe if
unable to take decisions for themselves? I am curious to see if for the vaccination they will dare to push MS or they will wait for Belgium to take
its time on our health and lives.
It is not only a question of being comprehensive as managers, the organisation made no distiction between employees even though their
situation varied greatly in case of very young depending children and total lack of any child-care.
Not interfere with recommandations concerning the private life
limit the possibility to work from abroad, as it affects quality of work.
They have done reasonably well, but they should not take advantage of the corona crisis to impose teleworking as the new normal
They have done the best they can, and still are doing.
Allowed us to go home/abroad from the start of the crisis, invested in IT infrastructure and security, which is the future of work anyway, repurposed and adjusted the office space for people whose physical presence is needed to do their work, showed more understanding towards
people who live alone and are relative newcomers to Bruxelles, hired better middle managers, gave more autonomy to employees,
communicated better centrally... The list is inexhaustible, but nothing will change anyway so...
Using a better communication tool than Avaya
More actively promote formal and informal communication amongst team members.
It has altready done a lot, e.g., the possibilty to work from another Member state, providing with the necessary IT equipment, even chairs can
be taken from the office if needed. The administration always informs us about developments regarding the situation, rules etc.
I porposed telework from day 1 at 100% and since I live not to far from work I could be in Brussels in less then 30min. And so I would have had a
minimal risc at being exposed to the virus. I'm still thinking this would be the best way to work. But now I'm back at the office 2/5 and sitting all
day in my office because there is no reason to get out. And so I would be better of at home. Further they shouldn't be hiding after Belgian
guidlines and make there own decisions
Nothing. It was handled very well.
Where the work in the language departments has increased (mostly due to all written procedures and the fact that we are availble 24/7,
because our IT allows this), I know colleagues who HAVE NOT BEEN IN THE OFFICE FROM MARCH UNTIL AUGUST 2020 IN ONE ROW, WHO
HAD LEFT THEIR LAPTOPS IN THE OFFICE ON THEIR DESKS. YET, THESE COLLEAGUES WERE ALSO OFFICIALLY TELEWORKING AND GETTING
PAID LIKE ME. They never worked, and sent me photographs of them having cocktails in the garden in a longchair.
Have no idea.
They have managed the situation well
reduce targets for examiners. Give courses about zoom and teams for oral proceedings. Really listen to feedback about digital files.
They did their best and are quite helpful.
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Sometimes the planning could be done better, reducing the number (or length) of online internal meetings could also help. Maybe we could
also have a chance to establish clear lunchtime hours, when we don’t have to be available. And come back to the right to disconnect at a certain
time of the day
I think the whole situation was very good managed.
Be more flexible on allowing people to work in the office. Be more flexible on deadlines. Be more proactive on vaccination of staff, as the
Belgian vaccination strategy and its implementation seems not to be realistic and viable.
Encourage more teleworking from abroad. In language services the weekend standbys (one should be in Brussels) difficult to change with
colleagues.
less fake optimism à la "we'll be back in the office in 2 weeks" every 2 weeks: it might have been meant to be soothing, but it was clear the
situation was bad and we *should* not have been going back each time, so the perspective of having to do it in bad conditions was the opposite
of soothing!
Nothing really...
Put off numerical "production targets"
Improved personal contacts inside teams. But our Organisation helped a lot with frequent communication from our Administration and our
Secretary General. It looks minor but being provided with 5 masks just before the 1st lockdown was extremely helpful when you could find no
masks in pharmacies..
I do not have to complain about my organisation. I would complain on IT issues but I understand perfectly that we are too many teleworking in
the same time suddenly. Migration (IT) has occured during the crisis, which is bad luck too. Therefore, constant IT issues, which does not help
and is causing stress, but I consider that this is just a coincidence, this is probably emphasized because of overloaded networks (too many
teleworkers), but not a direct consequence of the crises or bad managemt.
Difficult to say. We were all stretched. Maybe reallocate faster to stretched teams resources that lacked work
All institutions should allow teleworking from abroad. I'm sure staff would take up the offer even if they were to lose the expatriation
allowance.
(2x) I do not know
in the middle of the changes a questionaire was send round for "how employee want to work in the future" with no option to come to th eoffice
- even if no risk of infection is taken
aknowledge that the same objecties pre-covid cannot be achieved now, stop chaning procedures, regulations during the pandemic, people are
stressed and need stability no more changes.
maybe ...
The organisation could promote teleworking in normal situation and understand the needs of their employees.
They should respect more the schedule of local coordinators in the translation units, for whom it is more and more difficult to cope with the
chaotic way in which the upstream searvices work since the beginning of the crisis.
This is a first for everyone. So the organisation managed quite well. Definitely so compared to what one hears from people working outside the
EU.
it was compeltely new to everybody, difficult to say...
I actually think they have handled it well. Communication is excellent and we have two regular social gatherings every week on zoom. Team
spirit is high.
Perhaps be more understanding
in my case, the electronical signature for contracts would have helped a lot; the volume of work had increased dramatically and I don't know
how long I can keep this rhythm
It should have provided more "teleworking from abroad" option
Consider personal circumstances of individuals (e.g. with small children), offer financial compensation for teleworking expenses, reduce targets
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I hoped that after 22 March 2016, the European institution will take all ncessary measures to be prepared in the event of a crisis of any nature.
Obviously it wasn't the case, as Covid-19 related crisis sadly showed it.
(2x) Nothing.
No opinion.
I think the Council of the European Union handled the Corona crisis very well.
Given the difficult situation and the heavy workload: focus on essential work, and don't waste energy on redundant things. I work in the
Translation Service. Some documents can do without translation.
I'm satisfied with the GSC policy
Hard to say, given that this pandemic was a new experience for everyone. I do think that the workload has increased dramatically in the last six
months though, working to much tighter deadlines, and that has been stressful.
inform better about official restriction imposed by local/national authorities ; be more proactive in the supply of face masks, vaccins, extra child
care, maintaining catering services
We should be allowed to work from a member state, as a general policy. No only during this situation. The world has changed and we should
adapt.
I think nobody was prepared to this situation and I think everything was managed in the best possible ways... now that the present conditions
are likely to last much longer than hoped/expected, here is the real challenge
FORBID MEETINGS during lunch time and after 18H30 ( including cabinets)
in my DG they should have realocated resources earlier
At least provide internet connection, office equipment, monthly allowance for heating, etc
Been clearer in long term planning in the move to remote working
Have better managers taking people management serious.
Discard non-urgent non-important files. Scrap bureaucray.
IT improvements
Additional days-off for women with little children home. They are struggling everyday, and they had to put in a single day the equivalent of 3
days (1 for schooling,1 for work and 1 for housework). Hard don't you think?
Reduce anxiety to prove that we can do better in crisis times than we do in normal times. We feel pressure to quickly deliver has increased,
also in non-covid related issues.
Intervention in Electricity and wifi costs
it's okay
provide screens and office chairs as of April
Reduce workload, grant partially paid leave to those who need it.
More elaborated guidelines on workload for people with young children; more extended capability to telework from place of origin or family
home
decrease the wrokload...reduce the objectives or extend the deadlines. More holidays to coop with the extra stress that causes. Also my energy
bill exploded. And increase of 30%
Stop panicking. Check on colleagues' personal situations (isolation, homeschooling, activities that need derogations to mission restrictions, etc.)
La phase 0 est trop longue. Instauration d'un mi-temps Covid.
Better manage the work overload
reimbursement of home office equiment should not be restricted to just screens and chairs. Other items, such as ergonomic desks, keyboards,
mice, docking stations should also be eligible
Allow people working from abroad
Commission as a whole: let people work from their home country
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I think it handled very well, considering everything
Teambuilding activities ... clearly missing. Also compensation for costs we have to bear as we must telework: electricity, heating, printing ...
Top-down reduction in targets, urgencies, deadlines. Instead of achieving less as a DG, we achieve more! It's a great, but also a burden! Right
now, parents feel direct management is accomodating - but the work still needs to be done, either by colleagues or by catching up in the
evening, the next day,...
avoid too many topdown requests that are often unnecessarily marked as urgent
too many back-to-back online meetings. we should invent new ways to work in teams
I think my organization shoul have considered the possbility to telework from abroad.
Generally I think it's done ok
TAKE INTO ACCOUNT IMPACT ON HUMAN AND SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
Speed of vaccination
More timelier guidance and abstention from unrealistic slogans, such as "gradual return to the office" in the absence of vaccinations and despite
a 2nd wave predicted by epidemiologists.
I think we were lucky and preserved. Now a gesture for heat and electricity would be great
Human sensibility would have been nice.
Meetings should not be organised after 17:00 !
Provide clear guidance for respecting working hours, introducing a limitation on the number of weekly and daily on line meetings while
introducing the obligation to make a pause between meetings, etc.
we can't have with a daily heavy workload every day and deal with emergencies at night, weekends and Christmas + schooling at home, we
never rest with normal workload days, we're exhausted
i think they dealt with it very well...i just could not see myself going back to previous office life
I can not complain of the management of the Corona crisis
Organisation is not responsible for the current crisis, but should have cared more about how their staff were installed, material ok, ....
to reimburse some costs (electrity, gas)
communicatiohn
Establish rules on meetings outside core hours/late hours
The Commission did its best and I am grateful for that
a
Ease the workload, provide special leave for parents homeschooling.
Lower a bit targets for everyone to be able to disconnect and relax. it is a crisis situation, now long term, it is difficult to relax int he monotonity
and increasing expectations (the crisis situation is the new normal)
provided more equipment for teleworking and help with the internet connection payments as it requires more bandwith to telework.
More proactive approach to connect with staff, not only providing useful information.
As a contractual agent, I would expect more contribution in the expenses related to telework (from office equipment to energy consumption)
Not start to try to return to the office at the end of the summer (lots of pressure then to progressively return, and it was too early, as events
show)
Provide ergonomic equipment right away and not 8-10 months after. Allow for some interim staff to help with the extra amount of work (linked
to the Corona crisis).
Give us our bloody screens!!
The Commission is agressively pushing for vaccines despite the existence of preventive/early treatment. It's sad to see that the organisation I
work for is so corrupt. The cabinet of Ms Von der Leyen works closely with Bill Gates. This is very upsetting.
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I think the DG HR should check on the EC employees from time to time, using qualified personnel to do so
at some point people were being somewhat encouraged to go back to the office, which was irresponsible. i was called to go to a meeting room
at one point, and a few other colleagues were there too - it was not necessary for me to have gone, so it was unnecessarily dangerous. i have
the impression my head of unit was quite careless with staff well being on that occasion. although we were working in 2 teams, when
colleagues could go to the office, colleagues who were not in the same team were meeti
A back-up plan for such scenarios should be ready. A better sisk assesment and more immediate actions should have been taken in the period
dec2019 to Mar2020.
If the situation perdures personal printers/toners supplied could be a good idea, in order avoiding reading +100 page reports on screen.
Subsidies on electricity/phone bill would also be a good idea.
not to reorganise
Keep offices open as it was the case in phase 1. Meaning shift system for colleagues in office. At least 2-3 days a week.
Virtual team building; ensure that newcomers benefit from learning session and mentoring.
LESS PRESSURE
provide stability as much as possible and do not engage in unnecessary reorganisations
Specific meetings to discuss about other things than work could have been organised, to take care of eachother and be more solidary
Allow working from abroad, from anywhere in fact.
Allow work from any EU country without restriction. Hand out financial packages to equip home office.
let us go back home in our home country.
:
Organise more informal meetings to keep in touch
Be more prepared on a technical level (the beginning of the crisis and of teleworking was quite difficult). Should have handled better its
initiatives in order to alleviate the stress and pressure felt by its employees.
get vaccination for us ASAP, at the end it is EC that negotiated the contract
if one of the slogans is 'work from anywhere', then also apply it and don't force people to be in their home
Prendre en charge les coûts de chauffage, internet, electricité. Nous permettre de travailler depuis l'étranger un certain nombre de jour par an
à placer quand on le souhaite
allow telework from member states during summer
provide funding for teleworkers i.e. to cover heating/electricity bills/internet. provide funding for desks. reduction of working time for working
parents with small children
Concentrated more on dealing with technical problems. Many small problems, even when none is serious in itself, can greatly retard work and
increase uncertainty and stress.
give staff allowance for home working (like in the EP)
I appreciate how the crisis is managed. Could have more flexibility concerning the place of telework as it works well from other countries, not
only from Belgium.
yes, absolutely
provide more equipment
Nobody could have anticipated this crisis and the Commission reacted quite fast and support staff , communicate adequately.
The managers are still living in a reality where email and phone calls are the only options: there doesn't seem to be an understanding that we
need to work smarter and keep talking to each other (even if the projects somehow get done without communication). There is little
acknowledgement of the added difficulties related to the pandemic and communication from management is sparse. Many of these issues
existed before but everyone working from home brought them to sharp relief.
second screen. reimbursement of additional expenses (electricity,..)
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more personal contact - critical staff who are more at ease in the office because of the children "understand" if you don't want to come to the
office to print and prepare files
Distribute better the tasks. Stop giving promotions to colleagues who do only or even less than the minimum. Fair treatment.
My Institution geve me the impression to give in to panic, and to surevaluate the risk.
More detail on future for contract agents - very worrying for us
faster and more coordinated actions/replies in the first months
Let people telework from abroad
Clear work schedule, possibility to disconnect, financial compensation for contractual assistants, more wellbeing sessions
Treat us as humans (see answer 18: no masks, no temperature checks, no (future or hidden) vaccine obligation, no distance rules, no childish
stickers to indicate where we are allowed to sit or stand). My organisation sees us as walking dangers. Stop panicking and spreading anxiety.
Force member states to respect democracy, constitution and human rights. Open borders and forbid travel restrictions.
Providing more equipment (or lump sum), more flexibility regarding working from abroad, lump sum for internet and electricity costs
provide correct IT equipment (printer + ink) + table ....
réinstaurer présentiel deux ou trois jours par semaine
Let us take our sscreens and other equipment. Funding chairs and screens much earleir and not when they realise that theer is money left in
the budget 9 months after confinement
télétravailler depuis l'étranger. Les 2 semaines avant Noël n'ont aidées que ceux qui n'ont pas d'enfants. La majorité des familles n'ont pas pu
bouger. Il faut se préparer pour l'été, personnellement si je ne peux pas travailler de mon pays ce sera vraiment très difficile pour le morale car
en étant relativement jeune je ne vais pas être vite vaccinée.
Adjust the workload to the working time - Always too short deadlines
Allow teleworking from abroad!
Better/more IT equipment
during all this period, at least a personal call from the manager to each one could have been a good manner to make us still part of the team
(specially when you start in a new unit and never met the team in the real life) and maybe to think about the precarity of Contrat Agent
situation SC1, specially regarding the electricity used for almost one year...
Financial compensation for expenses made at home
Take much more into account the constraints of parents wiht young children, provide clear guidelines on deconnection, accept delays and
negative priorities
Personally I am satisfied with the manner the crisis is managed
Yes, the Commission does not provide needed (un)material equipement and does not respect the freedom of the employees.
To provide staff with correct equipment (incl printers - I had already more than 400 € of printing costs) much earlier To be much more clear
about rules.
there should have been more support for parents with younger children, Clear communication what are key task
providing additional office equipment and in a more timely manner; contributing to the costs of working from home.
More communication at the end of the first lockdown. They were nowhere to be seen.
better follow-up on staff who live alone, more instructions to hierarchy to do the follow-up, everybody is so busy that these type of tasks are a
bit snowed-under.
help parents who need to take care of kids at home due to creche/shools closure
Horizontal 50% off for homeschooling aprents, for instance (with kids <12-14 y.o.), earlier provision of support for monitors and chairs, support
for desks 9they are THE most expensive items actually!) IT support for home connection issues (MESH networks, Wifi issues, etc)
extra equipment, less video-conferences
There is no help
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Allow borrowing IT equipment from office
nothing because they touch base regularly and make sure to ensure an open communication with the colleagues
Provide vaccines quicker
Allow me to take my office screen home.
telework from abroad to allow to be close to the family
Nobody has THE solution, we just can adjust daily and take lessons from our experience.
treat all colleagues equally
there are some things that probably could have been done better, but I guess it is difficult to manage such a sutiation.
Absolutely yes, but they are unable (as all governments)
I am quite happy with the management of the crisis by DG HR. We encountered some
same rules for everyone. now we have people working from their home countries over 6 months, and some that do not have permission for
even a week!
The organisation did well. Management, however, seems not to cope too well with the 'freedom' employees have.
Improve teleworking arrangements to allow working from outside Brussels, specially when going to the office is not allowed by the
Government...
The Commission had a surprisingly good and fast reaction to providing guidelines and information to staff on the crisis and the practical
procedures in place. Guidelines on more "soft" tool, how to keep in touch with colleagues, how to manage and build teams were not given or
only available to managers. There is no control on unreasonable political level requested deadlines.
They could had provided docking stations so we could connect 2 big screens as at work.
They did not allow me to work from my home country although I was very sick last year during several months, I might had covid. Given that I
have several food allergies, I needed someone to take care of me. Yet, I was not allowed to work from my mother's place. I was literally
starving as there is no one food provider in Belgium that provides food for my diet. It evidently did not help me to get better. It took me 10
months to recover. My health was in serious danger. I still have consequences.
Provided equipment or partial reimbursement from the start.
More human appraoch of HR issues.
Could have done better in providing necessary equipment. The Commission has allowed staff to buy screen and office chairs, but what if you
need something else ? A better idea would have been to just provide a lump sum for home office equipment and not limit it to a screen or a
chair. People can need different things.
Could have proposed certain types of screens, office chairs, brands and shops for perfect office ergonomy.
They did what they could.
demonstrate common sense and flexibility: allow people to work from abroad and take unused office equipment home (EMAS)
provide means and go to a business continuity plan and not business as usual
Provide more/earlier assistance offers (chair, etc.)
No ceiling about number of staff permitted to come to the Office.
Give the choice of further or not someone can go to work - Give the choice to have the tempeture checked on the wrist - Let us be responsible
(ie be treated as adults)
Either adjust targets and expectation to the new teleworking reality, or increase HR resources to meet current targets and priorities based on
new reality
enable us to bring home temporarily some equipment from the office
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One thing definitely - more telework from the place of origin! If it possible for the Council officials to be on telework from abroad for months on
end (without any financial penalties!) then I really fail to understand why on earth the Commission is so rigid about it. I am single and have
nobody to talk to apart from the walls of my apartment. In the run up to Christmas I could telework from my country of origin. Why could this
not continue...?
In the management of the Coronacrisis probavly not much. However, they could have done better in the managemebt of telework: allow
reimbursement of chair/screen earlier, allow reimbursmeent headphones and keyboard. prohibition of meetings outside core hours. guidelines
on number/duration of meetings. Obligation for (top)managers to prolong deadlines whenever possible
I think that they are doing well, in my case.
be less ambitious with some files, not pretend we can have the same efficacity
Yes, being more flexible on working from the place of origin and providing with the necessary equipment earlier
Allowing people to telework exceptionally from the place of origin for longer periods, regardless of their personal situation (e.g. recognised
partner or dependant children who reside in the place of origin)
The European Commission managed perfectly the situation. The IT helpdesk is really helpful and dedicated to help.
Provide all equipment needed, reduce targets, extend deadlines for input, strongly encourage managers to reduce the workload on staff with
children below 12-13 y of age and on other staff on a need to basis
possibility to have one day off per month "Crisis Corona".
less skype meetings, less skype unit meetings, more informal or bilateral meetings, more flexible deadlines, reduce targets/workload due to
difficult work (limited interpretation availability, connection issues)
internal comm
the organisation could provide more office supplies to face with the situation. I had cervical problems due to working on the dinner table !
Grant special leave to parents when schools were closed or at least, reduce their workload.
Perfect as it is
I'd like to be allowed to work from my home country as long as we need to telework.
Have less survey done by staff unions.
No clue
complement budget (internet , electricite....)
Care about managers as well
(2x) RAS
The balance between objectives and cut reduction. In view of the current conditions we should aim at flattening the management and start
working on competences and not hierarchy. Not performance staff should be fire
accelarate vaccination campaign.
500 words is not enough. The management of the HR policy is a history of failure and lack of humanity.
More timely updates on the working situation.
They should help us financially, I'am GF I
train managment on the theory of pandemics / train management to show caring even if they don't
reconsider/reduce deliverables of parents with small kids at home and in homeschooling
Allow more flexibiity for teleworking from our home countries.
It was really hard for them to provide support. Very good that 5 sessions of psychotherapy are now possible
They should have let us bring our second screens home with us from the start.
Demand management by upper management, i.e. not forcing us work/stand by up to 18 hours a day, weekends and holidays included.
There is nothing to do unless hoping to get back to normal asap
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My organisation should not profit from the current situation to change our working conditions to hotdesking after the crisis.
At least a better transmission of the information
provide fundings for home office equipment much faster
They should have been quicker in supporting their staff's psychological and physical health. Everything came very late, after several months,
when some people had already collapsed or were collapsing.
Overall they did well and I am grateful for this. They need now to adjust the level of meetings / events, as they tend to cram it ALL through the
day. No/less time for real work, for strategic thinking, for policymaking, for analyses, for implementation.
more communication and support from the hierarchy
Middle management is comprehensive, the issue is in the top management, CAB, continuous urgent requests, with a total lack of
understanding of the situation. This is NOT a new normal and can't be. We keep delivering but this is at the expense of our health. The
hierarchy keep putting pressure, as if everything was normal which is not the case. We have to take care of kids (even if after work ending at
3.30... still working time)...This lead to frequently working at night which is not sustainabl
Allow people to telework from their countries (telework from abroad)
Screening the not really important processes, "policy papers" which are just bullshits.
To provide clear guidelines on separation of work/family life
Be more responsive and in touch with reality, Take into account all profiles of employees ( not everyone is 40, married and with children) and
show greater flexibility
giving us the office equipment from the start, HoU should have more direct contacts with colleagues, but it's not a big issue, we have regular
Unit meetings. More creativity in Teambuilding. We had a few meetings, but much too stiff.
Reduce work time, to come back to the 37,5 week hours
Avoid reorganisation; less stringent deadlines
Two things: be more about curbing the virus aggressively than mitigate (bc it nackfires) and think about equipment
Allowance for Internet connection costs
more information, quicker reaction
regular work from abroad
less hectic initiatives
Provide us printers
they did not bad.
Nothing, management has been very good under the circumstances
Give a longer-term perspective
showing more empathy towards the staff...considering the unprecedented health crisis....and its huge impact on our (working) life
Psychological support, technical support
Not much.
no photocopy, printer, small screen laptop, no cover for extra costs working from home (Internet, electricity, heating), more flexibility for
working hours when children at home because school closed
Reimburse some extra expenses
Transparency
Still allow people that wish so, to go to the office under very strict sanitary conditions
Make genuine effort to reduce workload, avoid short deadlines etc. Be more human in interactions. Find a solution to teleworking from place of
origin.
right to disconnect
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My organisation was very good. But the communication from the Commission was/is mainly Brussels-centric (especially at the start). There
should also be more consistency between the institutions.
They should have given part time special leave to parents doing homeschooling
EC did the best it could, provided the circumstances. I am licky to keep my job, my full salary and have the flexibility to adapt my tasks to the
challenging times.
they did quite well
Have been prepared for 100 % telework in case of a crisis like this
Allow telework from outside the place of imployement, notably from abroad, or from the place of origine
provide compensation for teleworking ie : internet fees, etc
NOTHING MORE
Many...
je ne sais pas, c'est difficile de se mettre à la place de la DIRECTION
Comprehensive, discussion,
reduce less urgent work
réduire les réunions virtuelles
Offer a balance between th enumber of working hour snad the posisbility to recuperate time for private life, notably in case of little children .
This concen is not sufficently taken into account
Teleworking from abroad should be allowed
Ensure more testing, in order to allow staff to go to the office, if the staff had wanted to do so.
allowing temporary work out of Brussels: even if you dont settle abroad, it would avoid commuting regularly, in particular in my case working
half time!
Manage differently the IT issues.
Be clear about the flexibilities introduced for the various difficult situations, such as parents with home-schooled children, colleagues with
insufficient work space. Possibly introduce also a scheme for buying a printer.
allow telework from abroad more extensively
Better contact with staff
Pour l'instant je trouve que les institutions ont bien gérer l'inconnu mais dommage de ne pas avoir de compensatio financière pour les charges
supplémetaire
Discussions on the content and not only presenting social media figures
Clearer definition of our objectives bearing in mind the current situation. Clear instructions on work - life balance
ANTICIPATE
Even if 'managing by result' is the new policy, it does not abandon 40 hours working week. We need a system that counts 'presence' also when
teleworking. Policy 'it is your job, do it' means that we can never finish the tasks.
The Commission is not a start up or a big multinational. We are serving the EU project and this we cannot do it 100% from home
More laptops for everybody
having more time for social gatherings on line
compensate energy costs
provide equipment sooner, maybe reimburse desks as well.
Act with more empathy as current situation as an important psychological aspect.
respect better our lives when not working
don't know
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The Commission failed to prioritise work. Everything had to e done, as usual, in addition to the extra work generated by the special Covid-19
measures, Brexit and negotiations with the pharma companies for the procurement of vaccines. The result was considerable overload, no
chance to take vacation and immense stress.
adapt workload
Be more supportive
Better communicate and accomodate some needs
put limits for working in the evening and weekend
To me, nothing more. People are now also reimbursed of their chairs and screens while sparing commuting expense. EC was exemplar to me.
The only pitty is that we had to go through a pandemic to understand the necessity of the change of paradigm upon work. But that is a general
statement.
To take into accont (the midle management) the real situation of different colleaguest
Caring more for its employees instead of focusing on VIPs and requests from hieararchy only
Communication, communication and communication
Participer aux frais domestiques (électricité, chauffage, ...)
allow more to go to the office, by shifts
Have a plan for integration of newcomers during telework, reinforce teams where needed or re-allocate work
be more understanding and cautious with deadlines, workload, timing of meetings, etc.
Allow for teleworking from the home countries for the duration of the extraordinary situation until the return to the offices become possible.
My presence in Brussels is pointless for now.
Reduce the working pressure and select only critical objectives to be achieved
Recommendations on meetings (frequency, length)
Nothing particular to mention
e.g. x-mas: Comm allowed first 1 then 2 weeks of telework abroad, office equipment to be bought until 31/12 and in Jan prolongation until
31/1. Telework abroad see above.
Showing consideration with less words and more facts.
Allow teleworking from abroad in these exceptional circumstances.
Be more flexible regarding teleworking from abroad
My organisation did very well in such a critical situation.
More video work meetings and video team building.
Anticipate sooner to reimburse material and they could have also participate in other costs like heating (for which they probably pay less). For
the rest, I find that it has been managed correctly..
give reassurance that telework remains the norm
Rather well managed
Better support from management. Often meetings. Check on personnel, how we are coping. Give insentives for trainings. Organise
remote/online events etc
furnish more office material for TW
keep contact
provide better equipment earlier but of course we didn't know it was going to be that long but at least be able to take our screens with us.
Prioritize what is important. We cannot be everywhere with so few HR resources
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My manager forgot to set up regular meetings. Only came in December. One question is missing what went right ? I wish to congratulate our
Digit colleagues who did a fantastic job especially during the first confinement. Because technically I don't have any complaints. Everything is
running smoothly
I'm satified to what has been done in this odd situation where nobody knows correct solutions to the crisis
Be more flexible and reactive about material support (IT equipment, cost of telcom, heating etc.). More timely communication. Information
about mid-term perspective (telework, office space).
Respect the schedule of the workers. I did 2-3 hours more because I was working from home very day, I did not dare to switch off my computer
at 3 pm (whic is my schedule) because I felt colleagues/manager were expecting answers later, so I ended up starting at 7 am as usual and
finsihing at 5-6 PM every night and not daring to intridduce extra hours..
??
help us with having at home a normal work environment with tools like at the office as teleworking is going to become a norm and is not
exceptional anymore!
Provide full reimbursement for the new screen I bought and allow me to install my local printer at home.
Next time there is a lockdown, they should allow staff to travel back home prior to the lock-down.
working at the office
more emphaty, communication and transparency for the future organization
by more proactive in offering the reimbursement of the equipment and also of a part of the cost for energy and internet
clear rules aabout working from abroad - more freedom as the other institutions have done
They did their best I should say
Be more disciplined about work hours and expectations
This is a unique and totally unpredictable situation and they did what they could with very limited info
create more opportunities to connect colleagues together and an individual assessment of private/profesionnal balance, being more proactive
in adapting workload
get a vaccine sooner !
I'm working for OIB which has well supported it's personnel during the crisis. I don't think that they could have done anything more.
no support for parents - teleworking 8 hours with children in homeschooling is only possible with a hugh effort and has nothing to do with a
good work-life balance.
Give a bonus for electricity, heating, etc ... fees
1. Improve the JSIS -PMO service for diseases and ilnesses not related to Corona virus, which cannot be well treated during this crisis. Instead,
the PMO-JSIS choose to make our lives more difficult and asks for more and more papers (that cannot be obtained from the doctors in the
current situation, which they know), so that they create reasond for refusing the reimbursements. 2. The Commission could have reduced the
number of tasks, instead there is a significant increase.
My immediate hierarchy should have made an effort to keep the team spirit.
all good! not plan to move offices
better equipment at home - budget is availble from absence of missions!
There should be same rules and rights across the institutions!
Allow teleworking from abroad no matter the familly situation
Not try and force us back into the office around September. The anxiety about potentially being forced back was unnecessary. Also, don't
retroactively take away the Easter flexibility days.
no answer
Nothing, I think they did great considering the circumstances
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It is clear that the current teleworking conditions could be applied in any member state, improving massively the wellbeing of a lot of
colleagues. Special support/conditions for parents with small kids should also be considered.
allow telework from anywhere during the pandemic (as long as the work gets done)
proposer connection pour cours professionnels de gym,yoga,pilates,abdo-fessiers, etc en streaming
I am quite happy how the situation has been managed. It is an unprecedented situation and there are always complaints.
be realistic and human
support for parents who have to combine telework with child care
allow telework from place of origin
Adapt the goals/objectives according to the particular situation.
Frankly, I don't know. We were all taken by surprise and have been managing the situation on a day-to-day basis since March 2020. From our
governments to our employers and to ourselves, I think that we've done what seemed the most apprioriate at the time. This crisis period is
much longer that I would have predicted, and perseverance is a challenge.
clear instructions that would apply to ALL DG and not prone to specific interpretation by Directors or HoUs. Addition equippment or higher
ceiling for reimbursement. Adopt a decision for expats to allow teleworking from the place of origin.
Be more understanding of the workload increase especially those related to working or communicating on the C-19.
It should have been quicker in providing the necessary equipment.
get us out of here
managers should be closer to employees
more flexibility for the days of leave to be postponed, for teleworking in the country of origin and offering financial assistance for energy
consumption (as in the EP)
Allow work from anywhere.
more trust/flexible approach at the very beginning of the crisi
inform us more about the vaccine: we do not know where they stand on the COVID-19 vaccine: did they start to vaccine? did they start to
organise vaccine appointement for priority staff? etc.
Shown more interest/concern about people
Provide (and pay for) data traffic
no comments for the moment
More team meetings to keep us all together. Seems as if managment - now the adrenalin from the beginning is no longer there - has slowed
down and has lost motovation. If management loses motivation, so does staff.
I have not much about to complain.
Nothing. It was very well (compared to other organisations). Telework should be continued with hot desks.
More empathy
let people take home the screens and keyboards and not only the portable PC
take care
THE FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS ARE WORRYING. OFFICE COSTS WILL BE PASSED ON TO STAFF !!
(3x) no
IT Equipement
1. Financial contribution to the additional expenses caused by long time teleworking (heating and electricity bills, consumption of furniture,
equipments like cables, adaptators, desks, etc.. 2. Allowing teleworking from abroad for some time during and after the pandemic.
Allow staff to telework from abroad
Provide office equipment (chairs, screens sooner).
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to lesse the core working hours so as to go out and walk
more financial support and psychological support for fragile colleagues
Don't know, it's a complicated period
They should have more organise the connection between persons not only in relation to their work
start Jnuary 2021
Colleagues who have no children or live alone should be more understanding situation of those who have family and have young children at
home to supervise.
To provide us with a second screen (a large one) and a good chair
Let employees work from anywhere and not have to be in their place of employment (unjustified)
Give me a 17 inch laptop with an IPS screen and separate keys for the numbers
Je crois qu'elle a fait au mieux
Return to work gradually if possible
Provided the option for teleworking from the place of origin over extended periods (to get help and support), special leave or paid part-time to
accommodate homeschooling, capacities for COVID testing at the Medical service for all staff and their household members.
to allow teleworking from abroad
provide equipment quicker
reduce workload. business continuity only for important items
more communication
More frequent updates on what is happening - like with relocations to open space, HR issues, etc.
not much unfortunately. have maybe a more agressive vaccination strategy especially as we purchased the vaccines for the whole union we
may have reserved 50K for the EU staff and families
INFORMATION ON the next steps, at very short term, and not "we will see". Clear that a lot of things are already happening without informing
the staff
Adjust deadlines and reduce workload, especially during the period when schools were closed.
better support colleagues who had to care about their children tuition on top of their daily work
At the level of the organisation as a whole, I think the Commission has done a good job in adjusting to an extremely demanding situation,
communicating regularly and well, and trying to ensure we have what we need to do our jobs and feel as well as possible given the
circumstances.
The adapted quite quickly and well. For improvement: limit meetings to core time, rules on right to disconnect, increased awarenes of
managers of impact of shortdeadline requests, even if simple, on private life when done, for instance, for lunch time, or late morning meetings
plus early afternoon meetings = no time to prepare lunch and eat neither for me or my son. Several times I could not feed lunch to my son.
Provide IT equipment earlier, a lump sum should be given because of high cost for electricty and now that's winter, the heating. Electricity and
heating will have a strong impact being home 24/7
Reduce targets, assess workloads (which have both increased DESPITE the fact that teleworking makes it harder to log off work)
formally allow colleagues with children to be off part of the time during home schooling periods
Current senior and middle managers shown their inadequacy to face this period. They are stil lunable to fix clear priorities on which to focus,
and keep accepting any random request instead of catching this opportunity to go for the real priorities instead of taking in every single
request. They should be trained on how to set priorities instead of assessing how others do.
contribute more towards purchases of ergonomic chairs and desks and a descent IT set-up which would include 2 screens, docking station,
camera, keyboard, mouse, speakers
More flexibility towards all categories of staff on the issue of work from abroad/country of origin (finding the legal arrangements to allow it)
Revise the strategic objectives; reduce the workload
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No answer
Quicker support for creating proper teleworking conditions
Nothing, from my point of view, everything has been put in place both in terms of IT and information to staff.
let work from abroad taht we could be with our famlies
since the start allow us to use or office furniture at home (chairs, screens, mouses etc..), reimburse a small printer and a set of cartridges,
reduce our working time and when we overwork, allow us to use the flexitime to compensate half days or more. We need to be able to
disconnect really!
Allowing to work from outside of the place of employment for those with difficult family situations. I did not appreciate to be forced to be
separated from my family
Reimburse the teleworking cost, and better balance between work and private life.
I have no idea
On lit beaucoup de critiques, c'est facile évidemment, et les collègues veulent toujours plus plus, mais objectivement, je trouve vraiment qu'ils
ont tout fait pour nous protéger et en-dehors de l'entourage professionnel, un soutien psychologique est offert aux collègues qui éprouvent
des difficultés.
Contributin to our extra cost of teleworking (heating...!!!) and let us work in the country where our family live!!
show real empathy and not treat people like children and pretend to ignore difficulties
Nothing - Teleworking is the best solution ever.
more flexibility for people who has to look after children
Manage better meetings, communication tools, have clearer rules on communication and interactions, and try to calm down people (e.g. 35 emails received from one person in a day only before lunch-time - a large part being 'small' requests - is excessive and very dissruptive);
measures were focus on avoiding messages and meetings outside normal working hours and that's good, but needs to be completed to
measures requesting people to keep their requests/meetings/e-mails reasonable as volume .
A psychotherapist team for colleagues in need
I beleive we shall all consider the current state as the new "normal way of working" and not only foresee to reinvest the costs of offices in
better remote working conditions but also focus rather on objectives than working hours.
Rethink the priorities so that the work pressure is less.
STOP PRETENDING
360 degrees CDR
Provide the necessary equipment for teleworking
Cover extra costs of teleworking (not only partially equipment). Reduce workload, rationalise objectives for staff within this context. Encourage
disconnection and not encourage constant availability.
they should have found a solution on how to work with restricted documents, because that still cannot be done remotely
did relatiely well
no idea honestly
Stop all plans for major restructuring until after the vaccination roll-out
Allow to work at the office to some extend, provide timely equipement reduce the expctations
lump-sum / contribution for increased expenses (heating, electricity, better intternet connexion) at home
allow teleworking from abroad for newcomers
Allow me to come to the office, at least one day per week
Enforce secure rules to allow work in office spaces. Act independently from the Belgian authorities. Proactively foster segure physical meeting
possibilities.
Less stress/fear instilled into staff would have been vert much appreciable.
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Reallocate ressources where needed to help those drwning under workload and coping with family obligations at the same time
Allow physical meeting und secure circumstances, reimburse office material like ink cartridges and paper
What is very disgusting, it's about the changes all done behind the back ... no consulting with the staff ... DG HR is getting worse then ever...
Can't wait to have my pension
teleworking in home countries authorised
To understand the situation and real problems much faster, to demonstrate more sensitivity and real interest for its employees and to be more
responsive and decisive.
No more than any other big organisation, it reacted rather better in fact
cover costs such as internet, electricity, heating, etc
Suport
Provide adequete material, be more flexible on the return to the office.
Staff should be allowed to work from their places of origin
Alowing us to borrow IT material( screen, mices, keyboards, docking stations) It would be effective to reduce the global CO2 emissions
Implemented a clear policy to reduce or take into account the overload and or work-related stress (e.g. reduction in targets, working hours,
etc.)
Reduce some targets. Implement and check clear periods of disconnection. Don't offer training over lunchtime. Medical service has been
particularly unhelpful and inefficient during the crisis.
pas de commentaire
Some excemptions/special leave for those with children at school would have helped a lot during the first lockdown.
The Commission did a great job; they took the correct measures, and very rapidly
not to put extra pressure, there is enough
Earlier investment in telework with more benefits for staff
nothing really
Provided better office furniture and equipment. Provided more outreach services for colleagues in distress, etc
not close completely the office, when it was open we could be there at only 5 or 6 which was great to connect
The situation is unprecedented and it is difficult to manage something new; from the beginning they should:a) give us the opportunity to have
our chair and screen and our printer or they gave us ink for it; b)organize the work and to determine the way and hours of operation; in the
beginning my service worked over 14 hours a day, and week ends also!
In general I feel that my organisation has done very well. An allowance for teleworking costs would be ideal.
Limit hours in which meetings can be held and limit the length of meetings
DG HR hasn't done anything for months, a part from sending stupid emails recommending us to go for a wlk everyday... not exactly what i
expect from a HR department. what about the bills? the sqm I'm giving away for free (I'm forced to do so)? and the situation in terms of mental
health? etc. Nothing, just "go for a daily walk"............................
taking care of the people not only the files
equipment
IT developments are clearly late (M365, Teams ...) and this situation puts us in real troubles
regular communication on time lines and standardised measures for all institutions
quicker reaction on the equipment, let us telework from our MS for 1-2 months/year, more attention to single or isolated colleagues
Not expected us to continue as usual with the same workload that took a lot more effort and organisation to do;
The organisation did as good as it could I believe.
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It is very easy to complain about a situation but, in this pandemic, there are not so many possibilities and/or actions to be done to reduce the
pressure on the people. On this question, I can not give a proper solution or answer. All countries are suffering in the same way.
need more communication
Not much actually. Teleworking right now is the most sensible thing to do, and I feel that the Commission looks after us and our well-being
properly. I find it more and more difficult to cope but the pandemic is to blame, not the organisation
Consider special leave for working parents with kids
As the crisis was not foreseable, the institution could not do much more.
Supply office equipment. Reduce working hours to take care of the family. For instance children not only need to be followed more closely with
education. As kids activities, sports and social interactions have been reduced, interactions/exchange with parents, have to compensate (and to
avoid spending life on screens). The institutions could have reduced the working hours to end at 16.00 so that families can take care of each
other and engage in social activities to avoid depression
it was handled well
Overall, it was ok, as concerns how it handled staff matters.
the organisation did its best - pay attention to people's mental health....
more unit meetings dedicated to this
no particular idea so far. I'm afraid we have to wait things go better
Yes, providing more guidance and support.
Contribution heating, electricity, wifi home
to be more flexible with the telework from abroad, especially for singles with no family in Brusselss
Payment of an allocation to cover overall teleworking expenes (gaz, electricity, supplies, printers)
The organisation should not plan an imminent move into a hot desking/open space working environment. This perspective is very stressfull in
the current situation.
I am happy with the management of the crisis
As an organisation, the Commission did its best, each situation being unique. However, some arbitrary management decisions come in the way
of a smooth implementation of the Comm's decisions.
Show understanding of the sifnificant workload in these circumstances
Different phases were not clear or instructions differ
less administrative paperwork to justify personal situation, enable lump sum to compensate home usage (heating, cleaning, etc.), let us taking
office equipment and supply, ensuring more tools for parents with small kids (as special leave, partial leave, etc.),
I have no idea, sorry. Just want to see my dear colleagues again
monthly contribution. Commission is managed by accountants with no global picture. They see today's saving without regarding impact
No. They did a lot to take care of ourselves. They are very concerned. But they have to follow the recommendations from the Belgian
Government. After the first lockdown, I went to the office one week out of two. All was done to allow physical distances.
In my opinion, they did it actually very good.
avoid making a reorganisation
yes, more psycological support and less pressusure as it is the normal work...when this Corona crisis is an exceptional situation.
Nothing, it did well with the appropriate precaution and understanding
1) allow teleworking from abroad with no need for justification (The European Council allowed staff to work from home country until after
Easter, why is it do different between institutions?) 2) provide more adequate equipment/lump sums to cover additional costs linked to
working from home (electricity, internet, heating) 3) ensure all management are proposing different actions to allow staff to remain connected
(we are not only professionals, we are people!).
Allow work from abroad during teleworking.
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take into account the increase of workload and have a more flexible HR policy to increase staff when needed.
Be more proactive
Really consider that this is exceptional situation and try to ease on meetings, tasks, crazy deadlines ...
contact persons in each DG supporting staff in case of difficulties
they did their best ...as all of us
Adapt working hours, accept that we can only cope if the workload decreases.
Better management, clear policy, right to disconnect, revision of the work Programme with less objectives
I would like to come back to the office as soon as possible and am totally against "teleworking from abroad" - allowing that would put the
whole statut for all of us into question - and some people just disappear, you don't hear from them, see them, forget they exist...
Parents would have really needed from the beginning some flexible special parental leave for school/creche closures and quarantine times.
Secondly, remove the restrictions on the telework location and allow telework from abroad. The strain of being held hostage in Brussels far
away from families for such extended period of time is again incomprehensible. It is also unequal treatment for colleagues from more remote
countries with more complicated national corona/travel restrictions.
There is no discussion about mental health. There is almost 0 accomodation of personal needs and that we did not sign up to being stuck by
ourselves in a foreign country with 0 leneancy from the institution as to seeing our partners and family - or what is woCompletely arbitrary
application of rules. You know someone, you are management - anything is possible. Otherwise: 30hours overtime/ month), your father can die
in the hospital of COVID - you are lying about it, change your marriage date
Not given unrealistic messages about return to the office (which worried many people, due to the uncertainty) when it was obvious this was not
realistic or safe. Otherwise, no organisation or government had a crystal ball and the modern world has never faced a challenge like this, so
don't be so critical.
Monthly coverage of health costs for at least €150 (buying vitamins, minerals to stay healthy). Covering monthly teleworking costs.
Enforce stricter rules on communication, use more skype/teams instead of emails. Introduce some plannign tools to better monitor deadlines
and workload
Stricter implementation of teleworking as required by host country
home equipment, help in home ergonomics, adapt work targets to less productive work environments (say, reduce 30% the expected number
of deliverables, extend deadlines)
A small financial fee for water & electricity for those working at home, just like the people from the European parliament are getting. Why the
difference ??
Be more attentive of the workload, pressure and stress, as well as be more considerat about short deadlines.
do not know
allowing teleworking from abroad without any pre-condition.
lower targets, plan better ahead for the workload to be more equally distributed around the year
ergonomics at home was not ready when we were hit by the crisis. it took a while before being offered the possibility of buying materials (with
reasonable threshold for reimbursement).
As EU staff, we should be treated on the basis of extra-territoriality and not be depending on the host MS, especially if one of the worst scoring
in the world for cas/inhab
recognise the difficulty of setting up an office at home (on a short notice and for an indefinite time) / allow us to use the equipment from our
offices / compesatie additional expenses (more space, electricity, wifi, heating) + make it official to telework from where we feel better
When schools close it's very hard on parents of young children, there should be some specific support in place
Office equipment fotr the home office sooner, The thinl pad was too small and caused eye fatigue
More care for parents, work from home, lump sum for the teleworkers every month
Better monitor people abusing of the situation (by never being available and refusing to do their jobs)
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Structure work according to key priorities. Support teleworking arrangements. Ensure that a human approach was in place.
Apply clear criteria for working temporarily from abroad given the existing difficulties for travelling
Prevent impossible deadlines, especially coming from SecGen
Compensation of working hours above 40 for Managers
Compared to myn other organisation, I think mine magaed the situation very well.
nothing - well done
Keep offices and facilities open for those who wanted to come to work
I assume that all was done what could be done. I am really satisfied.
provide help on how to set a home office - a laptop you put on the dinner table, issues with network operators etc are detrimental to overall
health and wellbeing.
in hindsigth, the Commission reacted very fast and efficiently. The main problem is the isolation of colleagues who live alone is quite small flats
(That Luxembourg speaking)
1. The JSIS is unfit to cope with the consequences of the crisis and except additional phsycotherapy sessions so far I haven't see any discussion,
trade unions included; 2.12 days of carry-over should be done in (at least) 2 years; 3. not clear the difference with staff in EU Delegations; 4.
why not teleworking combined to annual leave (without expatriation allowances)?
I think, the hierarcy understands it
Avoid DG reorganisation during the lockdown
Pay for internet
I can't think of anything
Take into consideration the recurrent understaffing in our Unit
My immediate hierarchy was very comprehensive, can't really complain. Perhaps, on an HR level, special leave could have been envisaged for
parents home-schooling young children. Working while home-schooling young children is stressful and doesn't work well.
give clearer perspectives in terms of teleworking from abroad/ place of origin.
In general, I think they behaved well, given the difficulty of the situation.
To launch more regularly well being survey, not only the reiumbursement of psychologists. Maybe authorise some wellbeing activities such as
walking in the nature during the working hours. We have to do 40 hours a week, it does not leave you much time to disconnect.
Provide equipment more quickly. But we all needed to adapt and did not know for how long this would be.
Could have been more present during my COVID illness
Given the circumstances it was ok. I´m missing the direct contact to colleagues. The hierarchy, besides one exception, does not care at all of
social contacts to us, the "normal" staff. Only statistics are important.
Take into consideration the fact that we can not be teachers for our kids, cook them 3 meals a day and work 150% as usual without becoming
insane
should have been more flexible in March. despite the connexion issues the deadlines were not modified and this has created a lot of stress and
a lot of time spent to solve the IT issues. For instance the possibility to buy and offcie chair and a computer should have been offered earlier.
Other possibilities should be offered (printer a lump sum to cover the extra fees, etc.)
Not swithc to phase 1 but should have stayed in phase 0 since the Covid outbreak
more flexibility on holidays
Nothing more than what was implemented...
Allow teleworking from abroad
They should have stepped on the brake pedal, and cared for sufficient staffing.
Globally I think they did their best.
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We should have been allowed to telework from abroad so that we could spend time with family not (like some of us) on our own, completely
isolated, this would have benefitted my wellbeing and mental health.
A voluntary guideline concerning the prudent use of email would be helpful - we are constantly swamped by work issues being solved via
parallel (and contradictory) chains of emails.
teleworking from abroad
The Commission should let people work from the coutry of origin for long regular periods. Forbidding this during a pandemic is very cruel for
people living alone with family in another country. Before the pandemic I could often visit my family in my country. Now this is impossible and I
am isolated.
I am happy with the actual state of work
Allowing taking computer screen home; put a limit on meetings' duration and give time to rest in between.
Organise earlier support for additional home equipment and moral support for collegues who needed one.
Poviding the necessary technical means to the staff. The service did too little too late.
Ensure that staff keep feeling connected and important for the organization, including those who have supporting tasks (secretaries etc.) that
are less solicited now..
It could have clarified earlier its policy on office equipment
Everything has been done as it should have been done.
Foreseen measures to allow some intermittent work from the office
try to consider its HR before promissing everything to everyone
More personal contact between colleagues.
Sure, the communication was not fluid and even after months...
Perhaps to slighly lift some restrictive barriers in order to go to work and see some colleagues. Hygiene measures are excellent in the
Commission's buildings.
by giving compensation for telework at home- other eu institutions did it
Authorise more teleworking from abroad. Allowing people to come more in the office.
My organisation was rather flexible and understanding given the uncertain conditions we were under. We run panel meetings (at least 1 per
month, of up to 5 days/week). We do not know what teleworking rules will be (think only that not everyone comes to the office by car, and
many do their shopping after office hours or take children from school. In addition to all these, we will have to move around with laptops,
cables, dongles, dossiers etc. The uncertain future is more stressful than the past.
My organisation did very well and I am happy for this! I do not see what else should they do. I feel ok and as I heard my colleagues feel the
same.
Suggest working flexibility - a Corona parental leave for parents of young children (allowing for example to work 3/5 or 4/5)
more binding instructions on how to avoid that meetings succeed eachother one after the other
Readjust the objectives for appraisal exercise 2020 due to the pandemic crisis
The organisation is handling the crisis and the staff needs very well
allow teleworking from abroad!!!!!!!!!
Provide us with better/bigger laptops. Although now we got the possibility to buy the separate big screens, which helps a lot.
Response on office equipment came late. EP, Council and Commission take different approaches to telework and same for vaccinations going
forward - colleagues in some institutions may feel a disadvantage.
Stop reorganisations and/or moves to new buildings
be less restrictive in going to the office. In private/non profit sector part of the staff is at work
COM should have negotiated travel passports across borders to visit family members in home country.
organise outside activities
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Providing the necessary equipment for teleworking much earlier! I worked with the small a whole year before I bought a screen. I did not get a
mouse from OP, neither headphones.
While teleworking is the norm, the EC should allow people to telework from abroad if needed because of important family or other reasons.
Our senior managers are saying that they are proud of us because we are responsible and are working hard in these conditions, but at the same
time they do not trust us and let us helping our family. This should change. If the excuse is the expatration allowance, they can take it for the
period in which we work from abroad.
Be more flexibile with teleworking from the place of origine.
cover our internet, electricity, heating cost. Not normal I have to work extensive hours blowing my electricity bill and needing to pay more for
unlimited internet
decrease workload
have changed procedures and enforced IT solutions so that physical work would be required less
Not expect the same level of performance and delivery
React sooner in giving access to screen and material that is in the office.
Extra consideration for parents who need to care for kids.
I think that my DG has correctly reacted to inform us and give us appropriate guidelines. There is nothing they could do better.
learn how to virtually led a team
Stay more connected to staff by offering more informal onlie meetings, like coffee pauses, friendly chats, etc.
BETTER COMMUNICATE
Providing medical service, testing, helpline when we are abroad on official missions, support for teleworking from the beginning of the crisis
(internet, chair, office equipment, printer, etc.)
Don't know... receive small personalized encouraging words...
Special measures for parents. Support teleworking costs. Start thinking about the new normal (not going back to the old normal, with avoidable
missions, etc.).
Not too much, too bad there is no more initiative of coaching, yoga, gym and conferences on well-being during the day, not only during the
lunch hour ...
limit overtime working
Provide vaccins in EUD (not sure vaccins will be available in Africa)
Enable staff to telework from abroad (i.e. home country).
Give parents with small children or children home schooling the possibility to have paid parental leave, at least part time, stop setting
meetings outside office hours or during lunch time, and stop asking for tasks late in the afternoon and to be completed on the same day. A ban
on sending emails or calling after a certain time as some DGs have done would help.
Reduced workload
consult us before moving in DG HR
provide more regular update information and better prepare return to office
I can't think of anything. Sometimes the organisation has had too strict a policy on for example teleworking from abroad. I don't see that it
matters from where one works (this doesn't apply to me, I personally don't need to work from anywhere else).
More care for equipment and ergonomics at the home workplace much earlier. More attention to limiting workload in a fully online work
situation.
Clear ans transparet information
Have more regular and frequent direct contacts. More calls with camera on. Less late calls and meetings, including over lunch break.
more human touch and at least one all staff meeting in order to re-connect and demonstrate care and answear staff's concerns
Adjust the expectations and workload. Invest properly into IT infrastructure
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support parents - paid leave for single parents/parents with children in quarantine would be a great initiative
Prioritise, and give negative priorities too. Excessive workload is a big issue.
train management better to cope with this new situation / from a human point of view
faster decision on teleworking from home country in the summer and around Christmas, more flexibility, allowing us to bring IT equipment
home
they could provide us with more adequat material such as docking stations etc and also financial compensation as gass and electricity bills have
rissen
Limit the number of requests from cabinets with short deadlines when not urgent and directly COVID related
let the volonteers go to the office (of course taking care), pay a sum for the electricity and heating.
Allow more flexibility to telework from abroad
(2x) Allow telework from abroad
mini team building 1 h to discuss about all of things, not work !
They do well in general. With regard to the future and further teleworking rules: The scenario "living with a seriously ill partner/spouse" should
be more considered and lead to an 100% telework authorisation without administrative burdens - such a situation is already hard enough...
Thank you, dear USB colleagues, for having organized this survey, much appreciated :-)
After noting that the mortality is of maximum 0.02% on cases of contamination, it was necessary to bring people back to the office.
Better IT service
Contribution to electricity, gaz and internet expenses
More support! The hierarchie should distribute the workload in a more effective way as there are colleagues who have certainly less to do.
well, if there are more urgent things and less time available for response, then maybe a serious analysis of allocating resources (STAFF) to
those DGs/units in real need.
One same management for all in all the DGs. Not let each DG interpret the rules in their own way.
offer psycological consultation and revise the role that psychotherapy beyond two years should be justified (lock down is not a valid
justification). I got refused a request of authorization despite I did not receive any psychotherapy treatment for 2 years (I had to interrupt the
second cycle of 30 sessions 2 years ago, having done only 12) and the present new circumstances (covid isolation, work related stress and other
family situations) are highly worsening my condition
Pay for the electricity and internet bills.
Let all employees with close family/kids abroad work from where the family is without any trouble. internet is even/much better and cheaper...
from many other EU countries and it would avoid us from being isolated from our husbands/children
earlier support in ergonomics and individual coaching
Making sure to hire capable LEADERS (not managers, it's not the same!). This has nothing to do with the virus, by the way. The selection
procedures and the people involved are disastrous. There should be a way to put highly skilled competent HR experts on interview panels,
able to explore real potential and human qualities in people, and counsel organisations whom to hire. Jobs earmarked up-front for a candidate
don't make the procedure very credible. This should END!
reduce e-mail traffic, benefit from working in the collaborative workspace
Maybe prioritise more, not everything is urgent.
Je pense qu'elle a pris les bonnes décision en demandant au personnel de travailler de la maison. Ce qui évite les contaminations surtout pour
ceux qui prennent les transports en commun
Encourage more informal contacts between staff
Bring a chair !!! I have not enough money for buying one and wait for the reimbursement
Help us to by a booster of Wifi, it's so expensive ! Otherwise, everything perfect
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No complaints, apart from some IT issues in the very beginning. Very well done by the Commission. Once again, your questions are too
negative, biased and cannot lead to an independent objective conclusion
Management should should focus on the mental wellbeing of the staff and promote social interactions, and stop being exclusively
performance-oriented.
I am missing a certain flexibility regarding transfer of holidys from one year to the other.
In my DG things are pretty much well organised. One could always complain about something but we have to remember that in general things
are fine. Positive attitude, also from the hierarchy, makes a difference.
I think they are doing their best in a critical situation.
Relaxed the rules on working from the place of assignment
Put a system in place to better welcome newcomers; provide financial allowances to staff because of the extra costs linked to working home
(extra room, eletricity, heating, etc...)
Poor people working from home... What about people having to take care of kids at home whilst working in the office. Commuting daily. Burnig
gas, using car?!
give more material to work (only screen OR chair), allow you to come to the office from time to time extra charges due to teleworking
(electricity, cost of heating, etc.) are not covered
Provide staff with office material (printer, desktop, scanner) and reimburse staff for additional costs they had to take upon themselves: higher
electricity bill and Internet connection on top of all.
take into account that our office with 3 closed areas would allow an additional person to come and work in the office
division of the tasks
create different work groups and special away from the office teams
help its staff by controlling whether positive or not, free of charge and not only vip
Propose a secondary internet access solution (4G via a SIM card in the laptop?). I have an unlimited connection, but it fails regularly.
We should be refunded for all the costs that we bear while teleworking. More realistic targets for parents during the home-schooling weeks.
Clearer guidlines for longer periods. Many MS has announced teleworking until summer 2021, we are still on rolling approach. Also, reduction
in working hours and tasks for working parents when necessary. I do not manage all my tasks within my working hours and though the official
line is to show consideration, the work has to be done.
Allow work from abroad with more flexibility
Take a realistic look at the situation. Cora is contageous but not very mortal. The same numbers of people are dying as any other year. Look at
the stats. Stop the WHO's story. Allow os to go to the office in reduced numbers to keep social contact.
it could, not well organized institution
Approve the fact that we definitly keep at least 2 days of homeworking after the corona virus crisis
to review the objectives in front of the situation
Allow telework from any EU member state.
I think it was handled well enough.
Going against the Government decision...!!!
Allow teleworking from place of origin for longer
Provide us with means for work, from better internet connection to physical means (keyboard, screens, table, chair, telephone, connection
cables, etc.) and promotion of means of "psychological relief", institutional support and the possibility of financing other private means (
psychologist, support groups, etc)
better communication, more clear, provide earlier the IT equipment and still not enough
I think my employer has measured up and plans to improve this particular situation even further. Accentuate preventive measures and respect
for barrier gestures by all categories and grades of staff combined within the office.
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to contribute to my increased invoices for heat, water or electricity
Flexibility to telework from the country of origin - where I have more space and much better IT equipment and connection
more rapid reactions to changes
Provide childcare and schools whenever the Belgian authorities allows it. School is an essential service to society, a pillar of the Welfare state.
We trusted a service offered by the EC, but this school system (which is paid by European taxpayers) has failed us.
Be more proactive in enforcing a digital disconnection, more flexible teleworking policies (occasionally from other countries), providing IT
material
more support
It was overall pretty well managed. But we need to remain vigilant for the future and make sure HR does not radically change our working
environment...
maybe more in term of team spirit
adapt and reduce core time / adapt the workload accordingly instead of increasing it
the same of others institutions... bonus for our extra expenses, heating, electricity, purchase of materials...
Give an extra money to cover imprevisible spendings
quicker in supplying office equipment. bought everything in May/June to set up home office. EC was slow to decide it could finally be
reimbursed....
It is obvious that the high level hierarchy did not try to reduce the workload and stress in DG HOME - quite the opposite
allow one day a week of physical presence in the office to see colleagues
They did a lot at the moment
Teleworking from abroad should have been allowed on a regular basis.
No, I don't think so.
Donner une indemnité à son personnel (comme au conseil et au parlement)
rien de plus, je m'estime chanceuse de pouvoir garder mon travail, d'etre en sécurité chez moi, et d'avoir mon salaire à la fin du mois, je ne
plains pas, certaines familles vivent difficilement à cause de cette crise, nous on a de la chance !
Difficult to say.
Give parents of small children (between 6 and 12) more time off to be able to support their children with home schooling - in a form of a special
leave/corona related leave / home-schooling!
Reduce workload so as to take account of the increased difficulties faced by staff. On the contrary, objectives have become more ambitious and
benchmarks more stringent.
I think that my organisation does the best it can. The situation is complicated.
Provide office equipment from the beginning of the crisis
Covid Tests by the medical service, temperature cameras inside the building, inform of COVID cases by floors in certain buildings; participate to
heating/electricity costs at home
They should let us work from our country of origin
It should have secured teh possibility to have regular appointments with doctors from de Medical Service
Avoid to use this crisis to change working methods and office management like hotdesking. I think that EC tried to do his best for the staff but
it's not fair to propose economic or neo modernisation policies to the staff in this particular period
Provide corporate laptops. We did not received until early 2021 even some heads of sector.
Distribute work more evenly (the lockdown increased in my opinion the differences on workload between colleagues, reducing workload for
some, increasing it for othres. The organisation should have tried to understand, even foreseen, these trends which depend on the type of
activity you perform
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generally they did well, considering they are in the same position and the workload comes from Cabinet so they can't help it either, if resources
do not follow, what can they do....
Lower the workload.
Give allowances to compensate the expenses incurred when teleworking. Earlier financial support for buying office supplies.
The offer of screen/chair came rather late
(2x) Since April,we all knew that Covid-19 was a problem taking years to be solved.The possibility given by the EC to have only 2 weeks of
telework from abroad(only exceptionally and from time to time) is a complete non-sense,since there is no difference in the outcome of the job
between teleworking from the place of employment or from abroad:we are losing our beloved ones because of Covid and we want to be free
to spend more time with them abroad. STUCTURAL TELEWORKING FROM ABROAD MUST BE AN OPTION!
Providing the required office equipment since the start. Ensuring the possibility for parents with kids to use the offices on an occasional basis.
Financial sweeteners (contribution to the internet bills) could have been also useful.
less meetings
adopt a human-centred approach f.e. give us a hint how we can be vaccinated, or be more flexible on place of work, be consistent (f.e. in my
country of posting people who remained in work didnt receive any additional payments), etc
customised solutions; put in place measures to ensure safe return to office; lobbying with the Belgian government for flexibility; ensure the
respect of core hours and right to disconnect; allow teleworking from remore even without essential reason; ensure the continuity of the
medical service for assistance non related to Corona
Line managers could have paid (at least) some attention to individual job holders' situations in this particularly stressful period of our lives.
i believe as do the national governments, they cope and try to adapt
better equipment for all.
Be clear about work arrangement and set priority activities, and not leave everything on the shoulders of middle management
Not asking people to be available/on call during the summer holiday - that was definitely asking too much!
distributed modem and data at the same time as distributing laptops
Made proper telework arrangements to facillitate vulnerable staff, let the rest of us get on with life as normal.
They have done their best; what can we complain. I wish to be able to go to the office.
Provide large screens earlier. The commission Lenovo ThinkPad laptop is definetely too small to work on. I got myself an additional screen
already before the Covid because I was already teleworking before. I know this has been a problem for lots of colleagues.
adapt tasks to full telework
the should have given us permission to take the screen from the office as a temporary solution, then when it was obvious it was going to take
time, we should have been provided the equipment
they would have allowed working from origin at least for 25% of the time
Allowing teleworking from abroad
nho
organization
Help us with costs relative to electricity, internet etc
Orgnanize more socual gatherings remotley
Not reduce the DLs for the allocated tasks. Limit the number of general info mails...
Senior management should engage with staff instead of being absent/disengaged
They should have allowed who wanted to telework from wherever they wanted (in Belgiuym or abroad), considering the exceptional
circumstances and the mental health of staff, above all those who live alone. They also had to provide staff with additional money to cover
expenses of electricity, heating, printing, etc at home.
reduce targets and specific scheme for people with small children
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I think that the EC has dealt very well considering this unprecedented event
for me it is logical to receive some compensation like an amount "Teleworking 100%" in order to participate for wifi connection, heating cost,
electricity cost etc...
my organization manages well
Be better prepared for business continuity (which was now put to the test to the max): for example only 10% of staff in the beginning had a
corporate laptop, it took 9 months before all staff had one. Also take better care of staff with specific ergonomic equipment who do not have
the same at home. Also to keep a better watch for risks for burnout and depression, not just by having management be in contact with staff, but
regular tests offered to staff.
Give staff the possibility to work remotely from abroad (place of origin) in order to avoid problems travelling, psychological problems,
isolation/loneliness in some cases. We are not allowed in the offices anyway for considerable time!
it should have organized shifts to alternate presence in the office for people willing to go to the office sometimes
Be more flexible.
I sometimes miss empathy from my hierarchy.
I had to fight bitterly for my right to telework from abroad.
Arrange interpretation during meeting with Member States and civil dialog groups with stakholders.
full flexibility to telework ffrom home country
Should have introduced teleworking already earlier.
allow staff to take basic office equipement from the office to better and quicker accomodate the remote situation
programming, MMF, NDICI, budget reduction,... too many important issues in a very difficult time
I think they did it pretty well
more empathy for us, a special training to the management to react appropriatly
COM should invest a bit more in better, more user firendly IT coprorate equipent, while making bigger savings in other areas.
integration of newcomers, more coffee breaks/social online events
Being more flexible on teleworking abroad from place of origin: my partner does not live in Belgium and due to the crisis I have been forced to
1. work from home, not in office 2. not to travel and this results in being totally alone and locked down in Belgium, without colleagues or "real
work" and without my family. This is actually a major cause of stress for me
after a complicated period now is better
Quicker response to provide funding for an office chair + screen.
It's not normal that parents are expected to magically teach children and work full time at home. Some work time reduction or goal reduction
should have been allowed. Instead I'm now on sick leave and cannot work at all. I could have worked perhaps 6 hours a day, but the
organisation preferred that people get sick rather than work a little less. It's wrong that us parents, in particular single parents, have to carry all
burden of Covid measures alone. We have no social network as expats.
having imposed teleworking on us long before the crisis began ... we waited too long and several people infected. the commission was late
trust people more! + telework from abroad made easier
More contact, more anallysis of our needs.
They totally failed for instance in giving us sufficient time to buy screen and chair. First they said that we had to buy it before 31.12.2020 in
order to be reimbursed. So some people bought equipment in a rush, without doing the right choice. In the aftermath they gave 2 other
deadline, firstly 31 .01.2021 and now extended to 1ST April 2021.
Provide better support to work/life balance
Prohibited the reorganization of DGs during this unsettling time. Meeting a new hierarchy and team on line is just not sufficient.
Except some emails explaining the situation (that we already knew), quite nothing was done !
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Allow greater flexibility for people who are alone in Belgium to rejoin their families and telework from home country (considering that offices
are closed and we continue to pay the rent in Brussels). This would have spared some additional stress from travelling which we need to do
anyway.
I won't say anything there (as I don't know!)
The EC should have been proactive and supportive rather than passive and defensive. Specifically: proactive on health and well-being by
offering support and resources to staff, to facilitate teleworking, from anywhere. EC leadership need to show compassion, flexibility, support,
and creativity. And TRUST its staff to take the right decisions for themselves under the circumstances.
extend home office structure such as chair and table for oficials and externals as well
Be more human!
It's not up to EC to establish the rules during pandemic period, but Belgium.
apply common sense instead of putting objection to reasonable requests
Not much than it has already done.
Allowed systematic telework from abroad during lockdown at least. Give more flexibility on working hours. Train managers so that they
manage teams differently in a virtual environment, delegating more and controlling less.
Better hardware (bigger screens!!!) and better software (Zoom, MS Teams)
Reduce the targets, reduce the workload.
We shouldn't have come back too early (in September/October) to the office, lots of colleagues got COVID then
Provided reimbursement for equipment (chair, screen) earlier and reimburse the full price for all (also for colleagues leaving within a certain
time limit)
They do a lot but should improve IT hardware quality and pay for connectivity
I would have appreciated a slight (2 hours) reduction of daily working time for families with children (at least below 12 years)
1)monthly allowance for heating, internet, electricity 2) no meetings outside 9-17 timeframe
To push for more posts, as staff-cuts are occuring at the same time as the high workload. These extreme situations show that we won't be able
to do with that little staff in the long term.
set up groups to work from the office, being away from the office for almost one year is counterproductive, decreases communication with
colleagues and hierarchy, no team spirit, just silent persons over telecalls so get rid of the them asap
Giving a partial access to the office - I have no badge which is not practical.
provide screens from the start
Equipment for teleworking at home should have been given earlier, proposal has been made only in October/November 2020
Not sure
Leave us some hours without screen
I don't see how it could be better organised since this situation has not precedent and we needed answers to problems quickly. In this situation
is impossible to make any planning. I think it is a great achievement that the GSC could have continue with its activity without no big problems.
quicker provision of chair and screen, clearer and more free rules for working from place of origin
There has been almost no corona crisis management in the Commission that has taken account of the diversity of the staff and its needs.
more human contacts, checking how staff feels, take into consideration our private constraints.
we miss good managers
I think they did what they had to do, with such an unexpected situation.
In general: Take better care of isolated parents who are under tremendous pressure without any local support. If you are a dedicated official
who wants to do a good job and if you hope to be a decent parent and have to care for a home on your own, something has to give: in my case
it's my own health that went down the drain. Just telling us to take of ourselves does more psychological damage than help. And in particular: it
should not launch a massive reorganisation of the DG during lockdown!
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These kind of crisis can come very suddenly. We need to invest in good IT equipment and allow some telework days as a regular basis. A person
who works well, works well both from home and from the office. We need to prepare for the future by changing the telework rules and by
investing in IT systems.
Definitely address logistical and equipment issues faster and not leave people alone with these issues for months while expecting unbroken
delivery of work results
Better communication from the start, better support for offline workers like in other institutions (Pay for internet, energy,...)
Organisation should refrain from misusing the crisis to implement long-term HR policies such as generalising telework and hot-desking
I think there should be clear guidelines from HR to limit meetings during lunch time and after 4:30pm. First, to have a real interruption in the
day. Secund, to reduce the quantity of meetings, and allocate some time for the actual tasks.
More help could have been provided for home equipment
For critical personal issues should have been adopted, reduce time work considering the risks associated , the stress and difficulty of task
being more flexible to telework from country of origin - I would be happy to skip the allowance for that.
Support for equipment, and taking into account the needs of staff without children and/or family in Belgium
Manager could be more considerate, rewarding words could also be for others, not just the same people...
Set priorities in WP at all levels
Provide me with necessary material resources and equipment and pay proporcionate part of my bills related to performing my professional
duties.
the organisation did the best it could considering the circumstance
We are supposed to work from home and only (if at all) critical staff should go to the office. Yet we receive emails saying that we have to
arrange for pick-up of the physical mail; registered mail is not kept at the central DG mail office but "discharged" to the responsibiity of the
units even if it is opened by the CAD and registered in aRES therefore putting the responsiblity on units who are not supposed to be in the
office. These are just examples of "do not come but come"... strange.
better communication taking into account personal situations
Earlier offering necessary equipment, compensation for full home office costs
I live alone in Brussels and I'm disappointed that I cannot telework from my home country. I worry about my elderly mother who lives alone in
my home country. I cannot understand why in these special conditions, where almost noone can enter the office, we still need to stay close to
the office. The psychological burden of living alone in a foreign country during the pandemic is high. Unfortunately the HR show no compassion.
In terms of communication, not always clear to all staff
To be honest my organisation si communicatin in time to the staff and doing it upmost in this situation.
Allow more flexibility and working from other locations
They provided good information.
financial support for some categories of staff to reimburse their higher cost at home
We should receive a financial participation at least for heating+elctricity while the Commission saves money on electricity, heating, missions...
working from our country
Take a clear position from the very beguinning (i.e., like the EP made grating a monthly allowance until April 2021 covering the extra
teleworking costs). Keep the same medical support: flu vaccination is being made at the cost of regular annual checkings, which are not made
anymore by the in-house doctors.
Reduce workload and number of meetings
To respect normal working hours especially as I have a child at home to care for meals, gomework to supervise.
Accept that we cannot combine family care and work both for 24h/day during long periods while keeping the same level of performance at
work without having a negative impact in our mental and physical health. Define negative priorities, or postpone actions, accept that a slower
pace must be necessary in these exceptional circumstances to preserve staff health.
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More checking ins on staff
Staff should have been allowed to telework from where they choose (abroad). Parents should have been allowed extra leave
As an organisation they have done pretty well.
I think the Institution is regularly communicating about the situation and gives clear instructions.
Give better equipment sooner
Make effort to connect people.
Looking at the bigger picture, and ensuring fair treatment of colleagues in EUDs, particularly with regard to schooling, compensation measures
by providing for example faster progression of career, or possibility to sit internal competitions, offering higher flexibility to those needing to
work longer term from Europe home based, re-establishing the endowment of annual leaves as prior to reform in 2013, corporate financial
support (credit card for missions etc)
Consider to adapt/reduce the working pattern without salary reduction up to a percentage of time, possibility of working in another country
than the place of posting,
I think that going beyond the 10% for the presence of staff in the office created an unnecessary risk, and there were too many people hanging
around in some of the Commission buildings. Many of them were there to print some pages. I think that it could have organised a system of
lending the small local printers which were already in some individual offices, reimburse purchase of small printers for teleworking or
compensate staff for expenses linked to use of resources at home for printing
provide office equipment (screen) right from the start, I bought one in the summer and it made a big difference
EEAS management should be more flexible in term of authorising staff in delegation to telework from Europe when situation in the country of
posting is not sustainable (e.g. lockdown in the country, teleworking as a rule for all staff in delegation, school closed since one year, kids at
home with stressfull behaviours due to the lack of contact). There is a business continuity plan in each delegation to be used during emergency
allowing non essential stall to leave the country or organise shifts.
More targeted meetings (focused on one team or one file/project), involving fewer participants that should all participate (instead of merely
listening).
not use this moment to implement major changes or to do it with a real staff consultation process, no masquerade like in DG GROW
être plus souvent en contact avec le personnel ce qui n'est pas du tout le cas, on se débrouille par soi même
I think that the situation is OK
Nothing, I think he did everything necessary.
Please prepare the new way of working after Corona: how will public transport reimbursements be adapted (half time subscriptions or railpass
reimbursed in the future, as will be needed for more flexibility?), hybrid meeting room infrastructure, reduced availability of restos, ...?
provide arrangements, letting some go to the office while the majority lies scared at home
Dans mon cas tous se passe. nous avons 1 réunion par semaine via skype et 1 fois par semaine 1 skype CAFE pour rester en contact.
provide 4G access to all, it is unaccpetable to have such a heavy internet traffic, and take this for granted
More IT helpdesk support
nous donner plus rapidement l'écran et la chaise
More empathy and understanding by letting employees work from their home country.
allow before the pursche of , above all, a screen
provided equipment including chair, screen etc. And been more aware of the extreme overload. I have worked weekends, 16h days at times
etc.
more flexibility: adapt (reduce) working hours, allow teleworking from abroad
Have a human approach. Ask if we are fine. Informal talk and better communication. Everything is treated as confidential... and the corridor
channel of information is not working anymore...
i think the organisation handled it very well, but we need an allowance for all that we buy for work
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I think they did quite well. They kept us posted, they provided us with the necessary equipment, they offered psychological support to those
who needed. Fortunately I was OK and didn't need that. But some colleagues who are home alone, it would be more difficult. They offered
some days of teleworking from abroad. Here, they should be more galant. More days working abroad. What's the point for someone to stay in
Brussels which is RED area, and not being at their country which may be orange/green.
Give some type of compensation for the costs we have while working 100% from home and be less strict when it comes to not allowing people
to go to the office. Covid-19 is not Ebola.
To allow everybody to work from wherever they want with expats wavers if more than 2 months per year working from abroad; to chip in
towards the expenses with a lump sum every month and not this ridiculous reimbursement scheme; to implement AND inform the staff as
soon as possible on the new teleworking scheme after the crisis which should be AT LEAST 3 days per week compulsory teleworking for ALL
including management with only few exceptions.
Fire the managers that treat people as dispencable assets: abuse their right to privacy, publicly ridicule when people get sick, do not care that
people have little children at home requiring schooling and care, setting up unit meetings exactly when the children should be taken from
school by the parent, publicly encourage and require working while on sick leave, deny overtime recuperation.
each unit can come at the office one half-day of the week to keep links
logistics (including printing possibilities)
Personally, I think they have handled it very well considering the circumstances
Being at home 24/7 means excess costs for utility bills. EC has saved enormous amounts by the cancelation of all missions and the operation of
buildings. EC should be more supportive on that perpective as the Parliament did from the very beginning of this crisis. In addition, they should
have allowed us the possibility to borrow our office equipment since many of us do not have the space from extra screens and chairs after the
end of the crisis. that would also be in line with our climate policy
Clearn guidelines at HR level to avoid abusive situations, the fact that we are teleworking has led to implying that we should always be
available.
plan for this, it was not that difficult to do it
My organisation took the right decisions putting the health of staff first.
Appropriate IT tools and connexion
My DG have done a very good job.
In my opinion they couldn't have done better under these circumstances.
Provide screens and basic equipment in case teleworking is the only option feasible
training, coaching, exchanging best practices on the use of technology
Allow teleworking from home country
HR is managing as good as possible. I would like a more stable perspective: decide now on working conditions until the end of summer for
example. I don't like the constant negativity by the unions. Protection is good, but there should be more openness towards new ways of
working: activity based working, each day you choose where is the best place to work (home, hotdesk, quiet space...), with a minimum of an
average 1-2 days/week in the office to promote social cohesion within teams.
The organisation has done what was possible. Teleworking is the good decision to try reducing the contaminations. They could have better
equipped staff with big screens/ specific office chairs a bit earlier than they did.
No, I think they manage well
organise much more informal event, skype...
La Com devrait permettre aux fonctionnaires expatriés de travailler online à partir de leurs pays d'origine.
considering the sudden change Commission has been amazingly flexible. They could have provided the screen and chair earlier. And could pay
for IT connections
Managers should keep a closer contact with their staff, on a personal level.
For me it is ok, the information and instructions are well provided
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More support durung this stressful period.
I just hope that after corona, we will not go back to where we stopped-this small spirit, control management..hopefully the responsibility and
autonomous working style that teleworking allows to a part will be kept afterwards
Could be, but at least more social interaction (no work-releted) could be organised
organise better the teleworking not asking to work anytime if things were not urgent
allow unlimited teleworking from a home country
No strong views
Provide reimbursement earlier for char, screen and ofiice table as well.
It is correctly managed
To allow telework from home country. It is absurd this limitation to be in Brussels when we all know that the coronavirus crisis will not stop
from one day to the other.
They have done their best!
It should have allowed to borrow big screens, keyboards and printers from the office. And it should have introduce the office equpment refund
scheme a lot earlier.
more social event
The corporate digital strategy should have had an approach to IT should take into account the wellbeing and comfort of staff at work instead of
imposing rigid one sise fits all solutions that make the working environment unpleasant. In another area, the medical service should have been
better resourced and equipped to support the staff needs in a pandemic situation.
i prefer not to give my opinion here....!!!
Allow telework from abroad in a broad way
Pay an allowance for montly costs (I had to install better internet, etc)
Support telework with office equipment earlier, psyco support easier to obtain, medical and social support to individuals
Overall my agency has managed the crisis well and provided clear and regular communication to all staff members.
Yes, some more flexibility to have the possibility to work in the office
The crisis was managed in a exemplary way. However, I would appreciate to obtain a printer at home.
prepare the managers
allow to go to offices
more simple rules and less delay for the procedure of reiumbursement of the home equipment ( why waiting for months to launch this policy ?)
and more open to TW from ABroad
not calling us back to office during last summer
I think we are really very lucky! When you see the situation "outside" we should be grateful!
revised objectives to allow for the circumstances
Issuing clear and tempestive instructions for everybody. Rules that applies for all, avoid to give so much space to discretionality. If coming back
to the office is not possible let the staff free to decide from where they want to work, if compatible with the tasks assigned.
in my humble opinion, this is an extraordinary situation, never encountered so far. I don't see how my organisation could have coped in an ideal
way.
Support purchasing or provide teleworking equipment
Pour la partie technique : autoriser de prendre le clavier et donner la possibilité d'une imprimante avec scanner. Pour la partie personnelle,
difficile à dire.
I think the EC did extremely well and the fact that the PResident was a woman and a doctor was a clear advantage, to benefit from a flexible
and humane way of doing.
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Please allow teleworking from country of origin. That is extreamly necessary for some people, which needs are not fully covered with current
EC HR policies about teleworking from abroad-country of origin.
communication at an intermediary level, not only from the top
Flexibility to work from a country of my partner (not country of my origin)
support more informal contacts; provide a special corona leave for parents like Belgium did
monitoring screens
Organise things differently, allow people the freedom to choose how they want to protect thesmselves and their families instead of a blanket
application of same rules to people with very different needs and realities.
provide clearer guidelines on deconnexion, more support, provide more equipment and cover financial costs
Necessary equipment etc could have been provided much sooner
give a monthly allowance to cover the additional costs incurred during this forced teleworking period (heating, electricity, etc.)
They have not adapted work plans and targets at all. Because of the pandemic, they should have moderated the planned outputs (legislative
proposals etc)
yes
everything is ok
more information, follow-up, better equipment
quicker reaction to establish channels for informal communication within the team
It coped very well with it (IT, communication, etc). Nothing to add then.
Nothing. The Corona must disappear.
provide longer term perspective re the measures duration (now done in 2-weekly basis)
Air sanitizers should be installed in the offices
Overall, I think my organisation did its best to support us in this period and provide on time information on the situation and next steps.
More flexibility to work abroad in the family, still working but with family living abroad, especially countries at the frontier of Belgium (France,
Luxembourg, Germany etc, countries at the borders)
I have no complaints against my organisation. I would not know what they could have done better.
Provide necessary equipment for teleworking.
I think that the fact that people are teleworking and teaching children in the same time should have been taken much more into the
consideration and it is still far from being ideal. In addition, I don´t see a reason why the EU institutions should all the time strictly follow the
Belgian rules and measures. I believe that the institutions should try to provide vaccines against covid themselves and not to rely on Belgian
government and its decision, we are not covered by their health insurance.
More support to get the right equipment would be welcome.
Decrease the expectations towards parents taking care of children at home
reduce the number of projects to be implemented
let staff choose when they feel the need to go to the office, instead of rigid quota. It is also a mental health issue.
Special leaves when schools are closed, return to normal shcedules in OIB garderies
earlier provision of equipment.
I am not sure they could. THey really tried hard.
Communication between colleague about other topics than work related
I think our organisation managed the situation pretty well, trying to find a balance between our personal needs, the business needs and the
rules/requirements imposed by the local authorities.
organise informal meetings, outdoor events by groups, coffee breaks to share our concerns
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It was done very well
xxx
More measures about our mental well -being and work life balance are necessary and also measures for parents with kids at home. A concrete
plan to soon go back at the office to give some hope. And obviously this is not the time to drop the bomb that we will have no office when one
day we go back to our working space. This is really sad.
Give us better IT equipment
Use better video conference tools. Allow more promptly to telework from abroad.
I am quite satisfied with the Council approach, given the unpredictability of the circumstances
They should think of solutions or exceptions for people with small children
advancing vaccinations
very little can be done, teleworking from place of origin is very important (already done in my agency)
Focus on priorities
allow more flexibility in working from country of origin, give more money for IT equipment, organise more social events
take telework and home schooling more into consideration
Better connection between people which is rather difficult task in these circumstances so I think everybody suffers this!
Put financial measures in place for office equipment. Adapted educational goals/targets more clearly and proritised mental health more AND
more visibly/audibly to students/staff/parents.
they had to respect national Belgian restrictions, but they could have helped more with extra costs we have to pay for (internet, heating and air
conditioning, electricity,...)
The Institution should have made it possible to purchase materials (chair and screen) much earlier and should also have provided for the
payment of consumption costs.
nothing more that what it did/does
They didn't do too bad actually. Ideally we could have contracted more staff :) Everybody tired with the pandemic/lockdown. For the sake of
staff well being, we're trying to slow down but the activity continues ...
Allow staff with children under 16 years old to work less in times of home teaching, together with a lower workload.
Reconsider the workloads, the extra number of meetings, special leave for parents with very young children. Some have same salaries and
allowances and they lived home with grandparents all this time while TW while I cannot afford a nanny and I am struggling surviving every day
Supply if office equipment
Better allocation of resources across DGs
...
Allowing for more time at the office (rotation) + access to printers
Longer opening hours of crèches and discouraging European Schools to constantly close down preventively.
being more human, but I think it's not the Institution's fault, it's because of our director's paranoia
To give special leave to parents with children less than 12 years old when the schools are closed. During that period, it was not manageable to
work and take care of small kids ( 8 and 3 years old) by myself as my husband has been working since March 2020 and not from home due to
his job that didn't allow him to telework.. To recuperate work, I had to stay until 2 A M. SCHOOLS SHOULD NOT CLOSE ANYMORE , otherwise
parents WILL NEED TO STOP WORKING.
provide additional ressources both material and human
Better technical and ergonomic equipment at home. What we got was certainly not sufficient. A screen for 150 euro does not include an inbuilt
camera, which is needed. For 200 euro you do not get an adequat office chair. Furthermore keyboard is needed, mouse or mousetrapper, cables
and a dockingstation. An electric adjustable table had also been needed. That I have in hte office. The poeple who decided this do not
understand at all what equipment really is needed.
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Avoid changing HR policies not related to CoViD during the time of the pandemic.
a better family/professional vision
Regular personal phone calls just to check how I am doing
Give us a clear framework, answer our questions, back us up when we had to make decisions
Accept and use digital signature! GSC contractual documents (e.g. purchase orders) are still required to be signed blue ink. It is very hard to
argue on it with the providers that are fully working from home.
Top management communicates nice messages (take care of you family, reduction of targets, etc), however middle management does not
apply this message, as they want to shine to top management as the ones that maintain performance even in pandemic times, therefore using
pandemic into their benefit. As the communication is only top-down, the problems of regular workers are not escalated on time or at all. As
well it has been assumed that everybody has the space at home for homeoffice. Which is not
Ensure better distribution of work that requires office presence.
I'm satisfied
additional financial support (internet connection), special leave for children with home-schooling
Council has been extremely good: longer deadlines, regular corona updates, local management made flexible arrangements for parents, many
intranet articles on well-being. Clear instructions to stay home. Council management has been very good imo.
Let people who wish so work from the place where their families live as long as teleworking is mandatory
Difficult to say
allow use of office space not only for critical staff, allowance (for increased cost of heating, electricity, internet, etc.) espcially to contract staff
and signle parents, teleworking from abroad - more flexibility during school holidays
Give a timeline... and avoid the yo-yo we have with back to the office announcement and then go back.
review/lower objectifs
Provide IT equipment and permit teleworking from abroad, permanently
Provided for a printing + distribution service of unusally heavy documents.
impose on teams to have weekly meethings
Fournir également des imprimantes individuelles et les cartouches. Intervenir dans les frais additionnels causés par le télétravail ( indemnité
abonnement internet, dépenses d'énergies,...)
I think my organisation did it's best and better as time passes
yes, more psychological support
I'm happy with the management
EC does not pay compensation for the extra costs at home (electricity, heating, high-performing wifi, etc.).
By now they should have adopted clear rules and policy managing our teleworking, not leaving it up to heads of unit to manage as they wish.
They should have been able to create these rules to help us manage this situation.
I find we should receive a financial contribution for our increase energy consumption while teleworking
Less pressure on targets and results and more true exchange times
From the start, more open about bringing home/purchasing monitors/chairs
more flexibity in terms of working from your country of origin or place of interest (instead of giving two weeks before summer or winter
vacation give x nubmer of weeks and then each individual can take when most appropriate for his/her situation
Not imposing more stressfull situations as the current ones. Very difficult to face a full reorganisation of the DG remotely. New colleagues, new
hierarchy, more new ways of working, more resilience. Now it's really too much! It should have been done in a few months when the current
crisis situation will be improved not now! That's really stressful and useless!
plus de ressources au service médical
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Empathy. I am told to travel back to the EUD - and at same time the COM Spokesperson warns against travelling. My doctor says no but my
employer insist. No helpdesk for telling HOW one can travel back when no planes/constanlty changing national restrictions
equip its staff with adequate equipment sooner, allow a lump sum relative to teleworking costs @home
Start working at policy for the post-Covid area.
I can't see what they could do to make this situation more bareable.
Very satisfied
More exceptions from telework for those who suffer a lot
Not applicable
Communicated better with the interpreting staff, explained how the Commission rules apply to us, taken notice when we spoke up about our
health issues (mental health, hearing issues, pains caused by sitting at a desk). We were not included in the reimbursement scheme for
screens/chairs, even though many of us didn't have an office space at home and have had to install one for the online training, work etc. we
have been doing.
Change rules about staff, teleworking, workload, equipment, output to be provided by staff, provisions for children care, etc...
I had COVID and not once I was contacted either by the Medical Service or my senior managemet to see how I was doing and if I needed
anything. I got more support from the Belgian authorities. Also as middle management I felt I was left with little psychological support - staff is
supported by the middle managers, but we are not supported further. Personal experience only.
Listen to the workers instead of unilaterally deciding some useless « solutions » to appear to be doing something
the situation was absolutely not predictable, I don't know.
EC did not explain enough to the public what it is doing in the management of the Corona virus. Communication to the public should be done
in "normal" words understandable to all level of education
I think they did quite good
Not sure if it applies, but in Crisis situations, it's best not to be in Crisis;
Encourage better interactions between colleagues and Team Members
Not make teleworking mandatory but on volontary basis and with flexibility (a few days a week for instance)
There was lack of horizontal communication on new working methods and timely updates on them. As an end user of some IT tools I was quite
often the last one to get to know about new features and updates. very frustrating
make sure that you could borrow immediately all the equipment from the office to make you work more efficiently
We (the unit) didn't even have virtual coffees together, now for 2 months we have had.
Let people work from abroad more often than only during Christmas. One week every month or every 2 months would have been a good start.
Working with the family around is extremely tiring and stressfull, coming back to a week of 37,5 hours a week would also be nice as we are not
having a "social life at work with the colleagues" as before. The contacts are reduced but most of the time they were important in making a
break in our work. Personnally, these are barely existing now.
Avoid unnecessary changes (we had to deal with a lot of changes. Some were necessary but many were not at all and this created a lot of
useless stress). Reduce work related stress by adapting the targets.
mgmt needs to stop making people work under unreasonable conditions (workload, deadlines, IT constraints,etc.)
I think they do already quite a lot
allow from the start to bring office equipments at home.
The new DG of GROW should have waited before launching her deep reorganisation process and she should have conducted real consultation
with at least senior managers on the narrative and design of the new structure. Poorly implemented, now everybody is lost and discouraged.
DG SCIC should have prepared better for this type of emergency by learning early about platform interpretation
More online exchanges between collegues
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Difficult to say. Probably reallocate some work from parents with kids at home to colleagues without children. Organising more calls within the
teams so that people don't get isolated. Many single colleages had a hard time and some are just to shy to reach out.
Communicated better
Our communication system AVAYA has been a joke. Webex hasn't worked properly for everyone either. Communication is essential in as
situation like this, so my organisation should definitely have made sure that we were able to communicate properly and clearly from the
beginning.
I appreciate that my organisation showed flexibility, e.g. for colleagues working from abroad, the possibility to take home office equipment.
be more compassionate.....and talk to us.....not through emails only.
let staff work from abroad 100% if their families reside there no matter travel restrictions, as this is an exceptional situation where no
conditions should be established
Let colleagues to telework from the place of origin, it is especially important to single persons who have no family in Brussels and now have
less opportunity to associate with others.
It should not have follow the local mesures
They are doing their best.
I find that Council handled things really well.
try to find solution for people doing telework and playing teacher with the children
Take measures for parent with young children at home (and not do what you can and we will decide further on the consequences)
to be more flexile with hours, we feel more guilty at home we don't dare to leave 5 minutes, in the office we could chat in the corridor, meet
people and talk
Better manage the workload, hiring more people or prioritizing objectives. As translators, the only way of dealing with peaks is working
overtime - and this is tiring and stressful.
Earlier and more comprehensive provision of reimbursement for IT equipment, better training of managers on how to lead virtual teams and
check on people.
Home Office Package and office chair should have been available already from spring 2020. Huge increase of workload because of organizing
videoconferencies instead of physical meetings. Dedicated service should organize VTCs, not secretaries in policy DGs. SMART should introduce
more automatized systems for organising VTCs (i.a. delegates should register themselves). We policy DG assistants at GSC have been working
like this for almost a year with no support!
Try to decrease the workload a bit ... i was hell!
Honestly, with all the workload linked to the Coronavirus, Brexit, the MFF, etc., there wasn't much else they could have done for us. I felt a lot
of benevolence/goodwill (bienveillance) on their part. And that's very important.
react sooner, adapt workload, less pressure
approval for working from abroad is not transparent
La Commission, ma DG et ma hiérarchie m'informent régulièrement de la situation et des règles à suivre. Je n'ai donc pas à me plaindre.
I cannot critisize my organisation when you see the improvements done since the beginning of this crisis
no really I thik it was diffcicult for them too. They did what they could
Give more freedom to employees in choosing from where they can work
Provide a financial support to cover teleworking costs (electricity, heating, etc)
Let staff meet in small groups in Ec buildings
do not push to come back to the office, recruit more people
Honestly, I don't think the EPO could have done more or better.
Provide ergonomic tables, chairs and should not have send everybody to work from home
Pay a monthly allowance for heat, electricity and efficient internet equipment and check on all employees' well-being regularly
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Monitor the increased workload and ensure staff does not feel obliged to wor k in tje evebings and weekends.
I don't know at the moment.
Reduce load of employees with (young) children
Nothing. My organisation was very good in communicating and being flexible with staff
I find it was very well managed by the hierarchy
Change all managers Without people management skills. Coronavirus and teleworking amplifies the problems caused by their inability to
manage
The horrendous lack of correct IT equipment for use at home
Provide face masks
Newcomer onboarding has been poor.
Did a lot
They totally ignored mental well-being. Also, I think that the crisis generated more urgent work for exactly the same number of staff. I feel
very disappointed and angry. The lesson from this crisis is: the bosses give a shit. And if they do care, it's only words, no real action.
More empathy. Better communication. Less pressure.
consider the staff who has difficult home situation even if no children
more flexibility towards their employees (like they show for their partner network)
they could have reduced the production targets. While the whole world was at standstill and we were all trying to adapt to a new lifestyle, we
had to work and cope with the same rythm and intensity as before, if not more, from day 1
give more support to subcontractors who are now unemployed (canteens, cleaning and security companies, etc.), intervene more quickly in the
costs that teleworking generates (see previous answer)
Provide more equipement, for instance printer or the capacity to print from the PC provided by the Commission, and also interviene in the
costs.
clear communication about what the main objectives should be and the adaptation of the procedures
I have a feeling that my institution handled the situation very well by encouraging ALL managers to have a daily check-in with their staff or to
make sure their staff have smaller virtual meetings between them.
Install more breaks on a clear base instead of people taking breaks themselves, so the people that take more breaks make it difficult for those
available
less pressure, more rewards
a clear and transparent workload decrease, not a "favour" being handed down by the team manager
Better ensure that colleagues do not stay connected 24h round and that top hierarchy does not expect colleagues to work late in the evening.
Count working hours, fully equippe work spaces, plan ahead realistically and for more than a couple of weeks at a time
regularly remind everyone of the rules to whom we offer our services. In the high ranks as well.
The organisation should have closed te offices much earlier. Furthermore it announced reopening the offices at a moment where the next
round of the pandemic could already be seen.
We still need more performing ICT infrastructure.
I think they were really reactive and comprehensive. No particular claims.
When presence at work is needed state clear shifts to access the building. Plus organising virtual get-togethers
Nous laisser nous connecter à l'heure que l'on veut, du moment que nous faisons nos 8h sur la journée. Pouvoir récupérer les heures
supplémentaires que nous faisons ou nous les payer. Nous laisser la possibilité de reporter plus de congés annuels à l'année prochaine. Nous
donner des indemnités mensuellers pour nos factures de gaz,électricité, internet, eau.
reduce targets !!
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I am happy with the overall management. In the beginning the information and measures took somewhat longer but this is normal for an
unexpected situation. Preparedness is the key message for the future.
Prendre en compte les heures supp aussi pendant le télé-travail
to be generous on TW for everyone and allow staff to TW outside the place of employment so they could be with family or any other network.
More wellbeing awareness and relative measures should have been adopted. revision and adaptability of targets and annual appraisal for staff
in view of the new circumstances.anti-burnout policy or enough time per day/wk to disconnect from work.more team groups activities even
online.there was significant lack of internal rules of childcare provisions
I am pleased with my organisation's management of the crisis. Allowing those who wished to do so to work for a Member State other than
Belgium was particularly sensible and helpful.
Not sure. They did a lot. What is not OK, however, is that flexitime hours (overtime) couldn't be accounted for in home office unlike when
working in the office. This is not fair.
It should have been quicker in its reaction to the crisis and have involved the staff and the Staff representation sooner and more in its decisions.
It should have substantially lowered the targets since the beginning of the crisi to reduce the stress on colleagues and given more leaves to
parents with young children and to colleagues in need for specific reasons.
Clear emails on what we are entitled to. Medical appointments, flexitime requests, timetables, buying days, courses etc.
I feel they did what they could from a distance, but maybe a recognition of the extra effort on the part of the personnel would be nice, for
example in the form of an extra day of holidays when the crisis is over
flexibility with telework from abroad
Give us the tools to work and not break our backs and tire our eyes
They have done what they had to
More IT support, longer deadlines for tasks, more understanding, more psychological support.
ALLOW US TO USE THE EQUIPMENT WE ALREADY HAD AT THE OFFICE
Harmonized decisions should have been taken faster for the whole EC (re. meeting organisation, use of IT tools, financial allocation for home
office,..)
Provide equipment. Lighten procedures.
Faster decision taking, less bureacratic steps
Urgnet need to DEGLAMOURIZE overwork (working overnight, weekeneds..)
Be more realistic about work procedures. Not everything can be done from home. Not everyone likes or has suited space to work from home.
Leave some flexibility / (physical) space for staff’s individual preferences (desires on where to work, personal life etc. ). Forcing the exact
solution on everyone will only make more unhappy staff.
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Paramètres
Questions par page

Toutes

Permettre d'envoyer le questionnaire plusieurs fois ?

Permettre le retour aux questions précédentes ?

Afficher les numéros de questions ?

Attribution aléatoire des questions ?

Afficher la barre de progression ?

Notification de réponses sur mail ?

Protection par mot de passe ?

Restriction d'adresse IP ?
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Annexe : Questionnaire
New ways of working - Union Syndicale Fédérale
Dear Member,
We launched a survey a few months ago in order to receive your impressions on the teleworking period in 2020.
As 2021 will imply digital change at a high level and on every aspect of work-life, we would like to know how you cope with teleworking, work-life balance
and much more.
It takes only a few minutes of your time and it would help us greatly, we thank you in advance for your time.
Stay safe and take care,
Union Syndicale's team

1. Are you a...
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Woman
Man
X

2. How old are you ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

20 - 30 years old
31 - 45 years old
46 - 55 years old
56 - 65 years old
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3. For which European Institution / Organisation do you currently work ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

European Parliament
Council of the European Union
European Court of Justice
European Commission
Committee of Regions
European Economic and Social Committee
European External Action Service
European Central Bank
Representations
Agencies
Eurocontrol
European University Institute
ACP
Council of Europe
Office franco-allemand pour la jeunesse
European Patent Office
European Schools
Other, please specify :

4. Did you work from home during the Coronavirus crisis ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No

5. What is your current working situation ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Working from home
Working at the office
Both : working from home and at the office (weekly or daily shifts)
Still unemployed
Partially employed
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6. "If you are still working, have your workload or work hours increased since the beginning of the
Corona crisis ?"
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

No, I have less work than before
Same as before
Increased significantly

7. "Have your workload or work hours increased since last September?"
Propositions de réponse: Select one answer

No
Same
Increased

8. "Do you feel more work-related stress since the beginning of the Corona crisis?"*
Propositions de réponse: Select one answer

Yes
Same as before
No

9. "Do you feel more work-related stress since last September?"
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No
More or less. If so, please specify :

10. Has your organisation implemented a clear policy to reduce or take into account the overload
and or work-related stress on you since the beginning of the Corona crisis (e.g. reduction in targets,
working hours, etc....)?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No
More or less, please specify :
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11. Have you had to care for your children while working from home ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No
Does not apply.

12. If yes, was/is your manager comprehensive about it ? If you answered "does not apply" or "no" to
the previous question, in general, is/was your manager comprehensive during the coronavirus crisis
?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Extremely comprehensive
Relatively comprehensive
Not very comprehensive
Not comprehensive at all

13. Do/did you feel connected to your colleagues while you are/were working from home ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes, totally
More or less
No, I feel/felt disconnected. Please specify :

14. Do you have your own office space at home ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes, I have a room dedicated where I can work.
No, I have to convert a room, a speficic space for it.

15. Does/did your employer provide the necessary equipment for teleworking ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No
Other, please specify :

16. Do you feel you can/could easily disconnect outside working hours ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
More or less. If so, please specify :
No
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17. Would you consider teleworking as a regular advantage afterwards ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes, totally
Definitely no
Yes and no. Please specify :

18. How did/do you cope with your current working situation ?
Propositions de réponse: Please write an answer

19. What do you think your organisation could/should have done better in the management of the
Corona crisis?
Propositions de réponse: Please write an answer
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